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FOREWORD

The criminal justice system is a labor-intensive enterprise, vital to the nation and
beset with manpower problems. One of the most recent attempts to help alleviate s.-;me of
the problems was the National Manpower Survey. The Congressional mandate fDr this
survey was written in 1973, the survey was begun in 1974 and completed 'fast year.

This summary report deals with manpower requirements now and in the future. It
reports on issues such as recruitment and turnover, especially as they relate to minorities
and women. And it explores the various aspects of training and education.

The survey results do not provide final answers to all of the manpower issues. In
particular, the assumptions built into the model for profjecting manpower requirements
may have to be modified in light of additional experience: Nevertheless, the Institute
believes the study .represents a significant advance in fhe tools available to deal with
manpower problems. We hope it will be of value to the many hundreds of state and local

Officials who must plan for manpower needs.

Blair G. Ewing--
Acting Director
National Institute of Law Enforcement

and Criminal Justice



PREFACE

This volume .presents the major findings and recommendations of the National

Manpower Survey of the Criminal Justice System. The .,tady was performed for the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration by National Planning Association, as prime
contractor, in association with The American Institutes for Research and the Bureau of

- Social. Science .Researchall of Washington, D.C. 1.t was conducted in response to a
Congressional requirement, under the 1973 Crime Control Act, for a survey of personnel,
training and education needs in the fields of law enforcement and criminal justice and of
the adequacy of federal, state and local programs to meet these needs.

The study, initiated in July 1974; is based, in large part, on a comprehensive series of
surveys of executives, agencies and of employees of state and local law enforcement and
criminal justice ageneies, including both mail questionnaires and field visits, conducted
between November 1975 and June 1976. An Interim Report, based on an initial analysis
of the survey results, was submitted on June 30, 1976. In addition to the present Summ
Report (Volume I), the detailed results of the study have been presented in the follow'
reports:

Volume II, Law Enforcement, October 1976
Volume III, Corrections, NoveMber 1976
Volume IV, Courts, February 1977
Volume V, Criminal Justice Education and Training (2 Parts), November 1976
Volume 'VI, Criminal Justice Manpower Planning, December 1976

,A special report, Criminal Case Loads and Estimating Processing Time in General.
Trial Courts, Fiscal Year 1975, was also completed in May 1977, as a supplement to the

original study plan.
These reports are the joint product of a team of over 40 professional staff members

and consultants, and of supporting research and administrative staff, of the three researalv
organizations responsible'for this study. These individuals came from diverse profession-al

disciplines, including education, manpower and personnel research, economics, statistics,
sociology, psycho/ogy and law, as well as from operAtional roles in law enforcement'and
criminal justice ager .es. The NMS study group ocnefited from the advice and guidance
of a ten-inembor .'..dvisory Board, chaired by Dr. Donald Riddle, formerly Presidenuof the

ts.John 'Jay College of Criminal Justice of the City University of NewYork, and which
included, eminent leaders and academic experts in the fields of law enforcement and
criminal. justice and related disciplines. (A list of the NMS staff and Advisory Board
members appears in Appendix A).

In addition, the National Manpower Survey consulted extensively with a wide range
of criminal justice practitioners, technical experts and educators to jbtain more special-
ized advice on, various aspects of the study. A total of over 30 panel_ sessions o:
conferences were held for this purpose, ranging in scope from a broad review of major
criminal justice issues and assessments of major training and education programs, to
detailed technical reviews of the NMS manpower projection model and of the occupa-
tional analyses of key occupations.

This study would not have been possible without the active cooperation of some ten
thousand executives and other officials of state and local law enforcement, correctional
and court-related agencies throughout the country who took time from their busy
schedules to respond to our detailed qm:qionnaires or to meet withrepresentatives of our



ct.
field analCts staff. The readiness of these officials to devote the necessary time to respond
to this survey provides perhaps the best evidence of the importance of the many critical

personnel, training and educational issues addressed.
Finally, we are especially appttziative of the advice, assistance and guidance pni-

vided to us by Sidney Epstein and Nick Pappas of the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration who served as project monitors for the study. Their help was particularly
valuable. in arranging liaison with LEAA and state planning agency staffs, in facilitating
clearance of ouer.umerous survey instruments, and in providing access to a wide range of
relevant research and data sources within the Federal Government.

In preparation of this Summary Report, I would like to express my appreciation
particularly to Harry Greenspan, Frank McKeman. and James Stinchcomball formerly
associated with the NMS stafffor their review and comments on portions of this report;
to Elizabeth Naden, who ably supervised the editing and production of the, manuscript,
and to Jacqueline Rupel and Lorraine Staliper, of our acministrative and secretarial staff,
who saw this document through to final copy. The undersigned must, however, be held
solely accountable for any sins of emission or commission.

a

R

HAROLD WOOL

Director
National Manpower Survey
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CHAPTER 1. REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

A. The NMS Study Program
The National Manpower Survey of the Criminal Jus-

tice System was conducted in response to a recuirement

included in the 1973 Amendments to the Safe Streets Act

which provided for a survey of "existing and future
personnel needs of the Nation.in the field of law enforce-

ment and criminal justice and the adequacy of federal,
state and local programs to meet such needs." Major
study objectives were:

To assess the adequacy of current personnel re-
sources of law enforcement and criminal justice
agencies and to project future manpovver needs;
To assess training and educational needs in law

enforcement and criminal justice occupations, and
the adequacy of existing training and educational
programs in relation to these needs;
To recommend priorities for allocation of LEA.A

funds for training and academic assistance;
To design procedures for use in criminal justice
manpower planning, including manpov. er projection
models and data collection metiiods; aad
To identify any other needed changus in personnel
policies and procedures to iinprove system per-
formance.

The study incorporates findings based on an extensive

data collection program, including:
Comprehensive questionnaire surveys of about
8,000 executives of state and local agenciespolice
chiefs, sheriffs, prosecutors, public defenders, court
administrators, wardens, juvenile corrections ad-
ministrators and heads of probation and parole
offices;
Anal: survey of over 1,600 state trial and appellate

Courts;
A mail survey of over 250 law enforcement

academies;
An analysis of the results of a 1975 Census survey of
nearly 50,000 employees of state and local law en-
forcement and Rriminal justice agencies;
Field visits to More than 250 agencies and training
or educational institutions.

In addition, the NMS study staff received vcluable
advice and assistance from its 10-member Adr'sory

Board, from over 100 criminal justice officials and ex-

pens who participated in various panel groups, from

LEAA national offs -: and regional staffs and from stuff of

state criminal justice planning agencies.

B. Current Personnel Needs
and Resources

Nearly 1.0 million personnel were employed in state
and local criminal justice agencies in 1974, the base
year of the NMS assessment.

Over 580,06) were employed in police protection
agencies, of whom about 80 percent were sworn
officers. c;

Over 190,000 were in courts, prosecution and legal
services, and indigent defense agencies, including
about 28,000 judges and other judicial officers,

about 21,000 prosecutors, assistant prosecutors and

other attomeys in prosecution and legal services

offices, and 4,000 defenders or assistant defenders.
Nearly 220,009 were in corrections agencies, in-

cluding about 70,000 correctional officers in addit
facilities, 18,000 child care workers, 23,000 proba-
tion and parole officers, and 23,000 treatment and

education specialists of all types.
Several approaches were used in assessing the ade-

quacy of current agency staffing levels, including:
Responses by agency executives to survey questions
concerning the manpower needs of these agencies;
Comparison of actual staffing ratios with those rec-
ommended by various study commissions or profes-

sional organizations; and .

Analysis of the relationship between agency staffing

and measures of performance on work backlogs.
Based on responses of agency executives, an increase

of 220.000 or 26 pertent, in number of employe,es in

state and 'local criminal justice agencies, other than
courts, was needed to enable them'to fulfill all agency
responsibilities effectively in 1975.

Aitiong the major agency categories, the largest rela-
tive personnel shortages were reported by probation
and parole administrators and by sheriffs; ,the small-

est, by administrators of juvenile corrections agen-

cies.
Smaller agencies generally reported higher relative
requirements for additional personnel than did larger

agencies. However, heads of large police depart-

1



merits, with 1,000 or more eilw!oyees, also reported
a need for large percentage increases in staff.

Wide inter-city differences in the ratio of poll, e
employees to population served were found to be ex-
plainable only in part by differences in crime-related
workloads.

Polk( ::mployment ratios in larger cities (100,000 to
1 million population) were found to be partially
correlated with differences in robbery rates among
these cities. In smaller cities, per capita tax levels
were found to be more important in explaining
inter-city differences in police staffing than were
crime-related factors.
Highe-k:vels of police staffing have, moreover, not
been consistently associated with improved per-
formance, in terms of crime reduction or clearance
rates. A num6er of studies, based on data for states
or larger cities, have indicated positive results; other
research has been inconclusive in this respect.
Although increases in i. lice staffing are probably
fully justifiable in many growing or less affluent
communities, the limited correlations among police
staffing, crime rates, and police performance
suggest that, in other communities, improvements in
.deployment and utilization of existing resources,
combined with more active citizen involvement and
support, may be as important in improving overall
police performance as additional increments of
police manpower.

In state trial courts surveyed by'the NMS, criminal
case delay problems were found to be associated both
with inadequate judicial staffing and with court man-
agement and procedural policies.

For courts with 100 or more felony filings in 1975,
felony backlogs at end 1975 corresponded to a 4.4
month case delay. period in courts where judges
handled 200-3.99 felony equivalent cases per year,
as compared to 7.1 months, where the caseload per
judge-year was 1,000 or more.
The proportion of cases disposed of by plea bargain-
ing -was found to be significantly higher in courts
with high criminal caseloads per judge.
However, factors such as observance of strict con-
tinuance policies, greaterdegree of court unification
and effective speedy trial laws were also found to be
associated with shorter case delay.

In prosecution agencies, criminal caseloads per full-
time prosecutor were found to be nearly Nice as great in
the larger agencies, with 10 or more employees, as in
offices with less than 5 employees.

High criminal caseloads per prosecutor (300 or more
per full-time equivalent prosecutor) were found to
be associated with a significantly longer average
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court case delay than in jurisdictions where pros-
ecutor caselo;. -re substantially lower, based on
a matched surve, prosecutor and courts data for
188 jurisdictions.

Estimates of additional manpower needs of public
defender agencies verPfound to differ snidely, depending
upon the criteria used.

These ranged from an increase of only 18 percent,
based on public defender estimates of the number of
additional staff attorneys needed to "fully comply"
with recent Supreme Court decisions, to as much as
a six-fold increase. based on full provision of defen-
der services to all individuals charged with felonies,
misdemeanors or juvenile offenses, whether through
defender agencies or assigned counsel syStems.

In corrections agencies, comparisons of actual staff-
ing ratios in key occupations with those proposed by
various national commissions or professional associa-
tions indicate major deficits of probation and parole
officers and of ;.-eatment and educational staffs in pris-
ons and local jaiI71'

Only about one-half of state prison systems met the
American Correctional Association staffing standard
for social workers; about one- fourth, for psychia-
trists, and only about 10 percent, for psychologists,
in 1974; whereas 60 percent met or exceeded a ratio
of one custodial officer per six inmates, originally ,
proposed by the President's Crime Commission in
1967. Prison wardens responding to the NMS sur-
vey in 1975 also reported a much higher relative
shortage of treatment staff than of custodial officers.
Among probation and parole officers surveyed, only
28 percent met the ACA standard of 50 case units
per officer. Caseloads ranged from a median of 42
per month for adult parole agencies and 62 for
juvenile agencies to 161, for adult probation agen-
cies.
Staffing ratios in most state juvenile institutions in,
1975, on the other hand, generally met or exceeded
professionally recommended standards, in part be-
cause of the substantial recent declines in inmate'
populations. Juvenile corrections administrators also
reported substantially lower needs for additional
manpower than any other category of agency execu-
tive.

Conclusions

1. The composite survey evidence tends to support a
need for selective increases of personnel in most
categories of criminal justice agencies, other than
juvenile corrections institutions, in order to enable them
to fulfill all their assigned responsibilities and



workloadsparticularly for addition:. pro-

secutors and defenders, and for addition. , and

caseworker personnel in correctional activn,
2. However, provision of additional resources

alonein the absence of other needed policy or organi-
zational improvements will not necessarily contribute
Materially or efficiently to the ultimate national objec-

tives of crime reduction and improvement in the quality

of justice.

C. The Employment Outlook
Overall employment growth in state and local law

enforcement and criminal justice agencies is expected to
be considerably slower between 1974 and 1985 than,,

during the early .1970's, as the combined result of a
projected slowdown in crime rates and of tighter state
and local government budgets.

The crime rate, as measured,by the FBI index for

Part I offenses, is expected to experience a relatiVely
slow net growth tetween 1974 and 1980 and to
decline significantly between 1980 and 1985 as a
result. of: (1) a projected reduction in the Youth
population; (2) increased population decent,-aliza-
tion; and (3) a projected reduction in unemployment

rates.
Criminal justice expenditures and employment
growth will also be checked by the more limited
increase in state and local govemment expenditures
projected for 1974-1980, as a result of the recent
economic recession.

o Although "full-time equivalent" emplo: ment in
criminal justice activities is projected to grow by

nearly 400,000 cr 43 percent betw.,,en 1974 and

1985, the projected annual growth rate, of about 3

percent, will 'thus be substantially below the average
annualincrease of. about. .5 percent, experienced
between 1971 and 1974.

Employmen: growth ratebetween 1974 and 1985 are

projected to 22t ubsia.:tially greater in the courts and
correctional sectors thaii in law enforcenk:I.

ghee proteati, .,,;enaieS are expcito:d to increase

their staffs b rout 180,004.': 33 perc.nt, he-
eween 1974 4.1d 1985, 1'0 aric but

their share total criir:r?.:i iustice <ATipt,.7Y; will

decline,from abOut 59 pf:. :e,rit to 55 pt ,' this

period. More rapid employment growtri is projected
for state and county .agencies, than for city police

departments.
ProsecutiOrt and public indigent defense agencies are
expected to experience the most rapid growth

rates of 71 percent and 91 percent, respectively.
Total employMent in state and local courts will in-

clease by 54 peikxiik 14..it mule tdilill gturvt;t

for general jurisdict: than for courts of
limited or special juris
Overall employment in co -rect:ons activities is pro-
jected to increase by 62 percent, but with very di-

vergent growth trends for different agency
categories. The most rapid employment growth is
projected for'probation and parole agencies and in
locally based juvenile institutions in contrast to 'a
projected employment decline in state juvenile in-

stitutions. Employment in adult correctional inStitu-
tions is expected to increase by 58 percent as a result

of a projected trend towards increased imprisonment
of some categories of offenders.

Employment growth will be more rapid in the profes-

sional, technical and adtKnistrative occupations than in

k-.
In police agencies, the trumber of non-sworn per-
sonnel is expected to increase by 53 percent, as
compared to a projected increase of 2,8 percent in

sworn officer employment, as a.result of the con-
tinued trend towards increased use of civilians in

administrative and technical' positions.
Employment 1 ,non judicial personnel in general
jurisdiction and appellate courts is expected to grow
more than twice as rapidly as judges, reflecting
increased requirements for administrative and tech-

nical support personnel.
Staff attorneys in prosecution and indigent defense

agencies, and probation and parole officers, will

- also experience relatively rapid employment

growth.
Child care workers in juvenile institutions .are ex-
pected to experience very limited employment
growth, as a result of the projected continued trends
towards deinstitutionalization and the use of
community-based programs.

the "line" law enforcement occupatio.

Analysis of a number of major recent trends or de-

velopments in the criminal justice system iadicates that

they will have mixed impacts upon agency manpower
requirements.

The trend towards decriminalization of certain vic-
timless offenses, such as public, drunkenness, liras
apparently had limited impact .upon police and

prosecution manpower needs, based on executive
responses.
Formal pre-trial diversion programs were reported
by about one-third of probation and parole agencies
and about two-fifths of the prosecutors. Workload

impacts were also reported to_be_liratedThese
programs may have contributed, however, to the

'declining trend in juvenile institutional populations.
The impacts of the trend towards determinate, and to

1 s'
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mandatory minimum sentences, upon manpower
needs cannot yet be deerrnined, but these trends are
likely to entail more manpower for both correctional
and courts agencies, with a probable reduction in
parole agency workloads.
An increase i I court- unification is likely to result in
economies iTi judicial manpower by reducing or
eliminating various limited or special jurisdiction
courts, but may require increases in support person-
nel in higher level courts and court administrative
agencies.
Increased reliance upon community-based pro-
grams, primarily for juvenile offenders, is a sig-
nificant factor contributing to a projected reduction
in employment in state training institutions, and has
also tended, to shift some of the correctional em-

.ployment from the public to the private sector.
The above manpower assessments and projections are

necessarily subject to considerable margins of uncer-
tainty because of the limited historical data base avail-
able and the need to make 'numerous assumptions
concerning both future criminal justice system trends
and broader economic or social trends.

A dqtailed methodology for use in periodic updating
of the NMS projections has been prepared, which
will allow incorporation, of revised policy assump
tions and new data, as they develop.

D. Personnel Recruitment
and Retention

Re ively high personnel turnover rates, as well as
difficulties in recruiting qualified applicants, had been
experienced.by many criminal juitice agencies during
the early 1970' sprior JO the recent economic recession.

Personnel tumover (quit) rates were particularly
high for `assistant prosecutors and defenders, child
carp workers, correctional .officers, and law en-
forcement officers in small departments; they were
relatively lOw for, police officers in 1arg,e and
medium-sized departments and for probation and
parole officers.
Recruitment difficulties in the early 1970's were
reported by nearly one-half of the chiefs of small

`police and sheriff's agencies, by over 40 percent of
the wardens (with respect to correctional officers)
and by one-fourthc'of the prosecutor-agencies.

Personnel turnover and recruitment problems were,
however, greatly reduced by 1975, as a result of the
economic recession.

NMS survey results and<fieldinterviews in late 1975
indicated that quit rates had dropped sharply and that

"Stiffibierit "available for most,
categories of positions.

Annual recruitment requirements for most line crimi-
nal justice occupations are projected to be substantially
lower during 1975-80, than in 1974, due to continued
low turnover and reduced employment growth.

Relatively sharp reductions are projected for swom
law enforcement officers, correctional officers and
child care workers; smaller reduthions for assistant
prosecutors and defenders.
If general labor market conditions improve in the
early 1.Q80's, as anticipated, turnover and recruit-

_ ment rate will increase significantly, but could still
remain below 1974 levels in most occupations, other
than assistant prosecutors and defenders.

Employment of minority personnel in police officer
and correctional officer positions increased in the early
1970's, but still remains below the ratios of minorities in-
the populations served by these two occupations.

For law enforcement officers, the lowest proportions
of blacks were in state or county agencies. The
greatest disparities, in relation to overall population
ratios, were in LEAA Regions IV 'and VI, which
include most of the Southem states.
Among 17 state prison systems with large propor-
tions of black inmates, only 5 states reported pro-
portions 'of black Correctional Officers which wee
one-half or more oTe conrsponding black inmate
ratios. '
At the executive level, representation of blacks or
other minorities was found to be negligible among
police chiefs and sheriffs (1 percent or less), but
substantially higher among heads of correctional
agencies. \. . #'
Continuation of recent m'nority recruitment ratios
for blacks and Spanish-Americans would increase
the minority share of total law enforcement officer
positions from 9.3 percent in 1974 to 13 percent in
1985still substantially below their projected over-
all copulation ratio of 17:6 percent in 1985.

Utilization of women in police officer positions-has
grown only slightlyfrom about 2 percent in 1960 to 3
percent in 1974.

Women police officers continue to be disproportion-
atelyconcentrated in support-type positions rather
than in line activities.

Conclusions

1. The outlook is for lower levels of recruitment in
most criminal justice occupations in the next five years
than in the early 1970's, hence resulting in a reduced .

volume but increased quality of entry level personnel.
2..However, if labor market conditions substantially

improve, personnel turnover will again increase, with
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attendant costs and problems for criminal justice agen-
cies. Concerted efforts to upgrade status of criminal

justice jobs, for examplethrough job enlargement and

career development programsshould be encouraged
3. Criminal justice agenciesparticularly state and

county police and sheriffs departmentshave seriously
lagged in minority recruitment and have made limited

progress in utilization of women in line positions.

E. Higher Education for Criminal
Justice PersonnelThe LEEP Program

Over $40 million per year has been expended by LEAA

in recent years for academic assistance for criminal
justice personnel, mainly through the Law Enforcement

Education Program (LEEP).
A basic premise of the program is that higher educa-
tion for law enforcement and other line personnel, is

a necessary condition for upgrading their per-
formance and for improving the responsiveness of the

system.
A number of guidelines, issued by LEAA, establish

a- sequence of pnorities for LEEP eligibility, as well

as certain criteria for institutional qualification, in
terms of program content, faculty qualifications and
faculty-student ratios.

NMS assessments have not confirmed the need for
mass higher education for all line law enforcement or
correctional officers, but do support the ne..d for a more
selective program of support for continuing education, to
meet career development needs at the supervisory and

--managerial levels and to strengthen -.the. system's re-
sources for research, development, evaluation and train-

ing.
Occupational analysis studies, based on ratings of
skill and knowledge needs for specific poll _ officer

tasks, failed to identify any major task of the basic
patrol officer._ which. necessitated a college-level
educational background, as contrasted to a signifi-

cant number of line supervisory or managerial tasks,
requiring such training.
A review of available research findings designed to

relate educationand 'Other attributesto police

performance, or police attitudes, similarly provided
limited evidence of superior performance by

college-educated officers.
Police chief responses to NMS queries concerning
relative performance of college-educated officers

were quite mixed,. and appeared to be highly con-
ditioned by the respondent's own educational back-

ground. Of seven performance criteria, college

eddcated officers were rated as superior by a plural.

ity of respondents in "handling of paperwork,"

."dealing with hveniles" and "achiVving promo-
tions."
Only about 5 percent of pace agencies responding
required completion of one iur more years of college
as an entry standard for police recruits.
Nevertheless, police chiefs and sheriffsas well as
heads of correctional agencies strongly endorsed
continuing education for in-service personneland
reported a variety of inducements, ranging from
adjustment of work .schedules to provision of in-

creased pay based on college credits or degrees.
The LEEP program appears to have significantly con-

tributed to a sharp recent growth in college-educated
police officers.

Over 80 percent of LEEP assistance has been given

to law erforcement employees, although they ac-
count for less titan half of total criminal justice
personnel. About one-fourth of all law enforcement
and probation and parole officers rrceived some
LEEP assistance, as compared to 14 percent of cor-
rectional personnel.
This has in turn contributed to a particularly rapid

recent. growth in the proponion of police officers
with one or more years. of college educationfrom
2.0 percent in 1960 and 32 percf:nt in 1970 to 46

percent in 1974.
Since this trend was influenced by a number of other
factors, including the GI Bill and general labor mar:
ket trends, the net effect of LEEP cannot be clearly'

isolated.
The quality of much of the LEEP funded education

appears to be seriously deficien(, however, even when
related to LEAA's own modest standards.

At least 15 percent of-all LEEP-funded
narrowly training-oriented, e.g., proc, a.

control, polygraph or report writing. This as par-
ticularly Prue of the two year college' programs.
Only 77 percent of LEE? faculty, and 60 percent of
those in the two year colleg.:s, had any advanced
degrees, as compared to 93 percent of all college

and university faculty.
Only 73 percent of all LEEP-funded programs had

even one- full-time faculty member in the. 1975-76,
academic year.
Less than one-half 'apparently -satisfied the LEAK

guideline of one full-time equivalent janIty
member per 60 full-time equivalent students.
Other qualitative problems, not equally amenable to
statistical documentation, have included lack of
adequate academic performance standards and lack
of adequate integration between two-year and four-

year college programs.
.

Projected criminal justice manpower trends will re-
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duce the need for academic assistance for basic line
personnel, but are expected to increase educational de-
mands for managerial positions and in the corrections
and courts sector.

Employment will grow much more rapidly in the
latter sectors, as well as for non-sworn police posi-
tions, indicating a need to achieve better balance in.
LEEP recipients and in curriculum offerings.
A continued sharp increase in the proportion of
police officers with at least one year of college is
projected from 46 percent in 1974 to 75 percent by
1985due in large part to rapid growth in the pro-
portion of new recruits with some college work. This.
will further reduce the need for academic assistance
programs at therfreshman/sophomore levels.
There will: however, continue to be a considerable
"educational generation gap" in many police
forces, as illustrated by the fact that in 1974; only 28
perce.ni of officers in managerial-level positions had
completed two years of college, as compared to over
40 percent of all patrol officers and sergeants.
Demands upon executives and other managerial-
level personnel are also becoming more sophisti-
cated as .a result of growing pressures for fiscal
performance and accountability, recent court deci-
sions and the growth of public sector unionism.

Major LEEP Recommendations:
_1. Upgrade and enforce qualitative standards of LEEP

programs, working with appropriate accrediting organi-
zations.

'2. Assign priority for LEEP funding to advanced un-
dergraduate and graduate-level programs; phase out aid
for first two years.

3. Place greater emphasis on assistance to correc-
tional and court-agency personnel by requiring better
balance in course offerings.

4,'Initiate program, of grants to assist both highly
qualified, in-service personnel and pre-service personnel
enrolled 'in full-time graduate programs in crime-related
or management fields.

F. Training for Law Enforcement
and Correctional Occupations

'Although formal entry training was provided by nearly
all _police or 'sheriffs' agencies with 25 or more em-
ployees in 1975, and by nearly all state adult correc-
aona- l agencies, substantial proportions of the small
polite and sheriffs' agencies, and larger proportions of
juvenile corrections and probation or parole offices, still
provided no formal entry training to their line staff.

Among law enforcement agencies with less than 25
employees, .31 percent of the police departments and

22 percent of the sheriffs' agencies provided no
formal entry-level training to new. recruits. State or
regiRal academies were used by a majority of the
smaller agencies which did provide training.
Nearly one-half of all juvenile agencies, and over 40
percent of probation and parole agencies, provided
no formal entry training to their line staffs.

4214*el large proportion of entrv-training programs in these
occupations were shorter in length than the minimum
standards recommended by the National Advisor) Com-
Mission.

Recruit training courses for police and sheriffs. were
less than the recommended minimum of 400 hours
in agencies accounting for about two-fifths of law
enforcement employment'. Only one-fourth of pro-
grams for agencies in the smallest size group met
this standard.
Over one-half of the programs for adult corrections
were less than 100 academic hours.
Entry-training courses for child care worketsaver-
aged about 30 hours; less than one-fourth were in
excess of 40 hours.
About 55 percent of probation and parole agencies
reported entry - training programs of 40 hours'or less;
only about 20 percent exceeded 100 hours. -

Although most .agencies provided soine formal in7
service training for experienced personnel,' the propor-
tion of employees receiving such training in 1975 was
very small in the case of most police and adult correc-
tions agencies; mu, !Ilia-ger, for juvenile corrections and
probation and parole staffs.

Over 90 percent of the police and sheriffs' agencies
reported that less than one-fourth Of their officers
had attended an in-service course in 1975.. Only 36
percent of all swomrofficers reported that they had
ever taken a specialized course, other than recruit
training, based on the 1475 CensUS personnel Sur-
vev.
Less than 10 percent of state correctional officers
had attended an in-service course in 1975.
in contrast, juvenile corrections and probation/
parole agencies reported that, where in-service trairi-
ing was provided, a large proportion of their staffs,
had participated in 1975.

Training courses of both law enforcement officers and
of correctional officers place primary emphasis on pro-
ceduresoand on technical skills; relatively little emphasis
on human n-relations aspects.

Only about 7 percent of course time in law enforce-
ment academy recruit training courses_wa.s allocated-_
to "human values and problems," Te.g., commu:
nity relations, juvenile delinquency, minority vela,
tions, crisis intervention), as compared to the 22



percent recommended by the National Advisory
'ComrMssion for these subjects.
Subjects such as inmate-staff relations, inmate rights
and race relations similarly received much less em-
phasis than custodial and security procedures, in
courses for adult corrections officers.

Law enforcement academy training methods and fac-
ulty resources were found to be in need of substantial
upgrading.

The formal lecture method continues to be the pri-
mary mode of instruction for nearly all classroom
subjects, with very. limited use of individualiz.ed
training or other more innovative methods.
Field training was included in the recruit training

, curriculum in only 36 percent of the academies re-
sponding to the NASDLET survey, despite strong
emphasis on the need for such training by4olice
training experts.
Nearly 80 percent of academy faculties consisted of
part-time instructors, many of whom are in-

adequately prepared for non-procedural subjects.
About one-half of the surveyed academies reported
recruit class sizes in excess of the maximum of 25,
recommended by the National Advisory Commis-
sion.

Supervisory trainingalthough strongly endorsed by
most executiveswas required by .only propor-
Lion of law enforcement and correctional agencies.

Mandatory supervisory training was recommended
by the National. Advisory Commission; its impor-
tance was also confirmed by NMS analyses of ,

supervisory tasks and knowledge requirements.
However, only 37 percent of the police agencies, 29
percent of the sheriffs"agencies and about one-tenth
of the correctional agencies surveyed by the NMS
required that newly, appointed supervisors take such
courses, either before or shortly after assuming their

duties.

Conclusions
1. Major gaps in provision of training to line law

enforcement and correctional personnel include
Continued absence of any provision for formal entry
level training in large.,proportions of juvenile correc-
tions, probation and parole, and small police or'
sheriffs' agencies.
Inadequate participation cf line law enforcement and
correctional officers in in-service training.

N, *Limited requirements for supervisory training, par-
,

iicularly for correctional officers.
'itative inadequacies in existing training pro-

e--2.
grams inc

Insufficient course lengths, as compared to the
minimum standards reCommended by the National
Advisory Commission.
Inadequate coverage -oe "human relatiqns" aspects
of the -law enforcement and correctional officer

roles.
Excessive reliance on traditional lecture methods
and on part-time faculty in academy programs.

G. Management Training and Education

Increased emphasis on scientific management methods
and on accountability for use of resources, as well as the

growth of unionism among both police and Correctional
employees, have highlighted the importance of system-
atic management training programs for criminal justice

executives.
Courses in administration, personnel management,
budget and community relations were among the
subjects most, frequently recommended by incum-
bent executives as important for newly appointed
heads of police and correctional agencies.

Although nearly all executives of law enforcement and
corrections agencies reported having taken some spe-
cialized training in their respective fields, substantial
proportions had not been specifically trained foi their
management either in formal,degree programs or
in special management training courses.

Only about one-fourth of police chiefs in jurisdic-
tions with 17,000 or more population, and one-fifth "-

of sheriffs in agencies with 10 or more employees,
were college-graduates in 1973. Among correctional
executives; the percentages of college graduates
ranged from 63 percent in adult institutions to 91
percent in juvenile agencies.
BaSed on -comparisons of executives' training rec;
ommendations with their own training background,
courses in budgeting, planning and evaluation were
consistently identified as the "most needed" train-
ing for all categories Of executives. Other key areas,

of management training deficiencies, based on this,
criterion, .included training in personnel manage-
ment and community relations for law enforcement

iexecutives; in facility management and community
resource development for correctional institution
executives; and in community relations and use of
community resources; for' probation and pail*
office heads.

Although a considerable variety of separate manage-
.

merit training and education courses are-akartable; many
of these programs are too fragmented, too short and too
specialized 'or when university sponsorec1are too
theoretical in approach.
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&Few courses are addressed to such basic manage-
ment responsibilities as problem identification and
establishment of management priorities, or are de-
Signed to strengthen leadership skills.
The effort to adapt courses o the limited time avail-
ability of most executives has resulted in a prolifera-
tion Of short orientation courses on special subjects,
which lack integration or continuity..

Major recommendations for LE1414 assistance in man-
agement training, include: (1 ) planning and development
Of comprehensive management training and education
programs for criminal justice executives; and (2) estab-
lishment of regional centers for provision of management
training programs to all categories Of criminal justice
executives.

H. Professional Education and Training.
for Judicial Process Occupations

Undergraduate law school courses provide an in-
adequate preparation for legal practice in the. criminal
justice system-4hether in prosecution or defender
agencies or in judicial roles.

Despite some increase in course offerings, criminal
justice courses accounted for only 6.8 'percent of
total law school offerings in 1975. Only about one -
third of the law schools offeredadvanced courses or
seminars.
Course emphasis is on broad, principles and on de-
velopment of analytical skills, with very limited
coverage of procedural and institutional aspects of
criminal law practice.
About .seven out of ten chief prosecutors and de-
fenders considered law school graduates inade-
quately prepared in procedural and trial advocacy
skills.
Clinical law programs are designed to partially
cohipensate for these limitations, but only about
ape -fifth of recent 'graduates have completed such
programs.

Nearly one-half of all prosecution and public defender
agencies surveyed by NMS offered no formal entry train-
bit , other than brief orientations, to newly hired staff
attorneys.

Despite considerable recent growth in national and
state-level training progranis, 47 percent of both
proseoutor and defender offices reported no formal

, entry training other than basic orientation; if one
day or less for newly appointed assistants.
Avaifability-.-of formal entry training yariod with
agency size: less than one-half of the small prosecu-,
tion offices with fewer than 5 assistant pros-
ecutors provided such training as compared to 80

percent of the large offices, with 25 or more assist-
ant proseCutors. Smaller offices are more likely,
however, to recruit attorneys with prior trial experi-
ence, often on a part-time basis.

' Entry courses were relatively short, typically less
than two weeks.

In-service training for experienced staff is mainly pro-
vided through external programs, except in the largest
agencies; with participation usually on a voluntary
basis.

Only .28 percent of the defender agencies and 15
percent of the prosecUtion officesmainly those
with 25 or more employeesprovide formal ,in-
house training for their personnel.
Major sources of external continuing legal education

' were the national .eollegeslor district attorneys and
for defenders, programs.sponsored by national 'Pros-
ecutor and defender associations, and those spon-

. sored or conducted by stateprosecutor and defender
offices.
Although a large proportion of agencies provided
some assistance for external continuing education,
only about one-third had policies requiring staff par-
ticipation.
Training contents of in-service programs tended to
parallel those of entry level courses, but with lesser
emphasis on procedural subjects.

Specialized training or many chief prosecutors and
defenders is significantly deficient, based on compari-
sons beiween recommendedcourses and courses actually
taken by incumbents.

In addition to a need for further specialized training
in legal subjects, such as law of evidence and trial
advocacy, significant proportions of incumbents ex-
pressed an interest in management courses and in
training in community and human relations whereas

. very few had actually attended such courses,
Progress in judicial training programs has been un-

even, with significant deficiencies in availability of
entry-level training and in the quality of in-service train-
ing programs and training Service?.

NMS field interviews confirmed, that newly ap-
pointed judges were inadequately prepared by prior
experience or training for most specialized judicial
tasks..
Entry-level training was only provided, however, by

.4rtl about one-half of the states for judges in trial courts
of general jurisdiction, ,tild by about two-fifths of
the states, for judges in courts of special or limited
jurisdiction.
Although virtually all States provided some form of
in-service judicial education through state-level
and/or national programs,,Thost state programs were

99
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limited to short week-end sessions on special topics,
as contrasted to the more comprehensive programs
provided by the national colleges and by a few of the
larger states:
Nearly one-third of all states utilizing lay judges had
no requirement for formal entry training, for these
officials, despite the obvious need for such training.
Supporting services for new judges, such as bench
books, manuals and evidence guides were still in-
adequate in most states.

Court were found to vary widely in the
scope of their managerial responsibilities and in their
own professional preparation.

State court administrators generally have broad re-
sponsibilities for fiscal management, planning and
evaluation and statistical management. Over 80 per-
cent have a legal processional background.
However, a substantial. proportion of trial court ad-
ministrators have predominantly administrative
duties, limited to such functions as calendar man-
agement and statistics. Many of the latter have no
professional staffs, while those with professional
assistants, mote frequently reported fiscal and per-
sonnel management responsibilities among their key
functions. Over three-fourths of the latter were col-
lege graduates, as compared to less than one-half of
the administrators without staffs.
Over 70 percent of court administrators had less than
5 years of service in their current positions. How-
ever, about one -half had held prior court administra-

tive positions.
Training and educational needs of court adminis-

trators vary with their functional responsibilities.
Academic field preferences, for all surveyed court
administrators, were management, law and public
administration, in th'itorder. Whereas state court
administrators strongly 'prefer a legal background,

trial court. .administrators give first priority to man-
-,
agerrient training.
Training courses in court information systems and in

0
planning-and evaluation were most, frequently rec-

-ommended by state court administrators, whereas
trial court administrators assigned, first priority to
case flow manageMent.

Although most court administrators had received some
specialized training, _only about one-fourth had .com-
pleted a special program in Judicial administration be-,
fore entering their current position. ,

Major sources of Court administrator training in-
eluded the Institute for Court Management, state

agencies, the National Association of Trial Court
Administrators and university=related centers for
continuing education.

Recommendations for upgrading court administrator
capabilities include provision of support for graduate
level pre-service programs, increased emphasis on de-
velopment of broader 'managerial skills in both pre-
service and in-service courses, and orientation of judges
On the court administrator function.

I. Major Priority Recommendations

Educational assistance priorities under the LEEP
program should be shifted from a general objective of
upgrading of- academic educatiqn of all ,line law en-
forcemenl or correctional personnel to a more selective,
quality-oriented piogram, designed to improve com-
petencies of managerial-level personnel, and of profes-
sional staffs in planning, research, evaluation and
education.

LEEP institutional qualification standards should be
'upgraded and effectively enforced.
Priority should be given to qualified students in
advanced undergraduate and in graduate level pro-
grams, with a phase-out of support for students in
first two years of college.
PriOrity should be given to programs which olfer
more balanced curriculum offerings, including
adequate coverage of corrections and court-related
subjects.
Special programs of direct grants for full-time
graduate study in crime-related or managemerit sub-
jects should be established or strengthened for both
managerial-level in-service pefSbnnel_and for highly
qualified pre- e students.
Assistance shoul be provided for development df
improved law school curricula educational materials
and methods in the field of criminal law practice.

Training assistance programs should concentrate on
correcting existing major quantitative and/or qualitative
deficiencies, iA^luding emphasis on management traits
ing, on assistance for smaller agencies, and on enrich-
ment of. existing training for line law enforcement and
correctional officers. t, -

Priority should-be-given- to-development of -inte-:,
grated management training programs r criminal
justice supervisors and managers, to be conducted at
regional management training centers.
Formal entry level training should be made manda-
tory for personnel in all line criminal justice occupa-

- trons, including police officers and deputy sheriffs in
small agencies; judges, assistant prosecutors and
defenders; correctional officers, child care workers
and probation and parole officers.
State and regional academies for training of person-
nel from smaller agenciei'-should he expanded'and

I



improved in quality to assist in achieving this objet-
five!

*Training assistance for line law enforcement. and
correctional officers, in entry and in-service pro-

.,

gams,' should emphasize qualitative improvements
in training methods, in training faculty and in scope
of training, including improved coverage of "hu-
man relations" subjects:
Support should be provided for aevelopment of
model curricula and improved training methods, for
law enforcement and correctional= academies, in-
cluding provision for systematic evaluation of train=
ing effectiveness.

A positive organizational commitment to. criminal jus-
tice manpower planning is a ecessary condition for
improving the long-range . effectiveness of assistance
progroms for manpower development, at both the na-
tional and state level.

A Manpower Analysis and Planning Office or unit
should be established in LEAA for maintaining a
continuing assessment of manpower development
needs and resources.

A specialized unit on criminal justice manpower,
statistics, as xvell'as a national clearinghouse func-
tion on planned or ongoing criminal 'justice 'man-

power surveys, should be establiihed in the

appropriate LEAA of Department of Justice

statistical office.
Prio'rity in development of the needed crimip41 jus-

tice manpower data should be placed on linkages
with existing federal statistical programs, and on
development of a coopetative federal-state program, 7,
for meeting supplemental data needs.
State Plaiining,,agencies should be encouraged to
develop parallel'criniirial justice manpower planning
and hay analysis functions., ificludkngprovision of
training as, istanc.c. to planning Staffi,_ ,

LEAA annual' plan guidelines should be revised to
require periodical submission of comprehensive
manpowei assessments, in place of the current re-
quirement for routine manpower statistics in the
annual plans.

b
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CHAPTER II. PURPOSE. AND SCOPE OF
111E NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY

A. Background

All major assessments of the criminal justice system
during the past decade have assigned a high priority to
upgrading the pers onrel of the Nation's law enforce-
ment, judicial and correctional agencies. The President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice, in 1967, identified as one of its seven major.
Objectives, the need for attracting "more and better
peoplepolice, prosecutors, judges, defense attorneys,
probation and partite. officers, and correctionsofficials
With more knowledge, expertise, 'initiative and integ-
rity.!' 1 Similarly, the National Advisory Commission
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, in its 1973
Report, included numerous specific recommendations
for improvement of selection, training andeducation of

investigate, apprehend, and charge suspected offenders
through the, process, of adjudication, and correctional
supervision of those found guilty. In relation to these
responsibilities, the national commissions had found'
serious inadequacies in the educational, preparation of
many incumbents °Pim tnfori-eme ... and criminal jus-
tice positions and in the specialized training available to
them.

In recognition of these needs, financial assistance for
training and education of personnel in state and local
criminal justice agencies has been provided in various
forms by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion since its establishment in 1968. The largest and Most

- visible of these programs has been the Law Enforcement
Education Program (LEEP), which has provided finan-
cial assistance, ,since its inception, to abOut 250,000

'personnel in virtually all major law enforcement and college students who were--or.whio' were planning to
crithinalojustice occupations. . .4 becomeemployees of law enforcement or criminal jus-
. Recommendations for qualitative improvements in tice agencies: Appropriations for this program, for Fiscal

personnel have often been paralleled by findings on the Years 1968-1976 amounted to a total of.$234 million
neect,for,qualuitative increases iq staffing. A decade ago, and were maintained if an annual level of $40.million for
the President's Crime Commissibn repotted the need for the:period Fiscal ';'ears 1973-1976. Other direct finan-
substantial increases in personnel for a wide range of cial assistance has been provided through discretionary
criminal justice occupations, such as police .officers, grants to training and educational programs, through the
judges, public defenders, probation and parole officers Educational Development Programs and LEAA intern -

and correctional spetialists. Despite considerable em- ship programs. In addition, a significant percentage of
ployment growth, reports of personnel shortagesin the state expenditures; funded by LEAA block grants, goes
face of mounting agency workloadhave 'persisted to training and related activities. Total LEAA direct and
throughout the past decade. Thus, in his Annual Report indirect expenditures for training and education are esti-
for 1976, Chief. Justice Burger cited a requirement for mated at about $80 million in Fiscal Year 1975, cbtre-
additional judges, as one of the pressing needs of the sponding to about 9 percent of total LEAA outlays.3
Nation's jUdiciary,In coping with large casebacklogs.2 As these programs have. growp and become institu-

This emphasis upon improvement. of personnel re- tionalized, the need for systematic assessments of their
sources stems in part .from the fact that law enforcement adequacy and effectiveness has become apparent. Such
and criminal justice services are highly-labbr-intensive, assessments are needed both to determine the aggregate
activities. Over 80 percent a all direct govemmental levels of funding for these programs and to assure that
expenditures for these activities go to defiay tha salaries the available funds are allocated efficiently. The estab-
and benefits of agency employees. The performance bf lishnient of priorities for assistance requires an adequate

body of data-on relative manpower and training needs,
by function and occupation.. Such information is needed;
not only at the national leVel, butin considerably more

these agencies depends, in large measure, upon the
skilli, capabilities- and dedication of their personnel
and-on the qualiti of their leadership. The personnel
variable is partiCularly critical because of the wide "de-
gree of administrative discretion entailed in every stage

detailat the state and local leVels,
Moreover,. investments in specialized training and

of the criminal justice process, Ird% initiardecisions to edudation necessarily entail Six e judgments as to future,- .



as .veli as current, personnel and-trainipg needs. T6 the
extent that these trends can be leasonably anticipSted for

.'a Period of years ahead, they cadand shoufd
influence decisions concerning training and educational
assi'stance. '

The 'initiation of the National Manpower Survey thus
rested on the recognition of both the frnportance of
providing financial assistance for persdnnel 'upgrading
programs and of the need for a -systematic manpower
planning approach, to assure that suCh funds would:be
allocated as effectively as possible.

B. The Study Mandate,
Although the need for more adequate date to assist in

criminal justice manpower planning had apparently been
recognized for some time, the specific impetus for initia-
tion of the present study came from a provision in the
1973 Amendments to the Safe Streets Act which direeted
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal

Justice of LEAA to: '

. "survey existing and future personnel needs of
the Nation in the field of law enforcement and
criminal justice and the adequacy of federal
state and local programs to meet such.
needi."

Included cjn this statutory provision -were specific_re-
qui.-ements to determine the "effectiveness and suf-
ficiency" of the training and academic assistance
programs provided by the Federal Government for-such,
Personnel, and for;-issuance of guidelines by LEAA gov,-
eming its project grants for training and, academic assist-
ance "based oft the needs and priorities established by

'the stirvey."
The scope of the study was more specifically defined

in the "Request for Proposal" issued by the LEAA,
inviting proposals for conduct of the study; and in the
contract awarded to the National Planning Association.
(NPA) in June 1974. The latter provided for a com-
prehensive study of: (I) present and projected personnel

resources; (2) present and projected personnel require-
ments; and (3) present and projected training and educa-

.civ.. tion resources for state and local law enforcement and

criminal justice agencies: Both quantitative and qualita-
tive aspects of personnel 'needs and resources were to be

-studied, with particular emphasis on selected key occu,
pations in each agency category. Priorities forupgrading,
training and education practices and' programs were to be
specified where inadequacies in existing programs were
found. Although the assessments of training and educa-

ti tion programs and needs were to,be the prime focus of
the study, it was anticipated that considerable useful data

would be derived on related personnel practices and
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issue-, including personnel rectuitncia and utilization
polities affev'ing ininority personnel; Finally, the con-
tractor was required to provide a method for periodic

updating of the manpower, training and edu&tion data
and projections to be developed for the study. Chart II-1

ovides a schematic summary of thesemajor study tasks
and outputs.

In addition to the formulation of the study tasks and
objectives, the LEAA contract prescribed othermajor
gUidelines for the conduct of the study. 'The National
Manpower Survey was to-provide-comprehensive cover-
age of all major categories of state and local law en-
forcernent and criminal justice agencies., including police

departments, sheriffs' agencies, correctional institutions,
Probt...on and parole -officers, prosecutors aid public
defenders' offides and the courts. Priority in analysis of
iccupatiunal task was. to be given to a number of "ley"

occupations, selected on'the basis of such considerations
as :size and importance and the extent of specialized
training and education required-The list of these key
occupations appears, in Chart 11-2.

,C. Scope of Surveys
The assessments required by the study entailed de-,

velopment of cernprehensivsdata on jobs, personnel and

training And education programs, for law enforceent
and criminal 'justice agencies. An initial phase of the
study included an identification of the following-major
categories of information needed for the assessments.

Employment and-turnover statistics
Agency workload and expenditure data
Job characteristics data
Persdnnel characteristics data 6
Training and education proirams data -

. .

in aim' osCali instances, suctkdaia were needed foreach
of the major sectors,-or types of agencies, within the
criminal justice system and were required separately for
the major. occupations in these agencies. Moreover, al;
'though the focus of the National Manpower Survey was
on tt broad national-level assessment, some further dis-
aggregation of this information by region; size of com-
munity or ageney'size Was arse' considered essential,
!. In additiOn to quantitative' data the study design re-

quired information of a qualitative nature, for use par-
ticularly in assessing the training and education needs of
agency personnel arid the adequacy of existing programs
in meeting these needs. Of equal importante,, tRo, was

:the need to obtain the judgments of agelicy executives
.and other experts, concerning the adequacy ,of agency
personnel resources and training, and on expected trends

affecting future personnel needs.

ar%



Chart TI-1

NMS Objectives

Tasks Outputs

MANPOWER ASSESSMENT
Current
Projected

PERSONNEL QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Education
Training
Minority representation

TRAINING AND EDUCATION
PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Quantitative
Qualitative
Role of federal assistance programs

1. T&E PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS/
PRIORITIES

2. RELATED PERSONNEL
POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

3. MANPOWER
PROJECTIONS
SYSTEM



Chart
NMS Occupations

LAW ENFORCEMENT
Police Chief Executie
Police Mid-Level Manager
Patrol Officer
Detective/Criminal,Investigutor
Patrol Line Superiiisor
Police Planner
Evidence Tecbni;ian/Crime Scene Analyst
Police Legal Ad isor

.

JUDICIAL PROCESS,
JudgeCourt df General Jurisdiction
JudgeCourt of 'Limited Jurisdiction
Court Administrator
Prosecutor
Defender

CORRECTIONS
Correctional Institution Administrator (Adult and Juvenile)

Correctional Officer
Probation Officer
Parole Officer
Counselor/Case Worker

Review of the available literature and of ongoing re-
search indicated that much of the information .needed

wasat available on a comprehensive, national basis. To
illustrate, although statistics on aggregate employment
and expenditures of state and local criminal justice agen-
cies had \been compiled for LEAA by the Bureau of the

Census s nce-1969, and were considered comprehensive
and com arable for- the years 1971-1974 inclusive,,very
limited information was available on the occupational
distribution of personnel in these agencies, on their train-

ing and education, on personnel turnover and on other

personnel characteristics. An on-going LEAA- financed
Census survey of characteristics of criminal justice em-
ployees was expected to fill some of these data gaps, but

this survey excluded the courts and was subject to a
number of other serious limitations. Generally, agency-

level data were somewhat more adequate for police
aveneies, and progressively less adequate for correc-

t, ns, probation and. parole antecourts-related agencies.

To meet these data needs, a comprehensive survey
plan was designed, providing for (1) a series of mailed
questionnaire surveys of executives of state and local law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies; (2) a mailed

survey of general jurisdiction and appellate court agen-
cies; (3) field visits to 200 selected state and local agen-
cies in 10 states to obtain more detailed data about their
jobs. personnel policies, training prograrLs and futiwe

plans; and (4) field visits to selected educational institu-
tions, academies and other specialized LEICJ training
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activities. eproval for ,this comprehensive survey pro-
gram, including over 40 separate major survey instru-
ments, was obtained from the Office of Management and

Budget in September 1975. Questionnaire mailir,gs and

field visits were conducted in the period November
1975 -March 1976, with the exception of surveys of
courts' agencies and court administrators, which were
not completed until June 1976.

The largest single NMS data collection effort con-
sisted of the questionnaire surveys addressed to exectt+.

,tives of state and local law enforcement and correction
agencies by the Bureau of Social Science Research
(BSSR). These detailed questionnaires requested thrce

broad categories of information: (1) opinion; concerning
agency manpower needs, personnel policies and future
trends; (2) data on agency functions, employment, train-
ing programs, personnel turnover and workloads; and (3)

information on the executive's own background educa-
tion and work history. An additional questionnaire sur-
vey was addressed to all state general jurisdiction and
appellate courts, requeSting detailed agency data on court
personnel, caseloads, and training activities' -

In all of these surveys, with the exception of the
smaller police and sheriffs' agencies,.the NMS attempted
to reach all state and local agency executives who could
he identified in available directory sources or by other
special means. These were supplemented by large sam-
ples of the "small" police and sheriff agencies. The
mailings were preceded by .a letter from LEAA Adminis-
trator Richard Velole urging cooperation with the study.
Two follow-up mailings were made to non-respondents.
As a resCA of these efforts, about 9,700 of the question-
naires were completed. As shoWn in Table II-1, re-
sponse rates ranged from 79 percent for police chiefs in
jurisdictions with 17,000 at more population, and 77
percent for wardens; to slightly under 50 percent for
prosecutors, defenders and for the court agency survey.
The latter types of agencies include a large proportion of
small offices, or units, often staffed by part-time person-
nel. Response rates averaged 60 percent or higheetor
executives in all agency categories with ten or more
employees, and were reasonably well distributed by geo-
graphical region. Generally these response rates compare
favorably with analogous surveys conducted in field,

with the sole exception of those condtiCted by the Bureau

of the Census, using its extensive fields organization.
Nevertheless, the survey results must be interpreted with
considerable caution, particularly for agency categories
where response rates fell below 60 percent.
. In addition to these major new surveys, the NMS
established cooperative arrangements with the Bureau of
the Census to process data based on its 1975 survey of
nearly 50,000 employees of state and local law enforce-



ment and criminal justice agencies, other than courts,
which provided information on their occupations, work
experience, education, training and other personnel
characteristics. These data were intensively analyzed,
based on a specially designed occupational classification
system, and served as the imary source of current data
on the education and specialized training of these per-
sonnel.

Information on state and loc law enforccment
academies was also obtained by from a nationwide
survey conducted jointly with the National Association
of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training
(NASDLET), based on responses from 250 academies.

TABLE 11-1

NMS Survey Results

Sursc) Responv,
Rcspon..e

R.ite

Executive Survey's:

Police chiefs. jurisdictions with
17,000 population or more 1.207 79

Police chiefs, less than 17,000
population 1.515 60

Sheriffs, 10 or snore employees 309 61

Sheriffs, less than 10 employees 2-'' 55

Wardens, (state adult.- corrections

institutiOs.;,....... , 221: 77

Juvenile corrections administrators _ 585 73

Probation and rfarole administrators 2,011 67

Prosecutors t 1.:44 46

Public defenders. 252 48

Court administrators 334 '73

Courts Agency Survey:
General jurisdiction/Appellate

courts I 1,644 47

Total. all surveys 9,697 58

Usable quesr.onnaires as a percent ul Lluestlonnxres :aclu.,e of que,tIonnaire,
removed from sample "outof.,VC. not los:at:able

The NMS also conducted a program of fielu visits to
agencies and to educational and training institutions
throughout the country. In the course of the study, staff
of the American Institutes for Research visited about 200
state and local agencies in 10 states, to obtain first-hand
information. on occupational tasks, training needs and
many relited aspects Of personnel management and or-
ganizatioh. SiMilarly, about 60 visits were conducted by
representatives.of the National Planning Association to.
higher education institutions offering criminal justice
programs, to law enforcement and other correctional
academies and to other specialized training and educa-
tional activities. Sihce comprehensive statistical data on
these agencies and types of activities were being de-
veloped from other sources, the emphasis in all of these

visits was upon qualitative assessments and insights, and
in obtaining the first-hand judgments of administrators
and personnel concerning major current problems and
expected future trends.

In addition to these field data sources, valuable guid-
ance on the personnel needs. and on the training and
education needs of criminal justice agencies was pro-
vided by the NMS Advisory Board, chaired by Dr.
Donald Riddle, and consisting of eminent leaders in the
fields of law enforcement, criminal justice, education
and related disciplines. The NMS staff also consulted
extensively with a wide range of practitioners ar.'
educators in relevant fields to obtain more specialized
advice on technical aspects of the study and on major
issues. A total of over 30 panel sessions or conferences
were held for this purpose, ranging in scope from broad
reviews of criminal justice issues to be addressed, and
assessments of major training and education practices, to
detviled technical reviews of the tasks and the skill and
knowledge requirements in key occupations.

D.t. Major Limitations

Although this study is based on the most comprehen-
sive body of information assembled, to date, on the
personnel of tho Nation's law enforcement and criminal
justice agencies. and on their training and education, it is
subject to a number of limitations which must be borne in
mind by those reviewing its findings and recommenda-
tions.

1. Limitations in scope. Under the guidelines estab-
lished by the LEAA for this study, the NMS surveys and
related a5sessments have been limited to the personnel of
state and local agencies with law enforcement and crimi-
nal justice functions. Excluded from the contractual
scope of the study wet:: the 95,000 personnel, employed
in 1974, in federal law enforcement, corrections and
judicial process agencies, as well as an estimated one-
half million employees engaged in protective service
activities in the private sector or as private criminal'
defense attorneys or who performed indigent defense
services or rehabilitation services under contract with
state and local agencies. Also excluded from the mail
survey programs were certain categories of state and
local agencies, within the scope of the study, but which
could not be covered because of technical or cost con-
straints. The' most significant of these exclusions were:
(1) courts of limited and special jurisdiction; (2) local
government adult correctional agencies or facilities,
other than' those operated by sheriffs' offices; and (3)
legal units, such as city corporation counsel offices,
which serve cities or townships, and which may have
some criminal prosecution functions. Information on the
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personnel and training need; of certain of these agency
categories was, however, developed from data obtained
from field visits and from existinL! literature and data
sources.

2. Evaluative data on criminal justice training and
educational experiences. The original study design for the
NMS contemplated the execution of a systematic ques-
tionnaire survey of a sample of employees in key occupa-
tions of law enforcement and criminal justice agencies to
obtain detailed information from them on the extent of
their specialized training and education (including
LEEP-financed courses), their assessments of the useful-
ness of this training in their current positions and related

information on their career plans and job attitudes. Inclu-
sion of this survey in the overall NMS study plan did not
prove feasible, however, because of the concurrent fund-

ing by the LEAA of the large-scale Census Bureau Sur-
vey of law enfOrcement and criminal justice personnel.
Although the latter survey provided data on such em-
ployee characteristics as educational background and oc-

cupation, it did not include any questions designed
specifiCally to assess the quality and usefulness of the
training received, or other questions of an attitudinal
nature. Alternatives for developing such data, either
through a supplement to the Census survey or through a
separate survey of former LEEP students irkone LEAA
region, were proposed at various times'by the NMS staff,
but were not approved by the LEAA. Some limited
information of this type was developed in the course of
field visits to selected law enforcement and criminal
justice agencies, and from collateral data sources,
butin our judgment was far less satisfactory than the
more comprehensive employee survey originally planned

for this purpose.
3. Data reliability. One of fhe inherent limitations of

any surveyprogram of the type conducted by the NMS is
that the reliability of the resulting data depends upon the
extent of °operation of the officials and agencies sur-
veyed_ and n the accuracy of the data provided by them.
Survey res onse rates of 85 percent or higher are con-
sidered des ruble by survey researchers to minimize the
problems o "response bias:" Such response rates have
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rarely, it ever, been achieved in any comprehensive
surveys of state and local law enforcement and criminal
justice agencies, other than those condUcted by official
government agencies such as the Census Bureau. The
lowest response rates, in the NMS surveys, were experi-
enced in the judicial process sector, particularly for those
prosecutor and public defender offices with fewer than
10 employees, and in the survey of general jurisdiction
courts. These may be attributable to the weak level of
administrative support in many of these agencies, to the
wIde diversity in organizational structures and to the
absence of adequate records or standard reporting proce-
dures, whichin the pasthave posed almost insur-
mountable problems to survey researchers in this field.
Despite these limitations, validations of the resulting'
survey data through available comparisons with other
national level data, fro..1 Census, FBI or other sources,
have suggested a reasonable degree of consistency in
results. In addition, in the presentation of certain of the
quantitative responses, such as estimates of manpower
needs and personnel turnover rates, weighting proce-
dures by size of agency were used, based on the esti-
mated distribution of all agencies by number of
employees, thus reducing any bias resulting from dif-
ferential response rates by agencies in diffej size

groups.
r.
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CHAPTER III. CURRENT PERSONNEL RESOURCES
AND NEEDS

An initial task of the present study was to assess the
adequacy of existing personnel resources of the state and
local agenci..s in the criminal justice system. These re-
sources, in 1974, consisted of the approximately one
million men and women, employed in over 40,000 sepa-
rate agencies, who were responsible for law enforcement

' and the administration of justice, in the 50 states and in
thousands of separate communities throughout the na-
tion.

The first section of this chapter provides an employ-
ment profile of the system including summary statistics
on employment, on functions performed and on the oc-
cupations of personnel in each major agency category.

The second section describes the criteria and research
approaches used in the assessment of manpower needs.

The subsequent sections present findings on the quan-
titative adequacy of existing personnel resourc-s in each
major category of agency.

A. Employment Profile
of the Criminal Justice System

1. Employment by sector. The provision of police
protection and of related security services, and the ad-
ministration of justice, together constitute one of the
nation's major "industries," in terms of number of per-
sons employed. In 1974, a total of nearly 1.1 million
persons were employed in public law ienforcement and
criminal justice agencies at all levels of government.
More than 500,000 additional workers were employed as
private police, investigators, guards and watchmen, or
were,engaged in private criminal law practice on a part-

' time or full-time basis. Thus, as shown in Chart III-1, a
total of about 1.6 million persons, or nearly-2 percent of
the total employed labor, force of the United States, were
employee to provide public or private security services
and.other criminal justice-related services.

Within the public sector, police protectimn and related
judicial and correctional activities are primarily the re-
sponsibility of state and local government agencies.
Nearly one million, or more than 90 percent, of all
employeeg of public criminal justice system age-eies;
were employed by. agencies of the 50 states, or of
governments. Of this total, 584,000, or 58.5 percent,

were in police protection agencies, including state and
local ponce departments and sheriffs' agencies with law
enforcement responsibilities. About 192,000nearly
one-fifth of the totalwere employed in the "judicial
process sector," including employees of state and local
courts, prosecution and other legal service activities, and
public defender offices. An additional 217,000m-
ployecsmore than one-fifth of the totalwere iii-the
correctional sector, including state or local correctional
institutions for adults and juveniles, probation and parole
functions and central administrative agencies for state or
local corrections functions. Finally, about 5,000 person-
net were employed in state criminal justice planning
agencies or in other administrative or planning agencies
with functions of a broad multi-sector nature (Table
III-1).

2. Summary employment trends. Comprehensive
statistics on total criminal justice employment, by sector,
have only been compiled by the Federal government on a
comparable basis since 1971.),The trends for the period
1971-74 are summarized in Table 111-2, based on the
Census statistics on "full-time equivalent employment"
in these agencies. During this period the number of
full-time equivalent employees in all state and local crim-
inal justice agencies increased by 133,200, or 17.0 per-
cent. This increase compared closely to the increase of
17.9 percent, in total state and local government em-
ployment over the same period. The rate of employment
growth varied by sector from an increase of 14.3 percent
in police protection, and 17.6 percent, in correctional
agencies, to much sharper percentage increases in pros-
ecution and legal services, in indigent defense agencies
and in the small category of "other" agencies, which
includes state criminal _justice planning agencies and
other local or 'state coordinating units.

3. Police protection agencies
a. Major functions.. Responsibility for law en-

forcement is primarily that of local governmentscities,
counties and townshipswith both state and federal
agencies playing a more limited and specialized role.
The local police protection function was performed in
1974 by 487,000 employees in some 19,000 separate
city and county police depanments or sheriffs' offices.
About two-thirds of these agencies are located in small
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Chart III-1

Total Employment in Protective Service and Criminal Justice ActivitiesPublic and Private, 1974

Private Defenders (Lawyers)' --- Federal Government

45,000 95,000

010

'Estimated lawyers with criminal practize. an one of three specialties,

Sources: Data on public employment from US. Department of Justice.
LEAA..Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System 1974. p. 21. Data on private

sector employment in protective service activities from U S Bureau of the Census sources. Estimated number of private legal
defenders adapted from,results of 1972 survey by the

Institute of Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin.
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TABLE 111 -1.

Employment in State and Local Criminal Justice
Agenries, by Function, October I974

Function Number MOO Percent

Total 998 100.0

Police protection 584 58.5

Judicial process agencies, total 192 19.4

JudicialXcourts) 134 13.5

Prosecution and legal services 51 5.2

Indigent defense 7 .7

Corrections 21-7 21.7

Other 5 .5

Source; U.S. Department of Justice, LEAA. and U S. Bateau of the Census. Expenditures

and Employment Data for the Criminal Lance System, 1974

TABLE 111-2

Criminal Justice System Employment Growth,
by Sector, Compared to Total Employment
Growth in State and Local Governments,

1971 -1974

FullTime Egyitent
Employees (000) Increase. 1971-74

1974 1971

Number
(000) Percent

All state and local
employees __ 6458.6 5476.6 982.0 17.9%

Criminal justice
system employ
ees, total -__ 917.5 784.3 133.2 17.0

Police pro-
tection 539.4 472.1 67.3 14.3

Judicial ___ 118.4 99.7' 18.7 18.8

Prosecution
and legal
services _ 45.4 34.1 11.3 33.1

Indigent de-
fense 6.0 3.5 2.5 71.4

Corrections 203.2 172.8 30.4 17.6

Other ____ 5.1 2.1 3.0 142.9

Source: U.S. Department of Justice Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal
Justice System. 1971, 1974, Table 9. Data ate as of October in each yes.

cities or rural jurisdictions and typically employ fewer
than 10 personnel. At the other extreme are the met-
ropolitan police departments of our large cities. The 34
largest of theie departments employed a total of 144,000
personnel in 1974, or more than one -third of all em-
ployees of city police departments.

Virtually all local police protection agencies perform,
to some extent, the basic functions of patrol, criminal
investigation, traffic control, and emergency communi-
cations. Large departments are much more likely to have
specialized units for these functions and for related
community service responsibilities, as well as special-
ized administrative and training staffs. Large sheriffs'

agencies have a particularly broad range of responsibili-
ties including operation of the county jail and provision
of services to the local courts as well as general police
protection functions. Most small police or sheriffs' agen-
cies, on the °ger hand, are likely to'have much simpler
"line" organizations and to rely on state police depart-
ments or on larger adjacent-departments for many spe-
cialized services, such as crime laboratory, training and
communications 'and dispatching.

State police departments, in turn, have had primary
responsibilities for highway patrol and traffic law en-
forcement, but also provide statewide criminal investiga-
tive and laboratory services, operate state or regional

[training academies, and perform various auxiliary serv-
ices, such as motor vehicle registrations and conduct of
drivers' license examinations. A total of 97,200 persons
Were employed in state police departments in 1974, ex-
clusive of those in agencies responsible for vehicle
inspection and licensing, fish ,and game wardens, and
certain other socialized regulatory agencies.

b. Occupttional distribution. Employees of police
and other law nforcement agencies have been broadly
classified as "sworn officers," (i.e., police officers or
deputy sheriffs with general arrest powers), or as "non -
sworn" employees. The latter include both auxiliary
uniforrired personnel, such as school crossing guards and
meter attendants, as well as civilian personnel engaged in
various technical, support or adrhinistrative-type func-
tions. Although ,summary statistics on total police em-
ployees and on sworn officers have been published for a
period of decades; very little information ha1been avail-
able on the distribution of these personnel by function or
by types of duties performed. Such data are clearly
relevant to any systematic analysis of agency manpower
and training needs. .

Comprehensive statistics on the occupations of em-
ployees of law enforcement agencies have been de-
veloped for the first time based. on a special NMS
analysis of the results of the 1975 Census criminal justice
employee characteristics survey. The NMS classification
groups all police agency employees under three broad
functional categories-primary operating personnel,
direct support and indirect support-based on the rela-

jonship
of their duties to their agency's primary law

enforcement missions, and further classifies these person-
nel in terms of their more specific tasks or duty positions.
The distribution of sworn and non-sworn employees,
based on this grouping, is summarized in Table 111-3.

Primary °penal ig personnel include those person-
nel who are directly engaged in-or supervising- ,
patrolling, traffic control, criminal investigation and
other line or supervisory-functions, as well as those
responsible for overall agency management and di-
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rection. A total of 462,000 personnel, or 77 percent
of all employees of state and local police protection
agencies, were in these primary dperating positions
in 1974. With the exception of some 32,500 auxil-
iary uniformed personnel, such as school crossing
guards and meter attendants, these positions were
almost entirely occupied by sworn officers. About
one-half, of all agency employees and over -three-
fifths of all sworn officers were in the line patrol
officer position-the largest single police occupa-
tion and the most visible to the general public.
Direct support personnel perform a variety-of pro-
fessional, technidal, and administrative tasks closely
linked with the performance aline law enforcement
functions. A total of 55,400 or 9.2 percent of agency
employees were engaged in these activities in 1974,
of whom 22,700 were sworn officers, and 32,700
were non-sworn or civilian employees. About
27,500, or one-half,"of all direct support personnel
were employed as dispatchers or in allied communi-
cations positions. An additional 20,000 were in such
positions as desk and booking sergeants or served as
custodial officers in police or sheriffs' lock-ups or
jails. Also included in the "direct support" group

were over 3,000 medical examiners, coroners, and
forensic 'scientists, as well as 4,800 technical
specialists, such as fingerprint technicians, evidence
technicians, polygraph operators, and crime scene
analysts.
Indirect support personnel, about three-fourths of
whom are civilians, perform a wide range of profes-
sional, technical, administrative, clerical, and
service-type duties, other than those in the "direct
support" category. This group accounjed for 62,000
or about 10 percent of total police agency employ-
ment in 1974. The largest single occupational group
in this category consists of 52,000 clerical employ-
ees: An additional 20,000 were either professional-
technical personnel, or administrative employees,
engaged in such staff functions as budgeting, per-
sonnel administration, research, and data process-
ing. About 10,000 were "blue collar" workers in
crafts and service occupations.

Occupational distributions were found to differ sig-
nificantly among agencies, based on functions performed
and agency size. State and county agencies (including-
sheriffs' departments) employed a smaller proportion of
their total personnel in primary law enforcement operat-

TABLE 111-3

Occupational Distribution of Sworn and Nonsworn Employees of State and Local Police
Protection Agencies, October 1974

Total Employees

Number

Percent

of Total

Total employees' 599,300 100.0

Primary operating personnel. total 462,600. 77.2
Management 45.400 7.6
Line officers, total 378.800 62.3

Supervisors 245.800 4.5
-Basic line officers, total- 352.000 58.7

Patml 299.000 49.9
Investigation 1 53.000 8.8

Trainees, including recruits, cadets. probationers 9,400 1.6

School crossing guards. meter checkers, police aides 29.000 4.8
Support personnel total 136,700 22.8

Direct support personnel 55,400 9.2

Dispatchers and communications technicians 27.500 4.6
Medical-forensic protessionals 3.200 0.5
Investigative technicians 4.800 0.8

. Other direct support 19.900 3.3

Indirect support, total z 81,300 13.6

Professional and technical 1 14.200 2:4

.Managerial and administrative 5.400 0.9
Clerical 52,000 8.7
Crafts, and service workers 9.700 1.6

Sworn

Percent

Number of Total

Nomworn Nonsworn

as Percent

Percent of Total
Number of Total Employees

476,500
432,800

44,800
378,800

26,800
352.000
299.000

53.000
9,400- ,

43,500
22,700
5,900

16,800

20,800

113,200

7,600

100.0 122,800 100.0 20.5
90.8 29,600 24.1 6.4
9.4 66'0 0.5 1.3

79.5 -
73.9
62.8'
11.1
2.0

29,000 23.6 100.0
9.1 93,200 '75.9 68.2
4.7 32,700 26.6 59.0
1.2 21,600 17.6 78.5
- , 3,200 2.6 -I00.0

3.5 } 7,900 6.4 32.3

4.4 60,500 49.2 74.4

2.8 } 6,400 5.2 32'.7

1.6 )54,000 43.9 87.5

Source; Adapted from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Employee Character:1nel Survey. 105.
Total police protection emPlOYMent in this table (599.300) differ...from the total of 584,000 for 1974. based on the annual Census LEAA Survey ofcriminal justice agencies. due mainly to

differences in agency classification and reporting procedures between the two surveys.
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ing positions than did city police departments as a group,
reflecting the more diversified responsibilities of mahy of
the former agencies (Table 111-4). Among city police
agencies, larger ckpannients-those with 400 or more
employees-employed a larger proportion of their staffs
in "indirect support" type of vctivities and in investiga-
tive posit;ons, whereas smaller agencies reported higher
proporti,..os in line management and line patrol duties.
These differences result, in part, from the much great
degree of specialization of tasks in 7.arger police 'depa4.
ments and from the fact that most smaller agencies rely
on other organizations for many technical services. In the
latter agencies, higher ranking officers are also more
likely to perform line patrol or investigative duties, in
addition to their managerial responsibilities.

TABLE 111-4

Occupational Distribution of Employees of Police
Protection Agencies by Level of Government, October

1974

Occupational Group Cay County " State

Total employment 386,700 99,0(X) 80.0(X)

Percent Distribution:
Primary operating personnel,
total 78.0 69.8 66.4

Management 7.9 7.2 4.7

.Line, total 62.5 " 58.9 58.7

Supervision 4.4 3.2 6,3

Basic line, total 58.1 55,7 52.4

Patrol 49.1 45.9 45.6

Investigation 9.0 9.8 6.8

School crossing girtzds. meter
checkers, police aides,
trainees _ 7.6 3.7 3.0

Support positions, total 21.9 29.9 33.5

Direct support personnel, ttital_ 8.4 14.0 11.7

Dispatchers and communi-
cations 5.0 1.0 5.3

Other direct support 2.4 13.0 6.4

Indirect support personnel,
total 13.5 15.9 21.8

Professional, technical and
administrative 3.1. 2.8 3.5

Clerical, crafts and service
workers 10.4 13.1 18.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Excludes townships.
Includes county police agencies and sheriffs departments with a police prince non (unction.

Source: Adapted from U S. Bureau of the Census. Employee Characteristics Survey. 1975

The occupational distribution of sworn police' and
sheriff officers is of particular interest in any assessment
of law enforcement manpower, since a number of studies
have been critical of the assignment'of police officers to
"civilian-type" duties which do not effectively utilize
their specialized police training. Sworn officers totalled

476,000, or 79.5 percent of all pplice protection em-
ployees, in 1974. Based on their responses to the Census
survey, a total of 433,000, or 90.8 percent of these
officers were classified as in "primary operating" occu-
pations, including line managers and supervisors, line
patrol and investigative officers and those in related
trainee or probationary positions. These positions are
those traditionally associated with the police officer's
role. Certain line functions-such as traffic control-
have, however, been assigned in some agencies to auxil-
iary non-sworn personnel. Of the 43,500 sworn officers
classified in support-type positions, over one-half
(22,700) were assigned as dispatchers, investigative
technicians, booking sergeants, custodial officers or in
similar "direct support" activities. The remainder,
nearly 21,000, were engaged in a variety of indireCt
support functions or activities, mainly' in staff admini5
trative or technical duties.

Civilians, or non-sworn personnel, totalled 123,000 or
20.5 percent of all polioe agency employment. Nearly
one-half of all non-sworn employees were engaged in
indirect-support functions, mainly in clerical jobs. About
24 percent were employed in auxiliary uniformed posi-
tions, such as part-time school crossing guards. About 18
percent were dispatchers or communications technicians.
The remainder were employed in a variety of profes-
sional, technical, and administrative activities.

c. Police employment trends. Police 'employment
has experienced a sustained growth over a period 9f
decades, both in absolute numbers and in relation toihe
total United States population. Based on decennial Cen-
sus data, the number of policemen and detectives (public
and private), increased from 74 per 100,000 population.
in 1910-the earliest census year for which comparable
statistics are available-to 182 per 100,000 in 1970.
Data from the monthly sample labor force surveys indi-
cate a further increase in this ratio to 217 per 100,000 in
1975. The increased concentration of population in urban
areas and accompanying increases in crime rates, the

rapid growth in motor vehicle traffic and-more
generally-the growing affluence of our society, have all
resulted in increased demands for police protection
services. . .

More detailed annual statistics indicate a steady recent
year-to-year growth in total employment in state and
local police protection agencies (sworn and non - sworn),
from'341,000 in 1960 to 597,000 in 1974. The average
annual rate 'Of growth over this period was about 4
percent, with particularly rapid growth - averaging 5.1
percent annually-between 1965 and 1970 (Table 111-5).

The recent growth in police employment appears, in
large part, to have been a response to rapidly rising crime
in our cities and to related symptoms of urban unrest,

L,)
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including the rash of large scale civil disorders during the
1960's. The increase in serious (Part I) crime 'rates was
particularly sharp in the years following 1965, due in"
part to the rapid growth in the number and propt,rtion of
teenage youth and younger adults in our population-the
age groups with the highest pwensity for crime. As

shown in Table 111-5. the most rapiU increases in police
department employment also were .recorded after 1965.
Nevertheless, over the entire I5-year period (1960-
1974), the increase in the crime rate, of 157 percent, was
more than three times as great as that in per capita police
employment.

TABLE Ill-5

Comparison of Employment in State and Local Police Protection.
Agencies With Crime Rates. 1960-1974

State and Local Police Defurtments

Pan I Crimes Per
100,000 Population

YCJI Total
funploy ment

(NO

Employees per

100,000 Population
Number Index

1960..100.0)Number -- Index

0960=100.0

1960 341 !S9 100.0 1,876 100.0

1961 ___- 345 188 99.5 1,894 101.0

1962 358 192 101.6 2,008 107.0

1963 368 195 103.2 2,167 115.5

1964 378 197 104.2 2,374 126.5

1965 397 204 9 2,434 129.7

1.966 413 210 111.1 2,655 141.5

1967 433 218 115.3 2,972 158.4

1968 463 231 122.2 3,350 178.6

1%9 487 240 127.0 3,658 195.0

1970 508 248 131.2 3,960 211.1.

1971 524 253 13;.,z 4,140 220.7

1972 550 263 139.2 3,939 209.9

1973 581 276 146.0 4,130 220.1

1974 '597 282 149.2 4,821 257.0

Sotrce: Police employment from U.S. Bureau of the Census. Censui of Government. 1972. Vol

from FBI Uniform Crime Report,. 1975, p. 55.

4. Judicial process agencies
a,. Major functions. The judicial process sector of

the criminal justice system consists of those public agen-
-cies directly responsible for the administration of
justice-the courts, prosecution and legal service offices,
and publicly funded indigent defense activities. In nearly
all states, the function of adjudication of both criminal
and civil cases-other than those which involve federal
laws -is,_ in fist instance; very largely a responsibility of
local goVernment agencieS. at the county or city - levels.
The high degree of decentralization of this syitem is
illustrated by the fact that nearly 26,000 separate state
and local judicial process agencies were identified in
Census directories as of 1974, including 15,000 courts
(at all levels), over 10,000 prosecution ancislz\gal services
offices and over 500 public indigent defense\ agencies.
The major- types of judicial process agencieare de-
scribed below.

Courts.. In all but a few states, the courts are or-
ganized hierarchically into three tiers:' appellate
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VIII. p. 20, and U.S. Bureau of the Census. Pubic Emploimeni in 1974,p. 7. Crime rates'

level courts, trial courts of general jurisdiction and
limited, _ or special, jurisdiction courts. The_
appellate-level courts include the state supreme
courts, as well as intermediate appellate courts. The
former may also exercise administrative authority
over the entire state court system. The trial courts of
general jurisdiction are normally the courts of initial
jurisdiction for trying felony cases; however, most
of these courts also exercise jurisdiction over civil
cases and-over ceriainlypes of misdemeanor cases.
These courts are consolidated-under a statewide sys-
tem in a few states, such as Igew Jersey, but are
based on judicial, districts or counlihrisdiction's in
most .states. Courts of limited jurisOction have the
dual responsibility of trying misdemeanor and
municipal ordinance violations and of holding pre-:
trial hearings and setting bail in felony cases.
Juvenile cases, domestic relations issues arid probate
of wills are also often handled by these courts. In
many states, non-law trained judges or pare judicial
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personnel are authorized to preside over trials or
hearings,,and to make judicial decisions, particu-
larly in minor offenses and in juvenile cases.
Prosecution and _legal services. The prosecution
function within states may be shared by three or
more offices: the state attorney general, the district
attorney and the county or city attorney. At the local
level, the district attorney, or prosecutor, is nor-
mally responsible for prosecution of felony cases,
with ,jurisdictions which normally tend to parallel
that of the court structure. District attorneys also
handle misdemeanors and other less serious offenses
in some jurisdictions; however, the latter..are often
assigned to municipal legal officers (corporation or
city counsels) to the extent that they are not directly
h?-idled by the police. These officers also often have
responsibilities for civil law actions, and for provi-
sit,n of related legal services to local officials': par-
ticularly in smaller communities,
Indigent defense-. The constitutional requirement to
provide counsel to indigent defendants is ac-

complished either through an "assigned counsel"
system, where courts assign local attorneys as de-
fenders on a case-by-case basis, or through a public
defender system, The latter may consist of salaried
attorneys, directly employed by a state or local pub-
lic defender office, or of attomeys retained by con-
tractual arrangements with legal aid organizations or

private law firms. The use of public defender agen-
cies is more typical of the larger urban jurisdictions,
whereas rural jurisdictions continue to rely mainly
on assigned counsel.
b. Employment by agency category. Of a total of

192,000 tmployees of state and local judicial process
agencics in 1974, 134,000-or about 70 percent-were
employed in the courts, and 51,500-or 24 percent-in a
wide variety of prosecution and legal service offices.
Public indigent defense offices, the newest and smallest
component, employed 6,500 personnel (Table III-6).

6,s a result of tie high degree of decentralization of
these functions, the typical court or court-related agency
is very small, averaging 7.5 full-time or part-time em-
ployees per agency, or 6.6 per agency on a full-time
equivalent basis. State level agencies or units tend to be
larger in size, as do public indigent defense agencies,
which are mainly located in the larger jurisdictions. In
contrast, the staff of a typical municipal legal office is
likely to consist of one attorney and a secretary-often
on a part-time basis. Part-time employment is also'fre-
quent among county-level prosecution offices. Thus,
over one-third of all chief prosecutors and assistant chief
prosecutors responding to the NMS survey were em-
ployed on a part-time basis, as were 14 percent of all
assistant prosecutors.

c. Occupational distributions. Four judicial pro-
cess occupations were selected for detailed analysis of

TABLE 111 -6

State and Local Judicial Process Agencies: Number of Agencies and Employment, by Type of Agency, and Local
Governments, 1974

Agency Type and

Level of *micro

Number

of
Employees

Average Employees

Per Agency

Total
Eysd ,alents

Total
Equivalents

To:al, judicial process 25,720 192,300 169,810 7.5 6.6

State 2,380 39,700 38,300 16.7 16.1

County 9,41U 104,900 93,000 11.1 9.1

Municipal 13.930 47,700 38,400 3.4 2.8

Courts 14,990 134,300 118,400 9.0 7.9

State 1,550 24,600 23 900 15.9 15.4

County 6,330 78,300 68,700 12.4 10.9

Municipal 7,110 31,400 25,700 4.4 3.6

Proseaition and legal services 10,300 51,500 4.5,400 5.0 4.4
4500 12,400-- 11.800 -20,7,

County 2,800 23,000 21,100 8.2

Municipal 6,800 16,100 12,500 2.4
.7.5

1.8

indigent defense 530 6,500 6,000 12.3 11.3

'State 230 2,700 2,600 11.7 11.3

.County 280 3,600 3,200 12.9 .11.4

Municipal ' 20 200 200 _10.0

Souses: Number of agenciee from Census BUITIU Directory files. as revised by NMS. Employment data from LEAA/Census. Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice

System, 1974. Number of employees in county and municipal agencies partially estimated, lased on data for large counties and cities, Municipal data include data for cities, townsilips.and

consolidated city/county agencies. All data rounded.
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personnel needs and ofspecialized training and educa-
tion requireMents for the National Manpower Survey.
These include judges, chief 'and assistant prosecutors,
chief "and assistant defenders, and professional court ad-
ministrators. These occupations account--:-in com-
binationfor about 30 percent of total judicial process
employment. Descriptions of these occupations are pre-
sented below.

Judges play the central role.in the adjudicative proc-
ess. In addition to presiding at trials, conducting
hearings and similar proceedings, setting bail, im-
posing sentences or fines, their duties may include
administrative responsibility for operation of the
courts, holding yf conferences with prosecution and
defense counsel, preparation of opinions and related
tasks. A recent survey by the Ainsrican Judicature
Society identified a total of 21,64 judges, or per-
sons exercising judicial authority, in courts of
limited jurisdiction.3 Included in this total are offi-
cials, such as justices of the peace or magistrates,
who. are not necessarily lawyers, and who perform
certain limited judSial functions often on a part-time
basis. A total of` 5,400 judges were employed in
general jurisdictio courts, which also employed
about 4,400 paraju icial personnel, such as magis-
trates ;aid referees. ss than 800 judges were em-
ployed in state appellate courts.
Prosecutors and assistant prosecutors review evi-
dence' to determine whether a criminal-Chase. is
Warranted, develop case information through inter-
views and the collection -of physical evidence, pre-
pare cases, negotiate with defense counsel and
prosecute cases in court. An estimated total of about

'21,000 attorneys were employed in all state and
local prosecution and legal service offices in 1974,
including those performing exclusively ormainly,
civilt4aw functions. It is estimated that about time-
fifth of this total were employed in state or county
offices with responsibilities for prosecution of seri-
ous criminal offenses. -
Defenders and assistant defenders in state and local
defense agencies perform the responsibilities of de-
fense counsel to represent clients found to- be
indigent, and, in addition, may provide collateral
services, juch as referral to appropriate community
service aencies or related counseling. About 3,&)0
attorneys were employed as chief cle,enders or i,laff
attorneys in public indigent defense offices in 1974,
or about 3,200 on a full-time equivalent basic.

* Court administrators. The need for more effective
management of courts and court systems has re-
sulted in the emergence of the professional court
administrator as a recognized occupation during the
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past decade. These are defined as non-elected pro-
fessional administrators concerned with caseflow
throughout the court system, perSonnel manage- ..'
ment, budget and financial management, planning
and research, and all other administrative and man-
agerial business of the court system. Based on a
special NMS'surveY of state court administrators, a
total of 455 state or local' professional court adminis-
trators were identified in 1975.

More detailed statistics on the occupational distribu-
tion of personnel attached to trial courts of general juris-
diction are presented in Table III-7 based on the NMS
Survey of Courts. Of an-estimated total of.,51,800 full-
time equivalent court personnel (including probation
officers), about 18 percent were either judges or other
judicial officials, such as magistrates and referees.
Among non-judicial occupations, the largest group, 22
percent:of the total, were Clerks of the Court and their
deputies. The Clerk of the Court is normally an elected
official whose .responsibilities may range from strictly
clerical functions to full respoasibility for court adminis-\
tration. A total of about 8,200 probation officers were
reported as attached to these coatis, although not neces-
sarily on the- court payroll. (Since many probation and
parole offices function as independent agencies or ate
attached to correctional organizations, this key function
has been treated in this report as part of the corrections
sector, in accordance with current LEAA-Census 'statis-
iiCal reporting prociclirres.):-.0ther major categories of
courts personnel' include bailiffs,-court reporters and cler-
ical and secretarial personnel. Largercourti.:also employ
personnel in a number of other specializectoiccupations,
including law clerks, staff attorneys,,:cot 't. adminit-
trators, computer specialists and in other picifessional,
technical or administrative occupations. \.

The overall proportions of non-judicial personnel
tends to increase with the size of/he court, frorn 77
percent, for courts with fewer than 10 employees, to 88
percent in those with 150 or more employees. Whereas
the typical court in a small rural jurisdiction may consist
of a single judge, a clerk of the court, and a bailiff often
functioning on a art -year oasisthe large metropolitan
trial courts inclu e a much more diversified rage of
specialized personnel.

NMS survey data on prosecution and public defender
offices indicate a relatively simple occupational structure -
for these agencies. In both categories, the attorneys senor
ing as prosecutors or defenders and those, in assistant

about 55 percent of total agency personnel. The second,
prosecutor or defender positions, together: constitute

largest group consists of secretaries, typists and other
clerical personnel, who account for over. 30 percent of
the total staff. Other specialized personnel, found ".
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TABLE 111-7

Occupational:Distribution.of Employees in State and Local. Courts or General Jurisdiction
by Size of Court, 1974219753

Occupational Group

AB S= Grotips s Stze°61 Court-Number of Employees

Number° percent 50 Of more 75-149 10-24 1-9

Percent of Total Employment

Tot al 53,800 100.0 100.0 , 100.0 '100.0 100.0 100.0

Judicial occupations -.. 9,800 18.2 11.7 17.-7 24.6 25.9 22.9

Judges _t.. .5,400 10.0 5.2 8.0 13.8 16.1 19.1

Other officials exercising judicial
, authority 4,400 8.2. 6.5 9.8 10.8 9.8 3.8

Other occupations 44,000 81.8 88.3 82.3 75.4 74.1 77.1

Clerks & deputy clerks of court 11,800 21.9 17.1 21.9 22.4 26.0 34.0

Probation officers 8,200 15.2,, 18.8 :4.5 11.9 12.7 11.4

.Bailiffs 5,800 10.:8 10.6 12.4- 10.6 11.5 9.8

Coen !Limners 4,700 8.7 7.6 9.5 10.6 13.9

Law decks 1,100 2.0 2.8 2.5 2.3 1.0 .4

Staff attorneys 700 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5

Other professional & technical 1,600 3.0 4.2 3.9 2.3 1.2 .4

Clerical/secretarial - 7,300 13.6 20.6 13.2 9.6 6.8 4.2

Other 2,800 5.2 6.7 5.4 5.2 3.0 1.5

Total employment as of October 1974. adapted from
LEAA/Census Expert/loon and Employmenr Dt&pr the C'nmenal Justice Systern, 1971. Includes (-situate of ID. 700 probation offic.,

and associated dates) employees. attaclied to courts, but excluded lions the LEA A/Cens us statistics. The latter esimate and data on other occupations are from the NMS Courts Survey (1976) are.

=fen to June 1975.
b F ul 1.1 ime equivalent employees..

TABLE III-8

Occupational Distribution of EmploYees in Prosecution Agencies by Size of Agency, 1974
(Percent distribution) .

0

Size of Agency

Occupational Group
All Agencies

75 a Mae
Employees

25-74
Employees

10-24

Employees

5-9
Employees

'-4
Employees

Total ennployrnent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Chief and assistant chief
prosecutors 12.1 . 3.2 7.0 14.0 20.3 37.2

Assists:ft PrIsecutors. 33.0 39.3 35.9 33.6 29.3 12.4

Investigators 10.4 14.0 10.9 8.9 7.5. 3.0

Paralegals 2.6 43.1 4.1 3.4 .4 .3

Secretaries, stenographers
and typists 34.2. 29.4 33.8 33.6 39.0 44.6

^ther 7.7 10.9 8.3 6.4 3.5 2.4

Source: NMS Survey. 1975

primarily in the larger agencies, include investigators
and paralegal staff (see Table III-8).

A substantial proportion of attorneys serving as pros-
ecutors and assistant prosecutors ki smaller agencies
perform these functions on a part-time basis; while main-
taining their private law practices. The National Advi-
sory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals and other studies have recommended that each
prosecutor's office should employ at least one full-time

prosecutor, through restructuring of jurisdictions, where

necessaty.4 ± el

5. Corrections
a. Major functions. The correctional function en-

compasses a particularly diversified range of activities
which begin at the stage of initial detention of persons
charged with crimes and include pm-Sentence investi-

gations of adjudicated offenders: confinement and
treatment in correctional institutions or facilities, deter-
minations of parole eligibility, and correction super-

vision of those under probation or parole. Agencies am
differentiated as either residential facilities such as
prisons, jails, reformatories and work camps, or as non-

.
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residential programs including probation alik parole ac-
,
twines. They are further differentiated by..txpe of offen-
der group served (men, women, juveniles), andin the
case of institutionsby length of detention, degree of
security and the type of work, training or rehabilitation

activities pursued.
The major categories of state and local agencies are

described belOw:
Correctional institutions designed primarily for adult
offenders account for 106,000 or 52 percent of total
state and local correctional employment, based on
full-tirne equf,valents (Table 111-9). These include
about 66,000 state employees in state prisons, road
camps, prison farms and related activities. as well as
40,000 employees of county and municipal jail
facilities. iv of the latter are operated by county
sheriffs' offices.
Juvenile institutions employed 43,000 full-time
equivalent employees in 1974. State juvenile institu-
tionsi such as training schools,- ranches, and camps,
accounted for 29,000 or two-thirds, of this total.
Locally operated facilities, such as detention cen-
ters, or group homes, employed an additional
14,000. The latter total excludes publicly funded
community-based juvenile residential facilities if the
latter are operated by a non-governmental agency.
State and local probation and parole activities ac-
counted for 46,000 full-time equivalent employees
in 1974. These activities are performed in a large
variety of organizational contexts, including inde-
pendent state-level agencies or boards, agencies
affiliated with correctional departments, and units
affiliated with court systems. Aboir, 27,000, or
three-fifths of probation and parole staff, were em-
ployed by local governments.
An additional 8;000 correctional employees were in
administrative or miscellaneous -activities, mainly at
the central administrative level of state correctional
"headquarters" agencies.

ye-

3

b. Occupational distribution. Large correctional
institutions, such as state prisons and juvenile training
centers, arein many respectsself-aintained com-
munities. In addition to their primary responsibilities frit-
assuring secure custody of inmates and for their rehabili-,
tation, their work force3 must provide for feeding of
inmates, for maintenance of facilities and grounds, and
for specialized inmate services, including medical and
dental care, recreational activities and religious services,
in addition to the usual administrative staff services.

Summary statistics on the distribution of correctional
employees by occupational group have been developed,
based on separate censuses or surveys conducted in the
past few years of each of the major categories of correc-
tional activity. As shown in Table III-10, the line correc-
tional occupations accountedin combinationfur 61 .
percent of total correctional employment in 1974. Cor-
rectional officers and supervisors in adult institutions, the
largest single occupational group, accounted for more
than one-half of this total and for 34 percent of total
correctional employment. Line probation and, parole
officers were the second largest group, with an estimateci
employment of 22,500, elusive of about 3,000 super-
visory personnel. About 17,800 additiona! employees
were classified as child care workers in juvenile institi-,
tions or other residential facilities.

The managerial group (including probation and parole
supervisors) is estimated at 14,300 or 7 percent of the
total. This category iii.ludes individuals with widely,
differing scopes of managerial responsibilities, from ad-
ministrators ,of state correctional 'systems and of large
correctional institutions to those supervising local jails,.
group hones, or probation and parole offices with very
small numbers of employees. Many of the latter also
perform line correctional duties, in addition to their ad-
ministrative or supervisory responsibilitiej.

An additional 22,600 employees, or 11 percent of the
total, were classified as treatment and educational
specialists adult and juvenile facilities. This group is

TABLE 111-9

state and Local Correctional Employees, by Type of 1974
(Full-time equivalents, numbers in thousands)

Total Stale 'Local.

Type of Agency
N umber Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Total 203 100 121 100 82 100

Adult correctional faciliticz 106 52 66 55 40 49

Juvenile institutions 43 21 29 24 14

Probation/Parole 46 12 18 15 27 33

Administrative and miscellaneous 8 4 7 6

26

Estimates of distribution of local employment by type of army based on data for 384 cities and 312 counties. which accounted for 84 percent of total local correcions employment.

Source: LEAA/Census, Espendituee and ...Mitloyment Dula for the Cruntrwl Juithe System, /974. Tables 9. 45, 46, 47.
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TABLE III -10

Estimated Dipribution of Fo14-time Equii'alent
Empl ment iriState and Local Corre.clional

Ac vities by Major OccuPational Group: 1974
(Full-time equivalents)

OcCupational Grdup Number Percent

Total 203,200 100

Management ' 14,300" 7

Custodiakofficers, adult facilities 69,500 34

Child care.workers 17,800 9

Probation andsparole officers ° 22,500 11

Treatment and educational specialists in adult/

juvenile ficilities 22,600 11

Clerical, craft and other support personnel 56,500 28

Management group.eso includes approximately 3.000 probation and pnrOle supers Isors

Sources; NMS names by occupational group adapted fmm occupatimial distribution, of

various categories of correctional agencies, primarily from following ibun:es:

LEAH-Census. Census Survey of State Correctional Facilities. 1974.

LEAACensus. CensusW Juvenile Detention and Correctional Facilities, 1973 (unpublished

date).

L.E6A, The Nation's J, Lr, 1975 (basal on 1972 jail census).

NMS £secutive Survey ° jProbation and Parole Fserutives. 1975

primarily limited to those in specialized professional
occupations, and who perform functions such as counsel-

ing, rehabilitation, education, medical, and related
welfare services. It excludes correctional officers and
auxiliary personnel, such as clerical workers and para-
professionals, who may be assigned to these functions in a

supporiThg role. The latter are included, with all-other

support and administrative personnel, among employees

in the "clerical, crafts, and other support-personnel"
group, which accounted for 56,500 or 28 percent of total
correctional employment in 1974.

c. Correctional workload and employment trends.
The rapid escalation of crime rates during the past two
decades has been accompanied by snarp increases in the

total number of offenders either arrested and convicted of
serious crimes if adults, or who have been adjudicated as

juvenile delinquents, and who have thus-in either
case-noimally become subject to some form of correc-

tional control or supervision. Although comprehensive
historical data on the flow of offenders through the
criminal justice system are not available, Table III-11,

ides. indicators of: (1) ."inputs" into conectignal
c6 ntrol, as measured by estimates of the ntirnk of
convictions of persons charged with felonieS, and of
delinquency cases disposed of by juvenile courts; and (2)

of the number of offenders actually in custody in state

adult or juvenile penal institutions.
The comparisons provide a sharp contrast between the

trend of correctional inputs and that of the numbers
actually confined in state institutions. In the case of adult

offenders, the number convicted increased by about 46
percent between 1969 and 1974. On the other hand, the

number of inmates of state institutions showed little net
change between 1969 and 1972, then increased in the

TABLE III-11

indicators of Cor'rectional-Workloadsfor Adult and Juvenile Offenders, 1965-1974

-11 (Numbers in thousands)

Adults

ri

inven es

Estimated Felony

Convictions

Prisoners M
Stale Institivas

Delinquency Cases f34

posed of by Juve2 le
Courts r r

Offenders in
Stale Institutions

tumber Ude; Number ltrJer Number Index Number Index

1965 - - 189.8 107.6 697.0 70.5 42.4 97.7

1966 - - 180.4 102.3 745.0 75.4

1967 - - 175.3 100.6 811.0 82.0

1968 387.5 95.6 173.1 98.1 900.0 91.0

1969 405.2 100.0 176.4 100.0 988.5/ 100.0 43.4 100.0

1970 450.8 111.3 176.4 100.0 1052.0 106.4 42.2 97.2

1971 486.6 1Z0.! 177.1 100.4 1125,:0 113.8 36.8 84.8

1972 492.0 121.4 174.4 98.9 111p.5 112.5

1973 537.3 132.6 181.4 102.8 1143.7 115.7 28.5 65.7

1974 591.1 145.9 195.8 111.0 / 27.4 63.1-

Estrmated felony convictions: Adapted from in t431. Uniform Crime Reports. Calculated by applying disposition statistics from sample cities to fatal number of offenses known. Includes

.both.peraorn found guilty of offenses charged and those found guilty of lesser offenses.

sPrisonerrin irate Inultations: U.S. Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics. NPS Bulletins No. 43. Aargust 1968 and No, 47, April 1972. and LEAP, Prisoners in Stale and Federal

hutitutlaru, December 31. 1971, 1972, and 1973. May 1975. Data for 1960-70 include all sentenced
inmates; foc 1971-74; include prisoners sentenced to at least a year and a day.

Delinquent cases disposed of hy juvenile courts: U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare. (Meese( Human Development and Youth Development,JuverrikCourt Stattaks. 1973,

Match 1975.
Offenders in state Institutions: National Council on Crime and Deiinqt.tncy. Correction in the UhitedStaies. 1966, Table 25 and Children in Custody, for the years indicated (1971 data are

revised. Data for 1974 are preliminary.)
1969 -100.

..
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following 2 years. Moreover, it continued to grow
sharply to a record high of 217 ;0`.',1) in 1975. according to
preliminary reports. However, in 1974, the prison n-
mate population was still only 11 percent above the 1 69
levels In. the case ci juvenile offenders, the num .tr of
delinquency cases disposed of by juvenile courts/in-
cludingcluding "status" offenses, but excluding ordinarYitraffic
cases -rose by 64 percent between 1965 and 1973. Yet
over the same _period, the number contineein state
juveliile institutions remained stable between "1965 and
1970. thet'dropped sharplyin the following three years.
In. 1974,1t was 35 percent lower than in 1965..

One O. explanation for these contOsting trends
has been the increased dive ion of both juvenile and
adult offenders from institutionalization- to probation o,r
other forms of community- based, nonresidential pro-
grams. In 1969, the Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Training estimated that a total of 836,000
offenders were under the control of probation/parole
agencies, as compared to about 279,000 in adult institu-
tions, jails, or juvenile detention facilities.'' Although
definitive statistics are lacking, there is considerable
evidence- developed later in this chapter-L.,-that
probation/parole caseloads have grown rapidly- since
then. Several factors contributed to this trend, in our
judgment. These include: (1) the high cost of. in-
stitutionalization, which was estimated to be about 10
times as great, per offender man-year as community-
based nonresidential programs. by the President's
Comniission in its 1967 report; 7 (2) mounting evidence
publicized by such studies as that of the Crime Commis-
sion that imprisoment was no more-and perhaps even
less-effective in rehabilitation of offenders than the.
much less costly community programs: (3) the increasz.
in prison riots in the late 1960's and early 1970'3, which
served to dramatize the deplorable and inhumane condi- '

tions in many institutions, as well as related problems
concerned with overcrowding and racial tensions in these
institutions; and (4) an. apparent increased reluctance on
the part of 1 any judges to sentence offenders to prison
terms, or to assign them to juvenile institutions, in view
of these conditions.

Although the above interpretations are not readily ca-
pable of empirical verification, it is clear that hi prison-
ment has increasingly been reserved for the more serious
and oangerous offenders. Thus, J.Q. Wilson has noted
['Nit the proportion of state prison inmates who had been
convicted of homicide, robbery, or assault rose from
,about one-third of the prison pepulation,in 1960 to nearly
one-half .in 1974, while those convicted of non-violent

.crimes. such- as burglary, larceny, and auto theft4.ad
actually decreased-7-despite the fact.that the reported rate
of these crimes had increased more than four times.8

Additional confirming evidence is provided by the
data on employment trends in various correctional ac-
tivities during the past decade (Table 111-12). Between
1965 and 1974 total correctional employment nearly
doubled, rising from about 116,000 in 1965 to nearly
208,000 in 1974. Probation and parole agencies experi-
enced the most rapid growth over this period, increasing
their staffs from about 19,000 in 1965, to nearly 50,000
in. 1974. Relatively rapil growth was alsn indicated for
local jails and other locally based facilities. The slowest
employment growth, about 41 percent, was experienced
by the state correctional institutions for adults and
juveniles.

B. Criteria for Assessing
Personnel Needs

The data presented in the preceding sections of this
chapter have indicated that both employment in criminal

TABLE.111-12

EmplOpnent in State and Local Correctiona: Activities
1965, 1974 *

Number

1965 1974

Percent Distribution

196. 1975

Percent

Change

1965 74

Total 115.9 207.6 100.0 100.0 87
State adult institutions / 46.7 66.0 40.3 31.8 41
Local jails and other adult facilities 19.2 4.4.4 16.6 21.4 131

State juvenile institut;ons 21.2 30.0 18.3 14.5 41

Local juvenile institutions 9.9 17.6 8.5 8.5 78
Probation and parole 18.9 49.6 16.3 23.8 162

Sources:4 465-Based on surrey 11 National Council on Cr 1111e ant Delinquens.y published in Corrections in Mr Irnited Srarry. /966. Table 25. Probation and paroleemployment. including
court - affiliated agencies. estimated in part based on interpolation of data on probation and parole officers for 1962 and 1967. from the Probarhon dm/Parole Dirrewry. /976. NCCD.

1974-LEA ACensus. bnplovnent and Etpeniliture Dora for Cereetenell hnnrr .4xencir, 1974 The distribution of local gosemment by type of actin ity is partially COMAleti.
9ata in both years refer to total employers, and exclude enirlo)ees in administratise Moors.

Includes full-tim and part-time workers Part tone workers not adjusted to till-tune equivalents.
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justice agencies and crime-related workloads have in-
creased substantially in recent years. They provide no
direct basis, however, for assessing total agency person-

nel needs and the adequacy of current staffing levels to

meet these needs. Any assessment of personnel or other
resource needs in the public sector poses some unique
problems. In the private economy, resource allocations

among competing goods and services are govemed by
the rules of the market place. In the public sector, such
allocations are accomplished through a complex process

of decision-making involving legislative and executive

officials at all levels of government...
A point of departure in this decision-making process is

the setting of social goals and priorities. Govemment
officials in a democratic society tend to set their priorities

based on their perception of what their constituents are

willing to "spend" for these services.
Measures to control crime have ranked high on this list

of priorities. Almost all recent public opinion surveys
have revealed widespread fear of crime, as a major

concern. The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets

Act of 1968, the statutory authority for the Law En-
forcement Aisistance Administration, reflects this con-

cern. The preamble to this law states its purpose to be:
"to reduce and prevent crime and juvenile delinquency,
and to insure the greater safety of the people. . ."

The premise underlying this legislation, as well as
similar governmental responses to the crime problem at

the state and local levels, is that crime car. be reduced
through a strengthening of those agencies directly re-
sponsible for coping with crime, i.e., the police, the
prosecutors, the courts, the correctional agencies amt
other elements of the "criminal justice system. .% Al-

though nearly all assessments recognize that crime is a

social problem, with deep-rooted causes in the fabric of

our society, most have also accepted the assumption that
crime can be reduced, to some extent, by making crime

more "costly" to the criminal, i.e., by increasing the
likelihood that he will be apprehcnded and prosecuted,
that he will receive a speedy tr al and be punished if

found guilty.
Although this premise appears inherently reasonable,

direct empirical evidence of the linkage between in-
creased personnel for various categories of law enforce-

ment and criminal justice programs and crime reduction

is still quite limited. This is due, in part, to the fa.ct that

the incidence of crime in our society is influenced by a
large number of economic, social and psychological fac-

tors outside of the control of agencies within the criminal

justice system. Most informed observers; including
many 'officials- of these agencies themselves, recognize
that the efforts of their agencies can have only a marginal

effect upon the overall crime problem. Thus, when

queried as to how much imprbvement in crime control

and the administration of justice could be achieved
through changes in staffing, organization and policies of

law enforce rent agencies generally, only 41 percent of

the 1,185 police chiefs responding to this queStion ex-

pected a "great deal of improvement"; 51 percent an-
ticipated "some improvement" and 8 percent, "little or

no improvement." io

Another difficulty in any attempt to assess "optimal"
manpower needs for law enforcement and criminal jus-
tice agencies results from the fact that most of these
agencies have multiple functions or goals, some of which

have no direct relationship to crime reduction or preven-

tion. Thus, the typical local police department performs

a wide range of community functions not related to crime

control, includingamong otherssuch activities as
i -affic regulation, crowd control, resolving 'conflicts

_among family members or neighbOrs and providing
emergency assistance for the sick, the disabled and the
inebriated. 'Prosecutors in many jurisdictions perform a

variety of legal ser,ices of nature, such ,as tax
collection, as well as handling criminal cases in their
jurisdiction. Most state courts similarly combine civil

and criminal functions. Finally, correctional agencies,
such as prisons, jails and juvenile institutions, are re-

sponsible both for the secure custody and maintenance of

their inmates, and for various inmate counseling, train-

ing, work and recreational.programs:
The emphasis given to these various agency functions

or goals can vary widely among jurisdictions, depending
upon such factors as agency structure, resource availabil-

ity, community attitudes and the priorities of agency
officials themselves. Some indication of the extent of
variation in these goals is provided by responses to ques-

tions addressed to police protection and correctional ex-
ecutives concerning "the most important goals" of their

agencies.
Police chiefs and sheriffs. Police chiefs and sheriffs

were asked to rank in order of importance five pos-
sible goals. Over half ranked one\of these goals,
"community satisfaction," as the Most important

criterion of their agency's performanee (Chart III-
2). About one-fifth identified "a low rate for major

street crimes" as their ;rimary gOal, while relatively
small percentages cited such other performance,

measureeas a quick response to service calls, a low

reported (overall) crime rate or a high clearance rats,

as. their first choice. Clearly, a more generalized
formulation, such as "community satisfaction,"

more accurately reflected the multiple functions of
most police or sheriff departments. In turn, the
lower ranking assigned to crime rates, as a measure
of police performance, reflects the growing appreci-
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Chart III-2

"Most Important" Goals of Law Enforcement and Correctional Executives

LAW ENFORCEMENT CORRECTIONS
.

:;:::::::V: Police
Efficiency

POLICE
(Large)

Low response time high clearance rates.

Sources: National Manpower Survey. Executive Survey.
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SHERIFFS ADULT JUVENILE
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ation by law enforcement executives that these are
influenced by many factors outside of their control.
Corrections administrators. Administrators of state
correctional institutions for adults ranked "inmate
maintenance" most frequently as their most impor-
tant goal (56 percent), as compared to "rehabilita-
tion of offenders" (30 percent), with relatively few

identifying other functions, such as inmate counsel-
ing, vocational training or job placement of offend-
ers, as "most important." In contrast, a majority of

administrators of state juvenile correctional
institutions assigned highest priority to their re-
habilitation functions, including such activities as
counseling, education and training. Only about four
out of ten of these executives considered mainte-

nance of juvenile residents (provision of adequate
housing, food and medical care) or enforcement of
discipline, as their ,principle goals. In even more
emphatic fashion, heads of probation and parole
Agencies agreed that rehabilitation of ex-offenders
was the primary objective of their agencies, while
only about AO percent of responses related their
agency's most important goal to such monitoring
functions as "adherence to probation-parole
agreements" or a "low probation-parole violation
rate."

In the face of these diverse functions and goals of
criminal justice agencies, and of the inherent difficulties
of any attempt to' easure the direct relationship between
manpower resources for these agencies and crime reduc-
tion, the research approach to this aspect of the National
Manpower Survey was designed to provide information
on two closely related issues: (1) whether existing staff
levels appeared generally adequate, or inadequate for
performance of the responsibilities and functions of these
agencies; and (2) whether some categories of crir
justice agencies or functions appeared to be rela
more in need of additional personnel than others.

Several aporoaches were used in assessing the quan-
titative ade4 ,5cy of current personnel resources, depend-
ing in part upon the data available in each sector.

First, executives in all categories of agencies were
queried in the NMS surveys concerning the major
personnel problems and manpower needs of their
agencies to enable them to effectively fulfill their
responsibilities.
Second, actual staffing ratios, for certain categories
of agencies and personnel, were compared to those
recommended for"these agencies, by professional
orgcnizations in the field or by various stud -om-

missions. Such comparisons were primal .Invited

to the corrections sector, for which detailed staffing
norms have been developed.

Finally, available evidence was examined on the
'relationship between agency staffing levels and
measures of performance or of case backlogs.
Analyses of this type were attempted for police

agencies and for trial courts.
The results of these analyses are presented in the

following sections of this chapter: ' 117

C. Agency Manpower Needs:
The Executive's Perspective

1. Major agency manpower problems. In any assess-
ment of an agency's resource needs, a reasonable point
of departure is to request the agency's executive's own
appraisal of these needs. The executive of any public
agency is accountable for its performance. His requests
for funds and personnel are the normal starting point in
the budgetary process, although these are often con-
strained by fiscal guidelines and by his own judgment of
fiscal realities. One would, a priori, anticipate some
upward bias in any executive's response to queries con-
ceming his agency's total manpowerneeds, as compared
to those which might be derived from an independent
management assessment. On the other hand, our field

interviews with several hundred executives and man-
agement staff of such agencies throughout the country
suggest thatas would be expectedthese individuals
as a group have a firm grasp of the attainable. Although
their assessments will be conditioned by their c wn per-
ceptions of their agency's goals and responsibilities, they
are not likely to indulge in "blue sky" estimates.

Each executive surveyed was first requested to identify
in rank order the "most serious" manpower problem in

h agency. The problems listed were:
Inadequate number of authorized positions
Inability to achieve or maintain authorized strength
High (excessive) turnover
Inadequate training of personnel
Inadequate representation of minorities or women
on staff

As shown in Table III-13, an "inadequate number of
authorized personnel" was the problem most frequently
identified as "most serious" in each agency category.
"Inability to achieve or maintain authorized strengths"
was the next most frecwent response in the case of police,
sheriffs' and administrators of adult correctional institu-
tions. This item was designed to identify manpower
problems resulting from recruitment difficulties. How-
ever, as a result of the fiscal problems experienced by
many state and local jurisdictions during the period of
this survey, 'it is probable that many agencies did not
have sufficient 'funds to hire personnel who may have

A e-
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TABLE III-13

Executive Responses on "Most Serious Manpower Problem" and on "Major Factor Contributing. to Most Serious
Problem," by Type of Agency

(Percent distribution)

Police Sheriffs Prose.

cutor,
Defender

Adult
CORCC.

lions

Juvenile

Coffec-
lions

Probation

and

Parole.

Most Serious Manpower Problem;
Inadequate number of authorized

positions 53.3 68.0 68.1 74.9 52.2 35.8 53.9

Inability to achieve or main-
tain authorized strength 19.9 13.3 5.9 6.3 11.8' 10.1 10.0

High (excessive) turnover 3.7 4.4 7.0 2.9 9.5 12.6 6.5

Inadequate training of personnel 11.0 7.3 10.7 8.8 13.4 31.9 19.0

Inadequate representatiorrof minor-
ities or women 9.3 2.8 1.7 3.8 .ks. 6.0 4.7 4.6

Other 2.9 4.1 6.6 3.3 5.2 4.9 6.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 . 100.0

Major Contributing Factor:
General budgetary problems 66.2 71.8 60.9 74.5 63.6 42.6 59,1

'General lack of qualified appli-
cants 61 2.9 2.2 1.3 8.1. 7.3 2.4.

Lack of minority or female appli-
cants 7.0 1.8 0.9 0.4 2.5 2.8 1.2

Inadequate levels of compensation 5.7 11.7 24.0 7.8 8.1 12.6 10.7

Insufficient funds for training 5.4 3.3 4.4 5.2 8.6 18.5 11,0

Limited opportunities for advance-
ment 1.8 1.8 1.6 0.4 4.0 5.7 3.8

Other 7.1 6.6 6.1 10.4 5.1 10.5 14.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

In cities with. populations of 17,000 and over
Sheriffs agencies with 10 or more employees.

Sources: NMS Executive Surveys. 1975..

been originally "authorized" in their budgets for that
year. Other categories of agency executives, including
juvenile correctional administrators, heads of probation
and parole offices, prosecutors and defenders, identified
"inadequate training of personnel" as their second most
frequent response. Thus, numerical shortages-and, to a
considerably lesser extent - recruitment difficulties or
qualitative deficiencies. were identified as the manpower
problems of.greatest concern to virtually all categories of
law enforcement and criminal justice executives..

As would be expected, where executives were next
asked to indicate the major factor contributing to their
"most serious" manpower problems, "general budget-
ary problems" were most frequently reported by all
categories of agency e;lecutives. Inadequate pay or in-
adequate training funds were also noted by 10 percent or
more of the respondents in the case of juvenile correc-
tions administrators, prosecutors, sheriffs and heads of
probation and parole offices.

Although all categories of agency executives identified
the manpower/budget squeeze as their most messing

.personnel problem, the proportion of exec'utives who
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ranked these first on their list did vary significantly by
agency category. Thus, about 75 percent of the public
defenders and over two-thirds of the prosecutors and
sheriffs (in agencies with 10 or more employees) ranked
this as their most serious problem, as contrasted to only
36 percent of juvenile correctional administrators. Simi-
larly, only about Iwo-fifths of the latter reported "gen-
eral budgetary problems" as the most important factor
contributing.to their manpower problems, as. contrasted
to much higher proportions of executives in other types
of agencies.

2. Estimated additional manpower needs. In order to
obtain a more quantitative assessment of the extent of
perceived manpower needs, in each agency category,
executives were. also requested to estimate the total
number of employees needed to "fulfill effectively all
the duties and responsibilities" with which their agency,
was charged. Their responses,. when related to their
agency's employment in June 1975, indicated an average
requirement for all major agency categoriefof an in-
crease of 26 percent in number of employees (see Table
III-14). This corresponds to a requirement for an'addi-
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tional 220,000 employees based on our estimate of total
employment in these agency categories in 1974. These
totals, moreover, exclude courts agencies and municipal
legal service agencies, which were 'not covered in the
NMS executive surveys.

Among the agency catego surveyed; sheriffs and
heads of probation and parole offices reported the
greatest proportionate requirements for additional
personnel-34 percent and 35 percent, respectively.
Heads of Correctional institutions re0orted a lower-than-
average need for additional sttff-20 percent for adult
institutions, and 15 percent for juvenile institutions. Re-
quirements of other agencies, including police, 'pros-

ecutors and public defenders more closely approximated

the overall average.

TABLE !II -14

Executives' Estimates of Increases in Agency Employ-
ment Needed to Effectively Fulfill All Agency Duties and

Responsibilities

Agency Category

Actual
Employment

1974

Percent

Increase

Needed

Estimated Addi-

Donal Employees
Needed'

Total PO" 26 220,000

Law en'arcement,
except sheriffs'
agencies ____ 515,000 27 139,000

Sheriffs' agen-
cies 85,000 34 29,000

Prosecution and
-legal service in-
cluding munici-
pal agencies 35,000 22 8,000

Indigent defense 7,000 23" 2,000

Adult corrections,
except sheriffs'
jails 102,000 20 20,000

Juvenile correc-
tions 45,000 15 6,000

ProbatiOn and'pa-
role 45,000 35 16,000

Includes all categories of lsw, =forcemeat and criminal justice agenctesexcept courts,

municipal prosecution and legal service agencies and general administrative agencies.

Source: U.S. Department of Justice. LEAA and U.S. Btireau of thetensus. &pen/hare

and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System .I974. and special tabulation of Census

. Employee Characteristics Survey, 1974. (or estimated eThployment in sheriffs' agencies.

a Based on responses-to NMS executive, surveys, 1975, weighted by agency site.
Derived by applying percentage increases needed to actual 1974 employment. Since

agency employment probably increased between 1974 and the time of surveys in late 1975,

these estimates slightly understate the total number of additional personnel needed at the latter

date.
The question addressed to public defenders related to staffing need to fully comply"

with Supreme Court requiremc.ts. The percentage increase shown refers hose agencies (76

percent, a the total) which reported they were not in full compliance.

A more detailed examination of these responses indi-

cates significant differences in needs, by agency size,
and for particular categories of personnel. Among police

agencies, heads of large departmentswith 1,000 or
more employeesreported a' greater relative need for

r

additional staff than all but the smallest agencies, as
shown in the following table:

Agency Site

Median Percent

Increase in Police
Employees Needed

All police departments 26,8

1,000 or more employees _ 28.6

400-999 17.5

150-399 16.8

75-149 20.1

25-49 23.9

1-24 32.9

With few exceptions, the estimated percentage in:
creases in personnel needed, for agencies other than
police, varied inversely with agency size. Thus, sheriffs
in agencies with less than 10 employees reported a need

for 60 percent additional staff, as compared with 25

percent by sheriffs in agencies with 150 or more em-,
pioyees. Prosecutors in offices with 1-4 employees
reported a need for 37 percent more personnel, as com-
pared to 19 percent by prosecutors in offices with 75
employees or more. Heads of probation and parole
offices with less than 10 employees reported a need for a
70 percent increase in staff, as compared with 46 percent
in agencies with 10-24 employees and 30' percent in

those with 25 or more employees. Similar patterns were
evident in the reports of correctional institution execu-.
tives.

In the case of correctional agencies, adininistrators of
both adult and juvenile-correctional institutions also re-
ported ,a greater relative need for treatment specialists
than for line custodial personnel. Heads of adult correc
tional institutions reported a need for an increase of 42'
percent in treatment personnel, as compared -with 15
percent for custodial officers. uvenile correctional ad-.
ministrators indicated a need or 23 percent additional
treatment employees, as compared with 12 percent for

child Care workers.
In probation and parole agencies, the reported re-

quirement for additional probation and parole officers, of
29 percent, was lower than the overall estimated re-
quirement for additional personnel, of 35 percent,
_reflecting relatively high needs for secretaries; pars-
professionals and other support personnel in these
agencies.

In summary, therefore, the surveys of agency execu-
tives (other than courts) revealed a widespread consensus
that lacic of sufficient numbers of personnel was their
agency's most serious current manpower problem and
that this was primarily attributable, to inadequate agency
budgets, rather than to difficulties in recruiting the
needed personnel. Additional staffing needs were propor-
tionately greater in some agency categories,.. such as
probation and parole, sheriffs and prosecutor agencies;
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they were Significantly lower-than-average for juvenile
corrections agencies. The largest proportionate staffing
need in correctional institutions waS for additional treat-
ment personnel, rather than custodial workers. Smaller
agencies consistently reported a higher percentage re-
quirement for additional staff than did larger agencies.

. However, among police departments, the, .largest
departmentsthose with 1,000 or more employees
also reported relatively high manpower needs.

D. Analyses of Manpower Needs by Sector.

-In addition to the above survey results, a series of
more specialized analyses, relevant to current manpower
needs, were conducted for specific categories of agen-
cies. The results are summarized below.

1. Police agencies
a. Inter-city variations in police employment. The

number of employees cf municipal police agencies, ex-
presied as a ratio to number of inhabitants, Varies widely
from city to city. In 1974, this ratio ranged from an
average of 3.5 full-time law enforcement employees, per
1,000 inhabitants, in cities 'with more than 250,000
po ulation, to 1.9. per 1,000 in cities with 10,000 to
100, population. It was only slightly higher, 2.1 per.
1, in cities with less than 10,000 inhabitants (Tale
III-15 . The wide variation in per capita police employ-
ment, even amons cities of a given size group, is fllus-
trated bythe inteiquartile range of these ratios. Thus, in
cities with less than 10,000 population, these ratios fell
below 1.4 r r 1,000 population or exceeded 2.7 per
1,000, in one-half of the cities surveyed.

One partial explanation for these differences is that
crime nits also vary widely from city to city. An exami-
nation of Table III-15 t tggests that the actual differences
in police employment ratios among cities are explain-
able, in part, by variations in crime rates. Thus, cities
With 250,000 or more population, which reported the

'highest per capita police employment as a group, also
experienced the highest rates of reported serious
crime-almost twice as great as among cities with less
than 10,000 population. In an effort to explain these
differences more fully, 1973 data were compiled on
police employment, population, reported crime rates and
on a number of other relevant social and economic
characteristics for cities whose populations ranged from
25,000 to 1,000,000.

The factors found to contribute most to differences in
per capita police employment among all the cities studied
were: (1) the incidence of street crime, as measured by
the robbery rate; (2) the amount of taxes per capita; and
(3) the proportion of low income families in each jttria-
diction. About 30 percent of the variation in per capita
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TABLE III-15

Full-Time Law Enforcement Employees per 1,000
Population and Crime Rates, by Size of Group, 1974

Employees per 1.000 Population
' City Size Group .

Population
Average

Inter.Quartile

Range

Index Crime Rate

(per 100.000
Population)

Total Cities 2.5 1.4-2.5 5966.
Over 250,000 3.5 2.2-3.5 7499
100,000-250,000 2.3 1.8-2.5 -7111:.
50,000-100,00 1.9 1.5-2.2 5747
25;e00-50,CJO 1.9 1.5-2.1 5152
10,000-25,000 1.9 1.5-2.2 4418
Less than 10,000 2.1 1.4-2.7 3818

Source: FBI. Crime in the United States, 1974: Uniform Crime Reports, Tables 14. 56.

police employment was found to be associated with dif-
ferences in the robbery rate. Cities with higher robbery
rates tended to have higher police employment ratios.
Differences in per capita tax rates accounted for an addi-
tional 15 percent of the 'variation. Those cities with
higher tax rates also tended to have higher police em-
ployment ratios, as did cities with a greater incidence of
poverty. In all, these three factorsrobbery rates, taxes
per capita and the proportion of low income families
wete estimated to. account for about one-half of the
variation inper capita police employment.among cities.
Significantly, such factors as city size,pii. se, and popu-
lation_density .(i.e., population per square mile), had
little or no independent influence upon the 'observed
variations in police-population ratios.

Among larger cities, those with populations of
100,000 to one million, police employment levels were
found to be most sensitive to the robbery rate. This factor
alone explained 46 percent of the variation in police
employment ratios. The amount of taxes per capita and
the proportion of black malqs, aged 15-24, in the poptila---
tion (which haisbeen found to have a positive correlation
with crime rates) were next in order of importance, but
had much less influence.

In -contrast the tax level was found to be the most
important single variable associated with differences in
police employment ratios in the medium-sized and
smaller population cities analyzed, with populations of
50,000-100,000 and .25,000-50,000 respectively. For
these agencies, differences in per capita taxes explained
19 percent and 25-percent of the variation, respectiVely,
in per capita police employinent, with the robbery -rate
ranking next in order of importance.

From this analysis, it is evident that differences in
crime rates and in crime-telated workloads provide only
a partial explanation for variations in police employment
levels. This is not surprising in view of the fact that only



a limited, proportion of total police effort is directly
related to crime control activities, such as responding to
calls concerning commission of crimes, investigation of
crimes and apprehension of criminals. A major portion
of the duty time of line officerstypically as much as 80
percentis devoted to such activities as routine patrol-
ling, traffic control, . responding to various types of
non-crime-related calls for service, and to a variety of
non-police related activities. i' Among communities with
similar levels of crime rates, the more affluent
communitiesas measured in this analysis by the level

,z,
of per capita taxestend to demand more police services.

d to employ more police than do those with lower
venue levels.

b. Police manpower and police performance Al-
though the above analysis has provided insights as to
factors accounting for variations in police employment,
it doesnot provide a basis for determining whether addi-
tional investments in police manpower will produce suf-
ficient community benefitsin terms of reduced crime or
other desired resultsto be cost effective, in comparison
with alternative uses of these funds. Such judgments
must be made at the community level, based on much

. more detailed information on agency workloads and
staffing and on community needs,than was available for
the present study.

A. number of research studies have attempted, how-
ever, to estimate the extent to which additional police
manpower, or expenditures, have been : `productive," as
measured by such yardsticks as their effects upon crime
rates and clearance rates. These experimental projects,
designed to test the efficacy of particular police
strategies, as well as a number of quantitative, multi-
variate analyses, have attempted to determine whether
differences in levels of pdtice staffing or expenditures
among departments have been associated with lower
crime and/or higher arrest rates. These studies have
yielded mixed andat timescontroversial results, as
illustrated below: ..

- Experimental projects, such as those entailing sub-
, stantial police manpower increases in high crime

precincts in New York City and in. New York City
. subways, have resulted in reductions in crimes in

these jurisdictions. Their net effect upon overall
crime levels is less clear, however, because of the
possibility. that criminals may simply have shifted
their activities to other locations. Moreover, sub-
stantial increases in random preventative patrol, as
in the Kansas City experiment, do not seem to have
been effective in reducing crime rates.
Results of multi-variate analyses, typically based on
"cross-sectional" comparisons of 'police employ-
ment and police expenditures among cities, states or

9

metropolitan area,., have Rigel rrArillrPri annarPntly
conflicting results. About one-half of these studies
found that higher levels of police resources were
associated with lower crime or higher arrest rates
than would otherwise be expected, and attribute
these findings to the deterrent effects of increased
police activity. The remaining studies, however,

, reported either negative or statistically insignificant
results. Generally, studies in which the units of
analysis were states or large cities were more likely
to result in positive findings than those including
large numbers of small cities.
A detailed Rand Corporation study of the criminal
investigative process, empioying both multi-variate
analysis and intensive survey methods, concluded
that differences in investigative staffing levels or
procedures had no appreciable effect on-crime, ar -.
rest or "clearance rates, and that the single most

- importat determinant of success was the.amount of
information provided by the victim to the im-
mediately responding patrol officer.

The above findings, when related to the results of the
NMS surveys and analyses reported previously in this
chapter, clearly suggest the need to avoid broad generali-
zations concerning additional needs for law enforcement
man-power on a nationwide basis. During periodi of
fiscal stringency, such as those experienced by many
state and local governments during the past few years,
the practical issue facing many officials is whether mod-

erate increments or decrements in law enforcement

manpower will have any appreciable effect upon crime
control or upon' the adequacy of the other community
services performed by law enforcement agencies. The
lack of adequate data on these non-crime related work-
loads, as well as the inherent limitations of the available
statistics on reported crimes. and clearance rates, are
among the obvious limitations of all of the above studies.
Equally essential, for informed decision-making, are sys-
tematic and &tailed management analyses of alternative
approaches to utilization of existing police manpower
resources, including consolidation or increased cross-
servicing arrangements er.longpolice departments, more
effitient patrol deployments, increased use of civilians in
duties not requiring the skills, of sworn police officers,
and other measures to reduce the amount of officer time
devoted to non-essential activities.

The available research does suggest, however, that in
many communities impiovements in deployment and
management of 9xisting resources, combined with more
active citizen involvement or support, may contribute as
much, or more, to the overall effectiveness of law en-
forcement agencies, as additional increments of police

_ manpower or funds.
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2. Judicial process agendo. Almost all recent as-
sessments of the problems of the Nation's courts, and or
related prosecution and defense agencies, have noted as
major shortcomings the piOblems of case backlog and
case delay; the pervasive reliance uponand abuse
of--plea bargaining procedures; inadequate screening of
cases; insufficient provision of defense counsel; sentenc-
ing disparities amcnig courts and judges; and insufficient
tiniegenerallyfor judges, prosecutors and defenders
for pre-trial preparation and an even-handed administra-
tion of justice. These shortcomings have been attributed
to a variety of causes, includingamong othersthe
need for additional manpower, for-more judges, pros-
ecutors.siefenders and specialized management or sup-
port personnel. Such needs have, however, rarely been
quantified at the national level, in part because essential
data on judicial process agency workloads in relation to
personnel have not been available.

Summary information on these agencies' caseloads
was collected for the first time in the course of the NMS
surveys. In addition, court administrators were requested
to provide their assessments of the case delay problem in
their courts and of the major factors contributing to case
delay. The results are reviewed below: -

a. Courts. The NMS survey of trial courts of gen-
eral jurisdiction, conducted in early 1976, -e quested data
on the number of cases pending and disposed of by these
courts during Fiscal Year 1975, as well as related data on
court personnel. Despite recent efforts to improve the
efficiency of the courts in many states, including enact-
ment of "speedy trial" legislation and provision of ad,

-clonal personnel, the results suggeSt a v orsening, rani( ,
than improvement, in the ability of these courts to cope
with their caseloads. As shown in Table III -16 felony
case backlogs increased by 10 percent in fiscal year
1975, and civil case backlogs by 13 percent among these
reporting courts. There were relatively small changes in
case backlogs for juvenile cases or misdemeanor cases in
those general trial courts with jurisdiction over the latter
categories of cases.

Estimates of the wean number of additional months- .
. required to process pending cases were also computed,
for each type of case, by relating the size of these
backlogs at the end of Fiscal Year 1975 to actual disposi-
tions during the year. These ranged from about three
months fbr misdemeanor and juvenile casts to nearly
six months for felony cases and ten months for civil
cases.

These data must be interpreted with some caution,
since the 7; ports cover only about one-fourth of all trial
courts of general jurisdiction in the case of felony cases,
and because of Wide differences in record keeping and
statistical practices among the courts. Nevertheless, the
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severity of the existing problems of case delay is illus
trated by the contrast between the estimated a ierage
additional time required to process existing felony case
backlogs in these courts, and the total elapsed time be-
tween arrest and trial of two months recommended by the
National Adwisory Commission on Criminaustice
Standards and Goals."

The survey data also indicated wide variations in'the
average length of time required to dispose of existing
felony case backlogs, among those courts responding to'
the survey. Thus, for courts with 100 or more felony \
filings, in fiscal year 1975, an equivalent of 5.2 months
was required by the average (median) court for process-
ing felony case backlogs. However, 27 percent of these
courts reported backlogs which could be processed in
three months or less while at the other extreme, 13
percent had backlogs which corresponded to a delay of
more than one year between filing and disposition.

1

TABLE 111-16

Selected Court Caseload Statistics
Changes in Pending Caseloads, General Jurisdiction

Trial Courts, Fiscal Year 1975

Type of Case

hicniber of
Courts

Reporting

Average Pending Caseloads.

Beginning
of Year

End of
Year

Percent

Change

Felony 830 154 169 +10
Misdemeanor 412 162 158 2

Juvenile 70 + 1

ii 1064 +13

Estimated Mean Months to Process Pending Cases Based
on Number Disposed of in Fiscal Year 1975

Type of Cane

Beginning. End of
of Year Year

Felony 5.3 5.8 '
Misdemeanor 3.0 2.9
Juvenile 3.0 3.0
Civil 8.8 10.0

Son.ce. NMS Sursey of State and Local Trial Cants of General Jurisdiction. 1976.

The analysis further indicateci a consistent relationship
between case delay and the level of judicial staffing for
criminal cases; as measured by the number of judges
attached to each court and by the estimated percentage of
their time devoted to criminal cas::s, i.e., "judge years
on criminal cases". The average number of additional
months needed to process pending criminal cases was
found to be twice as great in courts where the "felony
equivalent" caseload per judge year on criminal cases
was 1,000 or more, than in courts where the caseload per
judge year was less than 200 (Table 111-17). Of equal,
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TABLE 111-17

Distribution of General Trial Courts by Months Needed to Process Felony Cases Pending at the End of Fiscal Yea,

1975 and by the Felony Equivalent Caseloadper Judge-Year Devoted. to Criminal Cases

Moths Needed

Courts by Felony Equivalent Caseload °Per Judge-Year.

To Process Pending
Felony Cases

All
Replies 0- 199 200,-399 400-699 700-999

1000 Of

More

All Courts:
Median months to process pending cases 5.1 2.9' 5.0 5.4 6.8- 6.6

Percent of Total

All replies 100 100 100 100 100 100

0-3 months 31 52 31 22 16 22

3.1-6 months 27 19' 28 35 27 24

.6.1-9 months 15 10 15 11 24 24

9.1-12 months. 9 5 10 10 14 7

.12.1 -24 months 13 I0 9 15 16 20

24.1 months or. more 5 3 6 7 3 4

Number of reports (345) ( 86) 78) ( 89) ( 37) ( 55)

Courts' 'With 100 or More Felony
Median months to process pending cases 5.3 a 4.4 4.8. 6.6 7.1

Percent of Total

Ali. replies 100 100 100 100 100

t.,-3 months 26 37 _28 14 18

3.1-6 months 31 28 37 31 23 .

.6.1-9 montl.s 19 19 13 24 25

9.1-12 months 8 9 6 14 9

12.1-24 months 13 5 15 14 23

24.1 months or more 2 2 2 3 2

Number of reports (178) ( 6) ( 43) ( 54) ( 29)". ( 44)

Median not computed because there were fewer than 25 replies.

2 Caseload as used for this table includes cases pending at the beginning of the year plus those filed during the year. Felony equivalent cases are a weighted combination of felony and

misdemeanor cases under which 5.5 misdemeanorcases are estimated to be the workload equivalent of one felony case.

importance, however, was the evidence of wide varia-

\ dons in estimated procasint time antong courts with
'`similar felony caseloads per judge. Thuviniong the 106
courts. reporting a workload of 1,000 or more felony

c per judge year, 17 percent repOited that their case
bac ogs at the end of Fiscal Year 1915 corresponded to
a periild of 3 months or less, whereas 23 percent
would tequire more than 12 months, based. ontFiscal"
Year 197experience. AlthoUgh these disparities maybe

due, in part, differences in-reporting and record keep-
!it% practices, hey suggest that factors other than avail-
ability of judici l'personnel have contributed to the case
delay problem in" many courts. )

Further insightsas to factors contributing to case delay
. .

.` were obtained from\ the NMS survey of court adminis-

trators. Of 208 administratori of trial courts responding
to this question of case delay, 47 percent indicated that
they considered case delay a serious problem in their

courts. An additional 39 percent considered it a problem,

but "not serious," while 15 percent did not consider. it a
problem at all in their courts, A higher proportion of

5

appellate co4 administrators (24 percent) reported that
they.had no problem of caselelay in the courts in which
they served.

The court administrators who identified case delay as. a
problem were then asked to inaicate, in their own words,
what they considered to be the single most serious cause
of case delay in their courts. The resp(.:.:vls identified a
wide range of contributing factors, including limitations
of court resources, continuance problems and other per-
sonnel interaction problem's. These varied explanations
were not unexpected. since recent "studies, have high-
lighted that the interactions of judges, prosecutors and
defenders abd their diverse motives and problems, as
well as the-pressures of heavy workloads, all contribute
to continuances and case delays.13

Insufficient persoonel=primarily a shortage of judge
timewas, however, cited as the most important factor
by 28 percent of the 230 admidstrators responding to
this question. Other responses, such -as inadequate prepa- ;
ration of attorneys, or general references to overcrowded
dockets, may also have reflected personnel shortages.'

NM.
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Court administrators were also asked to identify the
types of additional personnel, or staff time, that would
"cdntribute most to reducing unnecessary delay and
achieving the goal of speedy trials" in the courts they
administer. In response to the question on types of per-
sonnel. most needed, 39 percent identified increased

...judge 'time, and an additional 25 percent selected in-
creased- prosecution time as most itnriant. Relatively
few considered that an increase in staff time by the
defense counsel or by other court staff would contribute
,most to reducing case delay.

When court administrators were further asked to iden-
tity, from a list of procedural policies, the one whose
adoption would contribute most to reducing unnecessary
delay in the courts they administer. stricter control of
continuances was chosen most frequently, by 37 percent
of those who replied. Significantly, average felony case
delay was found to be more than one month less in courts
following strict continuance policies than in other courts
surveyed. The adoption or Strict enforcement of statutory
or regulatory time limits for processing cases was rated
next most frequently as likely to reduce delay. This
response.also was 'confirmed by the. NMS analyses of
case delays, which found that states with weak speedy
trial laws had much longer average case delaysamong
courts with MO or more felony filingsthan did other
states.

Fikially, the NMS court caseload analysis indicated
that trial courts with relatively long case backlogs dis-
posed of a smaller percentage of their criminal cases
-through trial, probably reflecting a greater pressure to
resolve cases through plea bargaining in such courts.

b. Prosecution ageticis. About one-half of the
prosecution agencies responding to the NMS survey on
their manpower needs also provided data on their crimi-

\ .nal caseloads in Fiscal Year 1975. Based on these

reports, three ratios of caseloads per Prosecutor were
computed. The first was- the ratio of felony cases per
prosecutor employed. As .shown in Table III-18, the
median felony caseload per prosecutor, for all 595 agen-
cies reporting these data, was 93 in fiscal year 1975.
Larger agencies, with 10 or more employees, reported
significantly higher felony caseload ratios than did those
with fewer than 10.employees.

, .

This initial set of ratios did .not.make any allowance
for other types of criminal caseloads, or for differences
among agencies in the proportion of _111-time and part-
time personnel. To provide a weighted caseload measure
for all major categories of criminal cases handled by
prosecution offices, a workload measure referred to as
"felony equivalent cases" was constructed by assigning
the weighting factors to non-felony cases adapted from
those recommended for defender agencies by the Na-
tional Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand-
ards and Goals. The results of this procedure, as shown
in the second column of Table 111 -20, was to widen the
relative disparity in caseload ratios among agencies in
the various size groups. Based on this measure, the
median felony equivalent caseloari per prosecutor was
340 for agencies with 10 or more employees, or more
than twice as grez.' as the caseload of 154 per prosecutor
for agencies with less than 5 employees.

The third set of ratios makes a further adjushrient far
the lower, average hours worked per week by part-time
prosecutors or staff attorneys. This measure of full-time
equivalent cases per full-time equivalent prOsecutoro
tends to narrow somewhat the caseload diffential bek
tween large and small, offices. Nevertheleis, the larger
agencies, those with 10 or more employees, had criminal
cas.,:loads per employee nearly twice as great as those
computed for the smallest agencies, i.e., those with
fewer than 5 employees.

TABLE III-I 8

Felony Cases and Felony Equivalent Cases per Prosecutor and Full-Time Equivalent Prosecutor, by Size of Agency,
State and County Prosecution Agencies, 1975

z
Felony Equivalent Cases

Felony Cases Felony EquiVident Per Full-Tim Equivalent

S iz,e of Per Prosecufor Cases Per Prosecutor Prosecutor b

Agency
Number of Number of Number ,if)Number of

Einployees) Mediae Reports ', Median Reports' Median Reports''

Total 93 ''s 595 178 499 280 281

10 or more 122 94 340 68 390 60

1=-9 107 76 225 6L 330 57

1-4 79 475 154 370 206 164

Weighted asese of felony. misdemeanor. juvenile ard appeals CMS. Felony cases. misdemeanors. juvenile cases, and appeals given weights of 1..375 and 6 respectively.

Weighted average of full-time and pan-time prosecutors.
The number-of reports is reduced because of item non-response as each additional item of information is added to the calculations. Thus the drop-off in the number of reports in the final

Columns is due to the omission by many respordents of the number of hours worked per week by part-time prosecutors,

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.
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.n the absence of any established caseload standards
for prosecutors, the above data cannot be used to esti-
male total manpower needs of these agencies. The impli-
cation of the above comparisons is, however, that the
larger prosecution offices, typically those in large cities,
have a larger,relative. need for additional staff attorneys
to handle their criminal caseloads than do the smaller

offices.
Inadequate levels of prosecutor staffing have been

cited as one of the factors contributing to case delay, as
we;i as to excessive reliance upon plea bargaining. Thus,
In roiponse to a question on the type of additional
peistalitel that mould most contribute to reducing un-
necessary delay, /5 percent of the court administrators
surveyed by NMS cited increased availability of prosecu-
tion staff as the most important. Some corroborating
evidence for this, assessment was provided by an analysis
of the relationship between prosecutor felony caseloads
and the estimated number of months to process pending
felony cases, in 188 jurisdicticns which provided all the
relevant, data in the NMS surveys of prosecutors and of
state courts of general jurisdiction. As shown in the
following table, the'rnedian number of months to process
pending felony Cases was 6.9 months in jurisdkuoas
where the "felony equivalent caseload per full-time
equivalent prosecutor" was 301 or more cases per year,
as compared to 5.0 months, where the caseload was 100
or fewer cases per year. This relationship was, however,
not completely consistent, as indicated by the much
lower average delay time indicated in the 37 jurisdictions
where prosecutor caseloads were between 201 and 300
per year.

TABLE 111-19

Montim to Process Felohy Cases Pending at the End
of Fiscal Year 1975 by! Felony Equivalent Caseload

perIProsecutor

Felony Equivalent Caseload

Per FullTone Equivalent Prosecutor

All

RC re CS -100 101-200 201-300 301 br More

Months to proc-
ess pending
felonycases
Median

5.4 5.0 5.6 3.6 6.9

Number of re-
ports ____ (188) (55) (44) (37) (52)

Sources: NMS Surveys of Prosecutors and of State Trial Coarts of General Jurisdiction,

'1975-76.

cPublic defender agencies. Public indigent defense
agencies, although the smallest agency category within
the criminal ju_tice system in terms of employment, have

also experienced the mostwapid growth in the past sev-
eral years. The number of full-time equivalent em-
ployees of state and local defender agencies nearly
doubled, from 3,000 in 1970 to 6,000 in 1974. This
growth has resulted in large part from recent Supreine
Court decisions which have broadened the obligations of
courts to provide counsel to indigent defendants who dre

subject to confinement.
Despite this growth, reced studies have estimated a

large additional requirement for public defenders. Based
on a 1973 survey of indigent defense activities, the
National Legal Aid and Defense Association (NLADA)
estimated 'a need for about 17,300 staff attorneys, in

defender agencies (public and contract), to meet stand-
ards reNmmended by the. National At Commis-
sion on Standards and Goals.'4 This estimate is more
than doubled, moreover, to about 37,000 if further al-
loivance is made for the added requirements.of jurisdic-

''''tions relying on assigned counsel (rather than defender
agencies) and for certain additional types of workloads,
not provided for in the original estimates.' The latter
figure is about six times as great as the estimated number
of full-time equivalent defenders currently provided
either by publicly operated agencies or on a contract
basis in 1974.

Much more conservative estimates were derived based
on NMS survey results. Heads of public defeWer
offices, excluding contract agencies, were first asked to
assess how well their office was complying with recent
Supreme Court decisions. Less than one-fourth (23 per-
cent) reported {pat their agency was in' "full com-
pliance." All otl'er defenders were then requested to
estimate the number of assistant defenders needed to
achieve lull compliance. On the average, the latter re-
ported a noed for 23 percent more defenders. If this

figure is adjusted for the agencies whifh already reported
that they were in full 'compliance, this percentage in-
crease is reduced to .18 percent.

A somewhat higher estimate of needs was derived by

analysis of caseload data and staffing data submitted by
some of the public defender offices. These resulted in an
estimate of 192 "felony equivalent" cases per year per
full-time equivalent defender, about 28 percent higher
than the standard proposed by the National Advisory
Cominission. The latter estimate is based on a small
sample of only 48 agencies whichyrovided the detailed
data needed' for this computation, and whichfor that
reasonare likely to be better staffed than other agen-
cies.

The above approaches have clearly yielded widely
divergent estimates of defender manpower needs. Re-
sponses by defenders in public indigent defense agencies
to the NMS surve:, indicated that an increase of only 18

5
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percent in staff attorneys was needed by these agencies to
fully comply with recent. Supreme Court decisions. The
analysis of caseloads per attorney for a small sample of
these agencies, in relation to standards recommended by
the NAC, yielded a somewhat higher estimate, in excess
of 28 percent. In contrast, the NLADA estimates of the
total "universe of_need" for defender services indicated
a requirement for a six fold increase in'defenders, on a
full-time equivalent basis.

- Several factors probably contribute to this gross dis-
parity. The major one appears to be that the NLADA
analysis of requirements is based dh the proposed stand-
ard providing that all indigents charged with a felony,
misdemeanor or as a juvenile,delinquent are to beirepre-,
sented from the time of arrest. This standard is more
inclusive than that required by recent Supreme Court
decisions, with respect to the less serious offenses. Many
arrested indigents 'do not receive representation at time of
arrest and subsequently receive representation only if it
appears that a jail or prison sentence may result from a

-----conviction:16--Additionallyindigents-may-walve their
right,to counsel without a full understanding Of the sig-
nificance of the action. There is ,a significant fall off in
the number of persons charged with a crime, especially
those charged with rhisderreanors,in these early stages.

The chief defenders, in their part, appeared to have
adopted a considerably narrower interpretation of their
roles. In its 1973 study; the NLADA found that 36
percent of .defender agencies provided counsel for all
indigent misdemeanor defendants; 39 percent provided
counsel only if the offense was punishable by jail; 18
percent only if the judge believed he would impose a jail
sentence if the defendant was found to be guilty and 6
percent provided counsel only if the prosecutor would
seek a jail sentence:16 To the extent that the current local
practice tends to keep marginal cases of indigency, or
marginal cases of required representation, from-becom-
ing a workload for the defender or assigned counsel, the

, need for additional staff as perceived by chief defenders
may reflect a more limited view of the extent to which
services are to be provided, than the criteria used by
NLADA in its calculations of the universe of need for
defender services.

3. Corrections manp(79er. In the corrections
sectorunlike other components ofthe criminal justice
systema number of staffing standards or norms have
been developed by professional organizations in the field
for use in assessing correctional manpower needs. These
professional judgment standards are defined in all cases
as broad statistical guidelines or "y9r4sticks," since
staffing decisions in individual agencies must take into
account a large number of more specific variables, such
as characteristiCs and needs of the client population, the
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types of programs provided, the physical layout of the
facility, etc. qievertheless, the existing standards may
provide a useful guide in assessing the relativvan-
power needs of different 'categories of correctionsigen-
cies. These comparisons are reviewed below for the
major categories of corrections agencies. '

a. Adult prisons. Available data indicate a signifi-
cant overall improvement in staff inmate ratios of state
prisons between the early 1960's and1974. The average
number of inmates per rnstodial officer declined from
8.2 at the end of 1960 to 5.0 in January 1974. Between
1962 and 1974, the number of ,educational and treatment
specialists in state prisons also doubled, whereas the
number of inmates was at about the same level in both
years. ,r

Comparisons of actual staffing ratios in 1974 with
those previously proposed for these occupational groups,
in various studies, indicate a continued severe deficiency
in many categories of treatment personnel,: but a much
more favorable staffing level for custodial officers. Thus,
only one -half of all state prison systems met the Ameri-
can Correctional Association's staffing standard for so-
cial-worIcers; about one-fourth, for psychiatrists and Only
about 10 percent, for psychologitts. On the other hand,
about 60 percent of all state facilities met or exceeded the
ratio of on custodial officer per six inmates, originally
proposed by the President's Commission on Law En-
forcement and the Administration of Justice.

Staffing !levels for both correctional officers,and treat-
ment personnel were found to be last. adequate in the
South. prisons which were overcrowded in 1974, based
on designed capacity, consistently reported higher num-
bers of inmates per correctional officer than d other
prisons.

The more severe deficiency of treatment staffs, than of
custodial officers, indicated bythese comparisons is con-
sistent with the assessments of prison wardens of their
agencies' manpower needs, based on the NMS survey.
Their responses indicated a need for an increase of .42
percent in treatmeiQ specialists, as compared to 14 per-
cent for custodial officers.

b. Local jails. The most severe staffing deficiency
in local jails was the absence of any significant training
or treatment functions in most jails, based on the 1972
Census of Jails." In 1972, the total number of profes-
sional treatment specialists corresponded to the equiva-
lent of one full-time counselor for every 363 inmates, ih
contrast to a ratio of one case Work counselor forevery
30 jail inmates which had been proposed by the Presi-
dent's Crime Commission in 1967. Custodial officer
staffing in jails, corresponding to a ratio of one per 7.2
inmates in 1972, was also significantly lower than the
standard of one per six inmates, previously suggested by
this Commission.
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c. Juvenile institutions. In contrast to the situation
in adult institutions, staffing ratios in state juvenile in-
stitutions in 1975 compared much more favorably with
those proposed in "earlier studies. Thus, the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, in a 1966rstudy, had
adopted a composite standard of one treatment specialist
per 21.4 juveniles as a statistical guideline, as compared
to an actual ratio of one specialist per 33.1 juveniles, in
1965. By 1975, this ratio had been increased to one
treatment specialist per 21.9 juveniles, in part due to the
substantial reduction in the number of juvenile inmates.
Similar increases in staffing levels per inmate also were
reported for child care workers and for educational per-
sonnel."

These findings are consistent with the pattern of sur-
vey responses of juvenile correction administrators, con-

:
cerning their manpower needs. As previously noted,
these administratorsas a group reported much lower
needs for additional manpower in the NMS survey than
did any other category of criminal justice executive.

d. Probation and parole. The American Correc-
tional Association has recommended a statistical stand-
ard of 50 case units per probation or parole officer, per
month, under which a presentence investigation equals
five units and a probationer or parolee under supervision
equals one case unit. An analysis of actual caseloads per
officer, based on responses from 939 agencies to the
NMS survey, indicates that 72 percent of all agencies did
not meet this standard. Caseloads per officer varied

widely by type of agency, from a median of 42 per
month for adult parole agencies and 62, for juvenile
agencies, to 161 for adult probation agencies. The high
workload of the latter agencies suggests that most adult
probation offices are in a position to provide only nomi-
nal supervision to persons under their control and are
equally,limited in their capabilities with respect to other
workloads, such as presentence investigations.

The above findings are consistent with the relatively
high needs for additional personnel reported by probation
and parall executives responding to the NMS survey, as
well as With reports based on field visits, indicating
particularly.severe shortages among many of the adult
agencies visited.

E. Conclusions on Manpower Needs

This chapter has presented a variety of data related to
the current personnel needs of law enforcement and crim-
inal justice agencies. The current personnel resources of
these agencies, as well as recent employment and crime
related workload trends, were reviewed in the first sec-
tion of this.chapter. The point of departure for assessing

current personnel needs was the perceived needs of the
agency -;xecutives themselves. These agency executives
repaired substantial needs for additional personnel.
There \were, however, significant variations in extent of
reporred shortage by' size and type of agency and for
different categories of personnel. These shortages were
generally attributed to budgetary constraints rather than
to difficulties in recruitment of personnel.

These initial survey findings were supplemented by
more specific analyses of agency staffing and workload
levels, for each major sector, including comparisons of
actual staffing ratios with professionally recommended
standards, where the latter were ayailable. These
analyses did not, in most instances, provide categorical
estimates of the total magnitude of additional personnel
needs for these functions and could not be expected to do
so, in view of the wide variations in functions, goals, and
organizational structures among agencies, and because
of the many limitations of the available data base. Yet,
the composite evidence available supports a finding
thatin the face of mounting crime-related work-
loadsmany of these agencies, as currently organized,
have been inadequately staffed to provide the level, and
quality, of services which they consider necessary to
fulfill their assigned responsibilities. Some of the sup-
porting evidence is summarized below;

Law enforcement. Despite the substantial growth in
employment in police protection agencies since the
early 1960's the much sharper growth in the crime
rate 'as well as_rne addition of new specialized
functions--has imposed heavy .workload pressures
upon many ponce department staffs, as reflectedin
the relatively large estimates of additional man-
power needs reported by police chiefs and sheriffs.
Analysis of inter-city variations' in per capita police
employment 'indicateithat the existing depioyment
of police personnel resources is, however, often
more dependent upon the ability, or willingness, of
different communities to pay for these services, than
on any objective measure of crime-related work-
loads. The high reported needs for additional man-
power of smaller police agencies, and of sheriffs
agencies, may thus be attributable to the loss

adequate tax bases of many of the communities: in
which these agencies are located, and the limited
capability of these agencies to provide a full range of
police services, as well as to the growing decen-
tralization of populationand of related crime
problemswhich has increased the need for police
services in many of these communities. At the same
time, many of the largest police departmentsthose
with 1,000 or more personnelappear to have been

/.particularly impacted by recent budgetary pressures,
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in the face.of continued hig rr ar crime' rifles.
Judicial process agen. ;Fs/ Data on case backlogs,
and on caseloads of ,irdges, prosecutors and de-
fenders, compiled b,, the National Manpower
Survey, indicated thatby any reasonable
standarda large proportion of these agencies are
inadequately staffed to meet their responsibilities for
the speedy, efficient and even-handed administra-
tion of justice, which has forced extensive reliance
upon plea bargaining procedures and other adminis-
trative expedients. In a large sample of trial courts
repo'''.., 'o the NMS, felony case backlogs rose by
10 .i. _ _i in fiscal year 1975, and civil case
backlogs by 13 percent. The estimated average time
required to process felony cases pending at the end
of fiscal year 1975 exceeded six months in 41 per-
cent of the courts, incontrast to a standard of two
months proposed by the National Advisory Com-
mission on Standards and Goals, for total elapsed
time between arrest and trial for such cases. The
consistent relationship between the size of caseload
per judge and case delay in these courtsas well as
the assessments by court administrators surveyed by
the NMSboth confirm that_shortages of judicial
and other manpower an; key factors contributing to

--case delay in many of these- `courts.

Analysis of caseload statistics for prosecution
and for- public indigent defense agencies has re-
sulted in similar findings. -Thus the average "felony
equivalent" caseloads of no cases per year, per
prosecutor, and of 192 per defender, estimated for
sample_ of agencies reporting to the NMS, can be
contrasted with a recommended standard of 150 per
year, proposed for defenders. by the National

Advisory Commission.
Although the above data support the need for

additional 'judges, prosecutors and defenders in
many agenies. collateral survey findings indicate
that additional manpower, alone, is only a partial
solution to the problem of case delay in most courts.
Court administrators responding to the NMS survey
gave at least qual emphasis to the need for pro-
cedural refo s,. including the adoption of strict
continuance po igies, as essential for reducing case
delays. In additon, ttie very wide variation in
felony caseloads:per judge or prosecutor, revealed
by the NMS surveys,/ suggests_ that considerable
improvement call be accomplished through more
efficient allocation of personnel resources, within
states, through such' measures as court reorganiza-
tion or consolidatiOn of small prosecution offices.
Corrections. Analyses of responses by correctional
administrators, and of correctional staffing and
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workload data, have provided an essentially, consist-
ent pattern of findings coacerning the relative, man-
power needs of various categories of correctional
agencies. Despite substantial employment growth,:
staffinf levels of most probation and parole
aenci.:5--and particularly those responsible for
adult probation were found to be much higher than
considered acceptable to provide other than nominal
supervision to their clients or to perform reated'
workloads, such as pre-sentence, investigations::
Probation and parole office administrators respond-
ing to the NMS survey also reported a greater
relative need for additional manpower than did ex-
ecutives of any other category of. correctional
agency.

In the case of residential correctional facilities,
such as prisons, jails and reformatories, the declin-
ing or stable trend of inmate populations until the
early 1970's, combined with gradual employment
growth, had resulted in*'general increases in staff-
inmate ratios over the past decade. The improve-
ment was most Pronounced for juvenile institutions,
which had experienced a substantial reduction in
inmate population. As a result, staffing levels in
these agencies, as a group, appeared to be more
adequate than any other major category of correc-
tional agency. Adult correctional institutions were,
however, still 'seriously deficient in specialized
treatment staffs, with the most severe shortages
reported in the southern state5, and in local jails
generally. Staffing levels for: custodial officers in
state prisons appeared to have been more adequate
than for treatment staffs, based on responses by
wardens concerning their manpower needs as well
as on comparisons with existing staffing standards.
It is probable, however, that custodial staff-inmate
ratios in state prisons declined between 1975 and
1977, as a result of the continued rapid growth in,
inmate populations.

Although the preceding analyses have arrayed a con-
siderable body of evidence which support the need for
additional manpower resources in many categories of
criminal justice agencies to enable them to perform their
assigned tasks, these findings cannot support a broader
conclusion that provision of such resIrces alonein the
absence of other needed policy organizational
improvementswill materially or efficiently, contribute''
to the ultimate national objectives of crime reduction and
of improvement in the quality of justice. ,As noted by
Norval Morris and Gordon Hawkins.,''.the problem of
violent crime in America "is not a problem that can be
solved merely by the allocation of increased resources.
The inadequacy of this approath has been amply demon -



strated. Between 1969 and 1974 spending for federal,
state and local criminal justice systems more than dou-
bled, rising from $7.3 billion to more' than $15 billion.
The number of personnel employed in those systems
increased by one third, from 725,000 to over one mil-
lion. Over the same period, recorded violent crime in-
creased by 47 percent, recorded crimes against property
by 37 percent." 19

Some of ,limitations of a strategy geared solely, or
primarily, to i.rovision of additional resources to law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies, as-presently
constituted, hale been noted in our preceding analyses:

In the law enforcement sector, the relationship be-
tween additional police resources and police "per-
formance," as measured by such indexes as crime
or arrest rates, has been found to be tenuous and
uncertain.
In the judicial process sector, differences in court
policies and practiceS, for example with respect to
continuances, were considered to be as important as
inadequate resources, in contributing to case delays.
Irfthe corrections sector, few issues have been more
controversial in recent years than the efficacy of
rehabilitation efforts as practiced in most correc-
tional institutions, with at least one observer con-
tending that "with few and isolated exceptions, the
rehabilitative efforts that have been reported so far
have had no appreciable effect on recidivism." 20
In all sectors, the proliferation of large numbers of
Nary small agencies-whether of very small police
departments in fragmented jurisdictions, or of
courts, prosecution offices or jails, often staffed by
part-time personnel=has contributed to system in-
efficiencies and manpower wastage.

Finally, there has oeen growing recognition, by both
scholars and practitione-s, that the potential impact of the
criminal justice system upon crime trends-no matter

. how efficiently it is organized-is probably over-
shadowed by that of more fundamental social, economic
and cultUral influences in our society.
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CHAPTER IV. THE EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK:
MANPOWER PROJECTIONS TO 1985

One of the major tasks of the :National Manpower
Survey was to project future employment in state and
local law enforcement and criminal justice agencies, for
the 10 year period 1975-85. These projections and re-
lated estimates of recruitment .and training needs are
designed to assist in determining the priorities for
academic and training assistance among various sectors
-And occupations in the criminal justice system.

The first part of this chapter describes the basic projec-
tions developed for this purpose: the projection model,
the assumptions used and the resulting estimates by sec-
tor and occupation. These are designed to portray the

probable future trends in employment in these agencies,
rather than future "needs" or optimal requirements.

The second part of this chapter reviews a number of
recent 'trends, policy issues and innovations in the crimi-
nal justice field which may have a signiiicant influence

. upon future manpower needs. It presents information on
the current status of these developments, on the likeli-
hood of their further expansion, and their possible effects
upon quantitative or qualitative requirements for person-

nel.

A. Manpower Projections
I. The criminal justice manpower, model. The em-

ployment projections presented in this chapter were
based on a model which defines a set of relationships
among key variables affecting both aggregate employ-

ment in all categories of criminal justice agencies and the
distribution of employment among major categories or
activities.

The basic premise underlying this model is that the
future demand for law enforcement and other criminal
justice services will be largely determined by two major
factors, in addition to population growth. These are: (I)
the future trend in crime rates; and (2) trends in the

growth of total state and local government expenditures.
Both crime rates and the levels of government spending
are, in turn, assumed to be influenced by a number of
other social, economic and institutional factors, as de-
scribed in Chart IV-1.

Crime rate. Recent -analyses of criminal behavior
have attempted to interpret most forms of crime
within a rational decision-making framework: indi-
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viduals are more likely to pursue criminal careers,
rather than legal activity, if the economic returns
from crime are perceived to be better than the alter-
natives available to thein, after allowing for the risks
entailed in criminal activity. Thus, those who are
poor, unemployed and economically disadvantaged
are more prone to engage in crimes such as robbery
because they have less to risk and because their
alternative means of earning a livelihood are re- ,

stricted. Large urban centers, which include bOth

concentrations of poor, minority populations as well
as concentrations of wealthi.e., "crime
opportunities"--are more likely to have higher
crime rates than are smaIhr, more homogenous,
middle-class communities. Youth, and particularly
disadvantaged youth, are much more crime
proneboth because they have the highest unem-
ployment rates and the most limited earnings poten-
tial in legal pursuitsand because they are more
likely to take risks than more mature individuals. To
the extent that law enforcement and criminal justice
agencies increase the risks of ayprehension and
punishment, they increase .the "costs" of criminal
activity and serve to deter crime.

The 'above analysis thus suggests some of the key
variables that may affect future crime trends.
Among them are future trends in the level of general
economic opportunity, as measured by such factors
as the unemployment rate and per capita income;
trends in the proportion of youth in the population,
and trends in the concentration of population in
urban areas. In addition, community investments in
law enforcement, judicial process, and correctional
agencies can affect these trends to the extent that
they increase the probabilities of arrest and impris-
onment. These and similar variables have all been
found to contribute significantly to variations in
reported crime rates.
Criminal justice expenditures. The level of criminal
justice expenditures by state and local governments
will be determined bOth by the demand for these
services, as measured by trends in the crime rate,
and by various economic and fiscal factors, which
will affect the total size of government budgets. The
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latter,4n turn, are strongly influenced by economic
growth rates, which have a direct impact on gov-
ernmental tax revenues. In addition, they are af-

fected by the extent of financial assistance obtained
from the Federal Government, through LEAA
grants or other sources.
Criminal justice employment. The level of employ-
ment in crimina' justice agencies will be determined
both by criminal justice expenditures and by trends'
in wage or salary rates for employees of these agen-
cies. The latter are likely to be influenced by general
labor market trends as well as by more specific

ie. factors, such as the changes in job and skill require-
ments and in the extent of unionization of their
employees.
Arrest and imprisonment rates. The model also
postulates that there is a systematic relationship be-
tween levels of employment in criminal justice
agencies and the probability that those committing
crimes will be arrested and imprisoned. In turn,
these probabilities are assumed to "feed back" upon
the crime rate, td the extent that changes,, in the

likelihood of apprehension and punishment have a
dete7rent effect up-on criminal activity. (Clearly

many institutional and policy factors, in addition to
employment levels in criminal justice agencies, will
affect these relationships. Some of these are sepa-
rately discussed in the second part of rtis chapter but
could not be directly incorporated into this model.)

,
The relationships described above, expressed in a

series of linked equations, were empirically tested based
on data for the 50 states for the years 1971-74, inclusive.
All of the resulting equations "yielded statistically sig-
nificant results which appeared generally consistent with

the theoretical premises underlying the model. Crime

rates were found to be particularly sensitive to differ-
ences in the relative size of the youth population (aged
14-24 years) andto a lesser extentto differences in

urbanization,' per capita income and unemployment
rates. Differences in arrest and imprisonment rates were
also found to have the expected negative effects upon
crime rtes. Thus, an increase in arrest rates of 10 per-
cent was associated with a 3 percent reduction in crime

rates.
Criminal justice expendituies, however, were found to

be more influenced by the aggregate levels of state and

local government budgets, or expenditures, in the vari-

ous states, than by crime rates or'specific crime-related
variables. Thus, a 10 percent increase in total govern-
ment expenditures was associated with a short-term in-

crease of the same magnitude in budgets for criminal
justice. However, a 10 percent increase in crime rates
was found to result in only a 4 percent increase in
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criminal justice expenditures, holding other factors con-
stant.

A more detailed technical description of this model,
and of the estimating coefficients, appears in Volume VI

of this report, Criminal Justice Manpower Pianning.
2. The NMS projection scenario. In order to project

future employment trends, based on these relationships,
independent forecasts or projections were first required
for each of the key "external" variables which had been

found to influence crime rates and criminal justice ex-
penditure levels. These projections for 1980 and 1985

are shown in Table IV-1.
Among these factors, one of the most importantand

predictableis the proportion of youth in our popula-
tion. The sharp escalation of crime rates in the mid-
1960's coincided with the "coming of age" of the
post-World II baby-boom generation. During the 1960's,
juveniles and younger adults accounted for a large and
growing share Of those apprehended for many categories
of serious crimes. The outlook now is for a reversal of
this trend. In the past decade and a half, rapid growth in
the number of youths and young adults, aged 15-24
years, had increased that group from 13.4 percent of the
population in 1960 to 18.7 percent in 1974. This propor-
tion will stabilize in the perioa 1974-80, and will 'drop

significantly, to 16.4 percent, by 1985.
Another demographic factor which has been as-

sociated with rising crime ratesthe high proportion of
our population concentrated in large' metropolLiri
areasis also expected to decline. Over a period of
decades, the proportion of our population concentrated in

large metropolitan areas has steadily grownand these

areas, as has been noted, have included the highest
concentrations of crime. This pattern now appears to
have been reversed. Recent population growth' has been
more rapid in the non-metropolitan areas. The proportion
of the populatien living in SMSA's declined gradually in

each year between 1970 arid 1974. A continuation of the

recent decline is assumed in our scenario. The population
residing in metropolitan areas is projected at 71.2 percent
in 1985, as compared with 72.8 percent in 1974.

Other factors affecting the future demand for law en-
forcement services can be projected with much less con-
fidence than the demographic trends described above.
The most critic?: of these is the future state of the
nation's economy. The overall level of economic activ

ity, as measured by such statistics as the gross national

product (GNP);has a direct impact on governmental tax
revenues and hence on the ability of state and local/
governments to expand public employment. It also has a
significant effect upon crime rates, in view of the ob-
served direct relationship between unemployment and

crime.
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TABLE IV-1

The NMS Projection Model: Projections of Key Economic, Fiscal, and
Demographic Variables, 1974-85

Actual Projected

A verap,Annual
GroWnilRates

1974 1980 1985

Percent
Change
1974-85 1974-80 1980-85

Economic and Social Variables a:
GNP (S billion) 953 1,082 1,336. 2.1 4.2

Total state and local expenditures (S billion) 167 204 258 3.3 4.8
Federal grants for criminal justice activities

(S billion) .94 1.1 1.2 28 2.0 2.5

Per capita income (S) 4,584 5,145 5,643 23 1.9 1.9

Unemployment rate (percent of civilian labor force) 5.6 7.0 5.(; -11 3.8 -6.3
Demographic Variables

Total population 0: (millions) 211.9 223.0 234.3 11 0.9 1.0

Youth, ages 15-24, as a percent of total populations b 18.7 18.6 16.4 -12 -0.1 -3.7
Urbanization-SMSA population as a percent of total 72.8 71.9 71.2 -2.2 -.21 -.21

Source: H. Townsend. T. Sivia. and M. Kendall. Investment in the Eighties. NPA. National Economic Projections Series. 1976. All dollar values are in constant 1967 dollars.

° Source: Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. Series P-25. No. 601. Projectiors of the Population of the United States: 1975 to 2050."

The economic scenario followed in the NMS man-
power projections is based o. the National Economic
Projections Series of theNational Planning Association.
These projections provide short-term forecasts of proba-
ble economic trends to 1980 and are designed to portray
an attainable growth path for the economy beyond 1980,
resulting in relatively full employment b'y 1985. The
short-term economic outlook provides for a relatively
low avetage GNP growth rate of 2.7 percent annually (in
constant dollars) during 'the period 1974-80, reflecting
only partial recovery from the 1973-75 economic reces-
sion. This would be followed by-a-substantially,higher
GNP 'growth rate of 4.2 percent annually during the
period 1980-85, concurrent with a projected reduction in
the unemployment rate from 8.5 percent in 1974 to about
7 percent in 1980 and 5 percent in 1985. In turn, the
projected level orgrowth of expenditures by state and
local governments is expected to increase from a tate of
about 2.0 percent annually (in constant dollars) in
1974-80, to 2.5 percent between 1980 and 19d5.

3. Criminal justice workloads and employment pro-
jections. The major outputs of the NMS projections
model, shown in Table. IV-2, include national projec-
tions of key workload indicators (crimes, arrests, im-
prisonMents), _of-crirtkinal justice expenditures, and of
employment by sector. 'Th4e trends are summarized
below:

The crime rate, as measured by the FBI index for
Part I offenses, is expected to continue to grow
between 1974 and 1980, but to decline significantly

between 1980 and 1985. The projected increase,
from 4.8 offenses per thousand population in 1974
to 5.4 in 1980, is due in part to the continued high
unemployment levels 'projected for this period. Its
anticipated growth rate, averaging 1.8 percent annu-
ally, is much lower than for recent periods as a result
of the stabilization of the proportion of youth in the
population and the gradual 'decline in the proportion
of population residing in metropolitan areas. The
projected reduction after 1980 to 4.6 per thousand
population in 1985-at a rate of 3.9 percent
annually-reflects mainly the combined effects of
the reduction in the proportion of youth, the ast
sumed reduction in unemployment, and a con-
tinuance of the reduction in the proportion of the
population living in metropolitan areas. It is also
influenced by fife projected increases in criminal
justice expenditures and employment discussed be-_
low.
The number of arrests for Part I offenses is projected
to increase from 2.16 million in 1974 to 2.6 million
in 1980, as the combined result of increases in Part I
crimes and of a projected increase in the arrest rate
per reported offense associated mainly with in-
creased expenditures and employment in law en-
forcement activities. A reduction in arrests to 2.42
million in 1985 is projected, reflecting the net effect
of the projected reduction in crime- volume and of.
increased arrest rates.

Prisoners in state institutions for adults are pro-
jected to increase from 190,000 in 1974 to 243,000
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TABLE I V-2

The NMS Projection Model: Projections of Selected Criminal Justice Workload Indicators, Expenditures and
Employment by Sector: 1974-85

Actual

1974

Pro)esled

1980 19145

Percentage

Change

1974-85

Average Annual Growth

74-80 80-85

Part I-Crimes 10,192 11,989 10,174 -.2 2.7 3.2

(Rate per thousand population) 4,821 5,377 4,400 -9.0 1.8 -3.9

Part I-Arrests (in thousands) 2,164 2,604 2,421 '12 3.1 -1.4

Arrests per Part !Crime .21 .22 .24 14 0.7 1.8

prisoners in state institutions 190 243 252 33 4.2 0.7

Prisoners per arrest 0.9 0.9 .10 11 - 2.1

Criminal justice expenditures
($ billion constant 1972 dollars) 10.9 14.0 16.6 52.0 4.3 3.5

Criminal justice employment (full-time equivalent) 916 1,174. 1,307 43 4.2 2.2

Police protection 539 657 718 33 3.3 1.8

Judicial 118 155 182 52 4.6 2.7

Prosecution and legal services 45 66 80 71 6.5 4.0

Indigent defense a 11 17 21 91 715 4.3

Corrections 203 279 325 62 5.4 3.1

Includes estimate of publicly.funded contract employment. as well as employees in publ ic defender oftis.

Source. NMS Projection Model

in 1980, as a result of the projected increase in

volume of arrests (to 1980) and of a projeCted
stabilization in the ratio of prisoners per arrest dur-
ing this period-in contrast to the sharp decline in
this ratio during the 1960's. The continued small net
increase to 252,000 in 1985, despite a reduction in
arrest volume, implies a policy of increased reliance
upcn imprisonment, particularly for serious repeat
offenders, and allows for the effect of a projected
continued growth in criminal justice expenditures
during this period, particularly for corrections.and
prosecutor personnel. '
Criminal justice expenditures by state and local
governments are projected to grow by 52 percent
between 1974 and 1985, in constant dollars. The
growth rates are influenced by the projected trends
in total state and local expenditures and in crime

rates. Between 1974 and 1980,4the annual rate of
increase in criminal justice expenditures is projected
at 4.3 percent, as compared with 3.3 percent for
total state and local expenditures. However, the

projected growth of criminal justice expenditures is
exp5cted to decline to an annual rate of 3.5 percent
in 1980-85, as contrasted to a more rapid growth in

total state and local expenditures of 4.8 percent, due
to the projected decline in crime rates, in the latter

period.
Employment in state and local criminal justice ac-
tivities, in turn, is projected to increase from
916,000 in 1974 in. full-time equivalents, to
1,307,000 in 1985, or by 43 percent-with much
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more rapid growth between 1974 and 1980 than
between 1980 and 1985. Employment growth rates
are lower than projected expenditure trends in each
period since the projections allow for the effects of
wage increases in each sector. Employment growth
in police protection agencies is projected to be at a
substantially lower rate than other sectors, reflecting
recent experience. The number of full-time equiva-
lent police protection employees will increase by 33
percent, from 539,000 in 1974 to 718,000 in 1985,
under this projection. In contrast, the projections
indicate increases of 62 percent in correctional em-
ployment, of 52 percent in judicial employees, 71
percent in employment in prosecution and legal.
services agencies, and of 91 percent in indigent
defense activities over the same period.

Estimates have also been made of projected employ-
ment growth in a number of key criminal justice Occupa-
tions or functional groUps (Table IV-3). In addition to
allowing for projected overall growth trends in each
major agency category, tthese estimates were based on
available evidence on recent° shifts in the occupational
distribution of personnel within these agencies and on
forecasts of future (short-term) employment growth by
occupation, by executives responding to the NMS sur-
vey. the wide variation in prospective growth rates is
illustrated by the contrast between the projected growth
of more than 90 percent, forProsecutors and other staff
attorneys in prosecution and legal service agencies, and
the anticipated net employment gain of only 7 percent,
for child care workers in and local juvenile institu-
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TABLE IV-3

Projected Employment Growth in Selected State and Local Criminal Justice Occupations, 1974-85

Equnalrnt Employees

Percent

Increase

Occupation Group
1974 1985

Increase,

1974-85

Prosecutors and other siaff attorneys (prosecution and legal services agencies) ___ 19,000 37,000 + 18,000 +92%

Court employees, excluding judges and probation officers (appellate courts and
trial courts of general jurisdiction) 42,000 78,061) + 36,000 +87

Defenders and assistant defenders (public indigent defense agencies) 3,200 5,500 + 2.300 +72
Probation ant, parole officers (including supervisors) 29,000' 47,000 + 18,000 +65
Custodial officers (state adult institutions) 42,000 64,000 21,000 +53
Non-sworn employees (police protection agencies) 117,000 179,000 + 52,000 +53
Treatment and education specialists (adult and juvenile institutions .

excluding jails) 20,000 - 29,000 + 9,000 +47
Judges (appellate courts and trial courts of general jurisdiction) 6,200. 8,400 + 2,200 +35
Sworn officers (police protection agencies) 423,000 539,000 +116,000 +28
Child care workers (juvenile institutions) 17,800 19,100 + 1,300 4- 7

Percent increases bused on unrounded estimates.

tions. The most rapid gains-of 65 percent or more-are
projected, generally, for personnel in judicial, process
occupations (other than judges) and for probation and
parole officers. More moderate growth, averaging about
50 percent over this period, is projected for key correc-
tional occupations (other than child care workers) as well
as for non-sworn personnel in police agencies. Con-
siderably lower rates. of employment growth are pro-
jected for judges and sworn officers of police protection
agencies, as well as for child care workers. Nevertheless,
sworn police officers and deputy sheriffs-the largest
single major occupation group-will continue to account
for the largest number of new positions in the coming
ten-year period.

Some of the factors contributing to these differential
growth trends are reviewed in the following section.

4. Employment trends by sector
a. Police protection agencies. Although police pro-

tection accounts for a major share of total criminal justice
expenditures and employment, the recent rate of growth
in police employment has been less rapid than for judi-
cial process agencies or for the correctional sector. Be-
tween 1971 and 1974, the police agency share of total
state and. local criminal justice employment declined
from 60.2 percent to 58.8 percent. A continuation of this
trend is projected, reducing this share to about 55 percent
in 1985.

Among police protection agencies, recent employment
growth has been more rapid for state and county agencies
than for city police departments 'as a group. Between
1971 and 19.74, for example, the share of total police
employment in state and county agencies increased from
29 to 32 percent. This trend is due to a number of factors,
including the more rapid increase in crime rates in small-

er communities, many of which are served by county and
state agencies. Thus, between 1971 and 1974 the crime
rate rose more than 30 percent in counties with popula-
tions of 10,000 or more outside of SMSA's, as con-
trasted with increases of 4.3 percent in cities of 250,000
or more population, and 10.6 percent in cities With
100,000 to 250,000 inhabitants. A continuation of this
trend to 1985 would increase the share of state and
county agencies to 37 percent of total police protection
einployment.

Among city police agencies, employment growth dur-
ing the past decade has been more rapid among
medium-sized agencies than for either the very large or
the very small agencies. This differential growth pattern
is probably due to several factors: the. sharp increase in
crime rates in smaller communities, the declining propor-
tion of the population located in'our large central cities,
and the increasingly severe fiscal problems of many of
these cities. A continuation of this pattern is assumed in
our projections. The medium-size agencies - ,those with
150 to 399 employees in 1 974 -are projected to increase
their employment at an annual rate of 4 percent between
1974 and 1985, as compared with less than i percent for
agencies with morn than 1,000 employees, and less than
2 percent for those with fewer than 75 employees.

The percentage of civilian or nonsworn employees of
police agencies has been"gradually increasing during the
paSt two decades. FBI statistics indicate an increase in
the proportion of civilians among employees of city
police departments from 10.0 percent in 1960 to 15.3
percent in 1974. Data for county and state agencies,
available for the period 1970-74, indicate a similar
trend. This trend is attributable, in part, to the growth in
the "support-type" functions and activities of police
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agencies, associated with intioduLtion of ifioic sophisti-

cated technology for police communications, crime de-

tection and data processing, and with related expansion
of administrative staffs. The outlookas discussed later

in this chapteris for a continuing gradual trend towards

increased "civilianization."
As a result, sworn officer employment is projected to

grow at a rate of only 2.2 percent annually, aS compared

with an estimated rate of 4.0 percent for nonswom em-
ployees. Total employment of nonswom or civilian em-
ployees is projected to increase by 33 percent from

117,000 in 1974 to 179,000 in 1985.
Supporting positionsincluding both direct and indi-

rect supportwill also account for an increasing shay- of

total police employment. Employment in these functions

and activities is expected .to grow by about 52 percent

between 1974 and 1985, as contrasted to a projected
increase of 27 percent for personnel in line patrol and
investigation activities. Occupations such as dispatchers,
data processors, and investigative technicians will ex-
perience relatively rapid growth, and an increasing pro-
portion of these Positions is expected to be filled by

civilian personnel.
b. Judicial process agencies
(1) Courts. Employment in all state and local

courts is projected to increase by 54 percent, from
118,000 full-time equivalent employees in 1974 to

183,000, in 1985. The most rapid employment growth is

expected for appellate level and general jurisdiction
courts, with much lower rates of employment increase

anticipated for courts of limited or special jurisdiction.
The relatively slow employment growth anticipated

for limited jurisdiction courts is nsociated with two
trends, discussed in more detail later in this chapter. The

first is the relatively slow recent growth in caseloads

associated with Part II offenses, and in. juvenile delin-

quency cases, whichin combinationhave accounted
for a major portion of lower court workloads. In part,.
these result from revisions in arrest policies and prac-
tices, reflecting de jure or de _facto decriminalization of
certain categories of offenses, such as public drunken-

ness, in many jurisdictions. In part, they reflect increased

reliance upon pre-trial diversion programs, particularly

for juveniles and other first offenders.
The second trend has been the continued movement

towards consolidation or unification of lower-level
courts. During the 197.1-73 period, four states abolished

their lower courts by integration of their functions into

the general jurisdiction courts; two states moved toward

creation of a single tier of lower courts and four states
reduced. the number of lower courts. One of the objec-

tives of these reorganizations has been to achieve in-

creased efficiencies in utilization of court manpower.
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suggests that this has in fact resulted. Thus, the employ-
ment projection for these courts assumes a continuation

of this trend.
The overall growth in coups employment 'is likely to

be accompanied by a significant increase in the ratio of
support personnel to judges, if rece.nt trends persist.

Between 1971 and 1,974, the number of judges in general
jurisdiction courts grew at about half the rate of total
employment in these courts. S'milarly, the number of
judges in appellate courts grew at about one -fourth the

rate of total employment. A number of factors probably
contributed to the slower growth of judges than of sup-
port personnel. JudiCial pOsitions usually are established
by state legislatures and require passage of new legisla-

tion which is frequently a slow process. Consequently,
with the growth in workloads and pressure for speedy

trials, adjustments were more easily made by increasing
the number of parajudicial or of adininistrative and other

support personnel, to facilitate improved calendar man-,

agenient and to accomplish better utilization of available
judicial manpower. The. much more rapid increase for
court employees other than judges, assumes a continua-

tion of this trend.
(2) Prosecution and lee services. Total full-time

equivalent employment in state and local prosecution and

legal service agencies is expected to increase from
45,400 in 1974 to 78,800 in 1985. The projected growth
rate between 1974-85, of 5.1 percent annually, is ex-
pected to be about half as great as that experienced

between 1971-74, mainly because of the anticipated

slow down in the growth of the crime rate. State-level

prosecution and legal service agencies are projected to
grow at a more rapid rate than county or city agencies.

By 1985, state govemment agencies are expected-to

account for aboutalLpercent of all personnel in this,

function, as compared to 26 percent in 1974.
The more rapid growth of state-level agencies appears

to be due to a combination of factors. Although local .
government- agencies still bear the primary responsibility
for criminal prosecution in all but a few states, there has

been a trend towards strengthening of the role of the
state's attorney general, in coordination or supervision of
certain local prosecution activities and in provision of
technical assistance or training. A major portion of the

recent increase appears due, however, to rapid expanSion
of employment in state legal service offices concemed

with civil functions, including such activities as con-
sumer protection, environmental protection and anti-trust

units. A continuation of these trends is assumed in the

projections to 1985.
A more rapid employment.growth is projected for

prosecutors and staff attorneys in thei.offices than for
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supporting personnel, based on analyses of 1971-74
trends and on responses by prosecutors to the NMS
survey.

(3) Indigent defense. Between 1971 and 1974, em-
ploymdut of defenders in public agencies increased by 68
percent, while estimated contract or government-funded
employment increased by 127 percent, with most of this
growth at the state level. Thus, it appears that, while
employment in publicly administered defender offices
was increasing at a rapid rate, there was greater growth
in the use of assigned counsel and other contractual
arrangements.

Total indigent defense employment is projected to
almost double by 1985. This is a substantially slower rate
than was evidenced during the period 1971 through
1974, a period in which many defender agerities were
established, partly as a result of the Argesiuger decision.
We can expect a slower growth rate in the future as the
rate of increase in criminal justice expenditures decreases
and as the number of defender agencies stabilizes.

Although we are projecting slower future employment
growth for the indigent defense function than in 1971-
74, it is expected that the recent patterns of growth
including increased use of contract organizations and
more rapid growth at the state levelwill hold in the
future. It is expected that in 1985, there will be 10,000
full-time equivalent employees on public payrolls and an
additional 11,000 full-time equivalent individuals who
will provide defense services on a contractual basis with
government funding.

c. Corrections. Employment projections for the

tour major categones of correctional agencies in state
and local governments are shown in Table IV-4. Th:se
estimates, based primarily on experience during. the
1971-74 period, indicate a wide divergence in employ-

ent growth rates, ranging from a projected increase of
0 percent for state probation and parole agencies be-

tween 1974 and 1985 to a reduction of 17 percent, for
state juvenile institutions, such as reformatories.

One of the critical variables in these estimates is the
future size of the inmate populat.on of state adult correc-
tional institutions, which employ about one-third of all
personnel in the corrections sector. These projections
assume that the increase in state prison population which
began in 1973 will continue in the coming 10 year ,..

period, but at a slower rate than in the period 1972-75.
' In the latter period, the number of state prison inmates

sentenced to at least one year and a day :.ad increased
from 174,000 to 217.000 according to preliminary esti-
mates. The increase hai been widespread, affecting most
states and regions. Part 9icithe increase was due to the
relatively rapid growth in the population aged .25-34
years, which normally accounts for a'large proportion of
all prison inmates. A major portion of this recent growth
appears to be due, however, to a general hardening of
public attitudes towards st-nous offenders, which ins,
turnhas influenced the actions of legislators, pros-
ecutors, courts and coitctional agencies.

The projections of prison population for the period
1974-80 assume a growth of the prisoner population to
243,000 in 1980, corresponding to an average increase
of 4.2 percent per year. The reduction in crime rates is

TABLE IVie-4

Current and Projected Corrections Employment by Level of Government and Function

Occupation

Nun,her of Full -Time
Equivalent Employees

(000)

Percent bisuibution Percent

Change

1974-85

1974 1980 1985 1974 1980 1985

Total 203 278 324 100 100 100 60

Adult institutions 106 145 167 52 52 52 58

Juvenile institutions 43 47 48 21 17 15 12

Prohation/Parole 46 75 96 23 27 30 109

Administrative and other 8 11 12 4 , 4 4 50

State 113 149 173 56 54 53 53

Adult institutions 66 90 104 33 12 32 58

Juvenile institutions 29 26 24 14 9 7 17
Probation/Parole 18 33 45 9' 12 14 150

Local b 81 118 138 42 43 70

A",41t institutions 40 55 63 20 20 19 58

Juvenile institutions 14 21 24 7 8 7 71

Probation/Parole 27 42 51 .13 15 16 89

Soiree: The 1974 distribution of correction employment is from LE>ittensus. Espendituee and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System. 1974, Tables 9, 45, 46. and 47. These

estimates exclude employment in miscellaneous correctional agencies. 1980-85: NPA Projections (see text and Volume VI).
Estimates awls' local employment by function were based ofi distributions of employment in 384 ci ie.. and 312 counties which represented 80 percent of totallocal corrections employment.
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expected to slow down the growth o' orisoner population
during the period 1980-85, resulting in an estimated total
of 252,000 in the latter year. The latter estimate is higher
than an alternative projection of 233,000, which assumes

...thai.thekison.population in 1985 will maintain the same
proportion of thepppulation in each age group as it did in
1974. It is niuch less than the total of 435,000, in 1985,
which would resul.t,if the rate of increase for the 1972-75
period were maintained over the next 10 years. The
lair projection is corsidered improbable because in-
mate populations in a large proportion of prisons are
already at or abcive designed capacity, and further large
increases would require major increases in public
ex,..%enditures for both new prison construction and opera-

tion.
Based on our assumption o: a more moderate long-

term growth rate in prison population, full-time equiva-
lent employment in state adult institutions has been
projected to increase by 58 percent, from 66,000 in 1974
to 104,000 in 1985. The latter estimate allows for some
continued reduction in staff-inmate ratios, with a further
differential increase in the proportion of treatment and
education specialists. A more rapid growth in inmate
populations than projected would not ne-essarily be ac-
companied by a corresponding increase in prison staffing,
since the more overcrowded prisons have tended to have
significantly lower ratios of staff to inmates, than have
those where inmate populations are below designed ca-
pacity.

Overall employment in state and local juvenile correc-
tions institutions is projected to increase us, only 12
percent, reflecting an assumed continuation of the trend

towards deinstitutionalizatiOn of certain categories of
juvenile offenders, as well as the projected decline in the
teen-aged population. The projection also assumes a con-

tinned movement of the youthful inmate population from
state-operated reformatories or similar facilities to

community-based residential and non-residential pro-
grams. As a result, employment in local public juvenile
facilities is expected to increase by 71 percent, as com-
pared to the projected reduction of 17 percent, in state
institutions. These projections do not reflect the probable

`residential

growth of employMent in those local juvenile
residential programs, such as halfway houses, which are
publicly funded but operated by private agencies on a
contract basis.

Employment in local adult institutions---mainly jails
operated by sheriffs' departmentsis assumed to in-
crease froin 40,000 to 63,000 over this period, or at
about the same rate as state prisons. Since a number of
states have resorted to the practice of retaining, or assign-

ing, state- prisoner's to local jails, due to severe prison
o ercrowding, continuation of the recent rapid growth
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trend in inirrisOnment would probably also require a
more substantial increase in local jail staffs, than pro
jec:::d.

Total probation and parole employment is projected to
more than double, from 46,000 in 1974 to 96,000 in
1985, based on an assumed continuation of the rapid
growth trznd of the preced; 7 9 decade. Growth is ex-
pected to be more rapid in state-level agencies than in
local agencies. Employment of probation and parole
officers including supervisors, is expected to increase
less rapidly than total employment in these agencies,
because of increased utilization of aides and other sup-
porting personnel in these functions, as reflected in NMS
survey results The trend towards fixed, or determinate
sentencing, discussed later in this chapter, wouldif
maintainedhave the effect of slowing down this proj-
ected growth, by reducing -the requirement for parole
officers.

B. Manpower Implications
of Key Criminal Justice Trends

Although the above projections have been presented in
a relatively precise form, they are subject to considerable
margins of uncertainty. These stem, in part, from the
limitations of available data on current and past employ-
ment in the various categories of criminal justice agen-
cies and occupations. In part, they stem from our very
imperfect knowledge of the complex of forces influenc-
ing crime rates", and from our limited capabilities to
project longer-range economic trends, which influence
both crime rates' and the levels of expenditures of crimi-
nal justice agencies.

More important, however, is the fact that the criminal
justice systemand particularly the correctional
sector has 13,:en highly controversial, in terms of its
basic objectives, strategies and organizational structues...
The explosive growth in serious crime during the past
two decades Las resulted in a wide range of national:0d
local initiatives designed to modify past polici4;orprac.;--
tices of criminal justice .agencies. These likve ringed
from broad-gauged recommendations to limit the :cope
of the criminal justice process itself, through such
measures as "decriminalization" of certain offense
categories or by diversion of some offenders to- treatment
outside of the conventional correctional framework, to
other measures which would have the opposite effect, by
imposing mandatory prison sentences on certain offender
categories. They have alsp included many recommenda-
tions to increase the ef&ctiveness of these agencies
through a variety of organizational reforms.

Based oc'advice from a panel of leaders in the criminal
justice profesOon, a number of these trends or innova-
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tions were selected for closer examination through the
NMS survey questionnaires, through field visit 'inter-
views and literature review. These included:

DecriminalizatiOn
Pre-trial diversion programs
Sentencing policy changes
Increase use of ciyilians in police agencies

'e Team policing
Consolidation of small police departments
Court reorganization
Community -based corrections programs.

The following sections summarize findings on the
Anpower implications of these trends.

1. Decriminalization. A large number of behaviors
subject to criminal prosecution under existing laws deal
with such offenses as public drunkenness, possession of
narcotics, gambling, prostitution, and sexual deviance.
Offenses of this type impose a very substantial workload
upon the police, the lower courts, prosecutor offices, and
the jails. They all fall under the category of "victimless"
crimes. Although these activities contravene existing
moral codes and standards of behavior, in most instances
the sole victim is the offender himself. As recently as
1969, arrests for' offenses of this type co4tituted about
one-half of all arrests of police agencies.

Advocates of law reform have therefore proposed that
certain of these offenses be "decriminalized" 2nd han-
dled, where appropriate, by agencies outside of the
criminal justice system. Such recommendations have
frequently been made with respect to drunkenness, gam
blirt possession of small amounts of marijuana, and
certain types of sexual deviancy.=

Of these offenses, formal "decriminalization" actions
through appropriate Changes in legal codes have been
mainly confined to public intoxication. Following a long
line of Supreme' Court decisions, offenses related to
excess use of alcohol with no harm to others have been

--alitted-ortlininated, in a number of jurisdictions. In
addition-on a more extensive basis-arrest policies have
been modified by police anti prosecutors tc -educe arrests
for certain types of offensesAn order to concentrate their
resources on more serious rime or, in some cases,
because crowded- jails and curt calendars have dictates;
such action.

For this reason, the NMS queried police chiefs and
prosecutors concerning the extent to which arrest policies
had been changed in their jurisdictions for specified of-
fenses in the previous, 5 years (either through legisla-
tive, judicial, or administrative actions), and about the
'effect of these changes upon the number of arrests. The
results indicated that, where changes had occurred, the
feet of the changes was predominantly to reduce arrests,
particularly for such offenses as public intoxication,

I

marijuana possession,,, pomggraphy, and homosexual
behaviour (see Table IV-5).

These responses by erecutives can be compared with
actual trends in an:st rates for certain offenses since
1970 as reported to the FBI. These data indicate a net
reduction in the number of arrests for 10 "victimless"
crimes from 3,963,000 in 1970 to 3,664,000 in 1974. A
more detailed analysis indicates sharp reductions in both
gambling and drunkenness arrests but increl, :s in pros-
titution and marijuana arrests over this period. Arrests
for all such crimes, exclusive of narcotics offensei, de-
clined from 43.7 percent of total arrests in 1970-to 33.1
percent in 1974.

Despite these trends, when police chiefs and pros-
ecutors who reported reduced arrests for these causes
were queried as to the effect of this reduction upon their
agencies' manpower requirements, about 90 percent of
the police chiefs and more than 80 percent of the pros-
ecutors reported that these changes had not affected their
agencies' .manpower requirements. The proportions of
executives reporing reduced manpower requirements as
a result of decreased arrests for these causes ranged from
5 percent to 8 percent for police chiefs (depending upon
the arrest category), and from 12 percent o 16 percent,
for prosecutors.

. TABLE IV-5

Changes in Arrest Policies for Specified Offenses
and Effects on Number of Arrests, 1970-74,

as Reported by Police Executives
(Percent distrilution)

Offense ; Total

Arrest Policies Changed Arrest
Policies

UnchaordArrests

Decreased

Arrests

Increased

Arrests Nu
Changed

Public intoxi-
cation ___ 100.0 48.1 7.6 8.3 36.0

Possession
of ,small
amounts of
marijuana _ 100.0 34.9 18.4 12.9 33.8

Prostitution _ 100.0 12.6 6.5 20.9 60.1

Homosexual
acts be-

consenting
,adults ___

pomo-
graphic ma-

100.0 24 I 1,2' 22.0 52.6

terial ____ 100.0 29.3 8.6 18.5 43.6

Gambling __ 100.0 16,3 8.4 19.9 55.4

.Source: NMS Executive Survey. Police Departments in jurisdictions with 17.000 or more

These results may appear surprising. Enforcement of
laws concerning "victimless" crimes clearly entails

population. IN =1,1501-
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some measurable cost in terms t.f police effort in ap-
prehension and booking of the violator, tiling of reports,
and time spent in courts. Thus sample analyses of police
and detective man-hours by activity in two jurisdictions
resulted in estimates of between 1 and 2 hours of
time per drunkenness arrest, and 15-25 hours, pe -.
gambling arrest.' . -

One explanation for this response is that the time spent
on the most frequent of these offenses, that of public
drunkenness, is in fact quite small per arrest since the
police objective is to simply get the offender "off the

' street" rather than to prosecute. Mo.eover, as a practical
matter, police officers are frequently called upon to take
some aciion to assist intoxicated individuals, even
though they are not formally arrested.

More generally, the responses of both police execu-
tives and prosecutors may have been condit;oned by the
fact that. _ in the face of continued inFeases in the rate of
sericius crimes, o ,erall agency workloads had increased
over the previous 5 years; hence, any personal savings
resulting from reduced arrests or prosecutions of thes
cases had not resulted in any net reduction in personnel
weds.

it should be noted, too, that in many jurisdictions,
county and state prosecution offices play a limited role in
prosecution of many of these offenses; which are often
summarily disposed of by local police and magistrates or °.

by juvenile courts, without any direct_ involvement of
either prosecution or defense attorneys.

A continuation of the trend towards reduced arrests for
certain categories of victimless crimes, would thus qn
balance, appear to have a limited overall impact upon the
.demand for criminal justice personnel resources. by
police executive~ and prosecutOrs, butat a'
minimumoffers'the potential for more effective, utiliza-
tion of their resources for more essential activities.

Pis probable, moreover, that one of the major ben-
eficiaries or". the reductions in arrests of this -type have
been the lower courts, in which these cases an mainly
handled. EmplOyment in municipal courts increased by
only 10 percent between 1971 and 1974, as contrasted tot*

increases of 19 percent and 24 percent in state and county
courts, respectivelypossibly due, in part, to the slow- .
down in caseload growth for these causes.

'';. Pre-trial diversion. Diversion, as it has been de-
fined by the National Advisory CoOniission on Crinii-iutk -
Justice Standards and Goals, is the alting or suspending
of formal criminal or juvenile .justic proceedings against
an individual who has violated a criminal law, in favor of ,
processing through a noncriminal disposition. Forms of
diversion are practiced, often quite informally, by all
components of the criminal justide system. As exainples,
police may exercise. discretion in determining whether

,, ..
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formal. charges should or should not be brought against
an individual. Intake workers in juvenile court may di-
vert children who in their judgment could be better
served by social and rehabilitative measeirs rather than
formal and usually punitive court Pros-
ecutors may screen out cases which they judge to be
minor or nonharmful behavior. Even following adjudica-
tion, judges and correction:. officials have options for the
use of treatment rather than punitive alternatives. The
National Advisory Commission endorsed diversion, in
"appn-,Aate cases," both as a means of compensation
for the tendency of criminal codes to result in "overcrim-
inalization" in certain offense categories and because
diversion broadens access to community resources for
iehabilitatiOn of offenders.4

The ;major forms of diversion being practiced today.
an pre-trial diversion, alcohol and drug diversion,
juvenile &version, mental health treatment alternatives,
and first offender programs. In general these programs
provide that the accused enter into supervised activities
such as job training, regular employment or rehabil-
itative services in the hope. that this will encourage
constructive, noncriminal behaviour. The offender is
subjected to specified controls, but is not prosecute( in
the courts or incarcerated.

The extent of formal pre-trial diVersion programs and
their ina0ower effects we,e probed in the NMS surveys
of probation and parole chiefs, prosecutors, and defend-

..
ers.

p About 34 percent of chief probation-parole officers
repOrted jthe availability of adult pre-trial diversion
prograrr4 other than deferred prosecution in their
jurisdictitnis. There appears to be a definite expecta-
tion of greater participation and utilization by proba-
tion agencies of pre-trial diversion programs. About
30 percent the agemy executives expect an in-
crease in the ass ment of probation/parole officers
to diversion-Toro ams Ai the next 2 years while
only about 2 Percent expect a declease.

*About 40 percent of the prosecutors reported that
pre-trial diversion programs operated in theirlju-
risdiction and 13 percent or 'more said that such
programs were administered by their offices. The
presence of formal pre-trial diverson programs
in a jurisdiction tends to increase with the size oft.
the agency. Thus, three-fourths of pr(Kecution agen-
cies with 25 or more employees operated such pro-
grams while about half of the remaining agencies
reported plans for initiating programs in the near fu-
ture.

When queried about the effects of pre-trial diversion
programs upon agency workloads, a large majority of
both prosecutors anc) defender who reported that such
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programs were in effect,' indicated that tiles,: piugrams
had not affected their workloads. However, where
changes in workloads were attributed to these programs,
a very large proportion of all defenders, and about two-
thirds of all prosecutors in agencies with 10 or more
employees, reported that the effect was a reduction in
workloads.

Although diversion may occur at any stage of a crimi-
nal proceeding, the greatest effects in reducing work-
loads should be on correctional facilities. In the absence
of.a comprehensive analysis of offender flowsand of
the effect' of existing diversion programs upon these
flowsno quantitative assessment of the effects of these
programs on the latter agencies is available. It is likely
however, that increased reliance upon both formal and
informal diversion practices contributed significantly to
the decline in juvenile institutional populations, andto
a lesser extentto the declining trend in adult inmates
prior to 1972.

3. Sentencing policy trends. While. revised arrest

policies and pre-trial diversion programs have some ef-
fect in res:.. (lows of certain categOries of offenders
thro,..!h ;stew, recent trends is sent ,cing legisla-
tio th, _,;posite effect. This includes the trend
towmfis determinate or "fixed" sentences, and towards
mandatory minimum sentences for certain categories of
offenders.

a. Determinate sentences. Under typical existing
sentencitig practices, the prosecutors and courts exercise
wide discretion in determining whether convicted offend-
ers will be incarcerated and in setting the length of their
sentence. Parole boards, similarly, exercise wide discre-
tion in determining the length of imprisonment. This
discretion is exercised through the widespread practice of
plea bargaining and through the equally widespread prac-
lice of "indeterminate sentencing," whichin effect
relegates to parole boards much of the decision-making
authority on actual length of incarceration. A completely
indeterminate sentence does:not have any fixed date by
which the offender trust be released. FOr example, until
recently the California indeterminate sentencing laws
permitted felons to be incarcerated from one year to life,
release being entirely a matter of parole board decision.
A'-more typical indeterminate sentence (also called an
indefinite sentence) provides\ for a broad range, e.g., 1

to 5 years, within which the parole board has discre-
tion to release an inmate. Under this practice, the sen-

. tenced individual may be released at any time after the
first year of incarceration, but must be released after 5
years.

The indeterminate sentence has come under attack on
tile ground of inequity and because it does not serve as an
effective deterrent to crime. In proposing substitution of

a nxeti sentencing policy, toe twentieth Century Fund
Task Force on Criminal Sentencing recommended that
"for each subcategory of crime. . .the legislature, or a
body it designates, adopt a presumptive sentence that
should generally be imposed on typical first offenders
who have committed the crime in the typical fashion." 5

At the time of preparation of this report only' three
states, Maine, California and Indiana had enacted fixed
sentencing laws. effective at various dates. between
March 1976 and July 1977. About 10 additional states
were actively considering such legislations

The Irstig 'eron impact of these proposals upon prison
populations and related staffing needs cannot be deter-
mined from available information. This will clearly de-,
pend upon the relationship in each state between thp
actual average length of imprisonment under previous
practices as compared with those specified under fixed
sentencing rules. Thus, the recently enacted California
law establishes a series of fixed sentences ranging from
2 to 6 years for most crimes, in place of the previous
open-ended indeterminate' sentences often ranging from
I year, or 5 years, to life. In assessing the probable
impact of this law upon future inmate population trends,
an official of the California Department of Corrections
estimated that the short-term effect might be an initial
reduction in prison population, as prisoners serving
longer sentences were released under the new law, but
projected a subsequent steady rise in prison population.
However, these estimates were ;considered "highly
\speculative," prior to accumulation of-several years of
experience under the new law!

One predictable impact of adoption of these policies
would be, however, to reduce parole workloads or=at
the extreme--to even eliminate the need for the parole
function.

b. Mandatory minimum sentences. A closely re-
lated sentencing reform, which has been actively sup-
ported by the Federal Govemment, would require the
imposition of mandatory minimum sentences for certain
categories of offenses or offenders. This was one of the
major recommendations in President Ford's Crime Mes-
sage to the Congress in 1975. Noting that a la16,- ?ropor-
tion of individuals convicted of felonies, including repeat
offenders, are not actually imprisoned, President Ford
recommended that, in the case of federal offenses, in-
carceration be made mandatory for: "(1) offenders who
commit violent offenses under Federal jurisdiction using
a dangerous weapon; (2) persons committing such ex-
traordinarily serious crimes-as aircraft hijacking, kid-
napping, and trafficking in hard drugs; and (3) repeat
offenders who commit federal crimeswith or without a
weaponthat cause okliave a potential to6use personal
injury." 8 The Presidetiralso called upon the states to

613
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establish similar mandatory sentencing policies.
Among the apparent consequences of adoption of such

policies would be: ( I) an increase in the number of
individuals assigned to prisons rather than probation; and
(2) a corresponding reduction in probation workloads.
Any precise stimate of impacts would, however, require
specific analysis, for each affected offender category, of
the difference in imprisonment rates before and after
imposition of these policies, of the average length of
imprisonment in each case, and of the possible interac-
tion between mandatory sentencing requirements and the

_number of individuals convicted for such offenses, either
through trial or pina bargaining procedures.

The many uncertainties related to an assessment of
these impacts are illustrated by experience under the
Mandatory prison requirement for certain of enders,
enacted in New York State in 1973. This le tislation
imposed plea bargaining restrictions and mandatory
prison sentences on offenders convicted of certain drug
felonies and on all second felony offenders. A prelimi-
nary report by the Drug Law Evaluation Project of the
New York City Bar Association, based on 2 years of
experience under this law, found that one effect of the
law was to significantly raise the demand for trials in
drug-felony and "second offender" cases with resulting
increases in case backlogs. The result was 4 sharp reduc,
tion in drug cases processed and in drag convictions in
the 2 years following passage of the law. The likeli-
hood of a priscin sentence fol: ,wing arres increased, for
drug felonies, :in only two of the seven jurisdictions
studied (inclUding New York City), but
in any of the jurisdictions for other fel
the'new drug laws may have facilitated

id not increase
nies. Although
nforcement by

providing greater incentives to offender$ to provide in-
formation to the police, there was no didence daring
this initial periOd of any significant reduction in either
drug crimes oridrug usage attributable to the new law.9

The generally negative results of this p\rlicy, to date,
mayof coursebe attributable to theliMited period of
time that the New York law has been in operation. This
experience does, however, confirm earlier c\bservations
that a tougher" policy on imprisonment of offenders
can only be implemented if additional resOurces are
provided to both correctional institutions and to other
agencies, e.g., courts and prosecutors, which have the
responsibility of implementing these policies. If these
policies do prove to have the desired deterrent effect
there may be some offsetting savings resulting, from
reduced crime rates. However, the latter could only be
expected to materialize over some longer-term periil, if
at all.

4. Police ageniy )rganization trends. Among various
recent proposals for improving the effectiveness of
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police agencies, three issues were selected for examina-
tion. These were increased use of civilians, team polic-
ing and /consolidation of small departments.

a./Civilianization. Police departments and sheriffs'
offices, traditionally, have been predominantly staffed at
all levels by sworn offiters. Civilian or nonswom per-
sonnel, where utilized, were Typically assigned to routine
clerical or administrative duties or to certain lower-level
support functions.

A number of recent studies, including that of the
National Advisory Commision on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, have recommended increased utili-
zation of civilians for a nurnber of reasons, including:

The lower costs associated with the use of civilian
personnel, as illustrated by a recent Urban Institute
study whichindicated that salaries of civilians aver-
age 23 percent lower in selected cities than those of
sworn officers in similar duties. 10

. The growing need for specialized administrative,
technical, and professional skills not normally pos-
sessed by the 'sworn officer, and
The need to increase utilization of sworn officers in,
critical operational tasks requiring their specialized
law enforcement training and experience.

Available data, based on FBI reports, indicate a
gradual trend toward increased utilization of civilians in
police departments. Between 1960 and 1974, the overall
peNentages of civilians in city police departments rose
from 10 percent toctore than 15 percent. Departments in
larger cities with a broader range of administrative and
technical functiOns tend to employ a larger percentage of
civilians.

The NMS queried both police chiefs and sheriffs on
their plans for changing the proportion of civilians in
their agencies during the next 2 years. About two-
thirds expected civilians to constitute a growing propor-
tion of their total personnel, whereas only a negligible
proportion expected a reduction in the relative use of
civilians. The NMS survey also indicated that large
proportions of these chiefs expected to increase the civi-
lian share of personnel in specific functions, such as
dispatching, data processing, administrative services and
crime labOratory.

Based on this evidence, the NMS manpower projec-
tions assume that the proportion of non-sworn personnel
in all police departments will increase from about 21.7
percent in 1974 (in full-time equivalents) to 24.9 percent
in 1985, an increase consistent with past trends. An even
larger overall increase would probably be desirable, from
the standpoint of effective personnel utilization. How-
ever, the projected slower rate of growth in total police
employmentand probable .60pirsition from unions to
any shift which would significantly curtail police officer
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career opportunities--can be expected to serve as a con-
striat on more rapid growth in police civilianization.

Team policing: The conventional policing
strategy involves central command of the patrol and
investigati operations. Patrol officers and their super-
visors operas out of precinct stations on a shift-by shift
basis and are frequently rotated throughout the agency's
total geographical jurisdiction. Patrol personnel usually
are not responsible for investigating the crimes to which
they respond. The reports are turned over to the inves-
tigative bureau and assigried to detectives. The detectives
operate out of this bureau on a shift-by-shift basis and
work on their cases primarily independently of the patrol
officers who initiate the reports.

Team policing, as an alternative to this traditional
organization, was recommended by the President's
Commission On Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice in 1967.

Police departments should commence ex-
perimentation with a team policing concept
that envisions those with patrol and investiga-
tive duties combining under_unified command
with flexible assignments to deal with the
crime problems in a defined sector."

Since the 1960's a number of police departments have
introduced some fonn of the team policing concept. The
actual organizational structure and mode of operation for
team policing varies from agency to agency, but usually
includes the following features: geographic stability of
patrol, maximum interaction among team members, and
maximum communication between team members and
the community.12

The extent of current and anticipated use of team
policing was covered in the NMS survey of police chiefs
in cities with 17,000 or more population. Of the 1,159
executives responding, 66 reported that they had adopted
team policing throughout their jurisdictions, and 65 re-
ported adoption of this innovation on a pilot basis.
Another 195 agencies reported planning to adopt team
policing throughout their jurisdictions or as a pilot
project. Thus, more than one-fourth of the police de-
partments surveyed had initiated, or were planning to
initiate, team policing on either a full or experimental ha-
sis. Larger agencies included a greater proportion which
had adopted or were planning to adopt this approach.
Over 80 percent of chiefs whose departments had adopted
team policing reported either a "moderate" or "substan-
tial" increase in effectiveness, as a result of this change.

The most frequently cited benefits of team policing
are: (I) improved police-community relations, (2) more
efficient deployment of manpower, and (3) better cover-
age of patrol areas,.

If a police agency completely reorganizes into a team

7 -

policing mode of operation, what is the overall net effect
of this change upon the agency's manpower require-
ments? In their study of team policing, Bloch and Specht
concluded that it does not require more personnel than
conventional methods." NMS field analysis findings
tend to corroborate this conclusion. In none of the three
agencies visited by NNIS staff that have adopted team
policing did the changeover to team policing itself neces-
sitate the hiring of more patrol officers. One of

21,

the

reasons given for adopting team policing is that it is

believed to increase the level of services without increas-
ing the staffing level.

The team policing concept may, however, have a
somewhat greater impact on qualitative personnel re-
quirements, since it entails a combination of patrol and

--44investigative functions, us breaking down the tradi-
tional specializations of trot officers and detectives.
The limited NMS field observations of agencies with :
team policing suggest that--if this strategy is more.ex-
tensively adoptedii may produce a demand for in-
creased training of patrol officers in investigative skills,
such as evidence collection, and in community relations,
as part of the development of a more broadly-trained
"generalist" officer occupation.

c. Consolidation of small police agencies. Most
major policy-level studies of the organization of police
services in the United States have been highly critical of
the fragmentation of local law enforcement efforts
among large numbers of small agencies. The National
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals noted, particularly, that very small local agencies
are incapable of a full-range of police services and suffer
from inadequate staffing. It recommended a variety of
arrangements designed to -hare or pool certain special-
ized services, such as laboratory services, information
systeths and intelligence and communications systems,
on a statewide or areawide basis, and that: "at a
minimum, police agencies that employ fewer than 10
sworn employees should consolidate for improved effi-
ciency and effectiveness." 14

Although the NMS surveys did not attempt an inde-
pendent assessment of the relationship between agency
size and agency performance, its extensive survey cover-
age of a sample of over 1,515 executives of "small"
police and 216 "small" sheriffs' agencies has permitted
identification of a number of special personnel problems
of these agencies.

As reported in Chapter V. personnel turnover rates
have been exceptionally high for these agencies. In
1973-74, voluntary resignation rates of sworn offic-
ers averaged 22 percent for police agencies with
fewer than 25 employees, and 39 percent for sheriff
agencies with fewer than 25 employees. The rela-
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tively low salaries of sworn officers in these small
agencies, the opportunities for advancement,

:and their grea: --tianc:-: on part-time personnel
were among the contributing facto:,,
High personnel turnover, in turn, results la a lower
experience 'level of the officer force, and increases
the importance of adequate training of personnel in
these agencies. Yet over 30 percent of police and
sheriffs' agencies with fewer than 25 employees
reported that they provide no formal training to their
new recruits, whereas all but a small percentage of
larger agencies provided such training. Moreover,
among the small police, agencies providing recruit
training, only 8 percent met the recommended
standard of 400 hours.
Hiring standards also tend to be significantly lower
among small agencies. Thus, 21 percent of surveyed
police agencies in jurisdictions with populations
under 17,000 reported that they had no minimum
educational standard for recruits, or that the standard
was less than high school graduation, as contrasted

with 4 percent for all larger agencies surveyed.
In assessing their agencies' manpower problems,
relatively high proportions of the chiefs of these
small police agencies identified "inadequate train-
ing of personnel" and "high personnel turnover" a:.
their "most serious problem"-27 percent of re-
spondents in the case of training, and 16 percent in
the case of personnel turnover. It is also significant
that, among various types of services typically pro-
vided to small agencies by other law enforcement
agencies, training ranked highest as the category of
service these chiefs expected to expand in the next
two years.

Thus, from the standpoint of personnel quality, the
above data tend to support the need for consolidation of
very small police agencies where this is geographically
feasible. Nevertheless, any realistic assessment of the
outlook for such consolidation efforts must take into
account local ,community sentiments, which tend to pre-
fer maintenance of local control over police agencies.

The manpower projections described earlier in this
chapter do imply some continued trendin this direction,
since they indicate that the proportion of total employees
of local police agencies accounted for by agencies with
fewer than 25 emrloyees in 1974 will decline from 22.2
percent in 1974 tu 21.0 percent in 1985. In vier of the
obstacles to a large-scale consolidation "movement,'
this may be a realistic assessment of the outlook for the
coming 10-year period.

5. Court unification. All major assessments of the
court system have highlighted the need for unification
and consolidation of the multi-tiered, decentralized or-
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ganizational structure the courts, still prevailing in
most states. Emphasis has been placed, particularly, on
the need to reform and upgrade the lower court structure,
as a necessary step towards increased efficiency and
equity in the adjudicative process. The National Advi-
sory Commission thus recommended that state courts
should 5' organized into a unified system financed by the
state, that all trial courts should lk unified into a single
trial court of general jurisdiction and that criminal juris-
diction now in courts of limited jurisdiction should be
placed in these unified courts, with the exception of
certain traffic violations.'5

Even though over 20 states have reconstructed their
courts in the past 10 years, problems of overlapping and
concurrent jurisdictions still exist.

In many areas of the country today, a potential
litigant discovers that he can choose between
the original jurisdiction of either a state court,
a county court, or one of several municipal
,based courts.16

At a minimum, unification of courts has meant a
consolidation of functions in a structure that Is more
organized and more manageable as a unit than were the
separate component pieces. But it is important to stress
that court consolidation has taken a variety of forms,
which Gazell classifies as five patterns." These range from
consolidation of all courts in selected counties or cities,
to establishment of a single statewide trial court of gen-
eral jurisdiction and abolition of all lower courts. As
Measured by the number of tiers, between the years 1936
and 1970, 17 states partially unified their lower courts
while retaining two or more tiers with fewer tribunals;
three states consolidated lower courts into a single level,
and one state abolished its lower courts." Since 1970,
four states have altered lower courts without unifying
them, four more states have reduced lower courts to two
tiers, two states have moved toward one tier systems,
and three states have at least tempbrarily abolished lower
courts in their jurisdictions.

Clearly, lower court - unification is a change that is
taking place by degrees. lie degree of court unification

various states has been measured by Gazell, using a
sae consisting of seven variables. These are based on
the extent to which various forms of managerial control
are exercised, on the presence of intermediate appellate
courts, the kinds of general trial courts and the kinds of
lower courts. "Unification scores", based on this scale'
range from a low oft (Mississippi) to a high of 23 (North
Carolina).

An obvious question is the effect of lower-court unifi-
cation upon employment trends. We would expect that
those states that extensively modified their courts system
experienced less growth in judicial employment than
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those that did not. This is not an unreasonable expecta-

tion since lower court unification frequently involves
elimination of the positions of some judicial personnel.

Indeed, one of the major stumbling blocks to any trial

court unification effort has been the difficulty of con,
solidating the work of limited jurisdiction coats. The
reasons for this are political: unification almost always

results in the elimination of many quasi-judicial

positionsusually justices of the peaceand causes
lOcal jurisdictions to lose not only some control, but also

revenue from agencies that were formerly considered

"their" courts.
There does appear to be a relationship between the

degree of unification and the change in employment
between 1971 and 1974 (Table IV-6). States coded by

Gaze II as having high degree of unification report a much

slower growth in judicial employment in the. 1971-74
period than states that have not made much progress
towards unification. The disparity in employment growth

is most evident a' the state level where there is a four-

fold difference between states included in the "high"
`category and those in the "low" category.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting these data

.because, obviously, alternative explanations are possible

for these relationships. It must be kept in mind that the
changes included in this classification scheme have oc-

curred over a considerable period of years. Uni :ation as

a process began in 1936, and continues up to the present.

time. Also, a simple classification scheme cannot take

into account the varying rates of grOwth of criminal and

civil caseloads among the states, or of other factors
Which might contribute to the differential growth in court

employment.
The NMS manpower projections for state and local

courts are consistent With a continued trend towards
court unification and related managernent reforms. The

slowest rate of employment growth in the judicial pro-

cess sector has -teen projected for the \lower courts.
Moreover, the projections also provide for a significant

-increase in the proportio- of non-judicial personnel in

state trial and appellate-level courts. This is expected to

result, in part, from the need for additional specialized
professional, technical and administrative personnel to

manage a more centralized court system.

6. Increased user of community-based correctional

facilities. In the face of the apparent failure of conven-

tional prisons or juvenile tni\ining institutions to ac-

complish rehabilitation of offendersand of the high
Cost of inmate maintenance in these institutions
correctional reformers have placed increased emphasis

Upon the role of small community-based facilities.

These, according to the President's Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justice "offer a

7')

middle ground between the often nominal supervision in

the community provided by probation services and con-

finement in an institution." 1° The National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals

simiiarly recommended transfer of most adult inmates

from the large existing state institutions to community-

based programs, as well as ah eventual phasing out of the

use of the state institutions for juveniles and youths.2°

-...TABLE IV-6

Percentage Change in Full-Time Equivalent Judicial

Employment by Degree of Lower-Court Unification

and Level of Government: 1971-1974 b

Degree of

Urhheation

Level of Government '

Total State Local

Low: 0-10
(7 states)
11 14

26 40 24

(14 states) 22 36 19'

15-18
(16 states) 20 26 . 18

High: 19-28
(13 states) 15 10 17

Source: lames A. Gazed. Losver-Court Unification in the United States. p. 660.

° Source: ll.S. Department of Justice and U.S. Department of Commerce. Expenditure uul

Etooloshoon Ditto for the Critnottil Justice System. 1971 and 1974.

Percentage changes are weighted tweragps.

Community correctional centersalthough varying

widely in specific characteri§tics--can be classified into

two major categories: pm-release centers for adult. of-
fenders, and halfway houses,. which may be utilized for.

either-adult or juvenile offenders. Pm-release centers are

usually small facilities (100 residents .or less) in which

inmates stay for the final parts of their sentence as briefly

as two weeks or as long as a year or. more and participate

in a wide range of community release programs. Half-

way houses are often similar to the pre-release or com-

munity correctional centers, when utilized for adult
offenders, except that residents have already been paroled

and are living at the facility as a condition of that parole..

In the case of juvenile offenderS, halfway housesor

group homeshave been defined in the National As-

sessment of Juvenile Corrections as:

. . .facilities generally Dandling between 5
and 30 adjudicated offenders and situated in ur-
ban locales. They are distinguished from in-
stitutions not only by their smaller size and
community location but also by their en-
couragement of offenders' attendance at local
schools or involvement id local employment.,
. . .This definition excludes nonresidential or
'day treat! lent'. programs although in some
states a few offenders are allowed to jive out-
side the residential program. 21
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Halfway houses are usually (but not always) operated by
private organizations under contract with a State De,
partment of Corrections.

Only partial statistics on community correctional
center inmates. and staffs are available at present. The
1974 Census of$tate Correctional Facilities, covering all

'states other than Massachusetts, reported that of a total of
188,000 inmates, about 9,000 or 4.8 percent were con-
fined in some 158 "community centers," nearly 3,000
of the inmates being reported by North Carolina alone.
These included both publicly operated and contract
facilities. Almost all were classified as "minimum secu-
rity" facilities. Of these 158 centers, 137 had fewer than
2Q full-time staff positions.

The National AssesSment of Juvenile Corrections re-
ported a total average daily population of 5,663 juveniles
in more than 50 separate state- related community-based
residential facilities during 1974. These accounted for
17.7 percent of the total numher of juveniles in state
residential corrections programs. The total covered both
privately operated and state operated programs, and con-
trasted with a much lower LEAA/Census estimate of
1,218 youth's assigned to state-operated community cen-
ters alone in 1973.22

Although the above data sources are not completely
comparable, they indicate a much greater relative utiliza-
tiOn of community centers for juvenile programs (17.7
percent) than for adult inmates (4.8 percent):

Some additional insight on current and anticipated use
of community -based programs is provided by'responses
of correctional executives to an NMS question concern-
ing the functions performed Ly their agencies (Table
IV-7). ,Nearly one-half (46 percent) of the executives of
both adult and juvenile institutions reported that they
were /currently administecing community-based facilities
or alfway houses. However, a somewhat greater pro-
p rtion of heads of juvenile agencies, 39 percent, re-
polled that they expected increased staffing nee' , for
either. existing or planned community progranis in the
next twoyears, as compared with 31 percent of the heads
of adultfional institutions.

.
The rather extensive use of some form of

community-based facilityalthough on a 'small
scdewas also confirmed by the field visits of NMS
staff to correctional activities in 10 states. Eight of these
10 states reported operation or use of small,
community-based correctional facilities for adults.
Among ethese the largest number of community-based
facilities for adult corrections was 23 and the smallest
number was 3. Ratios of inmates in institutions to in-
mates in community-based facilities varied, butin each
state visitedthe residents of adult community facilities
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TABLE 1V-7

Responses by Correctional Executives on Current and
Expected 1.,(se of Community-Based facilities or

Halfway Houses, 1975

Adult
Initilutions

Juvenile

Institutions

Number responding 208 ..560
Percent Distribution: .

Activity currently performed, total _ 46 46
Manpower needs will increase

in next two years 24 27

Manpower needs will stay about
the same 20 18

Manpower needs will decline 2 1

Activity not currently performed,
total e 54 55
Will not be added in next two

years 47 43'
Will be added 7 12

Total 100 10(t

Note; Percentage detail may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: NMS Executive Surveys. 1975.

represented only a small proportion of the total number
incarcerated.

Specific findings, based on these field interviews, are
summarized below:

Most of these correctional departments used
community-based facilities for adult inmates nearing
the end of their prison sentence or for those ap-
proaching parole eligibility. None of the depart-
ments sampled indicated that such facilities were
used for housing newly committed offenders or
those persons with long amounts of time remaining
until potential release.
None of the departments or agencies 'Visited had
established a classification process for making rapid
initial assignments of new offenders to small
community-based facilities. To institute such a clas.,
sification policy for.new offenders would prOduce
significant changes in manpower needsincreasing
numbers of inmates would be housed in smaller
facilities, requiring a change.in both programs and
personnel. None of 'he departments visited indicated
plans for such a change in the organization of
facilities and in program priorities.
While there is a strong commitment to community
corrections, caution and selectivity are being exer-
cised in placing offenders in community-based
facilities. While increases in inmate populations
result in pressure upon administrators to keep com-
munity facilities filled to maximum levels, adminis-
trators are also pressured to select inmates who have
demonstrated "readiness" for such an experience in
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order to avoid adverse community rcaction:,.

NMS staff expected that there would be significant

differences in the manpower, education, and train-

ing needs of community-based facilities, as com-

pared with large institutions. For the most part,
however, they found very limited staff specializa-

tion or specialized staff training to meet the very
specific treatment needs and priorities of such

facilities.
In contrast to the relatively limited and supplementary

role of community-based institutions for adults, these

programs have been advanced as a. major alternative to

institutionalization in the case of juveniles, on the

grounds that they are more humane, more effective, and

less costly.. The sharp decline in the number of juvenile

inmates in state training centersfrom nearly 41,000 in
1969 to 25,000 in 1974--combined_ with indicators of

growth in the community-based programs, suggest that

this trend has, in fact, occurred. Moreover, as noted
above, nearly two-fifths of the 500 juvenile corrections
executives responding to the NMS survey in 1975 antici-

pated an increased use of community-based programs in

the next 2 years.
Only one stateMassachusetts--has actually im-

plemented a program of complete deinstitutionalization

of its juvenile offenders. In 1972, all of the state's
juvenile training centers were closed. As of August
1975, of 1,864 youths sentenced to the state's Depart-

ment of. Youth Services, 1,378 had been assigned to a

variety of nonresidential programs or were living at

home under minimal supervision, 167 were in foster care

homes, 214 were in group care facilities, and 105 in

secure programs.23 Although no other state had gone as

far as Massachusetts, 3 other statesSouth Dakota,
Minnesota, and Utahhad assigned between 50 and 60

percent of their juveniles in residential programs to

community centers by 1974, and an additional 8 states

had deinstitutionalized between 25 and -50 percent of

their juvenile residential inmates.24

The :`mired available evidence on results of

deinstitutionalization of juveniles is still not conclusive.
Prelitninary and partial -results of a follow-up study of the-

Massachusetts experienc.., by Lloyd E. Ohlin and as-

sociates, have indicated few significant differences in

juvenile recidivism rates since deinstitutionalization,
compared with those of a control sample for 1968, prior

to initiation of the program.23 From a cost standpoint, it

appears that the per capita costs of custody in

community-based, Plainly privately operated, facilities

have been much lower than in state training centers.

However, these savings have been partly offset, to dote,

by the continued maintenance, of the state training centers

and staffs in states other than Massachusetts, and by thei r

onn;t, ,nctc iinricr conditions of declining

inmate populations.26
From a longer-range manpower standpoint, a con-

tintled trend towards deinstitutionalization . clearly im-

plies a reduction in staffs of state operated training
centers after some period of adjustment, but an increase

in personnel needs for largely private community resi-
dential centers, as well as for juvenile probation activ-

ities.
4

C. Conclusions on Manpower Outlook

This chapter has presented a series of manpower pro-

jections designed to describe the probable growth trend

in the major categories of state and local agencies and
occupations which comprise the criminal justice system.

One basic premise underlying these projections was that

the future demand for criminal justice manpower will be

strongly influenced by broader trends in the nation's
economy, as- well as by more specific trends affecting the

incidence of crime. A second key assumption was 'one of

continuity between trends in relative employment growth

rates of the recent past and trends in the coming ten-year

period.
The longer-term outlook, portrayed by these projec;

tions, is essentially optimistic from the, standpoint of

the capability of criminal justice agencies to cope with

their crime-related workloads. A more rapidly growing

economy in the 1980's would make possible a higher
level of expenditure for criminal justice activities. At the

same time, such predictable demographic trends as the

decline in the proportm of youth in our population, in
combination with a me m favorable job climate, could

result in -a-significant reduction in crime rates. This trend

would be reinforced, moreover, to the extent that better-

staffed, and more efficient, law enforcement and crimi-

nal justice agencies create a more effective deterrent to

c!irninal activity. A combination of increased resources

and lower crime rates, in turn, would tend to ameliorate

some of the problems of agency understairmg; -report. d

in our surveys of criminal justice executives.
Employment growth rates are expected -to vary sig-

nificantly by sector. The most rapid growth is projected

in the judicial and correctional sectors; the least rapid in

police protection agencies. Within each sector, wide
variations in growth rates are anticipated for particular

categories of agencies and occupations.-Among city
police agencies, more rapid .growth is projected for the

medium-sized agencies, -than for the large municipal
police departments, as a result of .a continuing trend

towards decentralization of population. Employment
growth in state-level agencies is expected to be more
rapid than in local agencies in the police and judic: .1
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process sectors, as v;:.11, as in probation and pttrol: ac
tivities, partly because of a trend towards Lonsolidation
or coordination of certain of these functions at the state
level. An opposing trend towards, decentralization is,
however, projeCted for correctional institutions, as evi-
denced panicularly by the shift to increased use of com-
munity based facilities for juveniles.

The projections of employment trends in the major
criminal justice occupations reflect an even more consist-
ent pattern. In nearly all major agency categories, more
rapid growth rate. are projected for the more specialized
professional, technical and administrative occupations,
than in the traditional 'line" occupations. In police
agencies, the rate.of growth of the non-sworn component
is projected to be twice as great as that of sworn officers.
In the courts, employment of non-judicial personnel is
expected to increase much more rapidly than that of
judges. In correctional facilities, similarly, employment
of professional treatment and training specialists is ex-
pected to grow more rapidly than that of line custodial
officers. Although the available statistical data base did
not permit a meaningful projection of trends for each
snecialized occupation, collateral data suggest that, in
each sector, growth is likely to be more rapid in func-
tions associated with information processing and with the
more advanr' management technologies.

Any attempt to project future personnel needs in the
wide range of agencies and functions which comprise the
criminal justice system is, of course, subject to large
margins of potential error. The results must be viewed as
"conditional" projections of what may happen under a
set of specified assumptions, rather than -as forecasts of
actual future employment'levels. These projections have
entailed numerous assumptions concerning future trends
in the nation's economy and in criminal justice policies
or organizational developments. Among the former as-
sumptions, one of the mfore critical was the projection:
that economic` growth rates during the period 1974-80;
as a whole, would not he sufficiently great to reduce
unemployment below a rate of about 7 percent in 1980,
but that more rapid growth 'between 1980 and 1985
would contribute to a reduction of the unemployment
rate to about 5 percent by the latter year. President Carter
hag, however, announced as a policy objective the reduc-
tion of the unemployment rate to 5 percent by 1981. A
more rapid short-term expansion of the economy.will be
required to achieve this goal, which could affect our
projections in several ways. On the one hand, a more
favorable job climate would contribute to reduction in
crime rates and related criminal justice workloads, thus
tending to reduce persomfel needs for criminal justice
agencies. On the other hand, increased tax revenues and
state and local government budgets would make possible
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increased expenditures for these agencies. 1 he extent of
"sensitivity" of our resulting projections to these and
other possible changes in basic economic or demo-
graphic assumptions has been illustrated in Volume VI
of this report.

Of equal importance are the possible effects of
changes in existing laws, policies or practices, impinging
directly on personnel needs for various' categories of
criminal justice agencies. Several of these recent trends,
or issues, were reviewed in the second half of this chap-
ter. Some of these developments have a potentially im-
portant impact upon offettf.;,:v flows and workloads. A
continued trend towards de or de facto decrimi-
nalization of certain categories of -offenses, or to in-
creased use of pre-trial diversion programs, will tend to
reduce or check the growth of these workloads. Con-
versely, recent changes in sentencing policies, including
adoption of mandatory or determinant sentencing, may
have the opposite,effect, and appear to be contribluing to
the recent sharp increase of imprisonment rates. It is
quite possible that these trends will operate
concurrentlyeach applying to different categories of
offenses and offenders or to different jurisdictions. In
any event, pending development of more experience and
of more adequate data on offender flows, their net effect
is difficult to at the present time.

Assessments of the impact of trends in system organi-
zation or in agency. personnel practices are equally dif-
ficult. Assumptions concerning some trends, such as the
increased use of civilians in police departments or the
increased reliance upon community -based correctional
facilities, have been explicitly-made in the employment
projections for the agencies affected. Other devel6p-
ments, such as the trend towards court unification have
been reflected in these projections only indirectly, to. the
extent that they had affected judicial employment trends
during the 1971-44 base period. .

For these reasons, any systematic' use of manpower
projections in p1P.:ining of.training and education assist
ance program., or for relatedpurposes, must provide for
periodic review and modification of these projections, to
reflect emerging .policy and program developments as
well as more current employment and workload trends.
A procedure for updating and revising these projections
at the national level, and for development of similar
state-lever projections, has been described in Volume VI
of this report.
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CHAPTER V. PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT
AND RETENTION

The adequacy of an agency's personnel resources de-
pends both on its overall level of staffing and on its
ability to attract and retain qualified personnel. Officials
of criminal justice agencies have, in the past, often
expressed concern about turnover among their personnel,
in view of the substantial costs of recruitment and train-
ing involved-andbecause of its effects upon the overall
experience level c?f their force. In addition; high person-
nel turnover can be a symptom of poor personnel morale,
with consequent impacts upon agency effectiveness.-

For these reasons, the NMS surveys queried agency
executives on personal recruitment and turnover experi-
r.xe in their agencies. These included attitudinal ques-
(ions designed to obtain information on whether person-
nel turnover was a serious problem for their agency, as
well as reports on actual.personnel turnover rates. These
findings are reviewed in the first section of this chapter.

The second section presents pdections of recruitment
needs in key-occupations for the period 1975-85, allow-

for both projected employment growth and for re-
placement needs.

The third section of this rhapter_ reviews trends in
employment and recruitment of minorities and women,
and analyzes their current distribution by occupation or
function Inadequate. LepresA,ritation of minorities and
women has been c. key personnel policy issue in many
law enforcement and correctional abencies. One of the
collateral objectiveg of the present study, therefore, was
to prOvide data which could assist in assessing progress
in attaining equal employment opportmity objectives in
these agencies.

A. Recent Recruitment
and Retention Experience

The National Manpower Survey was conducted during
a periods when the economy was experiencing higher
rates of unemployment than at any time since the 1 T130's.
Under these conditions it was assumed that pr&.., ;tins of
mcruitment and retention of personnel would be mini-
mal. The survey results confirmed this assumption. Only
small proportions of executives in any agency category

indicated that a lack of qualified applicants was a major
faetor contributing to current personnel shortages or that
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high personnel turnover was their "most serious man-
power problem" (Table III-13). Field interviews, con-
ducted in late 1975 alit early 1976,-also confirmed that,
with limited exceptions, personnel recruitment and reten-
tion problems were insignificant at that time.

In anticipation of this situation, the NMS question-
naires addressed to agency executives also requested
their assessment of the adequacy of manpower supply for
their agency and of their personnel turnover problem in
the three years immediately preceding the recent reces-
sion,i.e., 1971-74, The executives' responses, as sum-
marized in Table VI, indicated that the proportion of
executives reporting such difficulties varied considerab-
ly, by type of agency and occupation. Recruitment prob-
lems were most frequently reported by heads of small
police and sheriff agencies and by wardens of state cor-
rectional institutio:ns (with respect to correctional offic-
ers). Problems resulting from high turnover, or resigna-
tion, rates in line occupations were most frequently re-
ported by wardens, juvenile corrections administroors
and prosecutors (Table VI).

The actual turnover rates' in key oac.upationi,-in Fiscal
Year 1974, are shown in'Tdple V -2.. Voluntary resigna-
tion rates appro ximateu one-fifth or higher in the case of
assistaci prosecutors and defenders, correctional officers
and child care worlars. They were considerably le wer in
the case of sworn police officers in large and nledium-
sized agencies (i.e., jurisdictions with 17,000 or more
population) and of probation and parole, officers. Hiring
rates in all of these occupations were consistently higher
than resignation rates, due to employment growth as well
as to the need for replacing personnel separating for other
reasons, such as retirement or disability. .

Personnel turnover rates, in most agency categories
surveyed, tended to vary inversely with agency size. Thus,
among police _departmentc. voluntary resignation rates
of sworn officers in 1974 raajsd from only 3.21,.!rcent in
agencies with 1,000 or more employees, to 6.9 peactrit
in those With 25 -74 employees, and 22.1 percent for
those with fewer than 25 employees. In prosecution and
defender offices, resignation rates of staff procutors or
defenders were abouttwice as high in small offices, with
fewer than 10 employees, than in offices with 25 or
more employees. Similar, although less pronounced, dif-

.



TABLE VJ

Perceru of Agency Executives Reporting Recruitment aid furnovei. Problems in Key Occupations

During 1971-74

Type of Agency
Occupation

Percent Reporting
Inadequate :.,pply

of Qualified
Applicants

Percent Reporting
Significant

Problems of Vol.
untary liesignations /

Police Departments:
Jurisdictions with 17.000+ popula-
tion

Swomyolice officers
26

Jurisdictions with leis than 17.000

population
Sheriffs Departments:

Sworn police officers
47 33

Departments with 10 or rr1Ore' em-

ployees
Deputy sheriffs

25 33

Departments with less that 10 em-

ployees
Deputy sheriffs

47 27

Pmsecutor offices
Assistant prosecutors

25 :5

Public defender offices
Assistant defenders

14 24

Adult corrections institutions

.

Correctional officers.

Treatment personnel

-42
28

. 53
23

Juvenile corrections institutions
Child care workers

34.

Treatment personnel
'23

.39
22

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.

TABLE V-2

hiring Rates and Voluntary Resignation Rates

:in Selected Occupations, Fiscal Year
1974

Occupation Hiring
Rate

Voluntary
Resignation

Rate

Sworn police ef,:vss b. 12.5 8.1

Deputy sheriffs 26.1 16.2

Assistant prosecutors 30.9 22.1

Assistant defenders 33.4 22.3

Corrections officers, State adult institutions _ 32.1 19.1

Child care workers 33.6 27.2

PMbition and parole officers 21.5 12:8

-

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.
Hiring rates and voluntary resignatinn rates are

weighted averages. based on employ-

ment as of haw 30, 1974. lncliult both full-time and part.time em; d:

Agencies in jurialietioni with 17,u0() or more
Agencies with 10 or more employees.

ferences by agency size were reported in the case of line

.
correctional personnel and probation and parole

The factors influencing recent prlsonnel turnover rate.

in these occupations are discussed below, with resp;:ct to

each of the majoiagencY and -occupational groups.

1. Sworn police officers. The relatively low voluntary

separation rates among sworn police.officers re2coed by

the. large and medium--sized police agencies in au sur-

vey may *appear surprising, in view of some o. the

obvious. disadvantages of police work. Police dut. r is

among the most hazardous of peacelime occupati.;:o:..

Routine patrol activity can be boring and tedious, and the

physical wr,rk environment in many. police stations is'

often unrleasant.' It imposes a high degree ff discipline

and regimentation upon its incumbents. It' oftcn entails

undesirable and changing work schedules. Nevertheless,

it offers important rewards. The need to expand-recruiv

ment of police officers, combined with the rapid growth

of police unionism, has resulted in 0 significant increase

in police salaries, relative to wage trends in' other occupa-

tions during the past 15 yews. Based on decennial Cen-

sus dat;A, median annual' earnings of paticemen and

detectives rose by 70 percent between 1959 and 1969; as

compared to art increase of 63 percent for all male work-

ers.2 In 1969, median earnings of policenien and detec-

tives aged 25-34 years exceeded the Median earnings for

all male workers with similar educational backgrounds,:

for each educational`Ievel group from high-school drop-

out to college graduate.' Between 1069 and 1974 avail-

able data. indict: to that police, officers probably

maintained their favorable salary differential, compared

to other occupations. Entering salaries of patrolnlen rose

at an annual rate of 6.5 percent; maximum salaries at a

rate of 7..4 percent. These compare with annual salary in-

creases of 6.8 percent for public school teachers and of

6.1 percent for clerical workers and beginning techni-

cians.'
These comparisons, moreoverp do not alloW for the

value of fringe benefits of police officers, the most im-

portant of which is the opportunity for regular retirement

at u relatively early age. 'I*,pical police pension plans
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provide for regular retirement after 20 or 25 years of
service at minimum ages between 50 and 55 years.'
Since these plans are normally not "vested" or "porta-
ble," they provide a very strong incentive for police
officers to remain with their agency until the minimum
retirement age; after they have completed several years
of service. Hence, the turnover which does occur tends
to be concentrated among juniOr officers in their initial
years of service.

Finally, the general absence of opportunities for trans-
fer, or "lateral entry," among police agencies above the
,entry grades serves as another major deterrent to mobility
among police officers., Among police executives report-
ing to the National Manpower Survey, only about one-
third indicated that their agencies accepted lateral
entrants, even at the rank of private, and only 6
percentmainly the smaller agenciesaccepted 'aural
entrants into the supervisory ranks. As a result, most

iceofficers who -separate voluntarily are likely to
move to other occupations: either by choice or because
of the limited opportunities to enter other agencies.

The very high rates of voluntary personnel tumovei
among officers in small police agencies, averaging 33
percent for agencies with iess tean 10 employees in
Fiscal Year 1974, can be attributedin turnto the fact
that these smaller agencies do not offer similar career
opportunities to their personnel. The median minimum

/salary for offiters in 1975 was reported at by
agencies with less than 10 er-ployees, as contrasted with
an overall median basic salary of $9,914 for t11 reporting
agencies.. Smaller agencies also rely much more ,eitten-
sively on part-time officers than do. 1:.rger agencies. Fi-
nally, personnel in small agencies are ir.Th less rkely to
be protected by civil service regulations or by collective
bargaining agreements than those in larger agencies.

\ Only 19 percent of the "small" police departnwntS re-
\ ported that the basic sworn officer position in their agen-
\ cies was regulated by civil service, as contrasted to 68
k percent of the larger departments, i.e., those com-
tmunities with 17,000 or more population. Similarly,

. \only 15 percent of the small agencies participated in
collective bargaining police officer unions,

!

as com-
pared to 51 percent of the larger departments.

2. Deputy sheriffs. The substantially higher rates of
pe\rsonnel turnover reported among sheriffs'. :agencies
than for police departments can be explained in large part
by some of the factors discussed above. The average
voluntary ttetiaraticin rate. among deputy sheriffs, about
16 15ercent'in 1974, was twice as great as that reported
for police officers. Quit rates exceeded those ;for police
officers in each agency size group, typically by ratios of
2 to 1 or higher, and rose to 58 percent in the case of
smasheriffs' agencies with fewer than 25 full-time or
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part-time employees.
One of the factors contributing to t_ese high turnover

rates in sheriffs' agencies is the difference in their occu-
pational duties, as compared to those of police officers.
One of the principal functions of all sheriffs' agencies is
to operate the local jail or lock-up faCility. A significant
proportion of sworn officers in sheriffs' agencies are
assigned to this functionparticularly in the case of
smaller agencies. These custodial duties are generally
less desirable than those related to patrol or other law
enforcement functions, as evidenced by the relatively
high turnover rates among correctional officers in state
adult institutions, which averaged 21 percen! in Fiscal.
Year I974, according to NMS surveys.

AnOther factor is the general absence of civil service
protection for officers in sheriffs' 9gencies. Only about
10 percent of the sheriffs' agenCies with less than 10
employees, and 35 percent of the larger sheriffs' agencies,
reported that the deputy sheriffs' positions were regulated
by civil service. Appointment as a deputy sheriff, in most
smaller agencies, tends to be on a personalized basis
particularly in view of the fact that nearly all sheriffs are
elective officials.

Finally, the survey results indicate ...at sheriffs'
salaries are significantly lower on the average than those
of police officers. The median entry salary for deputy
sheriffs was reported as $9,540, as compared to $9,904
for police officers.

3. Assistant prosecutors and defenders. The nezd to
improve the attractiveness of both prosecution and de-
flnder positions, and io increase the average tenure or
experience level of attorneys in these Offices- (as well as
to reduce reliance on part-time personnel), was recog-
nized in the reports of both the President's Crime Com-
mission and of the National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. The former report
rinted thatunder prevailing practicesmost newly
hired assistant prosecutors were compelled to "learn by
doing." Although some larger offices provided for a
routine iirogression of assignments, others often assigned
important responsibilities to inexperienced assistants
with inevitable adverse effects upon quality ot perfonn-
ance.6 Neither of these reports considered it realistic to
press for compensation levels in these public agencies
which would be fully competitive with alternative salary
opportunities in private legal practice over a lifetime
legal career. The NAC report did, however, recommend
that salaries of assistant prosecutors and defenders in the
first five years of service should be comparable to those
in private practice and observed tliat "retention of asskt-
ant prosecutors (and defenders) for at least five years
would represent a substantial increase in flu: average
length of service." 7
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The recent rates of personnel tut titive.r aatotie, asi tans

prosecutors and defenders, as well as continued em-

. ployment growth, have resulted in a low average experi-

ence level among incumbents in these positions. As

shown in Table V-3, over 60 percent of assistant pros-

ecutors and defenders included iv the 1975 Census sur-

vey of criminal justice personnel reported less than four

years of service, while only 23 percent of the assistant
prosecutors and 16 percent of the assistant defenders had

six or more years of service with their current agencies.

These datai, and related comparisons of the age distribu-

tion of assistant Prosecutors and defenders, confirm ear-
lier findings that these positions have served as threshold

jobs for many recent law`sehool graduates, which enable

them to obtain the needed practical legal experienee prior

to entering into more lucrative positions in private law

practice.

TABLE V-3

Years of Service With Agency of ASSiStaOt Prosecutors

aod Defenders, 1974
(Percent d stribution)

Years of Service

P ssistant

Pfosecutors

Assistant

'efenders

Less than 2 . . 40.2 32.4

2-3 22.7 30.0

4-5 14.1 22.0

6-1.0
12.6 15.6

11-15
5.1 ,

.16-20
22 ..

21 and over 3.0

Total 100.0 100.0

Source: Censuatmplovee Characterist;cs Survey, !975.

Note: PetAtatages may not add to 100 due to roundini.

Estima*tes based on r...:sponses by prosecuto s and pub-

lic defenders to the NMS itirvey further indicate that, on

the average, only about one-fifth of-eall' recently hired

assistant prosecutors, and about one-third of the defend- --

erithad prior trial. experience. The latter, moreover, are

-found mainly in smaller agencies, and probably i:ciude a

large proportion of part-time attorneys who combine

their, public duties with a private law practice._ -4

The.above comparison has been limited to staff attor-

.neys, exclusive of chief prosecutors or defenders. How-

ever, the comparative data avail.able,,indicate- that the

latter; too, are younger and less exfst-,enc0 on -the

average than their counterparts in private practice. Thus,
whereas the median age of all lawyers in the labor force,

in 1970 was about 43 years, the median age of chief

prosecutors and defenders responding to the NMS survey

was oray 37 years. Moreover, over °rte.:half of all chief

prosectitors and nearly" all defenders.had less. than,
.

,-;f th:Er ("1 the

Census Employee Characteristics Survey.. The relatively

limited experience of prosecutors is due in part to the fact

that a large proportion of all prosecutors are elected,

typically for 4-year terms, or else hold office t.1,

son of political appointment. Among prosecutors re--7
sponding to the NMS, 72 percent were originally/
selected by election and 27 percent by appointmen
Public defenders generally were appointed to their posi-

tion by state or local officials or by the judiciary. In
'either case, virtually none' of theS-e positions have-civil -.

service status or similar tenure protection, thus contribut-.

ing to both voluntary and involuntary turnover arming,

these key personnel.
Some insight into factors contributing to the gh turn-

over of staff attorneys in prosecution and defense 'agen-

cies was obtained from a question included in the NMS

surveys of chief prosecutors end defende s concerning

the factors which, in their judgmentymo contributed to

turnover of staff attorneys in their ager:e s. As would be

expected, "inadequate salaries" we most 'frequently

cited by both prosecinors and defenders, as the primary

reason fo: separation.rHoweveri while *65 percent of the

prosecutors selected this !actor, only 36 Percent of the

heads of defenders' offices offered this as the "most
important reason." Another extrinsic factor directly re-

lated to compensation, i.e.; "limited promotion oppor-
tunities," wasidentified by less than 5 pence :: of ti*
prosecutors and less than 4 nercent of the defenders, as

the- primary reason"for high staff turnover. In contrast,

such intrinsic job factory as excessive workloads and jo,

frustration, were identified as most important (in combi

nation) by 36 percent of the defenders, but only 16

percent of the prosecutors.iThe desire for broader legvl

experience by 'staff atulptileyswhich may be related td

iii.erest both in careen advancement ankin a brOader

scope of professional assignmentswas identified as

"most important" by 1.9,pereent of the defenders and.1 i

percent of the prosecutors (Tabl, V-4).
Thus, whi73 pay and pay .miated considerations were

identified as the most imPortant factor in staff turnover, it.

.ip clear that defenderS, as a group, place much greater

emphasis on the role of other jobfactors, such as exces-

sive worldoads and rOated job frustrations; ,than do pros-

ecutors. The greater emphasis placed upon pay:related
issues by the proieeutors is also-unisistent with' their

responses to an ea ler question conceming the mast
important fictot coributing to personnel problems in

their agencies. Neatly o'ne-fourth (24 percent) of the
prosecutors identified inadequatpay as the "Major con-.

tributing factor" is'compared with only' S. resnrof the

defenders. ,

Data on minimum salaries of assisitntprosecutors and
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defenders y/em compiled 'from the NMS su eys of pros-
ecutors a d defenders conducted in late 7). These

. minima or entering salaries averaged $12,403 for as-
sistant rosecutors, and $13,761 for assistant defenders,
based on medians weighted by employment in agency
size roups (Table V-5). Email_ agencies, i.e., with
fewer than five employees, 'generally offered lower
salaries than did-larger agencies, particularly in the case
of the prosecutor offices surveyed. These salary levels
cari-be compared witb an average entry-level salary of

______$15,000_.for_attorneys, in private -employment, as of
March 1975, based on the .Bureau of Labor Statistics
national .survey of pay in key professional and other
occupations.8

TABLE V-4

Executive Responses on Most Impottant Factor
Contributing to Voluntary Resignations of

Prbsecutor and Defender Attorneys\
(Percent-distributions)

Vast ImIxmant Fact :x Prosecutors ,oc le nidcrit

Salaries inadequate : ,_.
Exceisive workloz.2
Desire for broader legal experience

:.

Frustration, low status, etc.
1.imited promotion opportunities

Total .

Number of responses

65.3
11,8
11-.2

4.4
1.7

14.0-.,
14, (1205)

---____--\.

3 ;o
26.7
1).1
9.8
5.3.

100.4
(225)

Source: NMS Executive Surveys. 1975.

The higher rrcsitaa entering salaries for attorneys in
public defender offices than for attorneys in prosecutor
offices, as shpwn in Table V-5, must be interpreted with
some caution, in view of the fact that defenders' agencies
are more highly -concentrated in larger metropolitan arees

. (where pay rP.tei, generally tend to be high) and that marry
-instates and local governments (such as New York City)

relit primarily upon contractual arrangements for provi-
sum of indigent-defense services. The latter wet: not
included. in the scope of the NMS survey. A surve; of
both categories of defender agencies conducted by 'the

National Legal Aid and Defenders Association
kNLADA) in late 1972, found that 76.5 percent of fun-
d= chief defenders actually received iess compensation
than the chief prosecutor in their jurisdiction.8

In any event, the above comparisons confirm the cc 1-
tinued existence of substantial gaps.between earning op-
poltunities for attorneys in state and local criminal justice
agencies andthose in other alternatives. Although direct
comparisons are not available, it is probable that this
adverse differential bec.ones progressively wider in the
case of attorneys with substantial periods of experience,

6a
I

cre?.!;ng sarong incentives--under normal
-conditionsfor attorneys to leave positions in pros-
ecntors' and defenders' offices after relatively ,short
periods of service.

TABLE V-7,5

:Minimum Salaries for Assistant Prosecutors
and Defenders, by.Si;e of Agency," 975

Agency Size
(Number of EFIlplOyets)

Malian MinifIlill11 Annual Sul ary

- Assistant Assistant
Prosecutors Defarters

All agencies a. $12,403 . $1:,761
1-4 8,679 12,848
5-9 11,088 14,171
10-24 12,499 J3,667
25-74 13,600
75-179 t. 13,269' 13,821
150 or more 13,500

.Numuer of responses 5§2 : 138
,--

We.ghted Median.
Source; h MS Executive Surveys, 1975

4. Corrections personnel. Personnel problems result-.,
ing from difficulties in recruiting qualified personnel and
from high turnover rates appear to have been chronic in
many correctional agencies during the past deCade, par-
ticularly with respect to correctional. officers.
suggested by a comparison :of the results of the .NMS.
survey with those of an earlier survey conducted i, 1967
for the Joint Commission on Correctional Minpower and
Training (Table V--6). The two,sets of survey tesults are
not precisely compdrable because of differenCesko sur-
vey design. However, while the, compariscns Indic to a
considerable easing of the labor supply situationwith
respect to treatMent and training specialists, very little
improvement had apparently occurred between 1967 and
the early 1970,'s in the capabilities of adult correctional.
agencies to recruit and retain line correctional officers.
Moreover, despite the slowdown to growt1, of juvenile
corrections agencies in the latter period, relatively high
proportions of these agencies' executives continued to
report difficulties in both recruitment and retention of
child care workers.

The continuation of significant retention problems for
both correctional officers and child care workersduting
the early 1970's is further illustrated by a comparison of
separation rates in these occupations, based on the two
surveys. In 1967, the separation rate for al' causes
among non-supervisory correctional officers in adult in-
stitutions was 22.6 percent, according to results of the
Joint Commission survey. This compares with an esti-
mated average voluntary resignation or quit rate of 19.1
percent in 1974 for all correctional officers, based on the
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TABLE V--6

Percent of Correctiona: Administrators Reporting Recruitment and Retention Problems in Key Occupations, in

feint Commission Survey for 1967 and in National Manpower Survey for 1971-74

Type of Agency and Occupation

.101n) Commission

Survey 119671

NMS Survey
(1971 -74 experience)

Recruitment
Problems

Retention

Problems

Recruitment

Problems

Retention

Problems

Adult Institutions:
,

Correctional officers
53 52 42 53

Treatment. personnel 1

28 23

Training personnel
} 60

40 20 15

Juvenile Institutions:
Child care workers

51 50 34 39

Treatment personnel
65 43 23 22

Training personnel
41 27 15 12

Soiree: A Tune to Act. Final Report of Joint Conmasion on Correctional Afaninncer and Training. 1969, 13 and (uppAunentary unpublished materials.

Source: NMS Executive Survey,. 1975, Percent with retention problems is total of reyponses indicating critical or seriuiv. roblem and "moderate problem."

NMS results. Since the latter rate excludes separations

due to such causes as deaths and retirements (est nated

at 1.5 percent) and refers to all correctional offieers,
including supervisorswhose turnover is normally

lowerthe comparison suggests little net change in the

high rate of turnover among custodial personnel between

these two periods. Similarly, the quit rate of 27.2 percent

for child care workers in 1974, based on the NMS, can

be compared with a total separation rate among child

care Norkers, or "cottage parents," of 28.3 percent in
°°1967, as reported in the Joint. Commission survey.

The persistence of high rates of personnel turnover

among line correctional personnelat least until the rt. -

cent recessionhas had obvious implicatons for it:e
effectiveness of correctional institutions. ene of the con-

comitants of high turnover is a lower averat! experience

level amonaine.personnelthose in day-to-day contact

with offendirs. The risks of extensive reliance upon
inexperienced personnel for these duties are illustrated

by the findings of the, New'York State Commission on

the Attica riot which identified the lack of experience of

many of the rwison's officers as one of the maj,.r factors

contributing to this disastrous riot.'n Yet, as a reult of
high turnover and of continued employment growth, the

av able evidence suggests a significant decline, rather

« than ncrease, in experience level of line correctional

.pers nel between 1968 and 1974. In 1968, a sample

surve of correctional personnel Qonducted for the Joint

Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training
found that orte-hqlf of all correctional. line workers (adult

arid juve 'Ily)..--ire re7.0 years or more of experience in
correctio al work." In 1975, the median years of Fervice

of line correctional officers in adult institutions was 4.8

years, and was 4.2 years for custodial personnel in

juvenile institutions, according to the Census Employee

Characteristics Suney. 12

The 1968 survey of correctional personnel for the Joint

Commission included a question concerning reasons for

leaving correctional work. Leading the list was "eco-
nomic reasons, low pay," which was identified by 63

percent of the line workers in the sample. Next in impor-

tance, particularly among juvenile workers, were "pres-
sures of the field, lack of success," and "lack of
advancement opportunities." Additional insights were

obtained from related, questions concerning aspects of

their jobs most liked or disliked by correctional person-

nel. Low pay was the job aspect most frequently disliked

by line personnel. However, next in importance were

such factors as "lack of staff," ''disorganization," "our
failures'," and "not being able to meet the needs of

offenders," all of which addressed in different ways the

frustrations of personnel with the correctional field and

its work environment. Thus, both economic factors, such

as pay, and intrinsic characteristics of the work itself

appear to hitve contributed to high persOnnel turnover."
Since the time of the above' survey, there has been

some relative improvement in employment conditions of
correctional personnel. Thus, between 196/ and 1973,

avenge monthly- earnings of 'full-time correctional em-
ployees in state and local-agencies rose by 51.3 percent,

as compared with smaller increases of 42.8 percent in

loss average weekly earnings, and of 46.3 percent in

hourly earnings for all non-supervisory or production
workers in. private non - agricultural establishments."
Nevertheless, salary rates of line correctional employees

continue substantially below those of line personnel in
police and sheriffs' agencies, as indicated by the follow-.-
ing comparisons foi 1975, based on the NMS surveys.
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If
Salarr, /975

(Mice officers $ 9.914
Deputy sheriffs 9,540
Probation and parole officers 9.533
Correctional officers, adult institutions 8.328
Child care workers, juvenile institutions 7,798

Sturce: NMS Executive Surveys. 1975

14MS staff field visits also confirm that many of the
personnel ,problems noted in the Joint Commission
studies continue to prompt high personnel turnover, as
illustrated by the followin3 comments.

"Corpo:tional officers, adult institutions. The
majority of the turnover was due to voluntary
resignations and the reasons most often cited
were lower salaries than other agencies and the
tension and overcrowding of institutions.

/ Moreover, the location of institutions far away
from urban populations was reported to be a
major factor in staff turnover." 15

"Child care workers. Two primary factors
contribute to turnover. One, as could be ex-
pected, is the opportunity to get better jobs.
The other is the poor career progression avail-
able for personnel in key occupations. . .espe-
cially for those having positions in institutional

_facilities. In community-based programs, rea-
sons for turnover tend to be more program
specific. The variety of reasons offen in-
cludes intensity of the work, lack of regular
time off, lack of seeing very many juveniles
become successful, disinterest in the program,
change in management, and requirement for
longer term program commitment by staff than
previously." 16

B. Projected Recruitment Needs

Recruitment needs for personnel in criminal justice
occupations will be detennined both by trends in future
personnel turnover, i.e., "replacement needs," and by
trends in total requirements for such personnel, i.e.,
"growth needs." Despite the relatively rapid recent
growth in employment in most criminal justice occupa-
tions, a major portion of new hiring in line criminal
justice occupations in Fiscal Year 1974 was to replace
losses of personnel resulting from either voluntary resig-
nations or other causes, such as deaths and retirements.
As shown in the first column of Table V-7, the propor-
tions of total accessions needed for replacement purposes
ranted from nearly two-thirds, for assistant defenders, to
over 90 percent.. for child care workers, in Fiscal Year
1974. Hence, estimates of future personnel separation
rates are a key element in any projection of recruitment
needs.
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iiL 1111',1 11111)011,1111, and tolatile. tactur in personnel
separations in the occupations under review has con-
sisted of voluntary resignations or "quits." Separation
rates for such reasons as retirements or deaths are gener-
ally determined by such factors as the age distribution of
personnel in each occupation andin the case of
retirementsby provisions-of-pension plans. These rates
were estimated as of 1974 based on available Census
survey data on theige distributions of personnel in these
occupations and on collateral statistics on death and
retirement rates by, age, and were assumed to remain
constant during the period through 1985. Voluntary res-
ignation rates, on the other hand, normally fluctuate
widely', in relation to general labor market conditions. An
analysis of quit rates of manufacturing workers for the
period 1956-75 has indicated that, on the average, a 10
percent increase in the unemployment rate was accom-
panied by an 8 percent reduction in the quit rate. Since
the average levels of unemployment projected for the
period 1975-80 have been assumed to be substantially
higher than those experienced during Fiscal Year 1974,
corresponding reductions were made in projected volun-
tary separation rates, bused, on this relationship, with
some modifications for specific occupations. For exam-

,

ple, in the case of attorneys, available data indicated
significant weakening in job opportunities for recent law
school graduates in the period 1970-74, as a result of the
sharp growth in law school graduations during this
period. Recent reports have, however, indicated a slow-
down in the fate of growth in law school enrollments and
graduations, and a more favorable placement experience
and outlook for graduates.' 7 Based on these assessments,
a more moderate reduction in voluntary resignation rates
of assistant prosecutors and defenders, between Fiscal
Year 1974 and the period 1975-80, was projected than
for the other occupations (Table V-7).

Voluntary resignation rates in all of these occupations
are expected to increase-in the period 1980-85, based on
the assumed reduction in the unemployment rate from
about 7 percent to 5 percent, during this period. They
wou'd, however, remain somewhat lower than in Fiscal
Year '74, when ths.: unemployment rate averaged 5.6
percent.

In view of the uncertainties concerning both the per-
sonnel turnover and employment growth projections by
occupation, the resulting estimates of .annual recruiting
needs should be construed as general indicators of the
probable direction and magnitude Of change over this
period, under the stated assumptions. The projections do
suggest, however, a generally favorable recruitment cli-
mate for criminal justice agencies during the coming
10-year period. Annual recruitment needs are expected
to be lower during 1975-80 than in Fiscal Year 1974 in



TABLE V-7

Estitlated Annual Recruitment Needs in Selected Criminal Justice Occupations: Actual, Fiscal Year 1974:

Projected 1975-80, 1980-85

OLcurutIon
s Ina I .

FY 1974

ow led
A nnua

1975 KO 1,/hi

Sworn Officers:
Police Protection Agencies:

Total recruitment needs
61,700 50,400 56,400

Replacements
45,600 37,000 48,91,0

Growth
16,100 13,400 7.500.

Custodial Officers,
State Adult Institutions:

Total recruitment needs
13,400 9,500 12,400

Replacements
/1.600 7,100 10.500

Growth
4,800 2.400 1.900

Child Care Workers,
Juvenile Institutions:

Total recruitment needs
6,000 3,900 4,700

Replacements
5,200 3,700 4.600

Growth
300 200 100

Probation and Parole Officers;
Total recruitment needs

4,800 3,800 4,600

Replacements
3,100 2,600 3,700

Growth
1,700 1.200 900

Staff Attorneys, Prosecution.
and Legal Service Offices:

Total recruitment needs
7,200 6,700 9,600

Replacements
5%100 4,400 1,600

Growth
2,100 2,300 8,01/0

Assistant Defenders,
Public Defender Agencies:

Total recruitment needs
1,200 1,000 1,400

Replacements
900 800 1,100

Growth
400 200 3(10

Estimates for FY 1974 based on personnelaurnnver rates from TaNe V -7. and on NMS employment estimates by occupation
Detail may not add to total, due to rounding.

all of the six occupations analyzed, by amounts ranging

from only 7 percent for prosecutors, to 35 percent for

child care v -.4-kers. If the economy improves during the

1980-85 period, higher personnel turnover will result in

an increase in annual recruiting needs in all of these
occupations, despite the projected slowdown in em-
ployment growth. In the latter period, annual recruitment

needs for assistant prosecutors and defenders would be

higher than in Fiscal Year 1974, but would be substan-

tially lower in the case of sworn police officers, adult
corrections officers and child care workers.

It should be noted that these recruiting needs pro-

jections include both full -time and part-time personnel.

The latter account for a disproportionate amount of per-

sOnnel turnover in such occupations as police officers

and assistant prosecutors. Any trend towards consolida-

tion of ssmall agencies, and a consequent reduction in

part-tiale personnel, would substantially reduce the pro;

jected 'oral annual recruitment needs .in these 'occupa-

tions.

C. Utilization of Minority Personnel

and Women
Increased representation of blacks and other minorities

in law enforcement and correctional occupations has

been strongly recommended by various national Com-

missions, both on grounds of fair employment practices

and because of the belief that it can contribute to overall

effectiveness in communities or in correctional institu-

tions with large minority populations. Actions taken by

the courts in enforcing federal equal employment oppor-

tunity laws, including establishment of racial hiring

quotas in some jurisdictions, have accentuated tl.t. pres-

sures upon many agencies to increase recruitment of

blacks and other minority personnel.
In the case of police agencies, the National Advisory

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards, and Goals

had recommended: "When a substantial ethnic minority

population resides within the jurisdiction, the police

agency should take affirmative action to achieve a ratio
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of minority group employees in appioskintalc pruponion
to the makeup of the population." '" This report, as well
as previous studies, had noted that lack of adequate
minority representation had contributed to past tensions
and conflicts between residents of urban ghetto areas and
the predominantly white police forces patrolling these
areas.

In the case of correctional institutions, such assess-
ments similarly concluded that the gross disparity be-
tween the racial composition of inmate populations,
which consisted predominantly of blacks or other
minorities in ::-any institutions, and of the custodial
force, which was predominantly white, had contributed
to inmate - guar; tensions and conflicts-notably in the
Attica prison riot."

Analysis of available statistics on the racial and ethnic
,corn-,osition of police officers and of custodial officers in
state and local agencies indicates that there has been
some increase in Minority representation in both of these
occupations since 1960. Between 1960 and 1970, the
percentage of blacks employed as policemen and detec-
tives in state and local agencies rose from 3.6 percent to
5.3 percent, according to a special analysis of data from
the decer.nial Census of Population (Table V-8). Over
the same period, the percentage of blacks employed as
"guards and watchmen" in state and local agencies--the
occupational group woich incl....des correctional
officers-rose from 6.6 percent to 10.7 percent (Table
V-9). Statistics compiled by the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission for 1973 and 1974, although not
strictly comparable in occupational coverage, suggest

that turther increases.in minority representation had oc-
curred in the early 1970's. Based on this source, the
percentage of blacks among law enforcement officers
was 6.5 percent in 1974 and 17.7 percent of all correc-
tional officers were black in that year. Persons of Spanish
origin accounted for an additional 2.3 percent of law
enforcement officers, and for 3.1 percent of custodial
officers, in 1974.

TABLE V-8

Employment of Blacks and Spanish-Americans,
as Percent of All State and Local Law
Enforcement Officers: Selected Years:

1960-1974

Percent Black Percent Spanish Origin

1960 3.6
1970 5.3
1973 b rs 2.3
1971 b 6.5 2.3

Source. Tabulations by NMS from the decennial Census of Population, 1960 and 1970,
public use samples. Based on data for persons employed as "policemen and detectives. and

as "sheriffs, badith. marshalls and constables." in state and local agencies. Data for Spanish
origin officers not available on a :omparable bask.

° Source: Tabulations P' NMS from regions of slate and local governments to the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEDC-4). Based an data for persons in "protective
service" occupations. in state and local law enforcement agencies.

Despite these indications of progress in employment
of rr.;,:.:Aity personnel, their representation in the uni-
formed police and correctional forces of state and local
agencies was still substantiaqy below the proportions of
minorities in the "service populations" of these agen-

TABLE V-9

Percent of Minoruies Employed in Line Custodial Positions in State and Local Correctional Institutions,
Selected Years: 1960-74

1).ita Source Pet cent

Black

Percent Vinoriiies

Percent

SpanishAmerrcan
Percent

Women

Census of Populatton, "Guards and Watchmen- ".
1960 6.6 ° N.A. 5.8
1970 10.7 2.0 8.8

EFOC Reports. "Prtiteciive Service Workers-
197.5 15.4 1.9 9.3
1974

Census Employee Characteristics Survey. "Line Custodial Workers': d.
17.7 3.1 9.8

1974-Totzl 19.4 2.9 14.0
Adult institutions 17.8 2.6 7.5
Juvenile institution. ' 32.4 2.7 33.7
Sheriffs jails 13.3 3.8 17.3
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Source: Based on special tahulations ouhlcuse sample tapes (or state and local employees (mm the 1960 and 1970 Censuses of Population.
Defirsad as "noniwhites
Smove. Equal Employment Opramuntiy t Hi) 4 Reports. 1974 Includes state. county, and mul ',nal employees.

^ Source: Based on NMS tanulatans Bair Cerisii 1 mlJ,.y re Characteratics Survey. 1974 Excludes CUSIOdiai 6 ,r.ours.
Based nn responses indicating that employer has contactwith jusiniles as part of cc:Italia! dUIV,S.



cies, in 1974. The deficiency has been particularly great

in the case of state and county police protection agencies,

where only 1.5 percent and 4.7 percent, respectively, of
all police officers or deputy sheriffs were black, as com-
pared to 7.8 percent in city police agencies.

Geographical comparisons also been made, by state,
of the proportion of blacks in two major occupation
categories: police officers in city police agencies and

custodial officers in state prisons, with the corresponding
proportion of blacks in the service populations of these

agencies:
Police officers. The proportion of black police offi-
cers in city police agencies was found to be much
lower than the proportion of blacks residing in urban

areas in almost all states and LEAA Regions (Table
V-10). The most pronounced disparities were found

,n Region IV and VI, which include most of the
Southern States. In Region VI, the proportion of
black city police officers was only about one-third of

their cm-responding urban population ratio. Western

States, on. the o&..1- hand, repo-tied much closer

currespundence between nittet, ponce itixt em-
ployment, and the proportion of blacks in their
urban population. However, among states with siza-

ble proportions of blacks in the population (10 per-

cent or more) only one state, Pennsylvania, had
attained "parity" in its proportion of police officers
by 1974.
Custodial officers. A comparison was made of the
percentage of blacks holding custodial officer posi-
tions in state prisons with the percentage of blacks

among the inmates of these prisons (Table V-11). In

none of the 41 state prison systems for which such
data were available did the racial composition of
their guard force approach parity with that of their
inmate populations. Among 17 reporting state sys-
tems with large proportions of black inmates, i.e.,
40 percent or more, only 5 states-South Carolina,
Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, and Arkansas-
reported percentage; of black custodial officers
which were one-half or more of the corresponding
percentage of black inmates.

TABLE V- a)

Percent of Black Policemen and Detectives in City Police Agencies, 1974 Compared ?ercent of Blacks in

Total Urban Population, by LEAA Region and State

I.EA A If c bun

_no State

Percent of City
Police Offi-ers
Who are Black

Percent of

Urban Population
That is Black

Ratio of Perent Black
Officers to Percent

Black Urban Population

Total, U.S.
7.8 12.3 .63

Region I, Tura!
2.8 4.1 .68

Connecticut
5.6 7.5 .75

Maine
0.2 0.4 .50

Massachusetts
2.1 3.5 .60

New Hampshire
0.0 0.5

Rhode Island,
2.7 2.9 .93

Vermont
0.0 0.2

Region II, Total
8.4 13.0 .65

New Jersey
7.9 11.4 .69

New York -- 8.6 13.6 .63

Region III, Total
11.6 16.2 .72

Delaware
13.2 13.9 .95

Maryland
14 0 19 2 .73

Pennsylvania
11.8 11.7 1.01

Virginia
10.0 17,6 .57

West Virginia
1.8 5.3 .34

Region IV, Total 10.7 21.8 .49

Alabama
7.8 28.0 .28

Florida
6.n 15.7 .38

Georgia
17.9 28.3 .62

Kentucky
5.2 10.8 .48

Mississippi
North Carolina

15 7

11.9

33.6
23.9

.47

.50

South Carolina
13.3 26._5 .50

Tennessee
13.1 .61
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TABLE V- !() (Continued)

Percent of Black Policemen and Detectives in City Police Agencies, 1974 Compared to Percent of Blacks in
Total Urban Population, by LEAA Region and State

LEAA Region
arid State

Penxnt of City
Police Officers
Who arc black

Percent of
Urban Population

That is Black

Ratio of Percent Black
Officers to Percent

Black Urban Population

Region V, Total 9.1 11.7 .77
Illinois 13.0 15.2 .86
Indiana 9.1 10.3 .88
Michigan 11.1 14.6 .76
Minnesota 0.6 1.3 .46
Ohio 5.8 11.7 .50
Wisconsin 1.6 4.3 .37

Region VI, Total 5.2 16.1 .32
Arkansas 7.1 20.2 .35
Louisiana 10.3 30.6 .34
New Mexico 1.9 2.6 .73
Oklahoma 3.7 8.1 .46
Texas 4.2 13.1 .32

Region VII, Total
Q

7.1 8.6 .83
Iowa 0.8 2.0 .40
Kansas 5.2 6.8 '1
Missouri 10.5 13.9 .76

. Nebraska 2.7 4.3 .6'
Region VIII, Total 2.2 2.1 1.05

Colorado 3.4. 3.7 .92
Montana 0.0 0.4 0
North Dakota 0.0 0.4 0
South Dakota 0.3 0.2 1.50
Utah 1.3 0.7 1.86
Wyoming 0.0 1.2 0

Region IX, Total 5.0 7.0 .71"

Arizona 2.5 3.4 .74
California 5.3 7.5 .71
Hawaii 0.0 1.1 0
Nevada 3.8 6.7 .57

Reg::.n X. Total 1.2 2.2 .52
Alaska 2.2 4.8 .46
Idahc 0.2 0.4 .50
Oregtm 0.8 1.7 .47
Washington 1.6 2.7 .59

Percent of city police who are black from Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. EEOC-4 Report. 1974.
° Percent of urban population that is black from U S. Bureau of the Census. 1970 Cen,,a ''npula.,

Black and other minority employees of law enforce.
ment and correctional agencies (both uniformed ar. ,
non-uniformed) were also found to be disproportionately
concentrated in the lower paid and lower status positions
of these agencies. Thus, EEOC reports for 1974 indicate
that minority employees-including blacks, Spanish-
American and other minorities-accounted for 34 per-
cent of the work force in "service maintenance" jobs of
police protection Agencies in 1974, although they held
less than 9 percent of the officer positions and 3.6 per-
cent of the managerial positions. The disparity was
somewhat less pronounced in the case of state and local
correctional agencies, where minorities eld 26 percent
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f the maintenance positions and 12 percent of the man-
agerial positions.

The more favorable representation of minorities in
top-managerial positions of correctional agencies than in
police agencies is also confirmed by the results of the
NMS surveys of executives of these agencies in 1975.
Minority members then constituted the following per-
centages of all &iminirrators or wardens of correctional
agencies: adult institutions, 9 percent; juvenile institul
tions, 13 percent; and probation and parole agencies, 4

,pment. In contrast, blzrAs end members of other minor-
ity groups held 1 percent .r less of police chief or
sheriff positions.
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TABLF V-11

Blacks as Percent of Custodial Officers and of Inmate Populatims in State Prisons for Selected States,
by LEA 4 Region, 1973-74

State

Percent Black Cus-
tudial Officers. 1974

Percent Black

I nmates. 1973 °

Region I:
Maine

, Vermont
Region II:

New Jersey
Net York

0.0
0.0

25.6
20.3

2.0
0.4

49.7 C

58.3

Region III:
Delaware 38.0 60.1

Maryland 42.7 74.0

Pennsylvania 10.2 56.5

Virginia 13.9 59.3

West Virginia 0.8 15.3

Region IV:
Florida 8.5 56.2

..Georgia 6.7 63.5

Kentucky 4.8 ' 26.9

Mississippi 27.1 63.0

North Carolina 16.0 54.0

South Carolina 40.8 58.6 c

Region V:
Illinois .. 23.7 57.5

Indiana 13.2 41.4

Michigan 5.9 . 58.5

Minnesota 0.0 16.1

Wisconsin 1.4 30.1

Region VI:
Arkansas 33.3 47.6

Louisiana 15.8 71.1

New Mexico 0.0 11.6

Oklahoma 11.4 26.3

Texas 4.9 43.4

Region VII:
Iowa 0.9 19.1

Kansas 6.7 31.7

Nebraska 9.3 29.7

Region VIII:
Colorado 3.2 19.3

Montana 0.0 1.6

North Dakota 0.0 1.8

South Dakota 0.0 1.9

Utah 0.4 9.2

Wyoming 0.0 4.2

Region IX:
-Arizona 4.0 ' 21.5

California 11.7 31.8

Nevada 1.0 21.8'

9.egion X:
Alaska 0.0 16.0

Idaho 1.6 1.0

Oregon 2.7 13.3

Washington 2.8 17.4

Source: Baird Employment Oppoimmititommisslon, EE0-4 Report: 1974.
tource: 'U.S. Department of lustice. LEAH, Unpublished Reports. Suites for which either perr.mt Black custodial officer, ar Black inmates were not available, were artitted.

Includes "otter races."
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In addition to the above data on the actual proportions
of minority personnel employed, by occupation, an
analysis was made of recruitment and attrition rates of
minority personnel in law enforcement and correctional
officer positions in 1974. In Fiscal Year 1974, a special

analysis of EEOC reports indicated that 13.1 percent of
all new hires of police officers and sheriffs were minority

group members (blacks or Spanish-Americans), a sig-
nificantly higher proportion than their share of total
officer positions in these agencies at the end of Fig Cal

Year 1974 (9.3 percent). Similarly, 27.4 percent of all
new hires to custodial officer positions were minority
group members, as compared to their current proportion
of 22.9 percent, of total custodial officer positions in
these agencies. These higher recruitment rates, in com-
bination with lower attrition rates for minority group
incumbents, had '..ontributed to the net increases in their
share of total officer positions in these law enforcement
and correctional agencies during fiscal year 1974.

The above data refer to experience during a year of
relatively high personnel turnover and employment
growth. There is no assurance that the favorable recruit-
ment differentials for minority gaup members can be
maintained during the period 1975-85 when competition
for these positions may be more severe. Projections of
minority group employment in police and sheriffs' agen-
cies were made, however, under an initial assumption
that minority group members would maintain the same
ratio of new officer accessions and the same relative
attrition rates as in 1974. Based on these assumptions,
the percentage of minority group members in police
officer or deputy sheriff positions in the 3,400 jurisdic-

tions covered by the EEOC reports would increase from

9.3 percent in 1974 to 13 percent in 1985. The latter

percentage would, however, remain below the projected
proportion of blacks-and Spanish-Americans in the U.S.

population of 17.6 percent in 1985.
A second set of estimates was also prepared to deter-

, mine the average percentage of minority group members

who would have to be hired by these agencies each year
between 1974 and 1985, in order to attain parity with

their projected overall population ratio ,jf 17.6 percent in

1985. Attainment of this proportion of minority group
members in state and local police officer and sheriffs'
positiOns would require an increase in the percentage of
minorities to be recruited from 13.1 perCent in Fiscal

Year 1974, to am- average c 18.1 percent per year,
between /974 and 1985. In tine absence of greatly inten-

sified minority recruitment efforts, including appropriate
modifications of selection criteria, it appears, unlikely
that this ratio will oe attained.

,,romen. With limited exceptions, police officer and
correctional officer position4 have traditionally been con-
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sidered as Ornen's occupations." The relatively few
women employed in these positions have been typically
assigned to specialized roles. In the case of police protec-
tion agencies, sworn women police officers have been
most frequently used in juvenile units, in sex criminal
investigations, as matrons in jails or lock-ups, or in
various clerical or technical functions. In addition,
women uniformed personnel are used extensively in aux-.
iliary non-sworn positions, such as part-time school
crossing guards, or as parking meter attendants or "me-
ter maids". In correctional institutions, women officers,

are mainly assigned to supervision of female or juvenile
inmates, and to non-contact roles in adult male institu-
tions, for example, in inspection of female visitors to
prisons.

Among the discrithinatory practices of police agencies

noted in the report of the National Advisory CommissiOn

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals were the
maintenance of fixed quotas or ceilings on recruitment of
women officers, discriminatory hiring, aid discrimina-
tory promotional practices. In both the police, and correc-
tional fields, emphasis in equal employMent opportunity
programs has been piked on a broader scope of duty or
occupational assignmentsfor example, to regular pa-
trol duties, in the case of women police office's.

As in the case of minority recruitment, pressures for

change in these practices have come mainly. from sources
outside of the criminal justice agencies themselves. A

1970 Supreme Court decision (Griggs v. Duke Power
Company, 401, U.S. 424) required that employment
selection criteria must he nondiscriminatory, specifically
job-related, and :validated. In 1972, the Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission was empowered to en-
force Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as it

applies to discrimination against women. The growth of

he "women's rights" movement, exemplified by' the
pending Equal Rights AmendMent, has provided further
impetus to measures to eliminate sex discrimination in

hiring. In addition, recent labor market developments
notably the decline in job opportunities in some tradi-
tional women's fields, such as teachinghas encouraged

many well educated women to seek alternative employ-
ment in previously male occupations, including the law
enforcement and correctional fields.

The available statistics indicate that there has been a
small' but measurable increase in the proportions of

wome
shown in Table V-1 ,

ctional officers. As
women em-

ployed as police officers rose slightly bet en 1960 and
1970, based on both Census and FBI statistics for these

years, and reaehel 3.0 percent in 1974, based on EEOC
reports for the la. 1r year. The proportions of women
employed as correctional, or line custodiarofficers, has



been found to vary significantly, depending upon the
i).,zcupational classifications followed in the various data
sources; hence, no valid estimates of trends are avail-
able.

In police agencies, an analysis of female employment,
based on the NMS occupational groupings, indicates
(hat -among sworn officerswomen are disproportion-

,7-ssigried to support functions or duties, as

c.,)111pared to line functions, or to positions in line man-
agement rind supervision (Table V-I3). In correctional
agencies, women comprised a much larger proportiOn
(33.7 percent) of line custodial personnel in contact with
juveniles, as compared to 7.5 percent, in adult institu-
tions and 17.3 percent in sheriffs' jailsthe latter includ-

TABLE V-12

Percent of Women Employed as Law Enforcement Offi-
ers in State and Local Agencies, Selected Years:

1960-1970

'yoim, and Years Pencil!

Census of Population " (policemen, detective,,
sheriffs):

1960 1.9

1970 2.9
FBI b (sworn officers):

1960. - 2.0
1970 2,5

EEOC' (protective service workers):
1973. 2.7
1974 3.0

Source: Based on special tabulations from decennial Censuses public-use tapes from the

1960 and 1970 Censuses of Population
° EB1, Uniform Crone Report,. 1971, Table 53, 1974, Table 58 Excludes state police

apncies
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 1..F0 4 kepi its. 19'3 and 1974

ing detention facilities for both adults and iuveniles.
On the basis of recent recruitment and turnover ex-

perience, only limited progress in utilization of women
in line law enforcement positions can be expected in the
next decade. An analysis of EEOC reports indicates that
the proportion of women recruited as police officers in
fiscal y;:ar !974 was 6.0 percent,' a significantly nigiier
proportion than :heir share of total police officer posi-
tions, of 2.8 percent. However, attrition rates for women
police officers were also slightly higher than for men. A
continuation of the 1974 recruitment and attrition experi-
ence would result in only a modest net growth in their
share of total police officer positions, to about 3.9 per-
cent in 1985, due in part to the overall slowdown in
growth of police employment indicated by our pro-
jections.

In the correctional sector, a key factor which will tend
to check the growth in the proportion of women in line
custodial positions is the very slo.w net employment
growth projected for child care workers in juvenile in-
stitutions, where a relatively large proportion of women
are employed. Thus, -in the absence of a significant
change in current recruitment.and assignment practices
for women in adult correctional institutions, it is unlikely'
that their overall share-of line custodial positions will
increase materially in the coming decade.

D. Conclusions
Our examination of recent personnel turnover expert=

ence- in key criminal justice occupations and of related
personnel issues has identified a number of significant
personnel management problems, which have adversely
affected the o-.,erall performance of many law enforce-
ment and criminal justice agencies. High personnel

TABLE V-13
Employment of Women in State and Local Police Agencies, by NMS Occupational Group: 1974

Total

Employees

n

Total
Percent of

Total

All employees 520,413 78,711 14.6
Police Officers:

Sworn officers, excluding auxiliary officers, total 398,115 6,337 1.6
Management and supervision 61.610 101 0.1
Line patrol and investigation 302.215 4,216 1.4
Direct suppOrt 17.117 1,244 7.3
Indict support 17,164 7'15 4.5

Auxiliary officers and trainees (school ci ,.sing guards, meter checkers, police
aides, etc.) 15,243 2,1;115 59.6

Civilian employees, total ". 86,055 50,758 5%0
Direct support, 26,988 10,754 . 39.9
Indirect support 58,303 40,000 68.6

Includes 763 civilian nersonnel classified in line mart,eement and supervisory position,
Source...U.S. Bimini of the Census Employee Characteristics Survey, 1974
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turnover i11 ditlicultie, in recruitment of

applieatm,. ha(' been experienced by many
agencies during the earl- 197(s. in such hey occupa-
'''ns as assist;,:a prosecutors and defender correctional

officers, 'child care workers and law enforcement officers

4 the smaller ?olice and sheriffs' agencies. Low salaries.

lack of career opportunities and the difficult working
conditions characteristic of many of these jobs were
idenoted as important c:frtrabuting facto.s. High pt:rson-
nel tot io..er had served to redaee the-aver f..Te experience

level if pers'Nmel in these positions, and -had entailed
substarMa! investments 'in recruitment and initial training

of replacements.
The reductions in perainnel turnover experienced

since 1974, in turn. appear to have been due primarily to
external labor market factors, i.e.. the growth in unem-
ployment accompanying the recent economic recession,

rather than to tiny basic improvement in the relative pay

or conditions -of 'Inployment in these occupations. To
the extent that the labor market continues to provide a

surplus of job seekers, in relation to available openings,

personnel turuov4 and rei ruitmen' problems will he
reduced in the 4rS'immediately ahead. From a person-
nel management standpoint, this will, at least temporar-

ily . provide favorable conditions for more selective
recruitment and fcr a shift of emphasis in training pro-
grams titanl quantity to quality.

However, our lonr-range itssessment, predicated on
restoration of more favorable economic growth rates by

the early 1980's, indicates the likiihood of an increase in

personnel turnoer unless correc'tive actions are taken.

Some of these actions, such as neet'd adjustments in

salary structures. are normally not within the authority of

agency executives. themselves. However, more can he

done. in many agencies, to improve career dqelopment
programs. to correct adverse working condition} and to

itiake jobs more challenging. Organizational reforms,

Such ati consolidation of very small pulice or prosecutor
agencies and unification of court systems. would also

Help to reduce personnel turnover, by broadening train-

ing and advancement opportunities.
An 'additional personnel policy issue, iscussed in this

chapter, has been the assessment of. progress by law

enforcement and correctional agenc-ies in. prilviding
eqUitable employment opportunities to minority person-
nel and women. Based on available statistics, progress
has been limited and uneven. The percentage of black
officers is still very low in state and county police and

sheriffs' agencies, and few states or regions hay:,

achieved parity between the proportions of blacks in tfie:r

., population and that in their-police forces. Although the /

proportions of blacks among correctional officers was/

found to be i.tnerally higher than in 'police agencies,
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none of the state prison systems with substantial propor-
tions of black inmates had approached similar ratios in

their correctional staffs. Finally, our assessment of the

employment of women in line law enforcement or cor-
rectional positions has revealed very limited overall

progress in broadening employment opportunities for
women outside of the traditional "female-type" posi-
tions in these.ageheics.
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CHAPTER 'VI. HIGHER EDUCATION FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL:

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATICioN PROGRAM

In addition to surveying the quantitative personnel
needs' of criminal justice agencies, a central task of the
National Manpower Sur Vey was to assess the adequacy
of the training and education of personnel in these agen-
Cies and of existing federal assistance programs for these

The largest and most visible of theseLEAA-
fun:ed programs has been the Law Enforcement Educa-
tion Program` (LEEP). Expenditures for this program
exceeded $4! million in Fiscal Year 1975 and accounted
for more than one-half of total'LEAA funded expendi-
tures for training and academic assistance. During the
8 years following its authorization by the Congress in
June 1968. ti, LEEP program is estimated to have pro-
vided financial assistance to a quarter of a million em-
ployees, or potential employees, of criminal justice
agencies, with a total cumulative expenditure of $234
million.

The premise underlying the LEEP program is that an
upgrading of the educational level of -Sriminal justice
personnel, particularly- police officers, is a necessary
condition for improving the performance of these per -.
sonnel. The first section of this chapter presents evidence
bearing on this issue based on a combination of research
approaches, including occupational task analyses, ex-
ecut. ve assessments, and empirical research on the rela-
tionship between educational attainment and job
performance of police officers. It also presents data on
current and rojected educational standards for entry into
these positions.

The second section assesses the role played by the
LEEP program in contributing to the eduCational upgrad:
ing of criminal justice persoithel, inciuding both quan-
titative and qualitative aspects of the, LEEP-funded
college programs.

The third section examines the implications of future
trends in agency personnel needs resources for LEEP
or other federal academic assistance progs.

The final section sumnwizes our findihgs coneerning
major needs and priorities for academic assistance, based
on these assessments.

A. The Issue of Educational Standards
1. Major commission recommendations. AlthoUgh

the need for college-educated administrators in both law
enforcement and correctional agencies has long been
recognized, recommendations that all line officers in
these activities be requiredor encouragedto pursue
their education beyond the high school graduation level
are of more recent origin and have been largely confined
to the law enforcemenr fie!d. Such diverse organizations
as the Police Foundation, the American Bar Association
and the International Association of Chiefs of Police
have become proponents of higher education for police,
as part of a process of "professionalizing" the police
occupation. Perhaps the greatest impetus for educational
upgrading of police officers, however, has come from
the two national commis ions convened during the past
10 years to recommend it rovements in the criminal
justice system.

The Report of the President's Commission on Law
EnfOrcement and Administration of Justice (1967)
proposed an immediate requirement of a bac-
calaureate degree for all police officers in supervis-
ory and executive positions and a similar four-year
degree requirement for all sworn police officers as
an "ultimate aim." The latter recommendation was
coupled, however, with a proposal for establishment
of three levels of entry' into police work: (1) a
"community service officer" who would serve in an

'app. ce or paraprofessional role, without general
arr ers; (2) a swom police officer, and (3) a
nes, position of "police agent," with broader scope
and higher qualifications than the general police
officer. The "community service officer" position
would not require a college education and would 41
provide a channel of entry- into police work for
motivated younger persons, who might not other-
wise qualify for sworn officer positions. The educa-
tional standards for the sworn police officer would
be progressively raised from the then-prevailing

"standard of a high school diploma to that of a college
diploma. The proposed "police agent" pos ition in
turn, would initially require a two-year college de-
gree; and an ultimate four-year degree.4

co The report of the National Advisory. Commission on .
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Criminal Justice Standards and Goals ( 1973) also

proposed a phased Inc lease :n minimum e._.caNarial

standards for all new entrants into sworn officer

positions, from an immediate requirement for com-

pletion of one year of college, to an ulti?nate re-

quirement of a bachelo:-'s degree by 1972.2

In coitrast to the above recommendations on police

officer standards, the national commissions, as well as
professional associations in the correctional field, have

generally supported a more modest minimum standard of

high school graduation for the line correctional officer
position. These recommendations have no doubt been

influenced, by the narrower range of responsibilities of

most line correctional officer positions than of polick.
officerS, and by 'lesser agency emphasis on minimum

educatiOnal standards for correctional officers than in the

case of police officers. Thus while the President's Crinie
Commission repored, in 1967, that over 70 percent of
police departments required a high school diploma for

police caodi4tates, and that a number of departments had

already a requirement for some college work,

a survey of state correctional systems that year indicated

that only 59 percent of the states required a high school

diploma or GED for selection as a lire correctional
.officer. Although there INS been tittle support for estab-
lishment of a higher educational standard as a require-

ment for entry into basic correctional officer's positions,

the President's Crime Commission Task Force on Cor-

rections, as' well as professional organizations s'uch as the

American Correctional Association, have recommended

upgrading of educational levels of correctional officers,

generally, through continuing education prtigrams, as

part, of career development of correctional officers for

. supervisory and managerial positions and for increased
assumption of certain counseling functions by these per-

sonnet.
The proponents of a college-level educational re-

quire ent for entry into police officer positions 'aave

supp rted this recommendation on several gr .unds.

The e have included job complexity and scope, organiza-

tki al considerations and labor market factors:

Job complexity. The wide variety of tasks and re-

' sponsibilities of police officers, including many in-

volving considerable nse of discretion, have been
cited as requiring personnel with a broad under-
standing of social and behavioral problems., includ-

ing particular! y those relevant, to community
relations, to crisis intervention and to juVenile delin-

quency behavior= In addition, the introduction of.
new technology into both the parol and investiga-
tive functions; as well as the riquirement for in-

creased legal sciphigtication as a result of recent
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Sup:erne Co. -t decisions, have, it k cla'me'i,
further increased the intelle.:tual and educational
demands of the police officer position.

c Organizational considerations. In addition to jus-
tifications based on the specific duties and knowl-

edge needs of the bask patrol officer, others have

emphasized that career development considerations
require a large pool of college trained line police

oiLcers, since selection of investigators, supervisors

and managerial personnel is almost entirely from
internal sources. It has also been contended that,
although college education may not be essential for

performance of many police officer tasks, the better

educated personnel'are more proficient in certain of

these tasks. are more trainable for more ct- ;. !ex or
specialized assignmentg, are likely to be

thoritarian and are more apt to support or adapt to
Innovative approaches, such as team polidng, thus
creating an impetus for systems change and )m-

iisrovement.

Labor rarket trends. The increasing educational

attainment of the labor forceand the groCving trend

towards extension of the normal educational period

to include at least 2 years of collegehas in-,,

pc\reasecithe pool, of potential applicants for police
ositions with at least some college education. It has

been contended that:if police departments continue

to mainiain a high school graduate/Standard of entry,

they willin effectbe lowering their standards in

relation to other occupations and to the gene'ral edu-

cant-mat-level-of-their serviceipopulatioh:;. In addi-

tion, as opportunitie for higher education an
"democratized," ',the smaller pool of non-collego

trained applicants will lend to becorrie increasingly

less qualified, in terms of motivation and ability.

Not all authorities, either' inqde or outside of the

police profession, have accepted )fie above reasoning.

, OpponentsOf a mandatory Thininium educatiOnal s:antr

and abovethe high school gradyate level, although not

challenging the desirability of continuing higher eduta-

ition for police officers, have q.6estioned the lelevanceof
college educatibn, per se, to the performance of.the taslci

of the basic patrol officer, contending that .ninny Other d

aptitudes -- -such as motivation, innate intelligence, hon-

esty and inter-personal skills are more ret-vant to
police performance.. Moreover, in the absence Of demon-

strated job relevance,,, they have contended that esta6-

"lishment of higher educ.ational standards hag the effect of

discriminating against crt thenvise qualified applicitrits .

u
from minority and d thus is incompatible with equal

employment opportunity policies.
s



Several approaches v.fre takers, in the, present stud;.
to assess the validity ot tar ,ibovs; po..itions. These hay_
included: ( I) an analysis ot police otik..er tasks. a:id
related skill and knowledge requirements. hosed on!oc.-
cupational analysis. rating. proceddre::: (2) a -review 'of
available empirical research on the relationship letween
educational atfainment and police performance; and (3) a
survey of-police executive opinion Concerning relate .e
performance of college and non-college trztined o;licers.
These findings are summarized in the following sections.

2. Occupational analysis findings. In the course of
.

NMS field visits to law enforcement agencies, data-were
Colleeted from small sample of police offic,.ers on tasks
performed on skill and knowledge requirements for
these tasks; and on the ways in which these.skills had
been learned, or coul4 best be acquired, -in the judgment
of the respondents. ;. vo measures of the educational.
1e41 needed for each ;Ask were applied to these results
by NMS- job analysis. The first was the General Educa-
tional Development sating scale, on which each of the
tasks was rated for level of complexity along three
dimensionsreasoning, mathematics. and language
skills. The second measure was the incumbent's own
assessment as to whether college education was "neces-
sary or highly.deSirable" for each of the tasks per-'

Vormed,
Of the more than 30 tasks performed b most patrol-

line officers in the agencies visited, none was identified
by either..methodas requiring college education. 1 n con -
traSt, a significant number of tasks performed by.-super,
visors and by managerial-le.vd officers was considethl as

4-eguiri'ng college ecat: based upon one or both of-
thd above criteria,:Ger. -tally, either special, training or
infOrnral on-the-job experience or ..training (from co-

..
workets and su rviors) were considered to he the best

c ways trilearn al patrol officer tasks, as well as many
of those perfornied by I ' 'r ranking officers.

Th9 above apiwitisal, cannot, however, be considered
as definitive, for several reasons. The GF,D rating proee--
dure is,designed 'IP measure the complexity and sophisti-
cation of a 1,I.ven task, but not explicitly to indicate,
whetter colI education is 'required.: Both the GED
ttatin0 the ncurithents' ratings wdre based on the
judgenents,pC a small Dumber of individuals and are
subject to their uses and preconceptions. Furthermore,
the establishrhen of a content link between a task and an
a -ofknowled e is ijtherently difficult and judgmental
wit 'respect to limy of the more broadly defined tasks
performed by p ice officers.

3. g research findings., Althohgh college'
edircatio, / tot be essential for performance of any

specific officer task, it is possitic/That" college

edui.'-ated personnel, as a group, do in fact perfolm,)etter
than other police officers. In the past decade, a rurrrber
of emoiricartuOtie!:. have .attempted to test this
hypothesis. One groi.p of studies has attempted to meas-
ure the relationship between edu 9, other personnelMT
characteristics and actual performan . A second group
has, 1,--,:s7directly, attempted to mea.sure the relationship
between educational background and certain psychologi-
cal traits presumedto iie, desirable for police work.

a,) Sttidin of relationship between edui-atio t and,
.police peiforinatwe . ON of the most comprehensive of
these studies, by Cohen and Chaiken ot\the Rand Corpo-
ration, was based on a longitudinal sample of 1,915
police afters in New York City for the period 195/-
1968 'and included 33 "predictor" variables and, 12
measures of performance. Based on simple CorrelatiOns,
officers with higher educational attainment were found to
be more likely to be prmoted rapidly-and less likely to
have b

teen
subject to de:ciplinary action. However, when

other variables were included throligh multiple regres-
sion analysis, educational level-was no found. to be a
significant performance factor, except With respectto the
freglierNy of civilian complaints.

Some 'cbnfirrnation of the relationship between educa-
tional level and rapidity.of promotion of police officers is
provided by an analysisgf the relationship between col -
lege education and Occupational level of police officers,
btseci.on the results of the Census Bureau's 1974 Survey

' of Characteristics of Employees of Criminal Justice
Agencies. Table VI-1 shows the percentage of police
officers who have completed,one ormore year of col-
lege, by length of tenure, in- ach of four occupational
categories: basic patrol officers, iniestigators, super-
Visors and manages. Among officers with the same
length of tenure, the proportion of college educated
officers, was found m be higher in each of the higher:-
level oceupatio;nal categOriesinvestigators, supervisors
and managersthan among the basic patrol officers,
with the exception of those with fewer than 6 years of,
agency tcnure. Thus, among officers with 16 or more
yearS, of tenure, about one -Half of all, supervisors, but
only .about one-fifth of basic patrol officers, had some

ge education. On the other hard, within each tenure
other than those. with 21 or more years of service,

.:9L)

coil
gro
the proportion of college educated officiks at the man- .

,agertal levelsuch 9s ghiefs and cieputy 'chiefs of
police was smaller than those at the supervisory level-

-ti .This apparent anonyy is probably dpe to the fact that a
Vlatively large Oroportion of- managerial level officers
are employed in he smaller, less-urban agencies, where .,

)...general educational le els of personnel tend to be lower,
whereas bbth z..upery sors and investigators am more
coneentrate4 in the larger agenciel

1

k
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TABLE N. I

Percentage of Sworn Law Enforcement Personnel

With 0.,e or More Years of College.
by 9ccupa.:on and Years of .S,?rv;ce

in Present Agency. 1974

Less Than 6 to 10 1 I to 15 16 to 20 21 or More

6 Years Yean Year fears Years,

Tenure Tenure Iiinure T:nurc

All sw,- nl perm inel _ _ 50.9 47.6 45.4 35.1 .11.6

Par.ol office s _ _ _ 53.2 44.3 35.1 22.6

Investigators 70.7 62.9 59.4 52.4 27.2

Supervisors _ 4%.6 70.3 63.1 43.2 50.9

aflagerS 34.5 ."6.6 48.7 -46.3 39.8

Sourer C S. Bureau of tSr Cerrois, Criminal Justice En.ployee Cluractitrisocs Surse..

1974

An additional study, designed tc lidentify characteris-

tics related to field performarce of Chicago police offi-
f

ers, found 'i Qigniticant relationships betyieen education

and perform,: TC atings for one of the groups of white

officers studl,....: tut for none of the 4:rows of black

-iffi ens included in the study. ,

/

n the nc.gative side, there is some (-;vidence, in these

.an other studies, indica:ing that college educate,: offi-

e s are more likely to resign voluntarily. Although

her turnover is not a direct measure of Performance, it

`ekes entail a cost to the employing agency for recruit-

ment and traiaing of replacements. -

b. Education and police officer attitudes. A number

of studies have attempted to measure the relationship of

college education and ,authoritarian attitudes among

police officers Studies by Smith; Locke and Walker,

/ based on samples of New York City police officers,

indicate that officers attending college are less authoritar-

ian than other officers. On the other hand, a study by

Smith and Ostrom found only weak and inconclusive
relationships between college education and certain re-

sonses tc authoritarian attitudes.

Although the above citations are not -intended as a
comprehensive summary of research on this issue, the

.
results are generally representative. Only limited correla-

tiort have been established between college education

and police performance. This research is not sufficient

" either to "prove" or "disvove" that such relationships
ex:st.lit is, however,-quite clear that litany factors. other

than number of year of formal education, contribute to

broth police performaince and :to attitudes of police offic7

41's.
4, Po/ice chief appraispls. The NMS survey of law

/enforcement executives re)quested police chiefs in juris-

82:
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dictions with 17,000 or more population to compare the

performance of college-educated police officersthose
who had earned college degreeswith that of other
officers, both in terms of overall performance and in

terms of seven more specific tasks or. perforMance
criteria. The !"'t sults revealed a sharp division of opinion

among police chiefs:

9 #

About 40 percent ef the nearly 1,100 polic chiefs

responding to thiS question considered that /college -

educated officers as a group made better officers.

Howe. er, 35 percent saw no difference between

college and non college men in overall perform-
ance, and 13 percent rated non-college educated
officers as superior. An additional 12 percent ex-

pressed no judgment on this issue (Table VI-2):
Among the seven aspects of police performance
-.with respect to which separate ratings of college
educated men were requested, a majority of those

expressing opinions considered college men
superior in only two categories: "handling pa-
perwork" and "achieving promotion." More than

40 percent of all respondents also rated college men

as superior in "dealing Wittt juveniles" and "deal-

- ing with citizens." On the other hand, less than 30

percent gave superior ratings to the college officers
in performance of patrol duties, in "makingwality
WI-rests" or '`generating fewer citizen complaints."
College-educated personnel were more often per-
ceived as superior to other officers by chiefs of large

agencies than by chiefs of small agencies. In all of
the performance dimensions bat one ("quality of
arrests"); the percentage of chiefs rating 'college
graduates superior rose with each succeeding size

catego (see Table VI-3). Among very large agen-

cies (4 or more employees) a majority of res ond-

ents raked college-educated officers as superi, in all

the performance dimensions except "patrol" and
"making quality arrests." In each size cAtegOry, the

dimensions in which college officers were rated the

highest were those most associated with urban
Policingpaperwork and dealing with citizens and

juveniles.
Executives' overall appraisals of college and noncol-

lege personnel were strongly correlated with their

own educational achievements and their ages (Table
VI-4). Seventy-four percent of the chiefs with
graduate work and 64 percent of thOse with
bachelor's degrees rated college graduates as
superior, as compared with only 29 percent of the
chiefs with only a high school diploma. SimilarlY,11

63 percent of the chiefs aged 30-39 years, but only

33 percent of those 60 years or over, considered
college officers to be superior to those who do not

have college degrees.
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TABLE VI-2
Police Chief Appraisals of Performance of College-Educated

-and Non-College Educated Officers. 1975 "
( Percent distribution )

Performance

Criterion
-511

kerporwer

5.ollege-Falucated

Olticerr,

Are

SUIVIliff

Non-College

Educated

Officers Are
Superior

No

Oil
tcreo.e

Don't
K now

Patrol 100.0 27.3 17.3 41.6 12.6

Dealing with juveniles 1(x).0 43.7 12.7 33.3 9.7.

Dealing with citizens 100.0 41.8 10.0 36.1 10.2

Making quality arrests 100.0 29.3 10.4 46.3 11.1

Handling paperwork 106.0 72.3 5.2 19.1 3.4

Achieving promotion 100.0 49.7 8.7 35.6 6.5

Generating fewer citizen's complaints 100.0 26.2 11.0 48.2 14.5

Overall performance 100.0 39.9 13.1 34.6 11.6

Based on responses of 1.093 chief, 01 police agemier m turodiciton. 4. 1111 17.000 11101., population

!grim. Detail may nor add to iotal, clue to rounding
Source NSM EtecutOe Sunset 1975

TABLE V1-3

Percentages of Police Chiefs Rating College-Educated Officers as Superior to Non-College Officers,
by Size of Agency

l'Cri.,(111.1110.7

.1)iiiienrion,

All
Agencies

In-' 10931

Size of Agency

0-149
Employees

In =857)

150-399
Employees

(n=139)

4(10 or

more Employees
'I n=97)

Patrol 30.4 29.2 34.4 35.6

Dealing with-juveniles
/

49.3 48.2 52.3 56.0'
Dealing with citizens 46.2 44.9 49.2 54.5

Making quality arrests 32.1 31.0 38.7 32.8

Handling paperwork . - 75.0 72.9 83.1 83.1

Achieving promotions 52.9 49.9 60.7 66.3

Generating fewercitizens' complaints 30.1 28.5 40.7 36.8
Overall performance 1 45.0 44.4 44.4 52.1

Chief of agencies in jurisdictions of 17.000 or more
Souice. NMS Executive Surrey. 1975

TABLE VI-4

Executives' Opinions on Overall Performance of College Educated and Non-College Educated Police Officers, by Age
and Educa:ional Attainment of Respondent, 1975 a

Percent Distrihution

.Number College Fah, Non-College No Difference
Age and !alio:atom of Bated Officers ()Ifieers or

nl Police Chief Reports Superior Superior No ()pinion

Age:.
30-39 years) 120 63.3 10.0 26.7

n 40-49 years 418 48.1 13.9 38.0

50-59 years r 366 39,6 12.8 47.5

.60 years and over 94 33.0 21.3 45.7
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TABLE V1-4

Executives' Opinions. on Overall Performance of College Educated and Non-College Educated Police Officers, by Age

and Educational Attainment of Respondent, 1975 a---- Continued

Age Jrld

Number

of
Reports

Percent Distribution

Coll. Fe Edu
CJtcd Officers

Superior

NonCollege
Officers
Superior

No Difference
or

No Opinion

Educational Attainment:
Graduate work 177 74.0 4.0 33.0

Bachelor' s degree 76 60.5 6.6 32.9

Some college 462 41.6 14.5 43.9

Less than high school , 13 23.1 30 8 46.2

Source: NMS Esecutive Surrey of police chiefs In Jurisdictions w Ith 17.000 or more population. 1975.

None: Derail may not add 100.0 percent due to rounding

In summary, there is no more of a consensus among
police chiefs than among researchers concerning the ef-
fects of college education on police Performance. To a
considerable extent, the judgment of police chiefs on this
Issue appears to be strongly influenced by their own
background and role perceptions: younger and college-
educated executives and those in the larger urban agen-
cies express a strong preference for college educated
officers, whereas the older, less-educated executives are
much less likely to have a positive appraisal. Police--
executives, generally, see little difference in perfomi-
ance between the two groups in terms of those dimen-
sions of police work most closely associated with the
duties of the basic line patrol officers, i.e., patrol per-
forrtiance and quality of arrests. The task which is most
closely correlated with academic ability, i.e., handling
of paperwork, is the one aspect in which a large majority
do recognize the superiority of college trained personnel.

Police executives, by a smaller majority,also recognize
that college trained personnel are more likely to be pro-
moted more rapidlya finding consistent both with re-
sults of available empirical research and with the NMS
occupational analysis findings on the relevance of col-
lege education to key tasks of supervisory and

managerial:level officers. Finally, college men are rated
igher, by a plurality of respondents, on certain peace-

keeping functions, such as "dealing with citizens" -and
"dealing with juveniles." The latter functions, as well as
paperwork demands are likely to be more significant
aspects of the police role in the larger, urban police
departments and mayin turnhelp to explain the more
positive assessment of college trained officer., 6y the

heads of these agencies.
5. Agency standards and practices. In addition to

obtaining the opinions of law enforcement execttiv.es on
the relationship of education to performance, the NMS

84

questionnaires also elicited information on current
agen4 selection standards for new entrants into line
positions, as well as on agency policies with respect to
continuing education of their personnel. Such informa-
tion was obtained from heads of sheriffs%agencies and
adult and juvenile correctional agencies, as well as from
police chiefs.

As shown in Table VI-5, a high school diploma was
the standard minimum entrance requirement for sworn
officers in police and sheriff agencies accounting for
more than 80 percent of all police entployees. About 13
percent of police agencies and 16 percent of sheriffs'
agencies had no forthal educational standard or one less-
than a high school diploma, while only small
proportionsabout 5 percent of the police agencies and
2 percent of the sheriffs' agencieshad requirements for
one or more years of college. Smaller police and sheriffs',
agencies, i.e., with fewer than 150 employees, tended to
have lower minimum eduCational standards than did
large and medium-sized agencies.

Educational standards for line correctional officer po-
sitions in state adult institutions were somewhat lower
tMn for police or sheriffs' agencies. Twenty-three per-
cent of heads of adult institutions reported that their
agency had no formal minimum education standard or
had a standard less than a high school diploma, while the
remainder:--77 percentrequired only a high school
graduation. ,

Educational standards for child care workers in
juvenile institutions varied more widely than for any of
the other line positions surveyed. Nearly one-fifth (19
percent) of the juvenile corrections administrators re-
ported no minimum educational standard for child care
workers or one less than a high school diploma, whereas
a nearly equal proportion (18 percent) required comple-
tion of at least one year of college education. Only a bare.
majority (52 percept) had established a high school



TABLE V1-5

Current Minimum Educational Standard for Entry Into Line Police Officer and Custodial Officer Positions,
by TYPe (4- Agency, 1975

Maximum Education
Lesel

Agencies
orn Officer}

Sheriff

AKcrw ice'
iDepuiy Sherifts,

Adult Corm).

non, Institutions
iCustodial Officer.)

Corrections

Institution.
(Child Care Vt'orloirst

Number of responses - -- 550 213 576

Percent Distribution:
No minimum requirement --- 11.25 13.1 10.3 12.1

Less than high school diploma ____________________ -----__ 2.1 2.7 12.7 7.1

High school diplOrna ___ - 81.3 81.8 77.0 52.0

One yi:ar of 'college ______________________________ 1.9 1.1 3.1

Two or three years of college .
0.9 14.8

Bachelor's degree 0.3 0.4 0.3

Topil 7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Weighted averages. by size of agency.
Source NMS Executive Surveys. 1973
Note' Detad ;laity not add to 100.0 percent. due a roundr j

graduate standard. This variation probably reflects the
considerable difference in roles of child care personnel in
different institutions, ranging from strictly custodial
functions in some agencies to much more direct in-
volvement in counseling and supervision in others.

Although directly comparable survey data are not

available for earlier periods; the available data do
suggest that there has been a trend towards general adop-
tion of the high school graduate standard by police and
correctional agencies, but limited momentum towards
establishing higher college-level standards. However,
when executives were queried as to the likelihood that a
higher minimum education standard would..be adopted
by their agencies within the next 2 years, between
one-fifth,and one-fourth of all police chiefs and sheriffs
surveftd regarded a higher standard in their agencies as
either probable or almost certain to be adopted in the next
2 year:, About one-fifth of heads of juvenile correc-
tions institutions s milady predicted an increase in stan-
dards for child care workers. On the other hand, only 8
percent of the administrators of state adult institutions
predicted establishment of a higher standard for their
correctional officers.

In interpreting these forecasts, it should be noted That
establishment of entrance qualifications for police or
correctional officer positions is subject to civil service
regulation in many jursidictions. Nevertheless, the re-
sponses do suggest some trend among law enforcement
agencies to further increases in minimum educational
standards, including gradual adoption of a requirement
for some college work.

In contrast to ,the limited and cautious adoption of a
.requirement for some college education as a mandatory
entranc,, standard, the NMS survey found a much
broader consensus among polico. and correctional execu-

fives in support of continuing higher education for their
in-service line personnel. In response to a question as to
whether their agencies should encourage line personnel,
to pursue a college degree program once they began their
police or correctional careers, a very large majority of all
respondents replied in the affirmativeI-ranging from 72
percent of the heads of small police and sheriffs' agen-
cies to 95 percent of heads of the larger police agencies
and 96 percent of the heads of adult corrections institu-
tions.

A majority of executives in each category of law
enforcement and correctional agencies also reported that
their agencies had adopted at least one of,a number of
policies designed to encourage their staff to continue
their higher education. The *most frequent, practice, re-

'ported by more than one-half in each category, was the
adjustment of schedules to facilitate class attendance.
The incentive, however, which*was ranked by executives

as most effective" in encouraging higher education
was "provision of increased pay based upon accumu-
lated college credits or academic degrees." As shown in
Table VI-6, this policy was reported as in effect by 46
percent of the police chiefs, in jurisdictions with 17,000
or more population, and by 27 percent of the sheriffs in
agencies with 10 or more employees, but by much small-

er proportions of heads of other agency categories. On
the other hand, correctional executives more frequently
reported use of academic education as part of the basis
for promotion of their line officers or child care workers,
than did the police chiefs or sheriffs'.

This strong support for continuing education of line
personnel, by law enforcement and correctional execu-
tives, stems in part from career de',elopment
considerations. Whereas only modest proportions of ex-
ecutives Ln Rost 'agency categories had 'recommended a

<-
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Tt1sLE -'V I-6

Percent of Lass' Enforcement and Correctional Executives Reporting Use of Selected Policies

to Encourage Continuing Education of Line Personnel, /975 a

Category

Ad p,.rnunt of .thouing rune
5% or,. 'Schedule. III to Arrend

Apenc Sob JP:X.2,11'
.idle. lot Has,:

end

Tintion sir L ec

.-1c.x.lenm: Lin-

k:Mon as

Bats'. tor

Pro:micron

Police agencies. "large" 4 (18 26 46 27

Police agencies, JIl 13 12

Sheriffs agencies. "large" h 73 35 30 27 31

Sheriffs agencies, small" 51 .. 45 13 5

State adult corrections agencies 77 26 3! 7 56

Juvenile corrections agencies _ 72 35 32 17 43

Source: 5515 Ec'eutr, Suri.o,%. 1475.
"Large pollee agencre% arc defined as rho., in jurisdictions %kali 17.000 in more pornimion .nzeir,.res are those III RU1114:1101, u nh In, than l',VerAlpirpularion.

Large ,IleritY, agencies-are Jetinrd s those u fib I11 in mare VIII/ L, ees In pr.: .her iii..rge nt'le. Me !lest with less rh,in III einpar)ne%

college education-requirement as a condition for selec-
tion into the basic line positions in their agencies, much
larger proportions expressed the opinion that completion
of one or more years of college should be requited for
advancement to the first supervisory level as shown he-
low:
Percent of Executives Recommending Completion of One

or More Years of College for Prominion to
Superv-isOry Positions

Police agencies, "large" 53

Police agencies. ''small" 27

Sheriffs' agencies. large __ 38

Sheriffs' agencies. "small" 17

Adult corrections agencies 32

Juvenile corrections agencies 61

.Source. NMS BeCutive Sur,eys. 1475

Support for a college training requirement for super-
visors by law enforcement executives was much more
extensive among heads of larger police and sheriff agen-
cies than among heads of the very small agencies, proba-
bly due in part to the more complex tasks and roles of
supervisors and line managerial personnel in the larger
urban agencies: Similarly, the much greater support of
college training for child care supervisors in juvenile
corrections agencies, than for supervisory officers in
adult institutions, can be attributed to the broader respon-
sibilities of the former personnel for counseling and
related non-custodial functions.

There is clearly even more extensive recognition of the
need for at least a four-year college education standard
for appointments the top executive position in police
and correctional agencies. Thus, although opinions on
these issues were not directly elicited f n the NMS survey.
a recent,LEAA-funded study by the Police Chief-Execu-

, tive Conimitteeof tire ',nfemationalAssociation of Chiefs
of Policebased on a comprehensive survey of both
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police executives and local officialsrecommended that
a baccalaureate 'requirement should be immediately es-
tablished for future police chiefs in agencies with .75 or
more employees. It also recommended an immediate
requirement for completion of two years,of colt ge for
smaller agencies, and the establishment of a. fo r-year
degree requirement for the latter agencies by 111982.3

These findings are reinforced by the NMS occupational
analysis assessments of anticipated changes in the
knowledge and skill requirerneiits for police executives.
Among these trends are an expected requirement for an
increased awareness, by executives, of contemporary
social problems affecting the police role in their com-
munities, an increased knowledge of modern techniques
of management, budgeting, planning, personnekadmin-
istration and labor relations, as well as increased profes-
sional expertise in crime resistance techniques and in
such technical fields as criminal istics.4

B. The LEEP Program

I. Program objectives and guidelines. The Law En-
forcement Education Program was initiated in 1968,
under a ,.-ovision of the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act which authorized the 'Administrator of
the LEAR "to carry out programs of academic educa-
tional assistance to improve and strengthen law enforce-
ment.'' s Review of the legislative history of this
provision indicates that it received strong impetus from
the concurrent. issuance of the report of the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administrati' ^. of
Justice, which had strongly endorsed higher education
requirements for law enforcement 1.:ersonnel. Although
initially oriented to law enforcement personnel only,:
subsequent amendments, in 1970, extended the coverage
of tire program to all categories of criminal justice per-
sonnel.



The program provides for loans and grants to indi-
viduals for higher education in criminal justice or related
studies. Loans are provided to individuals engaged in
full-time study directly .elated to the criminal justice
field. Grants are provided, through approved institutions,
to in- service students enrolled in degree programs related
to law enforcement or other criminal justice fields, or in

,courses considered suitable for 'persons employed in

these fields. Underthe 1973 amendment to the law, loans
are authorized up to $2,200 per year, and grants, up to a
maximum of $250 per academic quarter or $400 per
semeste r.

The LEEP program is administered by the regional
offices of LEAA, udder guidelines and regulations
pnamulgated,by the national o:fice. Funding is allocated
among the LEAA regions on the basis of a formula
which gives equal weight to population and to the
number of criminal justice personnel in each region.
Allocations to states are based upon formulas which vary
among regfon.s, with some following me same proce-
dures used in the allocation among regions, These funds,
in turn, are allocate!! to individual institutions in their
states in cooperation with the state planning agencies,
typically based on the number of applicants for LEEP
assistance and. on the population distiihution, within the
region or state. The award of grants or loans to Individual
students is administered by the educational institutions.
themselves, in accordance with the priorities or other
guidelines established by LEAA.

Although both pre-service and in-service personnel
were initially' eligible for LEEP assistance, a list of
priorities, established in 1973,. had the effect of virtually
terminating grants to pre-setviee students. The new sys-
tem provided that Students were to be funded in the
following order:

all returning LEEP recipients;
newelocal or state criminal justice personnel on
academic leave;
other new state or local criminal justice personnel;
criminal justice teachers: -

federal criminal justice personnel;
new pro-serviCe students; and
criminal'-justice personnel working toward a law
degree.

Since the number of continuing LEEP-fUnded students
and the number of new applicants from among in-service
criminal jUStice 'personnel effectively exhaustedor
.exceeded--the available LEEP appropriations, the effect
.of,the above priority sequence Was to virtually preclude
grants or loans tomew pte-serVice students or to person-
n_ el newly enrolling in,graduate programs.

in addition to the above priority sequence for student
eligibility, 'a number of guidelines or general criteria

have been established by the LEAA for qualification of
institutions and progarns for LEEP funding: Thus, the
ofticiai guidelirw elanual for the program, issued in
1975, includes the following criteria: _

s Content of criminal justice programs. Emphasis to
be placed on courses teaching broad principles and
problem-sol. ine techniques, rather than narrowly
technical or "how to" skills, which can more ap-
propriately be learned on the job or in recruit train-
ing.
Academic quaiifications of faculty members.. Faculty
members snould preferably possess at least a mas-
ter's degreeesome should possess doctoral. degrees.
Use of part-time faculty, No crime-related degree
program to be conducted with only part-time faculty
members.
Student -faculty ratio. The ratio of full-time equiva-
lent majors in crime-related studies to full-time
equivalent faculty shall be no more than 60 to I.

The above, and related, guidelines have not been es-
tablished as mandatory requirements for institutional
eligibility, but apparently serve as general guides to
regional office or other personnel. responsible for ad-
ministering the ,program. MoreoVer, no ,provision has
been made for formal academic accreditation of pro-
grams, either by LEAA or by non-governmental ac-
crediting institutions, as a condition for eligibility.

2. Current LEEP issues. LEEP was initiated in fiscal
year 1969 with a first -year appropriation of $6.5 million.
Appropriations for the program were increased in suc-
ceeding years to a level of $40 million by fiscal year
1973 and were maintained at that level in fiscal years
1974-76. The President's Budget for fiscal year 1977
included an appropriation of $40 million for the transi-
tion quarter, July-September 1976 but did not provide for
any funds for fiscal year 1977. This amount would have
been sufficient to finance the program at its present level
during academic year 1976-77, but it would have re-
quired termination of LEEP at the end of the year.
However, the Congress voted, and the President signed;
an appropriation of $40 million for the transition.quarter
and another $40 million for fiscal year 1977. With the
transition-quarter appropriation available to finance
LEEP during the 1976-77 academic year, the fiscal 197.7
appropriation provides advance funding for acadeMic
year 1977:--78.

Through the end of fiscal year 1976, appropriations for
the program have totaled; $234 million.. LEEP financial
aid has been provided to roughly 1,200 educational in-.
stitutions and to a cumulative total of approximately
250,000 students. The program, by all accounts, has
been annajor factor.in the very rapid expansion of crimi-
nal justice education programs throughout the country,. It
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has also received strong support both from law enforce-
ment and other criminal justice administrators and from
employee groups who have been beneficiaries of the
program. This aid piogium, and the criminal justice
education programs which it has helped to support,
haveat the same time beer ,subject to severe criticism-
from a number of sources, including academic leaders in

the criminal justice education field, itself. Some of these
criticisms have focused on the. issue of the quality of
many of the education programs offered, includingfor
examplethe lack of adeqUate academic standards or
clearly defired curriculum objectives, excessive concen-
tration on narrow technical training subjects-. lack of
adequately qualified full-time faculty and other institu-
tional shortcomings, and disproportionate LEEP con-
centration on law enforcement subjects and personnel.
Among major administrative shortcomings noted in a
recent GAC review were the absence--to dateof any
systematic Program for evaluation of the LEEP program:

Although the NMS study guidelines did not require, or
provide for, a comprehensive review of all aspects of the

LEEP program, an assessment of its role in upgrading of

criminal justice ,personnel and of certain nualitative as-
pects of the educational programs supported by LEEP

was undertaken, using several major data sources. These
included: information provided by LEEP-funded institu-
tions in their annual' giant applications to LEAA, field
visits by NMS representatives to a small number of

.:LEEP- assisted institutions; conferences and consulta-
tions with leading educators in the criminal. justice field;
and collateral information based on other available data
sources, 'stet) a's the 1975 Census survey of criminal
justice employees. The results of this analysis are sum-
marized in the following sections.

.3. Impa.ct.of LEEP on e(hicational attainment of crim-
inal justice persomiel. The establishment of specialized
ptorams of higher education in law enforcement and

other crime-related fieldsand increased participation in

these programs by personnel of criminal justice
agencieswere trends which had gathered considerable
momentum prior to the initiation of the LEEP program.
AcademicInstitutions such as the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley; Michigan State University; Northwestern
University; and Texas A&M had pioneered in offering
degree programs in criminology or police administration
in the 1930's and 1940's, or had offered academic course
work in these fields. In 1959, one study had identified a
total of 77 crime-related programs offeir4in 36 different

institutions.' In 1965, a directory comphed by the Inter-
national Association of Chiefs of Police listed 125 such

program'S, in the field of police science alone. By 1969,

at the time of initiation of the LEEP program, the number

of such identified programs had approximately doubled.
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Since initiation of the LEEP program, the number of
"law enforcement" courses or programs has grown at an
extremely rapid rate. Thus, the 1975 IACP Directory'
listed a total of 1,245 separate law enforcement and
criminal justice programsan 890 percent increase in a
single decade. By the 1975-76 academic year, a total of
1,024 academic institutions were receiving some LEEP
financial aid including many of which offered more than
one criminal justice program. The rates of expansion
indicated 5y these summary figyres may well be unparal-
leled in the history of higher education in the United

States andin turnhave contributed to many of the
qualitative problems, reviewed later in this chapter.

An initial question addressed by the NMS analysis was
the extent to which the LEEP program had contributed to

increasing the educational attainment of law enforcement
or otherCrimidal justice personnel. As shown in Table
VI-7, about one-fifth (20.4 percent) of all employees,of
state and local criminal justice agencies (excluding

courts) had received some financial assistance under the
LEEP program. This corresponds to a total of nearly
200,000 employees based on responses to the Census
1975 survey of criminal justice personnel. Excluded

from this total, in additionto courts personnel, were

studtts who had received LEEP assistance, either as
pre-service or in-service personnel, but who were not
employed in state or local criminal justice agencies In

late 1974. When allowance is made for the latter
categories, as well as for. newly qualified LEEP recip-
ients after 1974, it is probable that ad /east 250,000
College students were aided by the program between its

inception and the 1976-77 academic year.

TABLE VI -7

'Percent of Employees of State and Local Criminal
justice Agencies Who Had Received LEEP Assistance,

by Sector, October 1974

Sector

Percentage of

Incumbents

All criminal justic_ system personnel. excluding

courts 20.4

Law Enforcement 23.0
23.6

Sheriffs 20.0

Corrections 14.2

Adult corrections 14.0

Juvenile corrections 14.2

Sheriffs' jails . 15.3

Probation and parole 25.8

Others 3.5

Source: U.S. Bureau of IIS'e Censto, Criminal Justice Employee Characteristics Siu-vey
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The Census survey also indicetes thatLEEP assistance
had been heavily concentrated among personnel in the
law enforcement sector. Over 81 percent of all recipients
were employees of police and sheriffs' agencies (other
than jail personnel). An additional 13 percent were em-
ployees of state or local corrections institutions. Em-
ployees of probation and parole agencies accounted for
4.6 percent of the total. Less than one percent of LEEP-
recipients were employed in prosecution or public
defender offices (Table VI-8).

More detailed analyses of LEEP participation rates by
sector and.occupation indicate that over one-fourth of all
sworn law enforcement officers and of probation and
parole officers had utilized this program, in contrast to an
average of only 14 percent of personnel in correctional
agencies. Several factors haw. probably contributed to
the greater use of LEEP byPolice officers than by correc-
tional officers. Educational standards for entry into
police officer positions, and promotional and pay incen-
tives for continuing education in the larger police agen:

ties, haVe tended to be greater th?in for correctional
officers. As a result, the Census survey data indicate that
about 81 percent of all police officers in 1974 were in the
educational category of high school, but non-college
graduates, the group which has been the primary reci-
pieins of LEEP assistance. In t ontrast, only 74 percent of
,line correctional officers in adult institutions were in this
educational range. Other factors, such as the geo-
graphical location of many large correctional institutions
in rural communities, the 24 hour, Work sched-

ules of correctional institutions, and the more

limited availlbility of criminal justice educational pro-
grams ,adapted to the correctional, rather than police
science fieldmay also have contributed to the lower
participation of c,7::-rectional officers in such programs.

TABLE VI-8
Distribution by Sector of Criminal Justice System Per-

sonnel Who Have Received LEEP Support
October 1974

SeChw

Percentage

istr Mutton

Total, excluding courts _ 100.0

Law enforcement, jotal 81.4

Police 73.6

Sheriffs 7.8

Correctional institutions, total 13.2

Adult corrections _ 8.6

Juvenile corrections 2.9

Sheriffs' jails 1.7

Probation/Parole 4.6

Prosecution .7

Defense

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Cuminal Justine Employee Characterntics Survey

(1975). - .

Although 'the extensive use of LEEP aid by police
officers has been clearly documented, the extent to which
this aid has contributed to raising the educational level of
police personnel is more difficult to quantify: Available
Census data do indicate that the proration of police
officers with some college education rose much more
sharply between. early )970 and :ate 1974during the

,--period when the tEEP program was in effectthan
had in the preceding decade. As shown in Table VI-9,
the oroportiOn of police officers with one or more years
of college rose from20 percent to 31.8 percent between
1960 and 1970, based on Census of Population data, but
apparently increased at a much more rapid rate, to 46.2
percent, in 1974 based on the results of the special
Census 'Survey for the latter year. If the proportion of
officers with some colioge education had continued to
increase at the 1960-70 rate, the number with this level
of education in ,1974 would have been about 42,600
lower than the number actually reported, based on the
1974 Census survey.

The latter cannot,. however, be solely attributed to the
LEEP program, since several concurrent influences were
operating to upgrade the educational level of police per-
sonnel, including the genenu increase in educational
attainment of new entrants into police officer positions,
the availability of veterans' educational benefits (as well
-as LEEP assistance) to large numbers'of recently dis-
charged servicemen who entered the police ranks, and
the increased adoption by police agencies of policies,
designed to encourage continuing educafion.

Because of these limitations, a second method was
used in order to attempt to measure the LEEP impact.
Based on information provided by respondents to the
1974 Census survey of criminal justice personnel, esti-
mates were made of the proportions of police offlceQ-and
of custodial officers who had attained college degrees
within specified periods following the period of their
entry into service in their agency. Such estimates were
made for officers who had originally entered service in
two periods: 1960-,-;64 and !965-69, and who were still
employed in, 1974. The results for police officers, as
shown in Table VI 10, indicate that only 2.0 percent of
the officers who had originally entered service in 1960
64 had earned a college degree during the following 5
year period, 1965-69. In contrast, 12.0 percent oPthose
who had originally entered during 1965-69 had earned
degrees during the period 1970-74, when LEEP assis-
tance as available. Moreover, an additional'10.0 per-
cent of the earlier, 1960-64, entry group haI earned
degrees during 1970-74. A similar analysis, for custo-
dial personnel in correctional institutions indicated that
only 1.0 percent of those who had entered during 1960-
64 and were still employed in 1974 had earned degrees

1 0 r)
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TABLE VI-9

Educational Attainment of Sworn Police Personnel, 1960-74

Educational

Attainment Number

1960 1970

Number

. .
Percent

1974

Percent
Numtcr Percent

_ Totals
.. '71,000 160:0 392,000 100.0 444,100 ,100.0

.Less than high schdol 100,000 36.9d 73.300 18.7 45,740 19.3

High school graduate 116,300 - 42.9 193,600 49..4 193,180 43.5

College:
-

Less than 2 years 27,1(0 10.0 67,400 '. 17.2 70,170 15.8

2-3 years 19.800 7.3 42,700 10.9 .95,480 21.5

4 years or more 7,300 2.7 14,500 3,7 39,520 8.9

,-Subtotal:
Some college 54,2(0 20.Q. 124,600 31.8 205,170 46.2

Now: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding
-

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Cnunrnal hp.rice Emplo)ce Characternates
Surt:et, 11975r, 1960 and 1970 Census of Population Public Use.Sample tapes, U.S Bureau of the Census,

Census of Gosernments. l97_, Federal BUreau of Insestiption, Uniform Crone Reports data Lire

\-f TABLE VI-10 .

College Degrees Earned by Two Entry Cohorts of Sworn Law Enforcement

Officers During Comparable Periods Fallowing Their Entry
iI

Degrees

Earned

Instants in
1960-64 Who Earned

Degree' During 1965-69

Entrants in
1960-64 Who Earned

Degrees During 1970 74

Entrants in
1965-69 Who Earned

Degrees During 1970-74
_

?lumber Peri..:ent Number Percent Number Percent

Total entrants §till in service in 1974 60,507 100.0 60,507 100.0 127,912 100.0

Associate degree 1.040 1.7 3,599 5.9 . 10.676

Bachelor degree 170 .3 2,413 4.0 4,629 3.6

Master's degree 24 349 .6 171 .1

Less than 0.05 percent
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Criminal Justice Emploscc Characteristic...Survey 11974).

during 1965-69, whereas 9.4 percent of those who en-
tered during 1965 -69 had earned degrees in the follow-

ing 5 year period, 1970-74. These resultsi therefore,

suggest a significant contribution bra LEEP to educational
'upgrading of both police and custodial officers.

This analysis, however, is also subject -10, significant

limitations, as a measure of the direct LEEP impact. The

analysis necessarily excluded those officers who had

separated from their agency prior to the time of the 1974

survey. There is reason to believe that officers with
college degrees were more likely to voluntarily -resign

from police or custodial officer positions than those with

lesser education, in part because of their greater alterni,

tive job opportunities.
In view of these limitations, the above analyses cannot.

be considered as providing definitive estimates of the net

gains in educational attainment of law, enforcement per-
s`onnel, which can be :Erectly attributed to the LEEP
program. The evidence available does suggest that this

program was a significant contributing fa,ctor. However,
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other influences, including the availability of veterans'
readjustment allowances 'to many criminal justice per
sonnel, the increased policy emphasis upon continuing'
education, and concurrent labor market trends also prob-

ably contributed, to some degree, to these increases in

attainment of college degrees.
4. Qualitative assessment of criminal justice educa-

tion programs. The ultimate objective of the LEEP pro-

gram is not merely the accumulation of course credits or
college degrees by criminal justice personnel, but the

development of knowledges, skills and perspectives

which will contribute to improved performance, and to

an increase in the overall effectiveness of the agencies in

which they are employed. Such assessments are difficult
at best.. One research approach to evaluating thieffeCt of
this contribution, through the conduct of a systematic

follow-up survey of LEEP students, had been proposed
to LEAA by the NMS project staff, but had been disap-
proved, presumably because of cost and time constraints.

Several less direct measures of quality of criminal justice



education programs were available, however, based on
information provided to LEAA by LEEP-funded educa-
tional institutions. These- included analyses of: (1) the
content of criminal justice education *grams, to differ-

'. entiate between those which appeared academic.ally(?,
oriented and thoSe narrowly training:oriented; (2) 'the_
academic qualifications of criminal justice faculty; (3)
the proportion gr full-time and part-time faculty mem-

. bers; and (4) the student-faculty ratio. The actual charac-
teristies of LEEP institutional programs, in each case,
have been compared with the standards provided in exist- .
ing LEEP1guidelines, 'andwhere availablewith cOrn-.
parable data for all higher education institutions.

a. Program content. Although LEAA guidelines
have stressed that criminal justice courses "should teach'
broad. 'principles and problem-solving techniques"
rather than narrow technical skills or procedures,. a sig-

vnitcant proportion of course offerings wider. LEEP-
-' funded programs are of the latter type. An analysis of the

14,640 'courses related to criminal' justice, - listed by
LEER-associated institutions in their sullmissions for the
1975-76 academic year, indicated that about 15 percent
of these courses could be classified as "training-type"
courses, under very conservative classification criteria.
Since, the latter were classified simply on the basis of
those course titles which appeared to be unambiguously
training nature,. are likely to understate the total
number df. courses which have little or no acadeniie
content. About 35 percent of all law enforcement courses
were classified in this category, as compared to much
lower proportions in other criminal justice fields (Table
VI -11).

Inclusion of "thining-type- courses was most fre-
quent among the two-year .colleges, where about one-
fouraf of all courses were in this category, as compared
to less than'one4eriih of the criminal justice course offer-
ings in four-y.yar colleges or universities. Based-on NMS
field studies and collateral information, it is clear that the

aretwo-year colleges a also characterized by a relatively
heavy curriculum reliance upon theteld of law enforce-

Over One-half of alLassociate degree prograrris in.

.
ment.
the academic year 1975-76 were specifically idenafied
as law enforcement or police science, as contrasted with
only about oue-fourth of the bachelor'. s degree programs
and one-tenth of those at the master's degree level.

The emphasis upon '.'practical" job-related law en-
forcement training in many of the two-year community
college programs has also created problems of articula-
bon course offerings, and transferability of course'
cridits,between these institutions and the four-year col-
!ekes or-universities. HOweyer, based on NMS' field

. visits to a small simple of these institutions in 1975-q6,
it appears that this problem was not as extensive as it hak;
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TABLE VI-11

Total Criminal Justice-Relatrd Codises and "Training-
TYpe" Courses Offered by LEER-Supported Institutions,

- by Field Emphasis of ,the Courses; Academic Year
- 1975 -76

field Emphasis `
All Courses
Related to
<Criminal

Justice

Training

Training. Courses to

Type Percentage

Course's iiiLall Courses

Totals .:. 14,640 k132 14.6

Law enforcement 0 4,771 1.666 34.9
Corrections 1,267 123, 2.7_

Judicial administration 109 12 '-'..-'11.0 -
Probation/Parole 210 . 7 - 3,3
Juvenile justice * 690 -25 3.6
Security 195 256 12.8

Criminal justice ' 1,912 220' 11.5

Other 5,486 54 1.0

'' Courses listed by LEEP institutions as directly related to criminal justice Doi other are
identifiable as belonging to one of the field emphasis categories. Courses retard to criminal
justice but not exclusively :elated to one of thefied anphases (e.g.. cruninalJaw) arqclassified
under "other. Only counes whose titles or descriptions imply thaLasysteotw sale approach is
taken are classified under the emphasis category "criminal just'ee.'

° Each course was assigned an academic emphasis classification. Only courses that appeared

to be unambiguously training in nature are tided in this category. Cowes coded ,µ training
include: traffic control tecimiques, report writing. peygraph defensive techniques. and correc
tional operations erne procedures. Courses that may Or may. not be primarily skill training
depending on how they are taught (e.g.. techniques of criminal investigation and cxrectional

custody) arc excluded from this srfueiiry.
Source: National Manpower Survey LEEP Farms Analysis (1976).

been in.the earlier years of the LEEP program.
b. Faculty . qualifications. Although the LEEP

guidelines specify that "it is preferable that faculty
-members possess at least a master's degree" and that
some faculty members should possess doctoral degrees,
32 percent of part-time. faculty members in LEEP-
supported criminal 'justice programs, and 12 percent of
full-time faculty members, were reported as not possess-
ing at least a master's degree in the 1975-76 aeademic
;ear. The largest proportionS of faculty Meinbers failing
to meet this standard were found among the two-year
public colleges, where 44 percent of the part-time faculty
and 32 percent of the full-time faci.idty had not achieved
this degree level.' As shown in Table VI-12, the propor-
tions of faculty members with at least a master's degree
were lower in criminal justice faculties. than among col-
lege-teaching faculty generally, with the difference most
pronounced in the case of the two-year colleges.

NMS field .Visits indicate that the lower academic
,,credentialS of criminal justice faculty members, particu-
larly in two -year institutions, is due in part to the con-
siderable emphasis given to criminal justice OCcupational
experience, e.g., police service, by many of these in-
stitutions. - . .

c. Full-time vs. Part-time faculty. The LEEP
guidelines establish a minimal 'standard, that "no crime
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TABLE VI-12

Criminal Justice Faculty Memb;rs_With at Least a
Master's Degree at LEEP-Supported Institutions

Compared With All Faculty Members at All Institutions,
'by Type of Institistions

411.

Types of Institut;on .e

Faculty Members with At Least A Master's Degree
As a4 11Tentaf of "All I.:6c ty...,Mcil be

Criminal Justice Pio- All Institutions

grams to 1975-76 . in 1972773 ir,

All institutions 76.7 92.6

Public 72.6 NA

., Private 88.8 NA

2-"Year colleges, total 59.7 87.7
7.;

Public 59.3 NA

Private 75.7 NA

4-Year colleges, total _ 89.5. 95.3

Public 91.8 NA

Privates 75.7 NA

Universities total 89.7 92.3-

Public 89.3 ' NA

Private . 90.0 NA

NN: Data not avidaige.
Source: N MS LEE? Forms Analysis (1976); Alan E SwF. Teal lung Faruln in Academe

190-73 (American Council on Education. 1973). p. 26.

related degree program will be- conducted with Only
. part-ti: e faculty members." In the'vcademic year

19757 6only 73 perent of all LEEP supported institu-
tionN with iriiiinal justice "prograrrA had at least one
filll-time faculty member (Table VI-13). Utilization of
part-time faculty, moreover, was much more extensive

-' in criminal justice programs than among all college or
university faculty members. These part-time faculty rep-
resented 52 percent of all faculty members in all LEEP-
-ass:sted criminal justice programs, as compared td Only
24 percent in all college and university faculties. The
largest proportion of part-time faculty was found among
the two -year college criminal justice programs (72 per-

. cent), whereas 'hey represented only about one-half of
the total criminal justice faculty in the four-year colleges
and universities.

d. Student-Faculty ratios. The LEEP guidelines
specify that the ratio of full time equivalent students
enrolled in criminal justice degree programs to full-time
equival5nt teaching faculty should not exceed 60 to 1.

..._ Available data from the institutional application forms
.

submitted by LEEP-aided institutions do not permit a
direct computption of this ratio for each institution. An
alternative ratio based on the relationship of the total
number of students enrolled in criminal justice degree
programs to the number of full time faculty members has
been computed. Based on collateral evidence, it his been
assumed that a ratio. of 75- students per one full-time
faculty member is roughly equivalent to the u0 to I ratio

a,
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(based on "full-time equivalents`') specified in the LEE?
-guidelines. Only about 40 percont.of all LEEP-aided
..4nstitutioris met thisolternative criterion in the 1975-764-
academic year. The proportions of institutions-MC.1# ratio
of 75 students per full-time faculty member in criminal
justice degree programssanged from only 30 percept, for
two-year colleges, to about 55 percent in universities. In
the caKof th two-year colleges, giver one-fourth reported
ratios -of 120 or more students per full-time 'faculty

.

member.

TABLE Vhl3 " '

LEEP - Supported lastitutions With Criminal Justice s

Programs That Have ai Least One Full -Time A; 4

Faculty Member, y Type of Institution, Alqidemic Year
7975 -76

- S.

Type of Institution

, o

All institutions
Public

. Private
2- -Year colleges, total

Public '
Private

4-Year colleges. total
Public
Private

Universities,
Public
.Private

umber With
Criminal ittsciee.

Progams

871

695
176

454
439

15

362
.60
102

255'
196
59

Number with at
Leda One Full.
Time Faculty

Member.

637
522
115

324
318

6
112

51

61
201

-153
48

Percentage With

At Least One Full.
Time Faculty

Member

73.1
75.1
65.3
71.4

/72.4
40.0
69.1,
85.0
59.8
78.8
78.1
81.4-

Source. National M111pcnver Survey LEEP Forms Analysis (1976).

- In umrxiary,. the preceding assessments are generally
consistent with recent criticisms to the effect that many
current. prcograms fail to meet minimum standards of
academic acceptability. In terms of course content, our
findings are gonsistent with those expressed in a recent
repbrt by the American Bar

. . .that many of them have a strong vocational
orientation. . . .They do not meet the kinds of
needs that have led to urging the police to
undertake college work. At best, such pro-
grams constitute good 'training, at wrst,
they're lending status to an effort 'that serves -

only to reinforce the most parochial concepts
prevalent in the police field.8

The sine 'qua non of an education program is, its fac-
ulty, and.the two most widely referenced measures of the
quality of a program's faculty ate the proportion of its
members who are associated with the prOgram on a full-
time basis and the proportion who have at least a mas-
ter's degree. On both counts the criminal justice
programs at LEEP - supported institutions of every type
fall short of the pry/ailing standards at the same type of
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institutions. The discrepancies are exceptionally large at
the two-year college level.

C. Implications of
Future Manpowerlrends

Any decisions concerning the future .scope and direc-
tion of thel LEEP program orof any similar programs of
ed,ticational assistance for criminal justiceV personnel

must consider not only the past performance of thetpro-
grain but also the iinplications of future trends in person-

,. nel needs and resources. Future employment growth
rates, changes in job functions or roles, and in the educa-
tional levels of personnel entering key -criminal-justice
occupations will a I be r yan 'in establishing pnorni s
for such educatio assistance programs.

1. Empluyment t ds. B d on the t.

'sented-in-Chapter IV, the'butlook for the coming decade
is 'for continued employment growth of the major occu)
pational groups whose personnel have received rrtost" of
the LEEP assistance. HoWever, the rates of.employgnt
growth will vary considerably among these occupations,.
as illustrated. below:

.

Percent Increase.

1974-75

Sworn officers, police protection agencies 28

Custodial officers, state a4ult,institutions 53

Child care workers, juve6ire institution's
Probation and paroie officers t751'''

-Although sword law enforcement officets will still
constitute the largest single group 'aiding
personnel of criminal justice agencies, their share of total
employment expected to decline from 46 percent' in
197firto 41 percent in 1985.Conversely, employment of
correctional Officers in 'adult institutions and of probation
and parole officers" is expected to-grow at a much inore'
rapid rate over this period. Certain other occupatiohal
groups, such as non-sworn (civilian) police emplbyees

--and non-judicial staff of state trial courts of general
jurisdictionwhich have madellimited use of "LEEP as
sistince to dateare also expected to grow at a relatively
rapid rate. These trends thus suggest. the need for a
significant shift in curriculum emphasis of criminal jus-
tice education, programs, to include better coverage ozn.
corrections and courtsrelated "subjects, as against the
current heavy concentration n line law enforcement
personnel.

2. Trends in job functions and roll's. The, results of
our field analysis of key occupations, and concurrent
survey information on major criminal justice trends,.
suggest That the coming decade will witness:.only.gradral
changes in task emphasis, and in related skill and knowl-
edge requirements, for a number of key criminal justice
occupations. In general, the direction of change where it

occurs will be toward a broadening of scoperna ;lumber.
of the line position** which in turn will require a broader ,

understanding of crime - related behavior, of 'social,prob-
lems and of the cnminal justice system as a whole' Thus,
the trend toward team policing and -towards greater in-

" volvement of the community in crime prevention' may
require an incre)sed understanding,b0 police officers of
community relations issues well ds additional training

,

in ,basic. investigative skills, while the trend towards
community-based correctional facilities 4lay ,have the,
'effect of expanding thesounselinglore of custodial per;,... --1,

. sonnel, particularly in juvenile iriffltutions:
...

lvit significant changes in roles are likely to occur in
the case of-executive and other managerial-leyel.person:

,- nel. in line law enforcement and.correctiorral agencies. A
variety of pressures and Constraints *a resulting .iri a ..

basic rtange in the traditional, command-style of man:
ageMent of these agencies, iriciOing increased pressure's ,

for improved efficiency and f'"Use of nnaresophisticated -- -

matiagemen2 techniqtre;s; increased(accoprirability to the -
courts in treatment bf Offenders; arid itOrowth of public

',-
sector unionization. One illustranen,of this trey -is the - l
emergence. of separate operational Plarining-unitsas- '''
sist management in utilization of staff and other re-
sources. Two-fifths of all policy chiefs in jurisdictions
with 17,000'or more population, reported the existence'
of such units in their departments. Field analysis of theit

'1 functions indicate that most of these units -still at a
rudimentary stage; for example, only a ut ohe half of
the police planners sampled analyied crime and v5ork-
!bad statistics as part of their duties and fewer engaged-in
bona fide planning or research 'activities.' These
limitations can be attributed at least-in part to the limited
training of both management and of fanning staffs in the
role of systematic- management planning, .and in the
technical skills emailed. Pressures for increased man-

gagenient sophistication will be accompanied by -a de-
maid for more broadly educated personnel in-these key-- -

positions, and for more comprehensive management
training programs; . ,.

!

3'. Trends in educational attainment. NMS- pro-
jections indicate that a continua:ion of recent trends will -

.-----result in a sharp increase in the proportion of sworn law
enforcement officers with at least some college educatiort
in the next--10 _years. The percentage of offa-ers who
have completed one or more years of college is projected
to increase from 46 percent in 1974 to 75 percent by
1985. In the latter year nearly 19 percent of law
enforcement officers are expected 'to be college

'graduates, or more than twice the proportion in 1974;
These projections assume that the rate of educational r"- -

upgrading among current sworn law,enforcement-olticers,
who will remain in this-occupation to 1985 Will be the,

. .
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same as that experienced by groups of officers with
similar lengths of service in the periods primer to 1974.

They, also reflect the replacement of older, -Jess-
Velucated officers, separating due to retirement or other
causes, by, berg '..tcated young- recruits. A combina-
tion of fae(on;. r in Chapter V, is expected to
contribute .ti tht. L.xpi:ctec. increase in educational attain-
ment of ncw police recruits. These-include: (1) the pro-

4 jetted ;edition in annual police recruitment needs,
hence permitting greeter selectivity: (2) the higher levels
of unemployment projected -for the period .1974-80,
which will increase the supply of qualified applicants:
and (3) the continuing trend towards increased college
enrollment among those who will comprise the pool of
potential new entrants into police positions during the
coming decade.

One of the major implications of these trends is
thabwith the continued increase in fhe proportions of

. personnel who will already have completed one or two
years of college worka growing proportion of appli.-
cants for LEEP assistance will consist of personnel en--.

rolled in the third or fount, years of undergraduate study
arfour-year colleges or universities, or in.graduate pro-
grams. Such programs tend to be considerably more
costly than those in public twolear colleges. If LEEP

. -fundingeels 'were to continue at the same absolute
dollar level, as was the case between Fiscal Years 1973

ancr1977,. or were even to increase only in line with
general 'increases in tuition costs, the effect would be to
impose a: need for reduction in the number of 9nrollees

- ,and, in the number of eligible institutions.
=-4.

wir . r

. D. Findings and Recommendations
4

. Niajorkulings. The issue addressed in this chapter
has been that:.-future (role, and direction of, the LEEP

,piogta?t?. or pf any -similar program of academic assist-
.ante Tors,ktimitial justice personnel. Several analytical

...approaches 'have been -used fot this purpose, includig a
" review of evidence beating on the relationship between ,

. hifer education and personnel perfolmance, an asks's-

*lent of the quantitative and qualitative results of the

LEEP program, and anllentification of key, manpower
trends relevant to futirre needs and priorities for federally

funded academic assistance-pro.gtains.
An inescapable conclusion. from the available evi-

dence, ,,is that the LEEP programif it is to be
continuedmust be substantfa,119 restructured to remedy
major qualitative defieienciecand to adapt it to changing

manpower needs of Crithinal jtts)ice agencies. ThiS con-

clusietli is based ortthe.followirig spec* findings:
o The basic premise of the LEEP programthat

higher eflucation pei..se, is closely, associated with
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improved job performance cannot be cialy sup-
ported in the case of the basic line officer positions,
whose incumbents have been the primary ben-
eficiaries of LEEP assistance. .Eritpirical research
evidence is inconclusive and opinions of taw an-
forrement.executives on this issue, although gener-
ally supportive, appear to be strongly influenced by
their own backgrounds. The strongest _jugtification
for,such assistance appears to be on career develop-
ment grounds, i.e., to develop a broader pool of
educationally qualified perscfnnel for advancement,
to supervisory and managerial level positions..,
The available evidence indicates that LEE"' was
clearly a major factor in the very rapid growth in
criminal justice education- programs during. the
period since its inception, and, that it, was probably a
significant contributing factor in the recent rapid
increase in educational attainfnent of police and cor-
rectional officers. However, the academic quality of
much of the EEP-financed education has been sig-
nificantly deficient, as measured by such criteria as.
program content, faculty charactecistics, or student-
faculty ratios. In part, these qualitative weaknesses
are attributable to.the very rapid growth of LEEP-
funded criminal justice education programs and the
inadequate initial resources of qualified faculty-and'
of educational materials. There is little evidence that
these programs adequately address the broader so-
cial issues associated with crime and crime
prevation, or With the interface between the crimi-
nal justice system acrd the broader community.
Course emphasis, as well as student participation,
have also been disproportionately concentrated in
the law enforcement field.
From a manpower perspective, thecatlook is for
much more rapid growth in `correctional pesitions,
'than for sworn police 'officers, thus theindicating t
need fo? increased emphasis on correctional subjects

in crirn nal justice programs. A growing proportion
of all line personnel in law enforce.nenj and correct
tional agencies will have completed at least one or
two years 9f college, in large-part because of the
rising educational level of new entrants into these
occNpations. As a result a greater 'Proportion of
available assistance funds will be needed to assist
those 'enrolled in the upper years of four-year Under-

graduate programs or in graduate study.

o In addition to these trends, assessments presented
elsewhere in this yeport have highlighted significant
existing deficits in education among mid-level and
Inanagerial personnel in law enforcement and cor-

. rectional agencies, as illustrated by the fact that less'
than one-fourth of a'l law enforlment executives

r'e
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were college graduates in 1975. It is likely that,
despite substantial progress, a majority of manage-
rial incumbents in law enforcement agencies will
continue to be non-college graduates in 1985. in
view of the growing need for application of sophisti-
cated management techniques in criminal justice
agencies, and of the increasing constraints and pres-
sures for accountability on these executives, an in-
creased allocation of resources to education and
training programs in the field of management should
command a high priority in future academic assist-
ance programs..

2. Recommendations
Firm action should be taken by LEAA to enforce the
existing qualitative standards for institutional qual-
ifications for LEEP assistance as provided in
current LEAA guidelines. In order to upgrade the
qualitative level of these programs, LEAA should
assist the Academy of Criminal Just'.ce Sciences or
other appropriate potential accrediting organizationS
in accelerating on-goinvlans to develop accredita-
tion standards for these programs. After some rea-
sonable noticir, programs which do not meet either
LEEP guideline standards, or appropriate acCiedita-
tion standards, should be disqualified from further
LEEP assistance.

In view of the growing proportion of personnel who
have already completed one or two years of college,
guidelines for academic assistance to irstitutions
and individual applicants should he reNsed to pro-
vide for a phase-out of LEEP assistance for the first
t,v6 years of undergraduate study. Implementation
of this policy should, hdwevel% recognize the wide
differenCes in existingeducational attainment of line
criminal justice-personnel by regions, state and lo-
cality, which may justify early action in some states
and much slower implementation-in others.

LEEP funds made available by the 'above proposed
. polic'es could appropriately be reallocated to the

following higher priority educational needs:
(1)-Management education programs. A special

program of grants for undergraduate and graduate

work in management-related subjects is recom-
'mended, to help alleviate deficiencies in \the
education and training of current incumbents oof
individuals otherwise eligible for adyancement to
managerial-positions. The grants should be made
available to middle - level supervisors and manage-
rial personnel ii. at; categories of criminal justice
'agencies; should provide for full support of up to
one year of resident study; should be nat.tonally
administered by LEAA and awarded on a competi-

tive basis, with consideration given to equitable
geographical digtribution.

(2) Graduate programs. A significant proportion
of LEEP funds should be made available for direct
grants to criminal justice related graduate programs,
to support increases in the number of students plan-
ning to teach in the field or.to engage in planning,
research or evaluation functions in criminal justice
agencies.

(3) Doctoral dissertation grants. A special pro-
gram of grants to support doctoral dissertations on
crime-related subjects should be instituted, as an
additional means of g-frengthening the quality of
research and of education in this field.

Guidelines and criteria for allocation of LEEP
assistance should be modified to encourage adop-
tion of broader curricula, with increased emphasis
on the needs of personnel in correctional and judi-
cial proces,s agencies, since the latter categ6(ies have
received a relatively small share of Iota LEEP
assistance and are expected to experience the.most
rapid employment growth in the coming 10-year
period. Similarly, as non-sworn personnel assume a
larger share of total law enforcement positions, in-
cluding those in technical and planning functions,
such personnel should be assisted in advancing their
education in crime-related subjects, both at the un-
dergraduate and graduate levels.

It may be desirable to reassess the current policy
which virtually precludes authorization of LEEP
grants to any new pre-service students. It is clear
that the overall adequacy of supply of applicants for
line police and correctional positions does not war-
rant a general re-opening of the LEEP programs to
pre-service personnel in the first 2 years of col-
lege. Exceptions should be considered in the case of
qualified applicants for advanced undergraduate or
graduate study in crime-related fields, where state
and local agencies can establish a need for such
personnel- and can , provide some assurance of
placement opportunities, when they have completed
their education.

Finally, if the LEEP program is continued, meas-
ures should be initiated to conduct a continuing,
comprehensive evaluation of this program. This
should include systematic follow-up surveys of stu-
dents who have received LEEP training; as well as
assessments by employing agencies of the utility of
such training. The practice adopted by other federal
agencies, in setting aside a small percentage' of the
program budget for evaluation, should be adopted
by the LEAA.
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E. Conclusions on EduCational Standards
The above assessments of educational standards for line

positions in law enforcement and correctional agencies
support the following general conclusions,.

1. The available evidencewhether based on task
analysis, on empirical research or on attitudinal responses
of agency executivesdoes not support a mandatory
requirement for college education as a condition for
satisfactory performance in basic police officer or line
correctional officer duties, as these positions are ra 1-

tionally organized. /
2. There is some evidence, however, thy} college

trained pdlice officers as a group do perform better than
officers in certain tasks, such as in preparation of reports
or in service-oriented police practices, such as dealings
with juveniles or with citizens, Moreover, to the extent
that the role of the basic police or correctional officer is
broadenedfor example, through greater involvement of
police officers in community relations activities or
through assignment of a greater counseling role to line
custodial officersa stronger case for college-trained
personnel can be made.

3. Generally, however, the strongest justification for
support of higher education for these personnel relates to
career development needs in view of the more widespread
recognition of 'the requiremerit for such education for
supervisory and, particularly, managerial level positions.
Since line police and 'correctional agencies rely very
largelyif not exclusivelyupon intemal promotions to
staff these key positions, the development of a large pool
of more educated officers in the basic entry-level positions
is viewed as a necessary condition for the future educa-
tional upgrading of the higher echelon staff in these
agenciek
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4. t-mally, the recent intuston into the executive ranks
of criminal justice agencies of younger, more educated
officerswho have expressed the strongest support for
upgrading of educational standardsclearly points to an
increasing emphasis upon higher education as a condition
of both entry and advancement in these agencies. This
trend is likely to be reinforced, moreover, by the favorable
recruitment outlook for most of these agencies, resultAg
from reduced personnel turnover and growth needs and
from the increased pool of college-educated applicants for
police and correctional agencies, as discussed in Chapter
V of this volume.
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CHAFTER VII. TRAINING FOR LAW ENFORCEMEN7
AND CORRECTIONAL OCCUPATIONS

In cont:ast to the broader educational objectives of
academic degree-granting programs, training programs
are primarily designed to develop more specilic job-
relevapt skills, knowledge and perspectives. Such train-
ing may be provided in a formal classroom environment,
such as that of law enforcement or c ectional
academies, or may be acquired through sot, combina-
tion of structured on-the-job training and of informal
on-the-job teaming experiences, through observation of,
and guidance by, supervisors or peers.

On-the-job training and leaming experiences have
beenand continue to bethe predominant source of
development of practical job skills for most law en-
forcement and correctional officers. Nevertheless, in-
creased emphasis has been placed upon more formal
training programs for these personnel, including entry-
level training...in basic skills, and in-service training to
provide for maintenance of these. si :Hs or for develop-
ment of rrore specialized or technical skills, including
those related to assumption of supervisory duties.

This growing emphasis upon formal training programs
has stemmed in large part from a recognition, of the
limitations of more informal procedures to provide the
needed and knowledge. During the 1960'srising
crime rates, urban unrest, prisoner riots atd demonstra-
tions, and a series of Supreme Court decisions protect -
ing offender rights all highlighted the fact that many law
enforcement and correctional personnel had been poorly
prepared to exercise their responsibilities. An extension
and strengthening of formal training programs was rec-
ommended, therefore, as both a means of improving the
basic job-relevant skills and proficiencies of these key
personnel, and of promoting more rapid adjustments to
changing policies and crime-fighting strategies or to
clianges in the social environment, itself.

This chapter assesses the current status and adequacy
of these training programs, separately for law enforce-
ment officers and for correctional personnelother than
those at the managerial level, whose training and educa-
tion needs are reviewed in the following chapter. Aoint
of departure in these assessments is the definition of
training standards based on findings and recommenda-
tions of expert Commissions, the results of NMS occupa-
tional analysis findings and of related survey findings.

These have provided guides as to desirable minimum
lengths of training, frequency of training (for in-service
personnel) and training contents. These standards have
been compared with current agency practices, as se-
ported by executives in response to the NMS surveys,
and with information on specialized training actually
received by agency employees, where available, Rec-
ommendations on needed improvements in existing pro-
grams are presented in the final section of the chapter.

A. Training for
Law Enforcement Officers

1. Entry-level training. The need for f..)rmal entry-
level training for new police recruits has long been rec-
ognized. Such training had been provided by the larger
police departments for many decades,beginning with the
opening of the New York City Police Department's School
of Pistol Practice in 1895. However, until re-
cently, many smaller agencies continued to rely on in-,

for ial on-the-job training methods. Moreover, police
courseswhere providedwere often very restricted in
scope, with primary emphasis on procedures or specific
skills, rather than basic principles.

.
Tilt.; Commission on Law Enforcement and.

Administration of Justice, and the National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals
both recommended that entry level training of a least
400 classroom hours be mandated for all new police
recruits. The latter Commission further recommended a
distribution of course time to covcr the following subject
areas.'

Percentage of

Course Hours

Introduction to the criminal justice system 8

Law 10

Human values and problems 22

Patrol and investigation procedures 33

Police proficiency
.

Administration

18

9

. Total 100

Other specific recommendations of the National Advi-
sory Commission included: (1) establishment of
performance objectives for training programs; (2) a shift
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from the traditional lecture methods of training to
methods designed to incrcast trainee participation and
interest; such as role playing. group discussion, self-
paced individualized instruction; (3) imoroVed instructor
training and increased utilization of full-time instructors;
and (4) establishine.nt of a field training program under
supervision of highly qualified officers, to be combined
with the formal recruit training program. The President's
Crime Commission, as well as the National Advisory
Commission, also strongly supported establishment of
statewide or regional academies for law enforcement
training, and-of state commissions on police selection
and training standards, which would have..the authority
to establish mandatory minimum standards for training
and qualification of police officers in each state.

The necessity for formal entry trainingof police .offi-
cers was further validated by the results of NMS job
analysis studies. Samples of incumbent patrol officers
were asked to identify the skill and knowledge require-
ments for adequate performance of various police officer
tasks. The respondents rated 14 of these tasks as requir-
ing a high degree of skill or knowledge upon entry.
Among these were knOwledge of police authorities and
responsibilities, criminal law, 'investigative techniques,
use of firearms. report writing and defensive tacticsall
requiring some period of initial formal training. Thus,
even under a specific task-oriented approach, entry train-
ing wio clearly indicated as essential for satisfactory
police performance. The length of course time necessary
to acquire these and other essential skills or knowledge
could not, however, be established by this procedure,
since this is likely to depend upon such variables as
student and instructor capioilities, intensity of training,
the teaching methods used and the specific content matter
required by different agencies. Law enforcement training
experts in a panel convened by the.NMS.fer this purpose
have, rather, stressed the need for clearly defined per-
formance objectives for each aspect of training, as well
as the importance of structured field training as a sup-
plement to more formal classroom work.

Considerable progress has .been made in approaching
some of the quantitative goals for police entry training
recommended by these Commissions. By 1974, 44 states
had established, state commissions on police standards
and training, as compared to 33 in 1970. The institu-
tional resources for provision of such training have also
eitpanded rapidly, including a rapid growth in the

number of state and regional academies for provision of
training to small and medium-sized agencies. Thus, of a
total of about 240 law enforcement academies which

responded. to a recent survey of the National Association
of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training
(NASDLET), 66 percent were established within the last
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10 years.2 Financial support provided by the Federal
Government has been an impo,, ':ictor in this growth,

as illustrated by the fact that 2.3 percent of these
academics reported receiving financial assistance directly
from LEAA in 1975 while 17 percent received aid from
state and criminal justice planning agencies.

The extern of progress in provision of entry-level train-
ing is also suggested by a conipar'son betvs the pro-
portion of all incumbent sworn of icers who had ever
received police academy training wi,h the proportion of
agencies currently requiring such training for new en-
trapts. As shown in Table VII-1, 77.5 percent of all

sworn officers employed in law enforcement agencies in
1974 reported in the Census employee survey that they
had ever attended a police academy. This proportion
ranged from 52 percent for officers in agencies with less
than 25 employees to 95 percent, in agencies with 1,000

or more employees. In contrast, o'er 82 percent of all
law enforcemant executives.responding to the NMS sur-
veys in 1975 reported that their agencies were currently
providing entry-level training to all their new recruits;
including all but a very small proportion of agencies with
25 or more employees. Moreover, among the smallest
agenciesthose with less than 25 employees-69 per-
cent of the polide agencies and 78 percent of the sheriffs'
agencies now provided some formal entry-level training
to all recruits (Table VII-2).

TABLE VII-1
, Sworn Law Enforcement Personnel Who Had Attended

Police Academies, by Size of Agency, 1975

Kee of Agency

Personnel Who Had

Nambei. Attraled a Fake Academy
of

Personnel '..lumber Percent

All law enforcement agencies 502,254 389,451 77.5

0-24 employees 83,005 43,497 52.4

'25-149 y 138,073 94,118 68.2

150-399 54,788. 41,229 75.3

400-999 52,453 45,267 86.3

1,000 or more 173,935 165,340 95.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Crimirad Justice Employee Cisaracteristics Survey.

1975.

The proportions of all police officers who had received
formal training were found to vary considerably among
the 50 states, ranging from only about one-half of all

officers in several rural states, such as North Carolina,
West Virginia and New Hampshire, to abote, 90 percent,
in.New York. California, and the District of Columbia.
Generally, states with above average educational levels
among police officers also tended to have a higher pro-
portion of academy-trained personnel, probably reflect;
ing the combined influence of higher state training and .

selection standards, greater urbanization and differences
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in overall education and marling resources amok:
states.

Several types of academies or training agencies th,

been used to prt ide pollee recruit training These

include agency affiliated academies, state or r.gional

(intrastate) academies and academies operated by educa-

tional institutions, such is community colleges. NMS

survey reports indiCate that law enforcement agencies

which accounted for about 57 percent of total law en-

fbrcement employment in 1975 provided training
through agency-operated academics; an additional 36
percent, through state or regional academies, and only

about 7 percent, in academies operated by educational

institutions. Whereas about three-fourths of agencies
with 500 or more employees relied on their own
academies, a majority of small and medium-sized agen-
cies used state and regional academies or local education

institutions for this purpose.
As shown in Table VII-, the extent to which recruit

training courses conform to the National Advisory
Commission standard of 400 or more course hours varies

directly with agency size. Among agencies with 400 or

more employees, over 90 percent of all police depart-
Ments and 72' peicent of sheriffs' agencies provided re-

cruit training of 400 hours or more, whereas only small

percentages of agencies with less than 25 employees met

this standard. A distribution of these agencies, weighted

by their employment,-indicates that agencies employing

nearly three-fifths of all sworn officers provided-entry

training of 400 or more hours'in 1974-75 (Table V 11-4).

Average course lengths were substantially longer in
agency affiliated academies than in state or regional

academies or those affiliated with educational institu-

tions.

TABLE V11-2-

Police and Sheriffs' Agencies Providing Formal. Entry-
,Level Training, by Ty!), and Size of Agency'. 1975

Type and Size o'nnt of Agen:le, Pres . ,

of Agency totr y it 1.

Police agencies, total __ _ _ _

'1--24 employees
25-74

--
37
6c72
45 I

75 - -399 93. I

400 or more 100.0

Sheriffs' agencies, total 82.6

1-24 employees
77.6

25-74 93.1

75-399 99.1

. 400 or more
100.0

Source: NMS Executive Surveyx. 1975.

addition is thc: eviltinuin defic, the avail

and. length of police recruit t. smaller

encies indicated by the above compan follow-

ing qualitative limitations in law enforcet,,,:ot academy
training were indicated by therNMS surveys.

Course contents. A comparison of actual course
time distribution 1:), major training topics, based on

the NASDLET survey of over 200 academies, with
that recommended by the National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,

indicates that recruit training course contents were
much more j± edurally oriented than pr.:nosed by

the Commission. Thus about 67 percent of course

hours were being devoted by academies to patrol

and investigation procedures and to "police profi-
ciency" subject's, as compared to a recommended

palolsocesa.ticononovfeorsreillyy,5

:
percent of time to these pur- ,

raining in "human values and
problems" received only 7 percent of actual course

time, whereas 22 percent had been recommended
for this purpose. The 'latter include subjects such as

community relations, juvenile, delinquency, crisill
icterventiOn.an.d minority relations, subjects which
have been strongly recommended for increased ern7

phasis in the major Commission studies', particularly
in the case of urban police departments.

Teaching methods. Despite recommendations sup-
porting more extensive use of more individualized
teaching methods, the formal lecture method con-.

mode of instruction at
taicnaudeesmtioe

academies

bteortnhee primary

all subjects, other than physi-
cal conditioning and firearms. Only small percent-

ages of academies reported use of altemative
methods such as group-discussion, operational prac-
tice, case study or programmed instruction. A panel

of laW enforcement training experts, convened by

NMS in 1)76, strongly recommended that the in-
stitution of improved teaching techniques and mate-
rials should be given a high priority.

oti Field training. Despite strong emphasis upon field

training in Commission recommendations, only
about 36 percent of all academies responding to the

NASDLET survey included such training in their

program. Field training was provided, to some ex-

tent, by 50 percent o f agency affiliated academies

but by only 25 percent of state or regional
academies, and by 17 percent of those affiliated with
colleges. NMS panelists also noted that field train-

ing, when available, is often indifferently structured
and sometimes suffers froM a lack of strong man-

agement supportfindings confirmed by the avail-
able literature and by NMS field visits.
Instructor quality. Despite Commission reconimen-

1 1 9
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TABLE VII-3

Distribution of Hours of Formal Entry-Level Training Provided by Police and Sheriffs' Agencies to New Recruits, by
Size and Type cf Agency, 1975

Length of
Entry-LeXel

Training

Police Demr,:nents Sheriffs' Departments

Total

In=27231

Sire of Agency

Total

(n=2412)

Size of Agency

1-24

Employees

(n=1431)

25-74
Employees

In=752)

75-399
Employees

(n=432)

400 or Mae
Employees

(n=1001

1-24

Employees

In=1997)

25-74
Employees

(n=477)

75-399
Employees

(n=.202)

400 or More
Employees

(n=36)

All departments 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

No training provided 17.8 30.8 4.9 1.9 0 17.8 22.4 6.9 .9 0

1-159 hours 5.0 7.1 2.5 3.5 0 9.3 9.8 8.3. 7.4 <, 5.5
160-399 hours 43.7 43.8 51.1 39.1 9 3 61.1 60.3 68.9 56.4 22.2
400-799 hours 31.6 18.0 40.6 53.0 6:).9 11.4 7.0 15.7 35.1 66.7
800 or more hours 1.9 .3 .9 2.5 26.9 .4 .4 0 . 0 5.5

Note:Derail may not add to totals due to rounding:
Source: NMS Executive Sarseys, 1975.

TABLE VII-4

Estimated Percentage Distributions of Sworn Law
Enforcement Officers, by the. Duration of Entry-Level

Training Provided, 1974-75 a

.;Duration

of Entry-
Level Training

All Law..
Emorcement

Agencies

Police

Agencies

Sheriff
Agencies

Tot.' 100.0 100.0 100.0

No training 7.2. 7.?: 7.2
1-159 hours 3.2 2.4 7.7
160-399 he rs 30.7 27.2 51.2
400-799 I.Jurs 47.0 49.5 32.1

'',800 or more 11.9 13.7 1.6

percentage distribution weighted on basis of emplOyille nt in each agency size group.

Note: Dethil may not add to te:s due to iMuxling.
Source: NMS Executive Su,s, ys, 1975.

dations in support of increased utkization of full-
tpne, adequately trained'instructot; the NASDLET
survey found thatinearly 80'percent of all academy
faculties consisted of part-time instructors. About 83
percent of the responding academies required that
their instructorsibe certified, mainly by State Train-
ing. Commissions or Departments of Education. In
spite of this apparent progreis, the panel of NMS
training experts felt that many instructor training
programs are inadequate, particularly for non-
procedural subjeCts.-
Class size. The National Advisory.Commission has
recommended that recruit class sizes be limited to a
maximum of 25 trainees, with 20 as a preferred
limit. The NASDLET survey found that nearly
one-half (49.3 percent) of agencies responding to
the survey actually had class sizes in excess of 25
recruits, with the largest class sizes ,eported by state
and regional academies.
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2. In- service training. For purposes of this report,
in-service training includes all agency-provided training
that incumbents receive after basic or entry-level train-
ing. It includes courses designed to improve or upgrade
directly job-related skills, such ainvestigative methods
or.fi rearms use, as well as training to prepare incumbents
for new assignrnents or specialized function, such as .

dispatching, evidence handling or computer 13. 'grain-
ming. Supervisory training, as well as trainineand edu-
cation programs for managerial-level personnel, are-

discussed later in this report.
Both the President's Commission and !he National

Advisory Commission recor.,mended that all swom law
enforcement officers receive periodic formal training.
The latter Commission recommended that 40 hoU of
in-service training be provided annually to all sw rn
employees up to or including the rank of captain or its
equivalent in order to maintain, update and improve
necessary knowledge arid- skills.3 Similar recommenda-
tions have been made by numerous other assessments of
police personnel and training needs.

A large proportionof the executives responding to the
NMS survey reported that their agencies provided some

in- service train;.,:g to their personnel. Agencies offering
at least some in-service training accounted for about 84
percent of all police employees and for 74 percent of all
sheriff agency personnel in 1975. Nearly all of the larger
agencies, witth 400 or more employees, offered some
in-service training, as compared with only 63 percent of
the agencies with less than 75 employees. However, only
a small proportion of officers had actually attended for-
mal in-service courses during 1975. Thus among the
police agencies with 400 or more employees, 92 percent
reported that less than one-fourth of their officers had
attended an in-service course (other than "roll-call"
training) in. 1975, and only 5 percent reported that 75
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percent or more had attended such a cote These find
ings tend to be corroborated by police officer responses
to the 1975 Census survey of criminal justice personnel,
which indicated that only 36 percent of all sworn officers
ho-d completed at least one specialized training course
relevant to their current job.

Subject matter coverage of in-service training also
appears to be limited in most agencies. The three topics
most frequently offered, based on the NMS survey,
were: "criminal law and legal procedure," "weapons
training," and "criminal evidence and procedures." De-
spite the emphasis in the prescriptive literature upon the
"peace-keeping role" of police officers, subjects such as
crisis tntervention, juvenile policies and procedures and
community and race relations were offered much less
frequently than the more basic courses.

Executives in 27 of the 31 agencies visited by NMS
staff also perceived a need for considerable expansion of
in-service training. Personnel and budget shortages were
cited, however, as major obstacles.

3. 'Supervisory training. There is a wide consensus
that, formal training is necessary, for newly appointed
supervisors in'sworn law enforcement positions, typi-
cally at the sergeant, or equivalent,-rank Such positions
entail administrative and planning responsibilities, as
well as a mastery of law enforcement processes and
techniques. The NMS occupational analysis of line
supe.prvi,ory positions thus identified some 12 major
tasks, performed by line supervisory positions, which
not normally performed by-patrol officers. These include
such responsibilities as assignment of personnel, review
and processing of reports, investigation of .complaints
and planning of unit operations. Moreover, most police
agencies are required by law to promote from the ranks

of incumbent officers, using such criteria 'as written
knowledge tests or evaluations of performance as
patrolman neither of which necessarily measure com-
petence in supervisory skills.

A requitelnent to attend a supervisory training course,.
either prior to or shortly after promotion to a supervisory
position, was recommended by both the National Advi-
sory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals as well as by other major study groups, such as the
National d'Adliisory- Group on Productivity in Law En-

forcement. AbOut 90 percent of all police chiefs and,

about-80 percent of the sheriffs responding tb the NMS

surveys also agreed that- supervisory training should be
requited.

NMS survey results indicate that such training is not
currently required by a substantial majority of all law
enforcement agencies. Only 37 percent of all executives
of police agencies surveyed and 29 percent' of the

sheriffs' agencies, reported that their agencies required

'"":";^':, ";'"" ^r after pf'nrff,tinn
However, 63 percent of large police departments with
500 or more employees required such training, as con-
trasted with only 23 percent of the SITIalicSt police agen-
cies. Since supervisory-level petsonnel (end to be con-
centrated in the larger agencies, the overall proportions
of such personnel currently required to take such training
is probably considerably higher than'suggested by these
unweighted statistics.

Among all incumbent supervisory personnel, how-
ever, a much lower proportion reported that they had
ever received such training. Only 15 percent of patrol
supervisors and 25 percent of detective supervisors re-
ported that they had ever received formal administrative
training, in the Census survey of criminal justice person-
nel. The limited scope of such training, for current in-

cumbents, is also confirmed by the results ofJ'4MS field
job analysis reports. A large majority of the 261 super-
visory personnel sampled, in 31 agencies, reported that
they had Teamed all of the tasks specific to their jobs
primarily thiough on-the-job experience. Many of these
personnel felt themselves inadequately prepared in two
groups of tasks, including thos-: related to personnel
administration and to planning OP recommendation of
improvements in departmental policies or procedures.

The above findings thus suggest the need for more
extensive supervisory training, particularly in many of
the smaller agencies. It is clear, however, that the effec-
tiveness of such courses will depend upon correction of
the qualitative deficiencies in existing academy pro-
grams, described above, or on establishment.of alterna-

tive institutional arrangements for provision of such
!raining.

B. Line Personnel in Adult Corrections

I. Entry-kvel training. Training of line custodial
officers in adult corrections institutions has been charac-
teristically much-.:shorter, and less well developed, than
for law enforcement officers.. Although the need to up-
grade the competence and training of correctional staff
was recognized by most major assessments of the correc-
tional field, issues such as training lengths or contents
were generally not addressed. -The National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals
did, however, recommend that all new staff members
should receive a minimum of 40 hours of entry - level'
training and an additional 60 hours of training during

their first year of employment.
Systematic entry-level training for correctional offi-

cers is a relatively recent development in most correc-
tional systems. Available survey data for various periods
in the mid- or late 1960's suggest that, in this period,
such training was provided in some form by between 50
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percent ancri-Ocent of state adult corrections institu-
tions. In contrast, nearly all (97 percent) of all executives
of siate adult corrections institutions responding to the
1975 NMS survey indicated that their agencies now
provided formal entry-level training to all new correc-
tional offic6is. Moreover, in contrast to earlier practices,
when participation in such training Was often voluntary.
96 percent of these agencies now required training at
gntry for all newly employed officers. From this and
collateral evidence it is clear that a major growth in
correctional officer training has occurred, made
possible-in large part-by provision of federal funds as
"seed money". for these programs.

Correctional officer entry training is most frequently
provided at statewide correctional academiels. Fifty-six
percent of respondents to the NMS survey reported that
they utilized state training facilities for all or parrot' their
training, as compared to 41 percent providing such train-
ing entirely or in part, in their own facility. Twelve
percent used regional training facilities and about 10
perCent reported Using other correctional agencies or
local educational institutions for this purpose. Compari-
son of these findings with results of earlier surveys indi-
cates a definite trend towards statewide correctional
training academies, 'many of which have. been recently
est'ablished with LEAA funding assistance. ResponSes
by executives, moreover, indicated ,a continuing trend
towards use of state_training acidernies, with a moderate
dedline in the proportion of agenCies planning to rely on
training in their own, or other, correctional facilities.

As shown in Table V11-5, ,,oniewhlt less than half of
all correctional agencies (44 percent)' met or exceeded
the standard of 100 hours which had bcil proposed by
the National Advisory Commissim for total length of
training for new correctional officers during their first
year of employment. However, as compared to an aver-

agi; course length of 116.6 hours (based on a weighted
mean), agencies accounting for 22.5 percent of correc-
tional employees in this sample provided 40 hours orless
of training, whereas 25.5 percent provided 160 or more
hours. Training courses tended to vary directly with
agency size, except for the agencies in the largest size
group (400 or more employees) whose course lengths
approximated the overall average.

These variations in course lengths reflect equally wide
variations in state standards. Among the 24 states for
which desired or mandated training levels have been
determined. the range of hours specified rz. between 16
and 301 hours. Only 9 of the states, however; specify, a
desirable or required periOd equal to or longer than the
100 hours suggested by. the National Advisory Commis-
sion, The most frequently specified training periods are
40 hours and 80 hours.

It is clear, hdwevel.. that those agencies whose course
lengths are governed by state agencies provide signifi-
cantly longer training than those where the length of
training is established at the agency level. Thus 59 per-
cent of all agencies whose course lengths were estab-
lished by state agencies provided 81 or more hours of
training, as compa,7,4 to only 15 percent of the agencies
which establishet.1 their own standards.

The NMS survey also indicates a definite trend to-
wards expansion of length of correctional officer entry
training. About 80 percent of agency executives indi-
cated that they had increased the length of their training .
courses in tilt past 5 years and about 40 percent ex-
pected course -lengths to increase in the immediate
future-the latter. in-luding many of the smaller agen-
cies, whose course lengths have been below average.
However, availability of funding-either from federal or
state sources-will be a key factor influencing the future
growth in these training programs.

TABLE VII-5

Distribution of the Duration of Entry-Level Training for Adult 'Corrections Officers, by Size of Agency, 1975
(Percent of agencies)

Flouts of
Training

Totals Sire of Agency

Agencies ',Personnel I-24 25-74 75-149 150-199.

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1-40 -. 25.0 22.5 58.8 30.0 20.6 17.9 21:1

41-99 30.6 31.6 23.5 30.0 29.4 ' 31.3 34'1

100-160 19.9 20.2 11.8 20.0 23.5 17.9 .23.7.

161-240 15.8 15.5' 5.9. 17.5 14.7 20.9 10.5

240 or more 8.7 10.0 0.0 2.5 11.8. 11.9 10.5

N- (196) (17) (40) (34) (67) (38)

Estimated mean length of training (hours)
.

101.2 116.6 '60.5 97.9 119,8 218.3, 113.2

Agencies weighted by distribution of personnel.
Source: NMS Executive Sursey 119751.
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The content.of training for correctional officer maybe
classified into eight general areas. These are:

agency policies and procedures;
custodial function;
emergency functions;
"treatment" of "programmatic" functions;

_ legal topics;
human values, problems, and behavior,
principles of coirections and the criminal justice
system; and
specific'skill proficiency developMent.

Based on NMS survey responses, the primary em-
phasi; in entry-level training for adult correctional officers
appears tri be in the generic areas of policies and proce-
dures, and custodial functions. These topics are covered
in the entry-level training programs of virtually all agen-
cies providing such training. A lesser order of emphasis
in entry-level training appears to be placed on such areas
as legal topics, emergency functions, human relatiOns,
and skill proflcienc. y training. These topics are provided
with more.frequency as the size of the agency increases,
suggesting.that they are either lest relevant to smaller
agenicies or, that the,amount of time devoted to training

..in smaller agencies is insufficient to permit coverage of
these topics.

Two approaches were used in assessing the adequacy
of course coverage. The 'first was to query correctional
executives on the. relative emphasis they recommended
for different entry-level training toics. With few,excep-'
tiOns, present training coverage was foundnot
unexpectedly =to closely reflect the priorities which cor-
rectional executives placed on each topic. Subjects re-
lated to primary custody, roles_and to general agency
policies and procedures received the highest ranking
based on this criterion.

The second approach was based on the results of the
NMS field occupation analysis of correctional officer
dutiei and skill and knowledge needs. This analysis
confirmed thatthe princip3,1 duties. of correctional offi-
cers related primarily tocustody" and security matters,
such as the observation of inmates, conducting searches,.
responding to emergency situations and maintaining the
overall security of the institution. However, a large
number of officers- also devoted conliderable time to

-custodial activities, such as advising irtmates, as-
,signink tasks-to inmates and supervising their work on
thew la3 Comparison of the skill and knowledge
damands of these tasks witir current training course con-
tents suggests dirt entry-level training is least adequate in

the area of staff-inmate relations.
The occupational irtlxsis indicated that incumbent

officers generally believedNthemsc:ves to be insuffi-
. ciently prepared to advise inmates regarding their prob-

N xx

lems. Correctional° supervisors and executives equally
stressed the importance of the ability to anticipate inmate
problems and to avoid thekse of force in dealing with
inmates. Thus, while training should stress skills in these
areas, a significantly sinalle(proportion of agencies cur-
rently train new officers in subjects such as. human rela-
tions and behavior, counseling and race relations, than'in
areas more closely related to 'custody or security.

Based on field interviews with agency officials, in-
creased emphasis on these subjects ctbsexpected in
the future. Over half of the state agencies visited by
NMS staff indicated that training will be modified in.the
next 5 years to include topics such as inmate 'rights,
humane methods of inmate treatment and revisions in the
role of the correctional counselor.

2. 1n-service training. The National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals had
recommended in 1973 that all correctional staff inmates
should receive a minimum of 40 hours -of in-service-
training annually. Although progress has been made in
provision of in-service training' opportunities to correc-
tional officers, the NMS survey results indicate that this
goal is still far from realization. ,

About 85 percent of all adult corrections agencies
covered by the NMS surrey indicated that they had some
provision for. in-service training of coriections officers.
'As in the case of entry-level training,.this apPears to be a
significant improvement oyes the situation in the late

. ,
1960's. Moreover, of the agencies not currently,provid-
ing such training, nearly four-fifths indicated that ,in-
service training would be instituted in the next 2 years..

However, only a small proportion of officers actually
attend in-service training courses each, year. Virtually all ,

agencies responding to the NMS survey indicated that no--
more than 10 percent of their staffs had attended courses
in the previous, fiscal year. The low frequency of, in-
service training is probably attributable, in large part, to
the recency of fornial training programs in most correc-
tional institutions and to the priority assigned to entry-
level training courses during this period. .

A relatively larger proportion of in-service training,:
than of entry training, is provided by correctional institu-
tions at the facility itsel . Fifty-four percent of all
agencies providing in-ser ice training reported that this
training was 'conducted in whole or in part at the facilify
itself, as conipated to 40 percent which used state
academies for thii-purpose.

Executives were also asked to estimate the average
length of in-service training for personnel' in their agen-
cies. Such estimates are likely to be judgmental, in view
of the wide diversity of courses, available. However,
nearly 60 percent of the-executives reported an average

/1
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duration of 40 or morctiours, for th6;sC art- tually
in-service courses.

vw

More significantly, training emphasis in in-ser, ice
training courses was found to closely parallel that in the
entry-level courses. Topics dealing with agency policies,
custodial and security functions were most frequently
covered; those related to staff-inmate relations and
treatment functions generally were less frequently cov-
ered. Thus areas which appeared to be neglected in the
entry-level courses tended also to receive lower priority
for in-service personnel. This pattern suggests that, in
considerable degree, recent in-service training has fo-
cused on provision of some formal training, at a basic
level, for many of the oldef correctional officers who had
never been required to take such training at the time of
their original entry into correctional employment.

In view of considerable attention, in the literature, to
the desirability of expansion of the counseling role of
corrections officers, special questions were addressed to
this issue in the NMS survey of executives of adult
institutions. Nearly 90 percent of all adult corrections
executives responded favorably to theprinciple of pro-
viding some training in counseling to corrections officers
and more than half of the agencies reported that they
currently assign their officers to such duties, mainly on p
selective basis. Among the latter agencies, a variety df
training and education programs are used fpf such train-
ing, including special in-service courses (35 percent),

-encouragement of enrollments in appropriate college
courses (23' percent) or special courses 'at regional or
state academies (15 percent). About one-fifth 'reported
that suck.training was provided, entirely or in part, as
part of basic entry-level training.

It should be emphasiied that the counseling, role or
function, in the correctional context, is used in a much
looser-andless technical ser.se-than in professionally
oriented counseli:fg activities, which normally require an
advanced degree in this field.

C. Child Care Workers
in Juvenile institutions

.1. Current status of training. Child care workers per-
form the custodial function in a diverse range of juvenile
correctional institutions including detention facilities,
shelters, reception and diagnostic centers, training
schools or reformatories; ranches, camps o farms, and
halfway houses or group homes. Although the training
schools, detention centers, and ranches tend to be rela-
tively secure facilities, other types of juvenile agencies
typically employ small numbers of employees and tend
to maintain lower levels of security. The small av-
erage size of juvenile facilities and the lower level of se-
curity required in many of these facilities in turn appear
to be factors affecting the scope and length of 'staff
training programs in these agehcies:

As showh in Table VII-6, the extent of training pro-
vided to child care workerswas substantially lower than'
for correctional officers in Slate adUlt institutions. Only
about one -half of the juvenile agencies whose executives
responded to the NMS survey provided entry training tr,
their child care staff. About 20 percent provided in-
service training only, while an additional 29 percent
reported that they provided no training at all.

The extent ter ivhichistaff training was provided varied
significantly by type Of agency. Whereas over 90'percen.
of the juvenile ranches, camps or farms, and nearly 80
percent of the training safioDIS provided some'training to
their child care staff, only about two-thirds. of the
juvenilecretention or halfway house facilities reported
that they provided either entry or in-service training. The
latter are typically locally based and smaller in size than
the state-operated training schools, ranches or sin-filar
facilities.

2. Entry-levet training. In contrast to the pattern for
training of adult correctional officers, entry training of

child care workers is primarily conducted at the facility

TABLE VII-6.
Percent Distribution of Juvenile Corrections Agencies by Extent of Provision of Entry-LevelPercent

and in- Service Training and., by Type of Agency, 1975

Type of,Agency .

Percent of Agencies:

Number of
Agencies Total

Entry-Level
--Only

In.Servke
_Only

Beal Cntri No Training
and In-Sel,ce Provided

Total: all agencies 533 100.0 8.1 \ 20.1 43.0
Juvenile betention 241 100.0 6.6 20.7 39.0 33.6
Trainim schools 116 100.0 7.8 16.4 54.3 21.6

Ranch, camp. farm 64 10b.0 7.8 25.0 57.8 9.4

Halfway house 8920s- 100.0 13.5 21.3 29.2 36.0
Reception and diagnostic 100.0 0.0 16.7 58.3. 25.0
Juvenile shelter 9 100.0 11.1 11.1 22.2 55.6

Non-resident program 2 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

Source; NMS Executive-Survey 119751
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Where they are employed. NMS survey data indicate that
only a small proportion use state or regional facilities,
and an even smaller proportion use local colleges or
other agencies for this purpose. Juvenile agency heads
did; however, forecast a gradual increase in use of out-
side providers of training for their staffs.

Course lengths for entry training were typica:ly quite
short. The estimated average .length of entry training of

:child care workers was about 30 hours, or about one-
fourth that for adulttcorrections officers (Table VII-7).
The average length of training tends to increase with
agency size, from 25 hours for agencies with less than 25
employees, to an average of abOut 35 hours in agencies
with 75 or more employees,. The.larger, more secure
facilitieg, such as training schools, tend to provide
somewhat longer courses than do detention centers or
halfway houses'.

As in the case of adult corrections officer training,
4urse emphasis for child care workers was in the areas
of custody, agency policy and security. Moderate
coverage was provided for such topics as report writing,

J counseling and child psythology, while subjects such as
juvenile law, race relations, drug and,alcohol treatment
and sex education were less frequently inCluded, .. The
frequency of inclusion of these topics in entry training
curricula was found to correspond fairly closely to the
judgments on desired course emphasis, expressed by
agency heads. One exception, hoWever, was the subject
Of child and adolescent.psychology, which was included
in-only 41 percent of tht training courses offered; even

_. though 55 percenfof the executives-considered,this sub-

ject should receive "strong emphasis."
Occupational analysis information, obtained for a

small field sample of child care wo:kers, indicated that

the primary duties of these personnel are, in fact, of a
custodial nature, including preyentionof internal disrup-

-

tion and the control of resident movement and behavior.
In addition to these basic functions, child care personnel
do perform certain programmatic type 'activities, includ-
ing orientation of new inmates, advising concern-
ing their personal and other problems; and supervising
residents' activities.

Juvenile correc,tions elSecutives and supervisors,
viewed in the course of the NMS field visits, identified'a'
large number of skill and knowledge areas wheie they
considered newly a,ssigned child care personnel to be
deficient. Primarily, these deficiencies related to the cus-
todial 'role of these personnel, rather than *.o program-
oriented functions. These include ;.subjects which rare

covered, to some extent, in formal entry training
courses, where such courses .ire provided. Thus, the
primary need implied by these assessment's is for initia-
tion of formal entry training in those agencies not now
providing such training, and/or more adequate coverage
of basic subjects, where such courses are,now offered. °

3. 1n-service training. About -64 'percent of all
juvenile corrections agencies reported that they provided
some form of in-service training to their experienced
child care workers. In about one-fifth of agencies,
in-service training was the only form cif training pro-
vided. MoreOver, in contrast to the situation for adult
corrections officers, juvenile agency heads reported that,
where such training was available, an average of over 70'
,percent of child care staff members received such train-
ing each year. This training is predominantly provides at
the facility itself, with modest proportions of agencies
reporting any use of external, training sources, such as
state or regional training facilities al educational
institutions. Average in-service traini ourse length
was report:x1 to be .34 hour's, about, the same as for
entry-level training.

Course contents of in-service training programs were

TABLE VII-7

.!.--Duration of Entry-Level Training Provided to Juvenile Corrections Child Care Workers,
by Size of Agency. 1975

Percentage Distribution by Horn of Training Provided

Size,A Agency
(Number of Employee,'

Number of
Agencies

Estimated

Average

tin hews)

Total 1-40 - 41-80 81-99 100 or more

Total: all agencies providing training 282 30.4 100.0 81.2 13.8 3.9 1.1

,124: 106 25.0:, 100.0 88.7 9.5 0.9 0.9

25-74 103 32.7 100.0 80.6 14.6 3.8 1.0

75-149 44 35.8 100.0 68.1 18.2 11.4- 2.3

or more 29 33.5 100,0 75.9 20.7 3.4 0.0
.150

Weighted percentage
32.8 100.0 76.3 17.0 5.6

NMS Executive Survey (1915)
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found, also, to be heavily oriented towards custody and
security-topics. linwever, coverage of treatmentpriented...
subjects, such-4B counseling techniques and child and
adolescent psychology was found to be more frequent in,
the in- service training 9programs, than in entry-leyel
training. course emphasis was also found to vary some-
what by type of agency. Thus, halfway houses more
frequently covered such topics as counseling techniques
and . sex education, and placed lesser emphasis can
custody-related subjects than did detention centers or
training schnols.

Fundamentally, however, the length of both
entry-leVel and in-service training courses suggests
thateven when subjects were reported as "covered" in
these training programssuch coverage was typically
limited to brief and necessarily superficial orientations.
These limitations in total course lengths, combined with
the significant proportion of juvenile agencies providing
no training at all, highlight very serious weaknesses in
oche quality and sufficiency of training for this key occu-
pation.

I

D. Training for Probation and Parole Officers

I. Education and training needs. _Probation and
parole officers are responsible for a broad range of duties
which varyto-some degreedepending upon the client -
group supervised (adult or juvenile)and the specific
functions of their agency: Generally, these duties. fall.
into two major categories: (I) the provision of counseling
and rehabilitation services to offender clients, either di-
rectly or by-referral to appropriate community agencies-1
and (2) the investigation, monitoring and supervision of
.probationers or parolees, and preparation of reports or
recommendations to appropriate agencies such as the
courts or parole boards. In addition to these primary
duties officers may also be required to serve in quasi-
m,anagerial roles, involving coordination and evaluation
of services provided by external agencies or supervision
of volunteers and paraprofessional aides, as well as other

-probation or parole officers, erployed within the agency
itself.

In contrast to the "line" law enforceinent .and Correc-
tional officer:occupations, the probation and parole
officer is generally recognized as a professional, .requir-
ing considerable specialized pre--service education or rel-
evant work experience for effective job performance.
Thus, the minimum educational standards for entry, pro-
posed by various professional or public interest organiza-
tions in recent years, have provided for graduation from
an accredited college or university with a major in the
social or 'behavioral sciences and either one year of

socialgraduate study in socia work or a related-field, such as
counseling or guidance, or one year of full-time paid
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social work experience in a recognized welfare agency.
The ';:preferred"' standard is completion of two'years of..
graduate study in an accredited school of social work or
comparable study in criminology, sociology or a related
field. These standards have been endorsed with minor
variations by the American Bar Association, tile National
Council on Crime and Delinquency and the American
Correcticinal AsSbciation.4

A lower minimum standard was proposed, however,
by the Joint commission en Correctional Manpower and
Training in its 1968 report, which suggested a minimum'
requirement Of a bachelor's degree; preferably with a
major in the social or behavioral sciences, rather. thari
one requiring specialized r adtiate study: This loker ti

standard, based on the Commisvion's appraisal of the
realities of the manpower situation in the probation-and
parole, field* was premisedhowever--upon the de-

veloprrmt of adequate entry or in-service training pro-
grams to assure !hat personnel in these positions would
be adequately prepared -to carry out their duties.5

NMS survey results indicate that a bachelor's
degree,-rather than any advanced .degree

requirement- -was.the prevailing minimum educational
requirement for entry into probation and parole officer
positions in 1975. Of a total of about 2,000 agencies
surveyed, over 80 percent had adopted this standard, as
compared to 15 percent with lower educational standards

and less than I percent of the agencies, which reported
a master's degree requirement. The actual educational
attainment of probation and parole officers in 1975 was
somewhat higher than suggested by 'these. minimum
standards. Nearly 90 percent of all incumbent probation
and parole officers had aocollege.degrei, and 35 percent
reported completion of at least one year of graduate
study, according to the Census Bureau survey of criminal
justice personnel. A considerable proportion of probation
and parole officers also enter these positions after prior
experience in related criminal justice or social service
agenbies. .among administrators of probation and
parole agencies responding to the NMS 'survey, about 60
percent reported prior work experience in such agencies
as correctional institutions, law enforcement agencies or
welfare agencies.

The results of the NMS field analysis, based on visits
to a small sample of probation' and parole agencies.
.sugge4t that neither the general educational background
of ,nost newly appointed probation or parole officers nor
their prior work experience adequately prep-ares them for
most of their basic tasks. New entrants were considered
to he significantly deficient with respect to such inipor-
tant subjects as knowledge of investigative techniques;
the ability to develop plans for probationers and parolees;
preparation of case histories; developmenyof community

o.



resources, and specific ageiky ,11,;

tive procedures. Although some of the more operation-
ally oriented tasks can be satisfactorily developed
through on-the-job training, others are most effectively-

provided by formal training in education programs.
Thus, five training subjects were recommended for,
s"strong emphasis" in entry-level training by-two-thirds
or mare .of all probation and parole executives respond-
ing to the NMS survey. These include such baic sub-
jects as case' supervision, investigative and counseling
techniques, community res'ouree utilization and case re-

'port writing. The -same subjects also ranked highest in
priority for emphasis in training of more experienced

in-service personnel.
2. Current status of training. The extent to which

formal entry-level or in-service training was providedby
various categories of probation and parole agencies is
summarized in Table VII-8. Only about 58 percent of
responding agencies provided entry-level training: an
additional 22 percent provided in- service training only,
and 20 percent provided no formal training at all. Parole

-".....agencies; welLas agencies corfibining probation, and.
parole functions, reported considerably higher frequen-
cies of training than did probation agencies. The forrper
categories of agencies 'are typically centralized on .a
state-wide basis; hence larger in size, more formally
structured arid.in a betterwosition to undertake system-
atic training programs for their personnel. Among proba-.
tion agencies with no parole' functions, 36 percent of
adult probatiort agencies reported no formal training pro-
graml as compared with 25 percent of the juveniI4 agen-
cieS.

.1.

ing formal entry-level training. the most frequent loca-

tion of the training, reported by about one-third of the
agencies. was at the local agency, itself. Nearly one -fifth

(19 percent) reported use of prograrris.conduCtecrby state'
probation and parole ,offices, while 9 percent reported

use of local educational institutions for this purpose. As
in other correctional agencies, a gradual trend was re-
ported towards use of state-level facilities, as well as of
local educational institutions, in preference to agency-

operated programs.
In 1975, over one-half (56 percent) of all' entry-level '

training programs were 40 h( rs Or less in duration. An
additional 20 percent were ;tween 41 and 80 hours.
Only 20percent met or exceeded the proposed National '-
Advisory Commission standard of 100 hours 'Only
limited variation in course lengths by type of agency was
indicated by the survey responses.

The'survey results indicated a definite trend towards
expanding the scope and length of entry-level training
programs. Nearly two-thirds of all executives reported
that the length of. their entry courses had increased in the
past five years, and about two-fifths indicated that they
expected an increase in course lengths in the coming two

years.
A review' of training topics covered in entry -level

courses shows a reasonably close correspondence to the
topics recommended .for "strong emphasis" by most of
the*probation and parole executives. Thus, the five topics
,ranked highest in priority by the executives were also

included among the top six topics, in terms of frequency,
of actual coverage in current entry-training. programs.

TABLE VII-8

Training Provided to Probarion and Parole Officers, by Type of Agency, 1975

i

Tyre of i.cency Number

of

Agencies

Percent Distribution ot Agencies by Type of Training Provided

Total Entry Level
Only

Insert:ice

Only

Both Entry
and

In-Service

.No

Training
Provided

Alt agneies 1,748 100.0 8.4 22.0 49.8 19.9

All prot)ation agencies
774 100.0 . 7.9 24.5 39.7 27.9

All parole agencies 157 100.0 7.6 19.1 59.9 13.4

Combi4ed probation/Parole agencies 620 100.0 9.2 20.0 59.5 11.3

Adult probation
184 100.0 7.6 23.4 32.6 36.4

Juvenile probation
335 100.0 8.7 26.9 39.1 25.4

Adult andjuventle probation 255 100.0 7.1 22.4 45.5 25.1

Adult parole 50 100.0 10.0 8.0 72.0 10.0

Juvenile parole
75 100.0 8.0 25.3 45.3 21.3

Adult and juvenile parole 32 100.0 3.1 21.9 75.0' 0.0

Adult/probation and parole 319 100.0 9.4 16,0 66.1 8.5

. Juvenile probation and parole 185 100.0 10.3 22.2 54.6 13.0

Adult and juvenile probation and parole 116 100.0 6.9 27.6 49.1 16.4

Other agencies
197 100.0 8.} 20.8 50,8 20.3

Source: NMS Executive Survey 119751
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_-~-Included ill the Inver category, als6. was "offictvolictes ,, and procedures,' Which received, soniewhat lesser cm-
, phasis in the executives' ranking, probably because such

training. can more often be. provided, otr-the"-job: Rela-
tively little 4ia,ration in -frequency. of -coverage .of
specified topics, V Agency type, was reported, except in

,",- subjects relating to, specialized client groups, such as
''luvaniles. .,

4. 1n-service training. About 72 percent of all proba-
tion and parole agencies provided some form of in-
service train to their personnel in1975. In 22 percent
of all agent. s; invrvice training was the. only form of
training prqvideci, while about 50 percent reported offer.
ing a combination of both entry-liYel and in- service
training. "...a J ..

.

Among agencies providing in-service training, the.
proportion of officers repOrted as recei-vingsuch training
in 1975 averaged 75,percentmuch higher than in the

. case of either line law enforcement or adult correctional
'officers. 'Although such training was most frequently
provided at the. local agency or at state agency facilities,
36 percent of all agencies with in-service training pro-
grams reported some use of local educational institutions
for this purposea much higher proportion than for
entry-level courses.

The average {mean) -duration of in-service training
courses was reported as- approsimately one week (38
hours). Some in-service programs are.designed to. pro.

... vide basic orientation for junior personnel, similar to
those provided in..entry-level courses where the latterare.

. dot offered.. 1-1CfsTer; a comparison "of frequency of
Coverage of selected topics indicates' rnat in-service
coursesas would be "expected tend to be more spe-
cialized and place more emphasis upon topics such as
counseling techniques, community resource utilization
and: alcohol sand drug problems, with correspondingly

-less nmpliasis on office procedures, investigative tech-
niques or case report writing.

5. Major problem areas. As in other aspects of cor-
rectional training, the available evidence indicates that
significant progress has been made in the past 5 years
in expanding the scope of training for probation and

$arole officers, flpWri part to LEAA financial assistance.
This improvement is indicated by responses by office
heads concerning the trend towards greater course
lengthS, as well as by NMS field visits. Thus, the NMS
field report on training of officers in adult agencies notes:
"The current training that is available appears to kepre;
sent a substantial improvement over that available 5
years ago. In over half of the states (among those vis-
ited); training' has become more systematic or has been,
developed .frofin "scratch" when necessary.. This trend
will apparently continue as illUstrated by one state which

t.
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`,anticipated a doubling of pre - service training eXpendi-
tures over the next 5 yetars.

Nevertheless, in view of the demanding responsibili-
ties of the probation/parole officer role and of the 'modeSt
educational standards in effect for entry into these posi-
'tions in most agencies, the existing training plogzams
cdniinue td suffer from significant quantitative and qual-;
itatiye deficiencies.

'Only about. one -half of all agencies provide both
entry-l&yel and in:service training', and _pout 20

, percent still ,provide no formal training at'all.
The length of training Vol where offered, ap-
pears to be inadequate i i a majority of of :ncies
particularly, in view of the general lack of either
specialized education in case wOrVer roles or of

i:tdiAl hough course topic coverage appearedto gener-

related job experience on the, part a most
,,n into these positions.

ally correspond With bdth the priorities .of agency
heads and with NMS occupatiohal.analysis,findings, -
some areas such as training in legal requirements
appearto receive insufficient emphasis. Iif view of
recent Court decisions concerning rights of pro=
bationers and parolees, -increased priority.is peeded
in training of officers in court:relaecr skills ancl.
knowledge, , :

A more._ general, trend, suggeste6:by our field
analysis, is the increased, us& of paraprofesgiorials
and volunteers, in probation and parole offices; for..-
the more-routine administrative type duties, in order
to enable officers to concentrate on Often neglected
responsibilities for counseling and ieatment plan-
ning. In turn, howeyer, this will.require increased
specialized training for the latter primal functions,
as well as training in the effective use of both sup-
port Staff and of community resources. s .

t. Training of -

Correttional Supervisors

The position of supervisor in corrections agencies, as
in most other organizations, requires both a mastery of
the functions performed by line personnel, as well as an
ability to.organize and motivate personnel and to trans- ,

late management policies into concrete procedures.
er typiCal responsibilities indlude the,cOnduct'of on-

the-job. training and the preparation of various adminis-
trative repOrts., When incumbent officers and executives
wise asked tq indicate the tasks for which supervisors
were inadequately trained, most of these basic supervis-
ory functions were identified as deficiency areas.

In practice, correctional supervisors repOrted that vii-
tually all of these supervisOry skillPwere learned "on;

9



the-job" rather than through formal training programs.
However, one of the limitations of on-the-job learning is
that a significant period may elapse between the time of
promotion to supervisory ranks aid adequate perform-
ance of supervisory duties. For this reason, a very large

proportion of all heads of correctional institutions and of
probation and parole officers surveyed by the NMS sup-
ported a requirement for a special course in supervisory
techniques either prior to or immediately follow;:l pro-
motion to supervifory positions. However, only a small
proportion of the agencies currently required such train-
ing, including about 8 percent of adult corrections agen-
cies'and less than 13 percent of juvenile corrections and
probation and parole avnci-s. It is possible that con-
siderable additional supervisory personnel actually take
such courses on a non-mandatory basis. Nevertheless, as
in the case.of law enforcement supervisory training, the
available niformation supports the need for considerably
more emphasis on this aspect of in-service training.

F. Overall Assessment:
Major Findings and Recommendations

1. Findings. The basic premise in our assessment of
the status of training for line personnel in law enforce-
ment and ,correctional agencies has been that well-

'designed formal training programs for both new awl,
experienced personnel are an essential element of any

comprehensive program to up-grade personnel
capabilities and overall performance in these agencies.
The results of the NMS field occupational analysis
studies of these occupations, as well as the collective
judgments of agency executives responding to our sure
veys confirmed earlier findings of national commissions
and of major professional organizations in the law en-
forceni4 and rrectional field on the need for manda-
tory training all entry-level personnel in these
occupations an for Well structured programs oriT\--
se e training.

Sign' gress has been made in recent years in

the systematic prevision of such training.--The impetus
provided by_the availability of federal financial assist-
ance and by state-level training commissions and plan-
ning agencies tias resulted in an extension of formal
training programs, particularly among many of the

smaller law enforcement and correctional agencies which

previously were not in a position to provide such train-
ing. The growth of state and regional training academies
has made a particularly important contribution. At the
same time, e4isting training programs have been ex-
panded in scope, as suggested by recent or projected
increases in course lengths, particularly in the law en-
forcement section.

dti
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Nevertheless, progres., has been uneven and serious
quantitative and qualitative deficiencies persist. Among
the quantitative deficienc:°s documented by NMS survey
findings, the following appear to be the most severe:

(I) The continued absence of any provision for formal
entry-level training for line personnel in about one-half
of all juvenile corrections agencies, over 40 percent of
probation and parole agencies, and about one-fourtn of
small law enforcement agencies, employing fewer than

25 employees.
(2) The limited participation of line law enforcement

and correctional officers in in-service training programs.
(3) The very small proportion of agencies (particu-

larly in corrections) which require formal training for
new supervisors, despite the widespread consensus as to
the desirability of such training.

Although it was clearly impracticable to make a com-
prehensive assessment of all qualitative aspects of the
available training programs, a number of major in-
adequacies have teen identified.

(1) A majority of all agencies surveyed failed to meet
the minimum course length standards or norms for
entry-level training, proposed by the National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals.
This was particularly true of the smaller agencies in law
enforcement and corrections.

(2) Training courses generally placed greatest em-
phasis upon specific technical or procedural topics, with

limited coverage of,broader "human relations" subjects
such as those relevant to.the community service func-

tions of police officers or to the "counseling" aspects of

correctional officers' positions.
(3) The effeclivencii of training in law enforcement,

academies was further limited by excessive reliance on
traditionk jecture methods and on part-time faculty; by
inadequate use of field training and relatively large class
size. It is believed that many of these limitations apply

equally to academies for line correctional officers.
Although quantitative .or qualitative deficiencies in

training programs were found, to some degree, in all of
the major line occupations, they appear to be Most severe'

in the case of child are workers in juvenile corrections
agencies, in contrast to much more tiji.:quat;!. pzovisibils
for training ot law enforcement officers in the medium
and larger agencies. Confindation *this assessment
was provided by responses of agency executives to the
following question: "On the whole, how satisfied are

you with all aspects of training for your facility?,:',Ite-
spondents were offered 'a range of six choices from
"extremely satisfied ", to "extremely dissatisfied." As
show in Tiple VII-9, nearly one-half of executives in
most agencies reported that they were "satisfied" with
their agenoy's programa relativ,.ly neutral response.
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1 AISLE \,11e

Overall Sansfaf ion of Executives of Law Enforcement and Correctional Agencies With Their
Agency's Training Program, by Type of Agency

Type of Agency

Percent Distribution ..

Ratio of
"Dhsatisfied"

to Highly Satisfied
Niftily

Satisfied

"Satisfied"
-

"Dis
Satisfied" °

Police departments, jurisdiction with 17,000 or more population 19 46 36 1.9:1

Police departments, less than 17,000 population 13 47 40 3.1:1

Sheriffs departments, 10 or more employees 17 50 33 2.5:1

Sheriffs departments, less than 10 employees 21 48 32 1.5:1

Pro6ation and parole agencies 16 44 40 2.5:1

Adult corrections agencies, (exe. jails) 12 49 39 3.3:1

Juvenile corrections agencies II 43 46 4.2:1

Indludes "extremely satisfied" and -:very satisfied" responses
b Includes 'dissatisfied-, -very dissatisfied" and "extremely di4satistied" responses

..Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.

However, the proportion of executives expressing vary-
ing degrees of dissatisfaction exceeded thiose who were
"extremely" or "very" satisfied, by substantial mar-

gins. The ra:;c) of "dissatisfied" to those ndicating con-
siderable satisfaction provides a useful i dex of training
adequacy as perceived by the agency xecutive. With
one exception, this index is Consiste t with our own
assessment. Thus, the highest level dissatisfaction,
based on this ratio, was reported byl/heads of juvenile
corrections agencies, followed by heads of adult correc-
tions facilities and of small police 'agencies. Chiefs of
large- police departments, as well as sheriffs in agencies
with less than 10 employees, reported the lowest levels
of dissatisfaction. The response in the latter case, is not
consistent- with the continued absence of any formal
entry-level or in-service training programs in many small
sheriffs' agencies and may be attributable, at least in
part, to the more limited range of iesponsibilities of
deputy sheriffs in small, typically rural, agencies.

2. Recommendations
:4)

Concerted action is required by state criminal justice
Planning and training agencies, with LEAA support,
to assure that all personnel newly entering into ;ins
criminal jusiice positions whether -as correctional
officers, chi. care workers, probation and parole
officers, or J police officers or sheriffs in small
agenciesreceive adequate formal entry-level train-
ing. These actions should include: (1) establishment
of appropriate training standards on a state-wide
basis for these occupations, where such standards do
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not yet exist; (2) establishment or strengthening of
state-wideor regional training programs for these
occupations; and (3) provision of assistance to local
,agencies to facilitate attendance of personnel at
these programs.

Increased emphasis is required on development of
comprehensive programs of in-service training,
which will assure that all personnel are systemati-
cally trained with respect to new laws, policies acid
tc-chniques affecting their functions, and are
adequately prepared for assignment to more respon-
sible, or specialized, positions in their agencies, as
part of a comprehensive 'career development plan.
Available evidence indicates that only small per-
centages of line law enforcement- and correctional
officer staffs currently participate in such training
and that most agencies *still do not require training
for newly, appointed supervisors despite the wide-
spread recognition of the need for such training.

Assistance to'established law enforcemerWand cor-
rectional training academies or similar institutions
should give priority to needed implovenients in the
scope and quality of their programs. including intro-
duction of more innovative and individualized train-
ing methods, increased use of full-time and
adequately trained instructors, and increased em-
phasis upcn human relations aspects. Community-
based colleges and other training institutions can
prove a useful complement to existing resources in
many locations.

Although spedific training needs will vary, tosome
extent, among agencies, there is a need for de-
ve;opment and testing of model curricula and related
materials for training of line law enforcement and
correctional staffs, which will includd the core ele-
ments of a comprehensive training program, subject
to appropriate modifications at the state or local

LEAA should provide assistance or de-
velopment of such curricula for entry training of



police officers, sheriffs, correctional officers, child
care workers and probation and parole officers.
Finally, there is an urgent need to initiate a program
of evaluation of the effectiveness of LEAA-assisted
training programs, using both objective performance
criteria and survey techniques. A modest portion of
LEAA and state training assistance funds should be
earmarked for this purpose, as well as for overall
improvements in criminal justice manpower plan-
ning, as discussed in Chapter X of this rc..)ort.

1 2
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CHAPTER VIII. MANAGEMENT TRAINING
AND EDUCATION

This chapter assesses-the current status of management
training and education in law enforcement and correc-
tions. The initial section reviews the critical role of

.managenal personnel, their functions and responsibili-
ties, and the major skill and knowledge requirements for
these positions, based on NMS survey results and collat-
eral sources. The second section provides information on
the characteristics of incumbent executives, including
their education, work experience and training, and iden.:
tifies gaps in their educational and training background.
The third section reviews existing management training
programs for these personnel. The final section includes
recommendations for strengthening of management
training and education programs.

A. Management Roles
and Reiponsibilities

Law enforcement and corrections managers include
agency executives,; such as police chiefs, sheriffs, war,
dens and beads of 'probation and parole, offices, as well as
their deputies and other line command or administrative
staff who exercise broad authbrity in agency-irection
and in establishment of agency policies. A total of over
55,000 managerial-le vel personnel were employed in_
state and local law ernforcement and corrections agencies.
in 1974, including about 45,000 police protection
agencies and over:10,000, in correctional facilities or
probation and parole agencies. These agencies vary
widely in size andjurisdiction, from cry small agencies
with only a few employees to large than Police depart-
ments or state pOons with many hu reds or thousands
of employees. Thus, whereas nearl one-fourth of all

...managerial-level personnel in police rotection agencies -
were in agencieg:with less than 10 e ployeeg; an addi-

, "%tional one-fifth of the total were em loyed 'in agencies
with 1,000 or more employees in 19 4.1,

Although managerial staffs accoun
percent of total . employment in poli
correctional agencies in 1974, they cl
role in establishing agency goals and p
tion of agency resources, and in dete
lively the resources are utilized.
were responsible in 1974 for manage
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ed for less than 7
e protection and
rly play a critical
°rifles, in alloca-
ining hinvi effec-
ollectively, they
ent of the efforts

of 800,000 law enforcement and correctional personnel
and for expenditures of $10 billion.

In many respects, these criminal justice executives
exercise very broad authority in enforcement of the law
and in decisions affecting offenders under their control,
as well as over their staffs: For the most part, they dwell
in an authoritarian environment, which is paramilitary in
structure. At the same time, they have been increasingly
subject to _constraints in the way they exercise these
authorities, particularly as a result of recent court deci-
sions affecting the rights of those accused of crimes and
of those in correctional custody. They have also been
held increasingly- accountable for results by cost-
conscious state and local officials and by the public at
large. Moreover, the growth of collective bargaining in
both the police and correctional fields has imposed the
need for changes in traditional styles of personnel man-
agement and discipline. Thus, the management of a
police force or correctional activity requires a blending
of professional expertise, of management and communi-
cations skills, and-of personal qualities of leadership,
tact, and sensitivity.

In order to identify the most significant functions per-
formed by these executives, the NMS executive survey
questionnaires requested respondents 'to identify which
three functionsfrom lists of up to ten functionsthey
considered as posing especially. difficult decisions and
problems for them. The five most frequently cited func-
tions of law enforcement and correctional executives are
shown in Tables VIII-1 and VIII-2. Included among
these functions are such basic managerial duties as per-
sonnel and fiscal management, planning and evaluation,
and dealing with officials, as well as responsibiliff for_
operational -law_ enforcernent" or, _correctional lictivities.
Heads of very small police corSheaffs'ageneies most-
frequently cited operational ;field activities as, their most
important Heads-cfr larger agencies gave relatively
greater emphasis to such functions as personnel man-
agement and planning andevaluatiOn, than did those in
the smaller agencies. Other functions such as dealing
with the public, with the news media or with other
criminal justice agencies were generally cited less fre-
quently than the activities listed in. these tables.

EXecutives were also asked to identify what kinds of



spec:al training courses they would recommend as espe-
cially useful for funny incumbents in their positions. The
proportions of respond,nts recommending particular
courses are shown in Charts V111-1 and V111-2. The
highest priorities,' based on responses of police, sheriffs
and correctional facility executives, were generally
assigned to courses in administration, personnel man-
agement and budget or fiscal management. Courses in
community relations were also cited by eight out of ten
law enforcerrient executives, but by lower proportions of
correctional executives. Sheriffs and wardens, on the
other hand, placed much greater emphasis on courses on
legal topics than did either police chiefs or juvenile
corrections agency heads. Less frequently recommended
were courses on specialized pr"fessional subjects, such

as criminalistics, police intelligence or crisis

interventionfor law enforcement executivesor
specific correctional treatment program areas, for correc-
tional administrators.

Heath of probation and parole agencies similarly gave
highest priority to courses in administration, but also
emphasized professional subjects such as community re-
source development and counseling, probably reflecting
the more direct operational role of executives in many of

these agencies.
TABLE V111I

Most Frequent Problem Areas for Law Enforcement

Executives a

Police Chiefs a Sheriffs `

Function .'Large.'
Agencies

"Small"
Agencies

"Large'
Agencies

"Small'.
Agencies

Personnel management 48% 37% 30% 27%

Operational field activities 40 64 47 65

Budget and fiscal management 38 43 44 50

Dealing with local officials 33 39 34 28

Planning and evaluation 30 25 31 20

Souse: NMS Executive Survey, 1975. Based on responses to question concrrning funs

lions entailing "especially difficult decisions and problems Respondents were equested to

identify the three most important functions. based frequency with which problems arose.

Table shows the five most frequentlycited functions
"Large" police agencies are those in jurisdictions with 17,000 or more population.-

' "Large" sheriffs agencies are those with 10or more copulation.

With some obvious differences, the above

responsesas well as the results of NMS field occupa-
tional analysesconfirm the high priority assigned by
these executives to systematic training in the science and
techniques of management, aS distinct from additional
specialized training in professional law enforcement or
correctional subjects.

Several recent trends have reinforced this interest:
The trend towards "scientific management." Peter

Drucker points out that true management autonomy
does not exist in criminal justice agencies.2 Such

TABLE VIII-2

Most Frequent Problem Areas for
Corrections Erecinives a

1-unction

Adult

Agencies

Juvenile

Agencies

Facility operation 72% 61%

Dealing with officials 30 34

Planning and evaluation 23 25

Personnel management 22 28

Budget and fiscal management 19 21

Source: NMS Executii:e Survey. 1975. Based on responses to question concemir.g rune

toms entailing "especially difficult decisions and problems." Respondents were requested to

identify the three most important functions, based on frequency with which proNnns arose.

Table shows the five most frequently-cited unctions.

agencies are usually characterized by a hierarchical
control which comes down from elected officials,
both executive and legislative. Under program
budgeting procedures, these officials require that
operations be conducted under a disciplined system
of objectives and priorities. All along the line there
is pressure for measuring program resultswith a
corresponding 'need to expand capabilities for audit,
analysis, and performance measurement. This trend
emphasizes setting concrete standards for agency
accomplishments, defining minimum acceptable re-
sults, setting deadlines, and making designated in-
dividuals accountable for obtaining results within
the framework of laws, policies, and agreements
shaped by elected officials.

Results from the NMS field interviews have un-
derlined this trend. Executives expressed growing
concern about the skills and knowledge needed -to

manage within the unique structures.of the criminal
justice systeni. Governors, m-,yars, county execu-
tives, councils, and legislatures are growing more
concerned with program and perforrnance budget-
ing, and there appears to be less acceptance of tradi-
tional approaches. There is a trend toward reviewing
organizational objectives, eliminating those that are
no longer serviceable or attainable, and setting new
goals. Current pressures for reevaluating goals in the
correctional system and its institutions illustrate this
trend.
Emphasis on-productivity and performance evalua-
tion. A closely related trend is the emphasis upon
use of productivity measurement and related pro-
gram evaluation techniques as management tools
particularly in view of the fiscal pressures facing
many state and local governments. In the law en-
forcement.field, the Police Foundationin coopera-
tion with federal agencies such as LEAAhas
sponsored research into productivity and perforni-
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Chart VIII-1

Training Courses Recommended by CriminalJustice Executives
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once evaluation methods. These include improved

measures of individual or small unit productivity, as
well as more global measures of performance of the
organization as a whole. A current example of the
latter approach is found in a comprehensive study in
the Montgomery County, Maryland Police Depart-
ment, which is attempting to increase productivity
by restructuring of jobs, a more.stringent setting of
goals without cost increases and the introduction of
systems for performance measurement.3

The trend to collective. bargaining. Unionization
among police and correctional employees has grown

rapidly in the past decade. The NMS found that the
following percentages of agencies participated 'in
collective bargaining with unions or employee as-
sociations representing their line personnel, in 1975.

Pen:cm

Police departments ' 50

Sheriffs departments 13

Adult corrections agencies
Juvenile corrections agencies 11

Police departnientl, in junsdictions with 17.lkXl or more population

Sholtts' Agent., with lo or More ernplio,ces

According to a report published by the Interna-
tional City Management Association, in 1976, 36
states provide for collective bargaining rights by
public employees. In 29 of these states and the
District of Columbia, police unions had formatrec-
ognition and collective bargaining rights.' Unioniza-
tion is also growing rapidly among prison and other
correctional employees according to officials of the
American Federation of State County and Municipal
Employees, the largest organization in this field.

Collective bargaining in the public sector is, in
many ways, more complex than in the private sec-
tor. Negotiations are multilateral, including elected
public officials or representatives, as well as
executives of operating agencies, such as the chief
law enforcement officer or correctional adminis7
trator. It is governed by specific legislation, cover
ing both the obligation to participate in collective
bargaining and the permissible scope of such bar=
gaining. Although agency executives do not' t?Or-,
molly participate directly in such negotiations they
often provide major inputs to the negotiating team.
More importantly, many of the resulting agreements
establish rules and standards governing a wide range
of personnel management and assignment practices
previously considered solely as management preroga-
tives,- e.g., recruitment, promotion standards, job,
assignments, disciplinary procedures, number of
shifts, squad car manning and work schedules. As a
result, there has been a growing demand for more
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systematic training in many aspects of collective
bargaining for executives, other managers and
supervisors in agencies covered by collective bar--
gaining- procedures.

In addition to the above, other trends influencing the
need for management training include the increased rec-
ognition of. the community service aspects' of police
agency activities, the challenge for improved personnel
utilization resulting from the increased educational level
of line police and correctional officers, and continuing
improvements in the development of more sophisticated
information- systems, which can:---if properly used
greatly increase the capabilities of management for more
effective control over resources.

B. Educational and Training Status
of Executives

To aid in assessing the adequacy of the preparation of
incumbent executives for their demanding roles, the
NMS surveys requested information on their education,
training and prior experience. This information, obtained
from large proptrtions of all executives, was

supplemented by additional information obtained from
field interviews with small samples of executives in 10
states. The following cor Iposite profiles emerge from
these surveys (Table VIII .3).

Age. Law enforcement executives, as a 'group, tend to
be somewhat older than heads" of corrections agencies.
The median ages of police chiefs and sheriffs in the
larger agencies are 48 years and 50 years, respectively.
The median ages of heads of corrections agencies range
from 39 years, in juvenile corrections agencies,. to 44

-'years in adult corrections agencies.
Prior experience. Virtually all agency heads, with the

partial exception of sheriffs, have had substantial experi-
ence in their respective fields. A substantial majority of
all categories of executives, other than sheriffs, had been

advanced to their current positions from within their
agencies, ancrfrnost of those appointed from outside the
agency reported holding one or more prior positions in
law enforcement, corrections or closely related fields.
Since shcciffs generally hold elective office, their back-
ground was more diverse; nevertheless, a majority of the
latter also repbned prior law +-nforcement experience,
either in their present agencies or. elsewhere.

Education. The sharpest contrast among various.
categories of law enforcement and corrections executives
.is found in their educational attainment. A four-year
college education, supplemented-by graduate training in
corrections, social work or related fields, has long been
recommended as the desirable background for correc-
tional executives: About three - fourths of all heads of



TABLE V111-3

Selected Characteristics of Law Enforcement and Correctional Executives, 1975

Type of Agent.),
Median

Age

Percent
Promoted

From
Within Agency

Percent College
Graduates

At Time of
Entry Into

Field

Current

Percent

With
Some

Specialized

Training

Police departments "urge"
Police departments, "small"
Sheriff departrnents, "large" °
Sheriff departments. "small"
Aduk corrections facility
Juvenile corrections facility
Probation or parole office

0

48 yrs
43
50
49

-44
'39
42

75

60
53
44
86
78
61

6%
3

14

2

50
74

75

26%
9

20
4

63
90
81

99%
90
99
95
98
98
98

Police departments in jurisdictions with 17.000 or more population.
Sheriffs depertments with 10 or more employees.

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.

juvenile zorrections and of probation and parole agencies
in fact had completed college prior to entering the field.
Of these, 18 percent of all juvenile agency heads and 14
percent of the probation and parole office heads had
already attained graduao-deigrees. Adult corrections ex-
ecutives reported somewhat lower levels of educational
attainment. Only 50. percent of the waroens entered the
corrections .field with a college degree and 63 percent
reported that they were currently college. graduates.
Those who had entered as college graduates were typi-
cally employed previously in treatment or educational
roles or in administrative positions. However, about
one-half of all wardens. reported that they held the posi-.
tion of a line correctional office earlier in their careera
position whose educational requirement is still generally
only a high school dipla.aa.

Among law enforcement executives, only a small
minority in all categories reported that they were cur-
rently college graduates. Only 26 percent. of police
chiefs; and 20 percent of sheriffs, in the "larger"
agenciesand much smaller Proportions of those in the
smallest agenciescurrently were college graduates,
even though a college graduate standard has been consis-
tently recommended by all recent assessments of the law
enforcement executive's position.

All categories of executives reported signifiCant prog-
ress in educational attainment subsequent to entry into
their law enforcement or correctional careers, as illus-
trated by the considerably higher proportions who were
Currently college graduates. Thus, 69 percent of all
ponce chiefs in larger departments had continued their,
academic education after entering police work. Of 'these,
the principal sources of financial assistance, in order of
frequency, weri... the LEEP program, aid .from their own
agency and veterans allowances under the G.I. Bill.
Similarly, between 50 and 70 percent of all other
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categories of executives, other than sheriffs in "small"
agencies, reported that they had engaged in continuing
academic education programs, and in each case, iden-
tified the LEE? program as the most frequent source Of
financial aid.

Training. All executives were also queried as to
whether they had ever attended special training courses,
workshops, training sessions or seminars, relevant to
trie;r substantive professional field or their managerial
roles. They were also asked to identify the subject areas
in which they had received specialized training. As
would be expected, all but'a very small-proportion of the
executives had attended at, least one special training
course in their field. However, the proportions who had
attended courses in particular subject areas varied sig-
nificantly, as illustrated in Tables VIII-4 and 5, basetion.
responses of police chiefs in jurisdictions with 17,000 or
more population and, of adult corrections executives.
These tables also .compare proportions who recom-
mend such courses with the proportion of police chiefs or
wardens who have taken training in each subject area.
The differences between these proportions provide a use-
ful indicator of the subject areas in which additional
training is needed, based on the judgments of incurtibent
executives, themselves.

For police chiefs, the "most needed" additional train-
ing, based on this criterion, was in management- related
subjects, such'as budgeting,and planning, labor relations
and personnel management..In contrast, relatively small
proportions recommended additional training for their
successors in specialized 'professional subjects such as
criminology, criminal lawi drugs or riot control as com-
pared to much larger propoolons who had actually taken
such courses in the course of their careers.

The responses of the correctional executives reveal
much more sizable training deficits and in a much wider
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range of subjects. In almost all types of courses related to
management and administration, therproportions of adult
correctional executives reporting having attended such
courses were substantially lower than among police ex-
ecutives. As a result, 11 out of 15 subject areas were
identified as deficit areas for the former, as-compared to
or4 5 out of 15, in the case of the police chiefs. How-
ever, in both of these surveysas well as in the four
other executive categories covered by the NMS
surveysthe highest priorities for additional manage-
ment training, based on these comparisons, were the
subject areas of budget management and planning and
evaluation. As shown in the summary of "most needed"
additional courses appearing in Table VIII-6, courses in
administration, personnel rnanagement and community
relations also received high rankings by two or more of
the surveyed groups, as did community resource de-
velopment for the correctional and probation/parole ex-,
ecuti yes.

TABLE VIII-4

Percent of Police Chiefs Who Recommended Courses,
and Percent Who Have Taken Courses, in Selected

Law Enforcement and Management Subjects,
1975 a

,

Subject

Percent.

Recommending

Course

Percent Who
Attended
Courses Difference

11, 121 (11421

Law enforcement budget-
irig/planning and
evaluation 93% 74% 19%

Labor relations/wIlec
tive bargaining 74 60 14

Personnel managerrent 94 87 7

Polide administration 95 92 3

Community relations 83 82 1

Hostage negotiation 35 35

Race/ethnic relations 56 61 5

Police intelligence 40 52 12
Crisis intervention 29 44 --:15

Organized crime 41 58 17
Applied criminology 20 47 27
Criminalistics 16 43 27
Criminal law /crimi-

nal procedure 43 82 39
Drugs 22 63 41
P.Iot and crowd

control 30 75 45

NMS Executive Survey. 1975. Bused on responses of police chiefs in jurisdictions with

i7.000 or mom ;..opulatiott
'Based on responses to question, "Based upon your experience, whet kinds of special

courses, workshops, training sessions or seminars would you recornmerel as especially useful

for your successors to take?" In addition to the specified courses. 41 percent of the 1,208
respondents indicskd other. hompecihod rooms
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TABLE V111--S

Percent of Adult Corrections Executives Who
Recommended Courses and Percent Who Had Taken
Courses, in Selected Corrections and Management

Subjects, 1975 a

Subject

Percent

Recommending

Course

(I1

Percent Who
At. ndcd
(*June

(21

Difference

10-(2)

Budget management/plan. 1.

ning and evaluation _ 84% 52% 32%

Facility management __ 76 51 25

Community- resource
develciprnen 60 36 24

Criminal law/correc-
tional law 84 64 20

Hostage negotiation 48 32 16

Use of women in security
and custody positions_ 35 16 19

Personnel management 88 74 14

. Prevention and control
of disturbances --- 68 55 13

Labor relations and col-
lective bargaining-

Race/ethnic relations

53

58

41

47

12
._

I I

Vocational education pro-
gram management 25 23 2

Applied criminology
and criminalistics 41 46 , 5

Classification/reclass-
ification policies 51 57 -- 6

PersonaUfamily .
counseling 34 4? 9

Drug abuseialcohol '-
abuse program
management 31 31' --10

NMS Executive Survey. 1975. Rased on responses from 220 correctional executives in

state institutions or facilities. -

Based on responses to question. "Based upon your experience. s. hat kink of special
courses, workshops. training sessions or seminars would you recommend as especially useful

for your successors to take?"

In short, the survey results indicate that executives
recognize the essentiality of systematic training for man-
agement positions, particularly in courses related to re-
source allocations, planning and personnel, but that

many have not received specialized training for these
functionseven when measured by the necessarily crude
yardstick of having attended any type of course or train-
ing\session in the field, no matter how short. Managerial
training appears to have been significantly'less adequate
for correctional executives than for those in the larger
law enfoicment agencies. In contrast, executives in all
categories consider themselvesor their successorsto
be much better equipped by training and experience to
deal with many" of the more substantive professional
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TABLE VIII-45

'Most Needed" Additional Training Courses for Law Enforcement and d-Correetional Executives,
Based on Differences Between Percentages Reommending and Percentages Who Have Taken Courses

Typc of Agency COUP.

Diffuences between'
percent recommending

aid percent who
attended counts

Police. "large"

Police. 7sa4 all"
a

Law enforcement budgeting/planning and evaluation
Labor relations/collectivebargaining
Personnel management '
Law enforcement bUtgeting/planning and

/
evaluation

Police administration

19

14

7

29
21

Personnel managetnent ......* 16

Community relations 14
. Police intelligence 9

Sheriffs. "large" Law enforcement budgeting/planning and evaluation 23

Personnel management 12

Community relations 10

Correctional administration 9

Law enforcement administration 8

Sheriffs. "small"
.

Law enforcement budgeting/planning and evaluation
Law enforcement administration

.., 29
5

Personnel management 5

Law enforcement intelligence 5

Adult corrections Budget Management/planning and evaluation 32

Facility management 25

Community resource development 24

Criminai law/correctionallaw 20

kiventle corrections Budget management /planning And evaluate on 30

Facility. mmagement / 29

Preveniion of disturbances aad maintenance of discipline
-

25

Crisis interfention - 25

Community resource development 22

Probation and parole
,

Budgeting/pianning and evaluation %

Community relations
..j 7 21

19

Identification and use of community resources 16

Probation/parole administration 7- 14

Vocational education programs ::. - 12 ,

Source: NMS Executive Survey 1975. 0
aspects of their responsibilities. This is understandable,
in view of their typically long experience in the field and
of the specialized training in these technical aspects
which has been provided to most incumbent executives
by agency training programs, and by external sources.

The above findings we;!. confirmed by the results of
NMS staff field visitsparticularly in the case of correc-
tions agencies. Thus, in summarizing findings with re-
spect to training for administrators of adult corrections
facilities, the field analysis report notes: "Almost with -
out exception, the' information and evidence collected
from field visit to correctional departments and agencies
pc). int to the need for administrators to have better plan-
fling and management skills. And almost without excep-
tion the evidence suggested that training in these areas
was inadequate or non-existent." 5 With respect to, ad-

: ministrators in juvenile institutions, the report similarly
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notes. that "little or no in- service training for adminis-
trators is now provided," butthat about one-half of the
states visitea plan to increase or initiate such training in
the next 5 years.6

C. Current Management Training Programs

Training programs or courses for executives for execu-
tives and other management personnel in criminal justice
agencies are provided in a wide range of institutional
settings, including:

Local and state law enforcement academies;
Federal agency programs, such as those of the FBI
Academy;
University-sponsored courses or programs; and
Programs offered by professional associations, such
as the'International Association of Chiefs of Police.-
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Although law enforcement academies or correctional
academies have been the major source of in-service train-
ing of line officers or supervisors, their role in manage-
ment training has been quite limited, in view of the small

number of managerial personnel available for such train-
ing in all but the largest agencies and the reliance of these

academies upon part-time staff drawn from the mid-level

rank of the agency itself. Thus, among over 200 law

enf emeni academies which conducted some in-

,se ice training, responding to a survey conducted by the

National Association of State Directors of Law Enforce-

ment Training fNASDLET), a total of only 20 courses,
each,''we're reported -as being offered in executive or
mid-management training subjects. Such courses, where

provided, are most likely to be offeredsby lgrge munici-

pal departments or in state or regional-level academies.

Among federal agencies providing training directly to
criminal, justice managers or executives, the most promi-

nent is theFBI Academy. The FBI's National Academy
offers an 11-week college-level training course to about
1,000 carefully selected personnel of state and local law

enforcement agencies each year-of whom a large propor-

tion. are ai the mid-management or supervisory levels.

Included in the program, in addition to various courses in

suchfields as fbrens',cs and law, are a,number of man-
agement training courses, covering specialized subjects

such as financial management' and police labor relations

as well as more general management topics. The
Academy also offers numerous short specialized courses
as, well as field zraining through its field office staffs,
including some courses in law enforcement administra-
tion or management.

In Fiscal Year 1976, the FBI instituted a new training

program, the National 'Executive Institute, which is
targeted at top management of law enforcement agen-
cies. The initial program, consisting of four separate

four-day sessions, was limitemo chiefs and sheriffs of
the 30 largest departments and included broad coverage

of major national crime-related issues and trends, as well

as more specific subjects of management intern st;such as

police labor relations, police-media relations and minor-

ity recruitment.
The extent to'which the FBI Academy has contributed

to the training of law enforcement executives is indicated

by the fa& that 29 percent of all in4umbent police chiefs

and 21 percent' of sheriffs who responded to the NMS
surveysexclusive of those in the very small ponce or
sheriffs' agencieshad attended the. FBI Academy pro-
gram at some stage in their career. No counterpart to this

program exists at present for correctional executives.

A third source of management trainingand the most

diversifiedconsists of programs in executive or man-
agement training offered by colleges and universities.
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These range from courses offered as part of under-

graduate or graduate-level criminal justice curricula, or
'of graduate degree programs in public or business admin-

istration, to institutes, seminars or workshops specifi-

cally designed for criminal justice exec utives or
management-personnel. An examination of course offer-

ings in criminal justice education programs, based on a

sampling cf school catalogs, suggests that these courses
are mainly fo:used on 'administrative subjects, rather

than on the broader issues of resource allocation, plan-
ning and. evaluation which were identified as the most

critical functional training needs of executives, based on

our survey results. This may be attributable, in part, to

the fact that the student bodies,in these programs consist

predominantly of more junior line or supervisory person-
nel, or of pre-service students, rather than those, at the

mlichmanagement ranks or above.
?Current examples of university programs and coopera-

tive efforts pirvidik for management training include
the criminal justice offerings of the Wharton School of

the University of Pennsylvania, the University of.South-

em California, the State University of New York at
Albany, California State University at Long Beach, the

Southern Police Institute at the University of Louisville,
John Jay eollege, Babson College (New England, Insti-

cute of Law Enforcement), and the Traffic Management

Institute of Northwestern University.
A large number of universities offer more general

executive development or management training pro-
grams, usually conducted in separate institutes, work-
shops or seminars. Analysis of a sample Of 23 of these

programs .indicates that they tange in duration from 2
weeks to 14 weeks (with a median length of 5 to 6
weeks). The courses are heavily -business-oriented;
hence, not well adapted to the special needs, and prob-

lems of criminal justice or 'other public xlministrators.
Finally, professional organizations such as the Intema,a.

tional Association of Chiefs of Police sponsor' a con- '
siderable number of training programsnormally short
courses of topical interest. Many of these courses relate

to -- substantive law enforcement topics. However, sub-
jects of managerial concernsuch aS) labor relations
are also included.

Although a comprehensive review of course contents
for this very diverse range of programs was not practica-

ble, our analysis of the available literature and consulta-

tions with management training experts suggest the

following generalizations concerning the current pro-
grams:

Management training courses offered in academies
or as part of criminal justice curricula tend to deal
with the more operational aspects of police or cor-'
rectional administration, rather than with the



broader issues of primary concern' to senior .man-
agement personnel. This stems, in pail, from the
composition of their student body, andin part
from the extensive reliance of these programs on
incumhant, or recently retired staff rersOnnel from
police or correctional agencies, as the source of
faculty recruitment. Hence, they may not be effec-
tive as a rpeans-of introducing new management
methods and Perspectives.
The diverse educational backgrounds ofincuinbent
management personnel poses a difficult problem in
design of management training programs. The law
enforcement-field andto a lesse extentthe cor-
rectional field suffer from an educational "genera-
tion gap" in which many senior line management
personnel have less formal education than many of
their subordinates. Thus, the more theoretical course
materials and texts designed for use in conventional
academic management courses may not be suitable

for a more maturebut less formally educated
group of law enforcemeit executives. , .

The relatively short lingth of most criminal justicetmanagement training courses-has been designed to
, facilitate a endance by busy executives. The result,.

however, often a rather brief and superficial orien-
tation to functional subjects whose effective cover-
age requires much more extensive treatment. One
illustration is provided by training in the field of
labor rely ons. This ranks high'among the areas of.
concern of many police executives, and is of grow-
ing impoitance to correctional executives, as well.

,..

The stop 0 of management interest 1;i the collective
bargaining process is suggested by the list of issues
relevant.tO various levels of management personnel
(Table N7111-7). Adequate coverage of these issues
may require specialized training of several weeks, in
contrast to the typical "short" courses currently
provided'

TABLE V111-7

Areas of Management Interest in the ,Collective Bargaining Process

Top
Management

Middle
Management

SupeSslo
tFirst Line)

Organizat* n:
Underst ding statutory regulations
Solicita ion
Author zation
Petitio for recognition
Unf labnr practices

Reciagni ion:
Card heck)
Unit etennination
Elec s

Cent cation
R

Negot ions:
N iation team
S of bargaining
M ement rights

faith bargaining
I asse
I use resolution

tract ratification
Con act Administration:

Informing management staff nd employees
Implementing agreement
Grievance inactxture
Preparation for next negotiations _

Management Techniques:
Commitment on part of management
Interpersonal communication
Groyp decision making
ginagesnan by objectives
Organizational development

X
X

X.

X

x

X.
X

Souce: "imp:ct of ,CoilectIvelhargelning on Law Enforcement ad Corrections:'Pulair Safely Research Institute Inc.. 1976. ,
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In addition to coo, _ s in specific management func-
tions and skills, there is a need for development of

more general management skills, especially for
mid-level mVagers. These relate to problem iden-

tification and establishment of management
priorities, rather than to the more technical skills

associated with problem Aving and decision-
Making. Reviews of-existing criminal justice man-
agement courses suggest insufficient emphasis on
problem identification as a training objective.,,In-
creasedsmphasis is heeded, too, on strengthening of

leadership 'skirls, which relate to development of

peer relationships, motivation of subordinates,
negotiation, resolution conflicts and decision-
making under conditions of ambiguity and risk.
Finally, in'contrast to the variety of specialized and

uncoordinated management training courses cur-
rently.available, there is a need for development of

an integrated, vertical sequence of management
training courses, closely geared to overall agency
camer development objectives. Management train:
int; experts from both the public and private sector
who participated in an NMS panel on the subject

strongly endorsed the development of an integrated

program with continuity from first line supervisors
through top managers.

D. Summary and Recommendations

The preceding sections have documented significant
quantitative and qualitative deficiencies in the training
and education of qiminal justice executives and other
managerial personnel, for performance of key manage-

rialfunctions:
The need for comprehensive, systematic manage-
ment training programefor criminal justice execu-
tives' is particularly critical because neither their
formal educational backgrounds nor their prior ex-
peeence, typically in line law enforcement or cor-

rectional positions, have adequately prepared many
of them for key managerial-level roles and re.sponsi-

bilities. These roles, moreover, are undergoing
major changes as a result of recent developments
affecting law enforcement and correctional pro-
gram.- of growing pressures for public accountabil-
ity, and the growth of public sector unionism.

Substantial PiJportions of law enforcement or
corrections'executiv!ts have never received any spe-
cialized training in such key functions as budget

management, planning and evaluation or personnel
management, even though these are given high

:priority by executives as essential areas of manage-

, ment training.
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,'"' Although a considerable variety of separate man -
agement milting and education courses are avail-
able, many of these programs are too fragmented,

too short and- specialized orwhen university
sponsoredare often too theoretical in content and

approach?. An integrated approach to.criminal justice
Management, training, as part of a comprehensive
career development program for managers and ex-
ecutisTs, is generaily lacking.

To remedy these deficiencies, We recommend that
LEAA place high priority on (1) planning and develop-
ment of comprehensive management training and educa-
tion programs for criminal justice executives, including
development of model- curricula and.cours. e sequences,
suitable for each level from first-level supervisor to top
executives, and (2) establishment of regional educational

centers for criminal justice management personnel fpr
conducting such programs. The planning should be con-
ducted with active participation, in each region, of state

. planning and infining'agencies, Of state operating agen-
cies and of leading'educators in the 'field of management
development. We believe that a broad regional approach
is needed to provide an adequate institutignal base, in
terms of highly qualified faCulty, curriculum develop-
ment, use of advanced training methods and an affiliated
redearch program. 'Emphasis in curricula should be .
placed on development of broad leadership and manage-
rial skills, as well as on those functional areas where
additional training is found to be most needed; by vari-

()US categories of executives.
'fhe establishment of,regional centers does net pre-

clude the continuance of. universitrtased management
training programs. Academic credit arrangements should_

be made with universities to provide incentives for
supervisors, mid-level managers, and executives to
complete degree programs in public managemedt and .

administration, or in criminal justice with management
emphasis. The intent of the centers should be to provide
more accessible courses and to integrate courses to meet
specific agency training needs. Special programs on a
continuing basis should be establighed within the centers
to include the senior leyel officials: state and local execu-
tives, judicial and legislative officials, state plannirg

' executives, and other senior officials. In addition, each
center should establish and maintain a personnel assess-
ment facility to advise agencies on the selection and
career development of supervisOrs, mid-level managers,

and top executives..
Existing management training centers operated under

state auspices may be found to meet the needs of dome

areas for regional centers. Private executive training pro-
gram.: furnishing training in certain subject matte: could
be Integrated in the regional centers. Regional centers
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might be established in an academic setting, utilizing
existing programs.

Instructor training programs should be provided in
*conjunction with center programs, and should introduce
knowledge of educational technology. Most instructors
should have hat& experience within the criminal justice
system. Rotating), instructorships could be geared to
agency manager development programs, with a stint at
the center for 1-2. years being an integral part of career
development.

The urgent need for improved management 'training
suggests that regidnal management development centers
be established as. soon as possible, if funding can be
provided. In order to facilitate this action, a national
advisory planning group should be established to develop
program offerings and the administrative structure for
these centers.

In advancing this recommendation, as one of the high-
est priority areas far educational and training assistance,
We are fully cognizant of the costs. entailed in establish-
ing intensive management training programs, 'specially
designed to meet the needs of the criminal justice sys-
tem. We are alio aware that it may be difficult to attract
to these courses, for periods as long as three months, the
type of busy executives and upwardly-mobile mid-
management personnel who can most benefit from such

traHno, and who are or will be in a position to apply this
training to the management process in their own agen-
cies. We believe the latter obstacle can be overcome if
emphasis is placed upon making the propsed training
institutions truly "centers of eXcellence"i,inhhe field of
management training and by gearing program content
and methods to meeting the capabilities, interests and
needs of the potential student body. With respect to
costs, we can identify few other investments in the field
of training and academic assistance which have higher
potential returns, in terms of achieving needed improve-
ments in orientation, organization and operation.of our
nation's law enforcement and criminal justice agencies.
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CHAPTER IX. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRAINING FOR JUDICIAL PROCESS OCCUPATIONS

This chapter reviews the specialized training needs-of
judges, prosecutors and indigent defense riunsel and of
professional court administrators, and assesses the
adequacy of Currem programs in relation to these needs.

In view of the r;:.otal role of the law school as the
primary source ol Aik'zialized professional education for
most of these occupations, the initial section of this
chapter includes data on the extent to which under-
graduate law school programs provide adequate prepara-
tion for future criminal justice practitioners and identifies
those skill or knowledge needs which Tequire supplemen-
tal vgency training.

The following three sections review, separately, the
current scope of entry-level a in-service training, for
staff attorneys in prosecution and indigent defense agen-
cies, for chielprosecutors and defenders, and for judges.

The professional court adminiStratorhis functions,
characterfstics and training needsare discussed in the
final section, based on the results of the NMS survey of
incumbent state and local court administrators.

A. The Role of Law Schools
in Preparation
for Criminal Justice Careers

Graduation from a law school is a requirement for
admission into the bar in almost all st tes. As noted in
Chapter V, most newly recruited atto eys in prosecu-
tion and indigent defense agencies ent r these positions
shortly after law schoo graduation, with little or no
previous trial experience. Similarly, a large proportion of
newly elected or appointed judges are likely to ha 'e had
limited experience in criminal justice p ctice. Taus, the
extent to which.undergraduate law sch
pares graduates for roles in the crimin.
important implications for their ability
tively in these positions.

The prevailing educational philoso

of education pre-
I justice field has
to perform effec-

hy of the under-
graduate law schools focuses on mastery of legal ana-
lytical skills, combined with a broad overyiew of the
substantive principles of law. Since formal accredited
specializationanalogous to that in the medical field
has not yet emerged in the practice of law, emphasis is
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on introductory and broad survey eourses, and on de-
velopment of basic legal research and analytical skills, to
develop the co npetence of "thinking as a lawyer." This
philosophy implies that the more practical legal skills,
including pretrial and trial procedurs, as well as special-
ized expertise in particular fields of law, will be mainly
acquired through a process of on:the-job "apprentice-
ship" or practical experience, either as 'a law clerk or as a
junior practicing attomey.

An analysis of criminal law course offerings of ABA
accredited law schools indicates that, in 1975, nearly all

law schools had an established requirement for comple-
tion or a course in either criminal law or criminal proce-
dures by first-year students and that, between 1966 and
1975, there Was a modest overall increase in the propor-
tion of criminal justice courses in the total law school
curriculum from. 4.3 percent in 1966 tc 6.8 percent in

1975. Ir.-lowever, only one-third or fewer of the law

schools offered advanced courses or seminars in criminal
law or process or on related criminal justice subjects.

A sample analysis of course contents and texts,
moreover, indicated a number of significant limitations
of these materials, from the standpoint of preparing law
school iraduates for criminal law practice. Thus, in most
law sc.iool texts, procedural matters are presented in a

rr -inner that emphasizes constitutional issues rather than
addressing the dynamics of criminal justice procedures,
e.g., the role of plea bargaining and its relationship to
prosecutor charging and judicial sentencing practices.

In order to compensate, in part, for the limited cover-
age of procedural subjects and of related operational
skills, a large and growing props lion of law schools
offer clinical experience to advanced undergraduate law
students, normally in their third year. In 1975, 124 of the
163 ABA-accredited law schools offered clinical law
programs.' Of these, 65 percent included a kiminal
justice component: defense, Prosecution, or corrections.
Such programs, in conjunction with skimmer internships
in prosecution and defender agencies, provide day-to-
day exposure to the realities of criminal justice opera-,
tions.

The` NMS executive surveys indicated that 55 percent ,

of prosecutors and 59 percent of defenders gave hiring
preference to law 'tudents with clinical law experience.



About 11 percent of the reporting prosecutors permitted
law students to prosecute felony cases under supervisi,ln.
An additional 15 percent permitted misdemeanant pros-
ecution by law students in their offices.

At the same time, it must be recognized that only
about 20 percent of all law graduates were found to have
clinical law experience, and a much smaller percentage
have criminal law experience.' Thus, 6Iinical programs
for criminal law are still more important for their poten-
tial, than for their present, contributions.

The limitations of undergraduate law school programs
as a direct preparation for the positions of assistant pros-
ecutor and assistant defendersuggested by the preced-
ing analyses am further confirmed by responses of
chief prosecutors and public defenders to the NMS sur-
vey. As shownNin Table IX-1, a large proportion of the
respondents considered law school graduates as in-
adequately prepared for such functions as trial advocacy,
criminal trial procedure, and juvenile family law and
Court procedures, in contrast to much more favorable
assessments of their preparation on such subjects as sub-
stantive criminal law, constitutional law and legal ethics.

TABLE IX:
Assessment of Adequacy gi Preparation of Law

School Grqduates by Heads of Prosecution!
Defense Offices a

Functional Area
of Preparation

Percent 01 ()Ince Heads Assessing

Preturation I1 Adequate

Prosecution Defense

Juvenile family law and court
procedure 36 18

Criminal' trial procedure 32 27

Trial adv:.cacy 32. 26

Law of evidence 60 53

Substantive criminal law 64 60

'Constitutional law 79 79

Legal ethics 85 74

Percentages adjusted for no response."
Source: National Manpower Survey, Prosecutors and Public Defenders, 1975

One of the results of inadequate preparation of most
law school graduates for criminal justice-related posi-
tions is to place a greater burden upon employing agen-
cies to provide supplementary training to newly hired
personnel, through closely supervised on-the-job team-
ing experiences, as well as formal courses. The follow-
ing summary, based on the report of NMS field visits to a
number of large and medium-sized prosecution and de-
fender offices, describes the prevailing practice in these
offices:

"Once hired, new attorneyi are never sent into
the courtroom to sink or swim. Every office (of
those visited) has some system for developing

the attornev'c ckillc withruir ralicinn undue
harm to the office, the public or the accused. In
addition to formal and informal orientation
programs, the young attomey is led through a
series of assignments graduated in difficulty
. . .The length of time spent in each of these
training cycles varies with the individual and
the opportunities to move, but most offices feel
that it takes a year to become a minimally
competent trial attomey." 3

It must be emphasized, however, that the above de-
scription of practice in larger prosecution or public de-
fender agencies clearly cannot apply to the situation of
the large number of smaller offices often staffed by only
one or two attorneys. The latter offices normally have
little or no in-house training capabilities. Moreover, it is
clear that, in view of the high turnover among these staff
attomeys, a ubstantial proportion have less than the
minimum length of experience needed to become "min-
imally competent" in the full range of required skills.

From the standpoint of the schools, the following
improvements are therefore recommended:

Increased emphasis should be placed on closely
supervised clinical programs, preferably in the set-
ting of an operational agency.
Curriculum offerings in criminal justice should be
expanded with increased emphasis on practical legal
skills.
Faculty and institutional imprOvement should also
be encouraged by supporting such activities as
greater involvement in criminal justice research, in-
ternships in criminal justice agencies and develop-
ment of better linkages between law faculty and

operating criminal justice agencies.

B. Assistant Prosecutor
and Defender Training

I. Background. Since the publication of the Wicker-
sham Commission reports in 1931, there has been grow-
ing national recognition of the need to improve the
competencies of judicial process personnel for effective
and equitable administration of justice." This was
reaffirmed by the President's Commission on Law En-
forcement and Administration of Justice in 1967.5 Simi-
larly, the American Bar Association Project on Criminal
Justice Standards called for in-house training of pro-
secutors, supplementing earlier ABA standards which
advocated defense training.6 The most recent and fdlest
expression of national concern for adequate training was
that of the National °Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals (NAC), which proposed
formal entry -level training programs for all newly ap-
pointed assistant prosecutors and defenders, as well as
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provision of in-service trainin:t and continuing legal edu-
cation programs on a systematic basis.'

The NAC-report included a number of specific rec-
ommendations on training content:

Prosecution training. Entry training for new assist-
ant prosecutors should begin with orientation into
office structure, procedure, and policies: the local
court system: and the veration of the police agen-
cies, lasting about oral. week. In-service training
should feature seminars on such subjects as law of
search and seizure, confessions, substantive crimi-
nal law, exercise of prosecutional discretion, and
trial strategy.
uefelukr training. Training content for defenders
would vary according to its source. National training
would emphasize entry-level skills in a two- to
four-week program on such topics as constitutional
law, trial' skills, criminal investigation, and appel-
late advocacy. Local orientation programs should
emphasize local court structure and procedure, hail
practice, office procedure, plea negotiation practices
of the prosecutor, and community resources avail-
able to aid the defendant in formulating sentencing
alternatives. Statewide training for new defenders
should offer substantive criminai law procedure and
post-conviction remedies unique to the state.

Since the establishment of the Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration, substantial progress has been
made in strengthening the institutional infrastructure for
provision of. judicial process training and education, in
accordance with some of the key Commission recom-
mendations. With the stimulus of LEAA assistance and
growing state recognition of the need for judicial and
legal continuing education, there now exist national,
state, and local training and continuing legal education
(CLE) programs in far greater.numbers than in the past.
LEAA funding supports the two national colleges for
defense and prosecution. A National Institute for Trial
Advocacy assists both defense and prosecution in acquir-
ing-these crucial skills. Block grant funding by LEAA
has supported the establishment of statewide prosecutor
and defense training agencies and programs, and has
enabled local agency personnel to be paid travel and
other expenses to attend national 'training programs. In
addition to these direct training efforts, LEAA funding
also supports a variety of technical assistance programs
and provides limited management and planning training
as well.

2. Occupational analysis findings, Confirmation of
the importance of adequate entry-level training for
assistant prosecutors and defenders was provided by the
results of NMS field occupational analyses ofiproseAtor
and defender tasks and training needs.
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Provert,r,tryAmong the prosecutor tasks
which ranked high in terms of time spent were
development of evidence through interviews
and other sources, negotiation with defense
counsel and actual prosecution of cases in a
criminal court. Substantial proportions of re
spondents indicated that they had insufficient
training for these tasks, ranging from 19 per-
cent for negotiation with defense counsel, to
30 percent for court trial prosecutioh, and 40
percent for development of evidence and re-
lated screening activities.

The level of proficiency of typical newly
assigned prosecutors was reported to be below
the level needed for capable performance for
all major aspects of taSk-related skills and
knowledges including, particularly, knowl-
edge of jurisdictional rules and procedures,
knowledge of. criminal law procedures, case
preparation practices and conduct of trials.
DefendersThe responses of public defender
staff suggested even more pronounced
deficiencies in prior training for key tasks than
those for the prosecutors. An average of about
40 percent of those interviewed reported they
had received-insufficient training for such risks_
as interviewing clients, review of evidence,
negotiation with prosecutors or judges, and
representation at clients' trials or sentencing.
In all of .these and in related practical legal
tasks and knowledges, the defenders had relied
primarily upon on-the-job learning, and
r.linimallyupon their law school education as
the source of training. With limited excep-
tions, the proficiency of typical newly assigned
personnel was found to be much lower, on all
of. the applied skill and knowledge require-
ments, than that considered needed for effec-
tive job performance.'

The implications of this field assessment are clear.
Significant proportions of the practitioner in both occu-
pations who were interviewed by the NMS staff, con-
sidered themselves inadequately trainecifor some of their
major tasks, and virtually all considered that newly re-
cruited personnel were generally deficient in the practical
skills and knowledges required for effective performance
of these roles.

It must be emphasized that the above findings were
based on small and not necessarily representative sam-
ples'. They are, however, consistent both with the as-
sessments of the limitations of existing legal education
and training programs, made by the National Advisory
Comm'ssion and other expert groups, and with related
`:tidings on the criminal justice content of undergraduate
law school programs, reviewed in the preceding section.

3. Entry-level training programs. As indicated in the-
preceding section, the development of the needed profes-
sional skills of attorneyswhether in criminal or civil
practicerelies upon a process of on-the-job experience



and specialized training to supplement the broad founda-
tions providedin undergraduate law school courses. Tra-
ditionally this process-in common with that in many

, other professional and skilled occupatiOns-has
consisted primarily of progressive assignments under
supervision of more senior personnel, informal on-
the -job orientation and "learning by doing." Exclusive
iiliance upon this process has some obvious limitations,
as previously noted, particularly in small organizations
and in situations where workload pressures compel im-
mediate assignment of junior attorneys to more complex
and demanding tasks. These have resulted in develop-
ment of more formal e try-level training, or orientation,
programs for b assistant prosecutors and defenders,

ovided shOrfly after their entry into emplcy-
ent.
Not all new entrants to assistant prosecutor or defender

positions have an equal need for such training. Based on
responses to NMS surveys of chief prosecutors and de-.
fenders, we have estimated that about one-fifth of all
assistant prosecutors, and about one-third of assistant
public defenders, hired in 1974-75 had prior trial experi-
ence, while others may have become familiar with
agency practices through prior experience with the
agency as an. intern, in a clinical program or as a law
clerk. Nevertheless, as suggested by the results of the
NMS field analyses, most entrants do need systematic
orientation or entry-level training.

The extent of such training is summarized in Tables
1X-2 and IX -3. Nearly one:half of all prosecutor and
defender offices reported that their agency provided no
formal entry-level training or that such training was

_ limited to brief orientations of one day or less; about
one-fourth, in each case reported that these courses
lasted from two days up to one week, while only 8

percent of all 'agencies offered entry courses lasting more
than two weeks-.

Among prosecution agencies, the larger agencies were
much more likely to have formal entry training programs
than smaller offices. As a result, a weighted average,
based on total employment in each agency size group,
indicates that prosecution agencies employing about
two-thirds of all assistant prosecutors offered formal
entry training of two days or more to newly hired assist-
ant prosecutors. The average length of training r:ourses
was also significantly higher in the larger offices Thus,
about one-half of all agencies with 10 or more assistant
prosecutors met the recommended NAC standard of
courses of one week or longer, as comparedto less than
one-fourth of the smallest agencies.

Available evidence suggests that there has been a
significant growth in both prosecutor and defender train-
ing programs since the late 1960's. A major factor has
been the growth of statewide training programs, particu-
larly for prosecutors. Thus one recent study, by the
National District Attorneys Association indicates that 29-
states had statewide training programs that provided
training to both new 'assistants and new chief pros-
ecutors.'

4. 1n-service training. The NMS survey also
requested information on the provision of in-service
training, or continuing legal education, to experienced
attorneys, i.e., those without at least one year of expen-
ence within the agency. In the 'case of prosecution agen-
cies, about two-thirds of all agencies and about 90 per-
cent of the larger agencies reported that they provided
some assistance for external continuing education in the
field of prosecution,,whether in the form pf administra-
tive leave, tuition support or other means. Nearly three-
fourths of al I defender agencies (74 percent) simi-

TABLE IX -_

Percent of Prosecution Agencies Providing Formal Entry-Level Training for Assistant Prosecutors and
Length of Training, by Agency Size, 1975

(Percent distribution)

Length of Training All
Agencies

Agency Size-Number of Assistant Prosecutors

1-4 5-9 10-24 25 and Over

No forma! training 38.1 45.1 31.4 15.9 10.2

One day or less (basic orientation only) 8.5 8.0 11.0 7.2 10.2

Total, none or one day or less 46.6 53.1 4 1.4 23.1 20.4

Two days to one week 25.8 23.9 31.4 31.9 25.4

One to two weeks 19.4 16.6 21.2 27.5 32.2

More than two weeks 8.2 6.4 5.1. 20.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of reports (811) (565) (118) ( 69) ( 59)

Source: NMS Executive Survey, 1075. Covers state and county prosecution or legal services agencies. Responses are for agencies with one or more assistant prosecutors.
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TABLE 1X-3.

Percent of Public Defender Agencies Providing Formal
Entry-Level Training for Assistant Defenders rind

Length of Training, 1975

Length of Training

Percent

of Agencies

None 32

One day or less (orientation only) 15

Total, none or one day or less 47

Two days to one week 24

One or two weeks 21

More than two weeks 8

Total 100

Source: NMS Executive Suety. 1975. Based on 191 maPllases

larly provided such assistance. However, only about
one-third, in each category, had established policies re-
quiring experienced assistant prosecutors to participate in
some type of job-related continuing education. Con-
siderably smaller percentages-28 percent of the de-
fender offices and 15 percent of the prosecution offices
reported that they provided in-house formal in-service
training, and these consisted predominantly of the larger
agencies, i.e., those with 25 or more employees. A
supplemental survey of 32 contract defender offices in
larger cities also found that such training was limited to
agencies with 25 or more staff attorneys.

Some indication of the sources of external training is
provided by responses to a question requesting execu-
tiyes to identify the agencies from which their office had
received assistance for training, including training pro-
vided to chief prosecutors or defenders as well as to staff
attorneys. For prosecution offices, the major sources of
training, as shown in Table IX-4, included two
national-level organizationsthe National District At-
torneys Association and the National College of District
Attorneys, followed by programs sponsored or operated
by state level prosecution or attorney general offices and
by the state bar associations. Similarly, the correspond-
ing national-level defender institutiormthe National
College of Criminal Justice Lawyers and Public Defend-
ers and the National Legal Aid and Defenders .
Associationwere among the major providers of con-
tinuing-legal education for public defenders, followed by
the state defender office and state bar associations.

Information on training content was also obtained, for
both entry and in-service training, from those agencies
which conducted in-house training programs. With
limited exceptions, general Object coverage of in-
service programs was found to parallel those of the
entry-level courses. For prosecution agencies, topics
such as constitutional law, law of evidence and criminal
trial procedures were included by nearly all programs.
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TAR! F 1X-4

Sources of Training Assistance for Prosecution
and Defender. Offices

Percent Receiving Assistance

Source Prosecution /
Offices

Defender
Offices

National District Attorneys
Association 38%

National College of District
Attorneys 29

National College of Criminal
Defense Lawyers and Public
Defenders 32

National Legal Aid and De-
fenders Association 17.

State Prosecutor Office 27

State Defender Office 21

State Bar Association 22 15

State Attorney General 20

Accredited Law Schools 12 5

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975. Percentages not additive since agencies may use

multiple training sources.

Certain procedural subjects, such as screening policies
and charging practices were more frequently covered in
entry-level courses, while in-service programs more fre-
quently inclu'ded topics such as trial advocacy and sub-
stantiVe criminal law developments. Subjects which
were less frequently covered included juvenile and fam-
ily law procedure, pretrial diversion and appellate advo-
cacy, in part because many prosecution agencies and/or
staffs dO not have responsibility for these functions.
Similar patterns were evident in the responses of defend-
er agencies, with subjects such as constitutional law and
criminal trial procedure ranking high in both entry and
in-service courses, while procedural subjects such as
case investigation, plea negotiation practices and pre-

- liminary hearing procedures received more emphasis in
the entry -level courses.

5. Adequacy of staff training programs. The above
survey findings have documented some of the positive
aspects as well as quantitative limitationS; of available
training programs for prosecution and defender staffs. As
compared to the situation in the late 1960's, substantial
progress has been made in establishment of an infrastruc-
ture for provision of training; including the combined
resources of in-house programs, statewide programs and
national-level programs. The most apparent deficiencies
are the continued absenee of entry level and/or in-service
training opportunities for staff in many of the smaller
agencies and the very short duration of most of the
available entry courses. This implies heavy reliance upon
on-the-job training and experience as the primary method
of professional development. Unfortunately, heavy
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agency workloads and the IimitP t - It-inability of serer
visory or senior personnel, for this purpose, afford
limited opportunities for systematic "on-the-job" train-
ing in many agencies.

Confirmation for the above assessment was provided
by responses of chief prosecutors and defenders to the
following question: "On the whole, how satisfied are
you with all aspects of training at your office?" The
choices available, as shown in Table IX-5, ranged from
"extremely satisfied" to "extremely dissatisfied." As in
the case of responses by other categories of criminal
justice administrators, summarized in Chapter VII, the
most frequent responseindicated by nearly one-half of
the prosecutors and defenderswas "satisfied." A more
sensitive index of degree of satisfaction is provided,
however, by the ratio of those expressing varying de-
grees of dissatisfaction, to. tbOse who indicated that they
were "extremely" or "very" satisfied with their agen-
cies' programs. These "dissatisfaction ratios" exceeded
four to one for both prosecutors and defenders, and were
higher than for any other, category of criminal justice
executive surveyed, with the exception of heads of

juvenile correctional agencies.
Executives were also queried as to the extent to which

each of several factors was a limitation on the overall
effectiveness of training in their offices. These included
such constraints as inadequate training budgets, high
workloads and lack of the necessary training responses in
their areas. Although inadequate training budgets were
most frequently cited as a serious limitation by both
prosecutors and defenders, the effect of high agency
workloads in limiting availability of staff for training
purposes was also cited as a serious limitation by nearly
one-half of the respondents. Hence provision of addi
tional training funds may not, alone, be sufficient to
assure- that personnel will be available for needed train-
ing in many agencies.

C. Training for Chief. Prosecutors
and Defenders

The Preceding section has focused on training pro-
vided to staff attomeysassistant prosecutors and
defenders--rather on the training needs of heads of pro-
secution and public defender agencies. The professional
tasks performed by many chief prosecutors and defend-

ers in small offices overlap with, and are frequently
identical 'to, those performed by the staff attomeys in

larger offices. Thus, among all chief prosecutors and

defenders responding to the NMS survey, 69 percent of
the-prosecutors and 53 percent of the defenders identified

the task of preparation, supervision and review of legal

cases among the three major responsibilities which were

TABLE IX-5

Overall Satisfaction of Chief Prosecutors and Defenders
With Agency Training Program

Satisfaction Rating

Percent Distributions

. Prosecutors Defenders

Extremely satisfied 3 3

Very satisfied 7 8

Satisfied 47 44

Dissatisfied 37 35

Very Dissatisfied 3 '4

Extremely dissatisfied 3 6

Total 100 100

Ratio of all ''dissattsfied" to
"highly" or "very"
satisfied 4.3:1 4.1:1

Number (812) (160)

Source; NMS Executive Survey. 1975.

most important in their position, as compared to much
smaller proportions who indicated that their managerial
or liaison duties were the most demanding. However, in
larger jurisdiction's, the role of the chief prosecutor and
chief defender becomes that of a manager, whoin
addition to direct participation in, or supervision of , the
more important and difficult legal prosecution and de-
fense casesmust also establish office policies, serve as
the official spokesman and representative of his agency
with other governmental agencies and the community,
and must conduct all the normal responsibilities of man-
agement, including settling priorities, monitoring case

flows, and fiscal and personnel administration.
Moreover, although prosecutors and defenders may enter
these positions--whether through election or
appointmentwith varying degrees of competency and
experience in criminal law practice, tiny are, with few
exceptions, lacking in professional preparation for many
of their policy and managerial responsibilities.

For this reason, chief prosecutors and defenders were
requested, in the NMS survey, to identify those special-
ized training subjects, or courses, which they would
recommend as being especially helpful for future incum-
bents in their position, as well as to separately' indicate
which of these courses they themselves had taken. A

total of 16 areas was listed, ranging from traditional legal

subjects, such as constitutional law and trial advocacy,
and more specialized technical subjects, such as forensic
pathology, to non-legal subjecti, including general man-
agement training, human relafions and community rela-
tions. Their responses are summarized in Tables IX-6
and

In response to the question concerning recommended
specialized training courses for chief prosecutors, and
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defenders, the types of course tnoq frequently recom-
mended by both categories were those related to profes-
sional legal subjects: law of evidence, trial advocacy,
constitutional law and substantive criminal law de-
velopments. These were the only subjects
recommendedin that orderby one-half or more of
both the prosecutors and public defenders responding to
the NMS survey. Since over three-fourths of the pro-
secutors in this survey, and nearly 60 percent of the
'defenders, were in small agenciesthose with fewer
than 10 employeesthis emphasis upon professional
legal subjects is understandable. In the latter agencies,
particularly; the principal tasks of the prosecutor or de-
fender are directly related to actual handling of cases or
to direct supervision or review of the work of staff
attorneys.

One method for identifying significant gaps in pro-
secutor and defender training programs is to compare the
proportions of respondents recommending particular
training subjects with the proportions who have actual
received !raining in these subjects. These differences are
shown in the last columns of Tables IX-6 and IX-7. For
prosecutors, these differences v.'ere 20 percent or higher
in the following subjects: law of evidence (34 percent),
trial advocacy (29 percent), community relations (23
percent), constitutional law (21 percent), juvenile law
(20 percent), and human relations (20 percent). For de-
fenders, the "most needed" additional training courses,
based on this criterion, were: human relations (27 per-
cent), general management/administration (26 percent),

t.,ycliiatry and the law (71 perrentl and community rela-
tions (20 percent). Thus. for both prosecutors and de-
fenders, these comparisons indicate, that in addition
to further specialized courses in legal subjects, there is a

need for increased emphasis on certain subjects outside
of the traditional CLE curricula and which provide need-
ed perspectives to prosecutors and defenders in their
roles as criminal justice executives. The limited exposure

to such training for prosecutors and defenders is illus-
trated by the fact that only about 5 percent of the
respondents had taken any specialized courses in com-
munity relations or human relations, and that only about
one-fifth had taken a course in management subjects.

Chief prosecutors and defenders were also queried as
to whether they had taken any comprehensive or "om-
nibus" prosecutor training courses, of the type offered
by the National Colleges of District Attorneys or
Defenders, or by state prosecutor or defenders training
programs. A majority of the respondents-56 percent of
the prosecutors and 61 percent.' of the defenders
reported that they had attended such courses. Based on
responses to this and the preceding questions, it appears
that a large proportion of all incumbent prosecutors and
defenders have had some specialized post-law school
training relevant to their current position. However, in
view of the brief duration of most of the available train-
ing courses and of their primary focus,!ipon professional
legal content, there have been significant gaps in ade-

quacy of this trainingparticularly for the policy and
managerial aspects of their pm;tions.

TABLE IX-6

Recommended Specialized Courses and Actual Courses Taken by Chief Prosecutors,.1975

Training Topic

Percent

Recommending

Course

Percent

Who Attended
Course

Difference

0-(2)

(I) (2) (3)

Law of evidence 73 39 34

Trial advocacy 71 42 29

Constitutional law developments 55 39 16

Juvenile justice :aw 37 17 20

&mend managetnent/Administranon 37 19 18

Jury selection 36 21 15'

Scientific evidence identification 36 22 14

Plea negotiation practices 30 15 15

Community relations 29 6 23

Forensic pathology 26 14 12

Psychiatry and the law 25 13 12

Human relations 25 5 20

Appellate advocacy 20 7 13

Program management (e.g., pre-trial diversion, defender prosecution) 20 10 10 .

Polygraph use 13 9 4

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 19751N -13441 0
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TABLE IX-7

Recommended Specialized Courses and Actual Courses Taken by Chief Defenders, 1975

Training Topic

Percent

Recommending
Course

Percent

Who Attended
Course

Diff erence

(1)(2)

(I) (2) (3)

Law of evidence
62 44 18

Trial advocacy
61 46 15

Constitutional law
56 47 9

Substantive criminal law developments
51 41 IC,

General Management/Administration
49 23 26

PsyEhiatry and the law
41 18 23

Scientific evidence identification
37 29 8

Jury selection
36 25 11

Human relations
33 6 27

Plea negotiation practices
31 19 12

Appellate advoc-acy
31 .14 17

Forensic pathology
31 18 13

Juvenile justice law
30 16 14

Community relations
24 4 20

Program management (e.g., pre-trial diversion, defender prosecution) 20 8 14

Polygraph use.
19 16 3

Source: N MS Executive Survey, 1975 (N=252)

D. Judicial Training
1. Judicial functions and training needs. The judicial

role entails tasks and responsibilities distinctive from
those required for general .law practice. These include

such basic duties as presiding over criminal trials and

hearings, setting bond, issuing instructions to juries,
impo-sing sentences and management of the court calen-

dars.,NItIS field staff conducted interviews with about 40

judges, most-of whom presided over courts of general

jurisdiction. Of those interviewed, 20 percent reported
that they .had received insufficient training for presiding

over criminal trials,' 24 percent were insufficiently
trained for their sentencing roles, and 37 percent, for

management of the criminal calendars. These and almost

all other specialized judicial tasks had been primarily

learned "on-the-job." Formal training ranked

secondbut much lower-An order of importance, while

law school education was consistently ranked last as a
source of training for judicial skills.

Analysis of responses to the skill and knowledge

checklist for judges revealed that in almost every cate-
gory the level of proficiencylif typical newly assigned
judges was substantially below that considered necessary
for capable performance. The gaps appeared to be par-

ticularly critical in such areas as knowledge of criminal

law rules and procedures, policy regarding exercise of
discretion, conduct of trials and sentencing practices.

Unlike many other countries, the United States does

not provide any formal pre-service education or training

to specifically prepare individuals for serving as judges.

Since most judges are either"elected or are appointed by
political officials, selection criteria vary widely from
state to state and by type of court. Even a law school
education is not always a requirement for selection in the

case of many limited jurisdiction courts. In view of these
limitations, particular emphasis has been placed by the

various national commission studies upon provision of,
and improvement of, judicial training.

Thus, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals recommended that each state

should maintain a comprehensive program of continuing

judicial education, including establishment of its own
state judicial college and a requirement that all new trial
judges should attend both local and national orientation
programs as well as one of the national judicial education

courses within three years of assuming judicial office.1°

2. Recent developments. Prior to the advent of the
Law Enforcement ASsistance Administration little spe-
cialized training was a,vailable for judges other than that
provided in a few national programs: One of the first. f
these programs, the Appellate Judges Seminar sponsored

by the Institute-for Judicial Administration, was initiated

in 1956. In the early 1960's, the National Colleges for
State Trial Judges and Juvenile Justice were established. '

But no national training programs were yet available for

the great majority of the judiciary, particularly those
judges serving in courts of limited jurisdiction.

Since the establishment of the LEAA; considerable
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progress in judicial training has been made. In addition
to the three earlier programs, LEAA discretionary fund-

, ing now supports judicial training through the American
Academy for Judicial Education and the Arnerican Bar
Association Appellate Judges' Conferences. LEAA as-
sistance has also contributed to establishment of and
strengthening of state judicial training programs. and a
number of states have established training requirements
for their judicial personnel.

The current status of these programs is reviewed in the
following sections, based primarily on NMS field visits
to selected court systems in ten states and on summary
data from other recent surveys.

3. Entry-level training. Table IX-8 summarizes the
extent to which states (including the District of Colum-
bia) provide entry-level training for new judges. Despite
the critical need for such training, only about one-half of
the states provided such training for new judges in courts
of, general jurisdiction and only about two-fifths, in
courts of limited jurisdictions. Of the 38 states still em-
ploying ,lay justices of the peace, 26 provided entry
training for these personnel.

TABLE 'IX-8

Number of States Providing Entry Training for New
,Judges, by Type of Court, 1975

icticral
Court

Limited
Court

Lay Justice

of Peace b

Number of states with
specified type of
court 51 47 38

Number of states pro-
viding training 24 19 26

E,.cluoes states with unified court systeti,s that have no lower cowt and no separate training

for carajuthcial personnel. .%

States with lay justice training provided by attorney general or a judicial association ate
includes] in this table.

,Source: NMS Survey of State Court System 'Administrators and National Center for State

COWLS data file.

While entry training may 1,-; available, it is not neces-
sarily, mandatory nor is it always utilized. Only seven
states require entry training for all judges; one State
requires entry training only for its general court judges,
and two states require entry training only for limited
court judges. Twenty-one states do not require ens :y
training for any judges, but provide entry training with
attendance voluntary for trial judges. In many instances,
judges are "expected" to .attend training, although it is
voluntary.

Several of the states listed as r roviding entry training
for trial judges in Table IX-8 do not provide the training
themselves, but use one or mote LEAA-funded national
judicial training programs. A few other states send
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judges for entry training to the National Colleges in
Reno, Nevada; Denver, Colorado; or Boulder, Colorado.

In addition to formal training programs, in at least 13
states an "advisory," or experienced, judge volunteers
to assist new trial judges." In many of these states, the
judicial education office has prepared guides to assist the
advisory judge. It is often suggested that new judges first
sit as observers on the bench beside the advisor judge,
before taking cases.

Other orientation programs in various jurisdictions are
offered during the course of the incumbent's first year
and concentrate on problems identified by the new judges
as well as selected substantive law and procedural issues.
Some judges prefer this type of orientation program to
preservice training because it offers judges time to gain
practical experience prior to classroom, training. The
teaching techniques utilized.in'Orientation programs are
similar to other. in-service sessions and may include:
lecture, seminars, workshops, film, and video tape pre-
sentations. The time set aside for orientation training
may range from a long weekend session to a two week
course totaling over 84 hours of instruction. In the latter
case, instructional materials developed by the training
coordinators have filled five volumes consisting of over
2,500 pages.

4. Th-service judicial education. As shown in Table
IX-9, all but a few states report that .they have some
on-going state-coordinated program for continuing echr-
cation of their judicial personnel in 1976. In-service
tra' .,rograms rep . provided for general
cui.rt Juu, s in 46 -fates and the District of Columbia,
and in 44 jurisdictions, for limited court judges. (In two
states, there are no limited courts). A smaller number -
31 states reported such programs for state appellate
court judges. .

A majority of states offering judicial training programs
use a combination of in-state and national training re-
sources. However, a number of states - -typically those
with smaller numbers of judgesrelied solely upon na-
tional judicial training programs. These data were based
upon reports submitted to NMS by state court administra-
tive officials, supplemented by data available from the
National Center for Slate Courts. However, a review of
LEAA block grants for 1975 indicated that three of the
four states which did not report a state-wide judicial
training program had received 1975 LEAA funding for
sending some local trial judges to national programs.
Thus, virtually all states now appear to have some provi-
sion for continuing education of their judicial personrel.

a. State programs. Based on NMS field visits to 10
states, the state-level training programs offered to sitting
judges are very diverse in their structure and content. In
some states, format and subject matter is modified fmm



TABLE IX-9

Number of States Providing In-Service Judicial
Education by Type of Judge, and by Source of Training,

1976 a

Source of
Training

Category of Judge

General Lim ited Jut's-

Appellate Trial Court diction Court °

Total, all sources 31 47. 44

In-atate only 11 6 11

In-state aid national 8 32 27

National only 12 9 6

° Including the District of Columbia.
° Two jurialktions do not nave !united courts nor pannudic;s1 officials with criminal law

responsibilities.
Sources: NMS Survey of State Court Administrator Offices. 1976 anal National Center for

puts cams data No, 1976.

year to year, whereas other states have established more-
standardized structures. The types of state in-service
training seem to be organized into four different models,

\ in the 'jurisdictions visited, including: (1) an "adjunct"
IkrOgram; (2) a weekend training session; (3) a special
training session or institute; and (4) a more comprehen-
iive "omnibus" training course.

adjunct program is so identified because it is
us ly offered as part of some other judicial activ-
ity, sually the annual or semi-annual meeting of the
judiciikconference made up of either all or specific
classes Of judges within a state. USually held on a
weekend at a hotel or conference center, these ses-
sions provide lectures and Workshops on preielected
topic's such as evidence, recent decisions, rules
changes or sentencing. This training model was con-
sidered of limiter value by some respondents be-
cause it is mixed with other business and social

events; hence trnining\"may get lost in the shuffle." '
The second model is a\ two or three day session
traditionally held on weekends-which is devoted
exclusively to training and`lheld once or twice a year.
Normally the agenda will 'Eiclude five or six topics
of gerierP! interest to all, ju4es such as evic.ence,
recent developmenti-in the law, recent appellate

court actions, sentencing, and one or two special
topics such as taking guilty pleas\or judicial rela-
tionships with the press. A numbet\of states now
mandate that all judges receive some continuing
legal education each year, and this type program
or model usually provides a way to meet such re-
quirements. One alternative approach to this model
was to offer two programs, one in the spring and one
in the fall, making attendance at one mandatory and
attendarke at the other optional.
The third model is the special session; it is usually

di:az:a:1. at a spccia! group cf judi;c7. dzz!n

one special topic for a short period of time. For
example, one state visited has an annual sentencing
institute; only issues related to this topic will be on
the agenda: A program at one of these sessions
might include presentations by members of various
post adjicatory agencies such as the parole board,
community-based treatment programs, and drug and
alcoholic diversion programs. In addition to lec-
tures, workshops are often used as are video taped
mock sentencing proceedings, so judges may ob-
serve their behavior and be critiqued. As with most
other training session, key speakers from national
organizations or other court systems make presenta-
tions on timely topics. Another type of special ses-
sion is directed at special classes of judges and even
non-judicial personnel. For example, many states
have annual sessions for traffic court or juvenile
court judgei. State training offices. are also provid-
ing programs, for court clerks, reporters and even
bailiffs or Court officers at special seminars held
annually.
The final model' is a longer,term trarning.pnagnim
lasting up to two weeks and just beginning in a
number of larger states, including California,
Florida, Indiana, Michigan, Texas and Ohio. These
extt.nded in-state programs, like some of the na-
tional judiCial training efforts, are often called judi-
cial colleges. Thus, in addition to orientation and
training programs for new judges, the California
Center for judicial Education and Research conducts
three institutes for justice, municipal, superior, and
juvenile court judges and referees.

In addition to sponsorship of these formal sessions or
courses, a number of state judicial training offices offer
various specialized training services to assist judges. The
service most often cited is the provision of printed and

recorded materials, including deskbooks an(' !-,t;nch

books, that allow judges to have easy access to vital

information, such rs instruction and advice to defendants
who choose to plead guilty. The bench book can provide
a script to insure that the judge askS all appropriate
questions of defendants and, can giVe guidance for further
action according to the responses received. These books
are regularly updated with the most current rule changes
and procedures for implementing appellate court findings
and decisions. By outlining step -by -step procedures, the
bench book can be of benefit not only to the new judge
but also to the more experienced jurist who finds that
after trying civil matters for over six months, he must
suddenly preside in juvenile hearings. ,Audio cassettes
have also become very popular among judges as a quick
way to receive essential infonnatin.n about srt-cific
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topics. Even video tapes are presently being utilized by
some states to supplement their training programs.

The final aspect of special services may include the
preparation and distribution of printed materials, news-
letters, and reporter services including the most recent
decisions of state and federal trial and appel;ate courts.
These services may be the only way for some judges
to keep current on a regUlar basis.

b. National programs. Despite the recent growth of
state-level training activities, a number of national-level
o:ganizations continue to be the major providers of sys-
tematic training for various categories of judicial person-
nel. These include five LEAA-funded programs: The
National College. for State Trial Judges, the American
Academy for Judicial Administration, the National Col-
lege forJuvenile Justice, the Institute forJodicial Admin-
istration Appellate Judge Services, and the American Bar
Association Appellate Judges' Conference. In addition,
the Institute for Court Management offers educational
'prugrams for court administrators and juvenile court per-
sonnel, both .of which may include judges. Some na-
tional training programs are also offered by other
national professional organizations, such as the National
Conference of Metmpolitan Court Judges, the American
Judicature Society and the National Center for State
Courts. Shoat descriptions of three of these programs are
presented below.

The largest of these progranis is that of the National
College of State Trial Judges. Every jurisdiction
visited by the IsiNIS field survey had sent judges to
the College; a number of participants had returned
two or three times. The National College, located in
Reno, Nevada, primarily offers two residential.pro-
grams: a four-week summer program for general
jurisdiction judges, and a two week program for
special courtjudges. In addition, a variety of
graduate programs, lasting one or two weeks, is
offered. for more experienced judges who have com-
pleted the initial core program. In 1975, the Na
ticmal College conducted 23 resident sessions, 29
judicial seminars and 6 special programs, which
were completed by a total of 1,071 judges.

Courses provided in the.resident sessions in-
cluded such subjects as criminal law, evidence,
search and seizure, family law, sentencing, traffic
law, probate law, alcohol and drugs, the judge and
the judge and the jury, and court administration.
Extension programs on similar topics were offered
in 29 locations to 2,552 participarils. About 18 of
these courses included or were directecsolely at
judges of limited jurisdiction courts.

In the 11 years of its existence, the college has
graduated 2,638 judges of general jurisdiction
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courts (over 50 percent of such judges), and 385
judges of limited court jurisdiction. Its 239 regional
seminars have had 14,208. attendeesjudges of
both general and limited jurisdiction courts.

A series of::evaluations. of the National College
conducted b ouside evaluators found no major
problem wit the content or quality' of the program.
What cavea appeared were primarily to
class size.- Also noted by- the evaluators were. the
unsatisfactory relationships between national and
state training programs. In several instances, the
establishment of a.statejudicial college has had the
effect of precluding, that state's judiciary from at-
tendance at national programs. .

The American Academy of Judicial.Education di-
rects the; vast majority of Its national and in-state
programi. to judges of limited jurisdiction courts, In
1974, it sponsored 11 national programs attended by
420 judges. Two Week orientation piograms are
offered to newer 'judges and advanced one Week
graduate courses are also provided.

Unlike the National College, however,. the
Academy focuses. on the development and pro-
gramming of in-suite training conferences. In 1974,
31 of these conferences were held and attended by
almost 2,500 judges. These conferences are always
initiated by the states themseves with the Academy
providing support. in such areas as program de-
velopment, planning, faculty selectiOn, and mate-
ials. The Academy assists the states in procurinft
funds (primarily from LEAA) for financing these'
sessions. The Academy also uses video tapes, Cas-
sette instructor's guides.and outlines in spe-.:ific sub-
stance and procedural areas as individualized
training materials for each state. Like the National
College, the Academy. conducts research .for the
purpose of updating and developing new materials
as well as publishing its own journals and newslet-
ters.

States visited that have taken advantage of these/
cooperatively developed training programs have

found them to be beneficial and well received.
However, the future of the Academy is uncertain
for several reasons. Unlike the National College,
the Academy relies on the LEAA for most of its
financial support; this support may not always be
forthcoming. Some problems have also developed

eon the College and the Academy over possible
rots or overlapping in the training of limited

court judges. Finally, there may come a time in the
near future when many jurisdictions possess the
in-state capability to provide the. services and train-
ing the:Academy now offers.
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The LEAA-funded National College c!',1,1vettile Jus-
tice sponsors four two-week residential programs for
judges and other jAenile justice personnel each year
and joins with other organizations in presenting re-
gional programs, which are often cooperative efforts
with state agencies. The currjculum is interdiscipli-
nary, with an emphasis upon the behavioral and
social sciences. In 1975, the College participated in..
a number of such programs: Many of these were,
however, for corrections and probation personnel,
rather than for the judicMy. Only four training'pro-
grunts were held in I97 for judicial personnel in
euttitictioti with the stall! courts.

It should be noted that the organizational locus of
juvenile courts varies from state to state, and that in
many jurisdictions, there are no specialized judges
whose responsibilities are limited to juvenile cases.
Such, cases may, be handled by a division of a
gendrakirlittAted by-an element
of a probate or family court Or by a separate juvenile
ourt.- Nevertheless, the special status of juveniles

under the law and the need for close linkages with
probation agencies and with a variety of cominuitity
resources and programs, requires specialized
knowledge, and training not. adequately provided
either in undergraduate law school programs or in
non-specialized CLE programs for judges or other
adjudicative personnel.

5. Training for lay judges. The use of lay judges in
criminal proceedings occurs under three conditions. A
lay judge may act as a judicial officer in: (1) preliminary
hearings and issuances of warrants; (2) criminal trials
including instance; of defendants' waiver of a right to a
judge trained in the law; and (3) sentencing hearings,
through waiver of a right to trial, plea of guilty, and right
to a law-trained judge.

the-use of lay judges in criminal prpceedings is au-
-thlorized in 38 states, in all but one of which the judges
-may sentence defendants to incarceration after trial.
Most of these lay judge courts have general,misdemeanor
jurisdictipn and may therefore sentence defendants for up
to one year in jail. In 14 states, however, they have
lithited'sentencing authority, ranging from 30 days to 6
months.

In all of these states there are upwards of 11,000,
judicial positions for which lay judges are authorized. In
the absence of legal training, the only manner in which
these judges can be. qualified for such positions is

through entry training:In 27 states, entry trainins, is
dvailable for lay judges, including the one state where
lay judges have no incarceration sentencing authority.
This includes also the state of West Virginia, which, has

mandated training for new: magistrates, beginning in

1977. Excluding West VirAiniti. 22 states have mandated
trainin;, for lay judges. and 4 have voluntary training
for their lay judges.

It should be noted that not all "mandatory" programs
are equally stringent. For example, il4New York, pro-
gram attendance is required of the lay judges for only 80
percent of the classes. The length of the training prO-

graMs for lay judges also appears inadequate. In New
York, the program lasts six days, and only half of that
time is directed at criminal law, evidence, and related
topics. Such qualitative limitations are particblarly im-
portant because there commonly are no educational qual-
ifications for the lay judge position. For example, in.
Mississippi, the legislature recently acted to place on the
ballot a constitutional amendment requiring a high
school degree for lay judges. This minimal qualification
is typical of states with lay judges are permitted.

In about ..,ne-third of the states with lay judges, bench
manuals are availa610.or their use. The unavailability of
such manuals in the remainder of the states with lay
judges is a major concern. Clearly entry training is not
sufficient for their legal training. As a result of the
absence of adeqyate training or bench books, lay judges
ale reported to depend often upon the prosecutor (if one
is available) for legal advice. But such reliance does not
comply with the requirentents that the judicial officer be
-a neutral, unbitsed decision maker.

The prevailir ;.' practices in the United States may be
contrasted with that in the United. Kingdom. The English
lay judges receive preservice training before sitting in
court, through attendance as observe 1/41 at court proceed-
ings and through lectures, discussion, and self-learning
(books). New magistrates visit penal institutions and
attend meetings o' their bench. Two booklets are

provided: a. general manual and one on sentencing. Con-
tinping education is also stressed through conferences,
meetings, and seminars. But even with all this training,
lay judges in England also have clerks with legal training
on whom to rely. This suggests that if non-legally trained
judges continueto be authorized here, a combination of
more intensive training and ofiegal support services is

required for these key personnel.
6. Current status of judicial education and training,,

The materials presented above support the following
conclusions concerning the need for, .and adequacy of,
existing programs:

a. Our survey and occupational analysis findings
have confirmed the need for formalized programs of train-
ing, continuing legal education and related supporting servic-.
es, to prepare new entrants into- judicial positions for
their critical and unique responsibilities and to assure
maintenance and enhancement of their _professional
competencies. Neither undergraduate law school educa-
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tion, nor the typical experience acquired in the priv:itc
practice of law, adequately equip most new judges for
such new duties as presiding at trials, setting bail, sen-
tencing or supervision of court calendars. Yet, these and
related functionsall entailing large elements of
discretionhave a critical bearing on the functioning of
the courts and of the criminal justice system as a whole.

b. Substantial progress his been made in the past
decade in 'developing and improving the institutional
base for training and education of judicial personnel,
duein large measureto the availability of LEAA
funding, either in the form of support for national level
colleges or programs or through the use by states of
LEAA block grant funds for state training and continuing
legal education activities. This is illustrated both by the
growth of the national-level programs over the decade
and by the fact that most states now have state-
coordinated programs for judicial training and education.

c. Nevertheless, pnlgress has been uneven. The
most critical deficiency appears to be in the availability'
of adequate entry-level training for new judges- Based on
available information, .less than one-half of the states
systematically provide formal training programs for new
judges prior to, Or shortly after. their. assumption of
judicial duties. Iii addition, 12 o the 38 states utilizing
lay judges apparently have no formal programs for their
officials. The use of alternative training procedures, such
as advisory judges, is preferable to no training at all;
nevertheless it has clear limitations.

d. The apparent availability of some form of con-
tinuing judicial education .in nearly all states, indicated
by our summary data, provides a very inadequate basis
for assessing the adequacy of such training, in terms of
the proportion of judges actually attending such pro-
giarns, the length and types of training provided, and its
usefulness. In contrast to the recent establishment in
some states' of judicial colleges, with comprehensive
resident training programs and supporting services,
many other state-level programs are still limited to short
two or three-day training sessions often in conjunction
with other activities.

e. Since availability of judges for longer training
programs is often a critical limitation in provision of such
training, supporting services such as bench books, man-
uals, mid ,evidence guides are an importanVadjunct, or
complement, to formal training sessions./A number of
states, such as California, provide models in this respect;
however, only a.few states have distributed even a single
bench book to their judges.

f. Finally', there is a need for improved articulation
between state and national-level CLE programs tor
judgesas well as for prosecutors and defendersand
among the various national programs. Since the LEAA
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relc in funding may Gf thesc programs
either directly or through block-grantsit should assume
the initiative in establishing, or encouraging, more effec-
tive coordination among these programs and institutions.

E. Court Administration Training

1. The court administrator's role- Although the need
for more efficient administrationX the courts has long
been recognized," this function had typically been
performedansl continues to be performed in many
courtsas an added responsibility of a judge of the
court, ip conjunction with an elected clerk of the court
and with supporting clerical or secretarial staff. The
specialized position of professional court admhtisti-ator is
of quite recent origin. The first state court administrator
Position was established in New Jersey, by statute; in
1948.'3 Rapid growth in the number of court adminis-,
trator positions ensued in the 1960's and early..f970's, as
a result of increased emphasis on the need for improve-
ments in court organization and managemeM. A total of
455 state and local court administrators were identified in
1975 ii. a NMS survey of state offices responsible for
court tldministration in each state.

Court administrator positions now exist to Varying
degrees at all levels of the dotirt system. At the state
level, there has been at least partial establishment of a
state court administrator's Office, under the authority of
the highest state court, in 47 'states. (In at least eight of -

these, however; the state court administrator has limited
duties only.) An additional'20 court administrator offices
assist statewide trial' systems or appellate courts..The
large majority of court administrators, however, are at-
tached to loWer level courts primarily trial courts of
general jurisdiction. Of 334. court administrators re-
sponding to the NMS survey of this profession, 76 per-
cent were responsible for administration atrial courts of
general, jurisdiction, of whom more than half also had
responsibilities for limited or special jtrisdiction courts.
About 15 percent were attached only, to limited or special
jurisdiction courts and 9 percent were not responsible for
either type of trial court.

The roles and functions of court administrators vary
significantly depending upon the types of courts which
they serve and the organizational structure of the state.
court system. At the state level, there are two general 4'

types of court administMtor offices. The most common is
a court administrator office responsible for the entire
state court system. In some states, the state office may be
responsible to the state supreme court, either for the

,'administrative needs of the entire state court system or
for some part of that system, i.e., that' court or the
general or limited trial courts. In some states, both types



of state administration officeg 'exist, a state court system
office and one in which the, highest court will have a
separate office of the clerk, who acts as the administrator

for that court.
The second type of state administrator office _is the

e. specialized court administrator, who is responsiiple for
providing services to a state court other than the highest

court of the state, either a statewide trial court or an
intermediate court of appeals, and who is responsible
either to the judges of that court or the state court-system
.office. Where different, levels of courts are organized
statewide but remain independent of each other, multiple

state court administrators to serve each court are re-
quired.

The scope of responsibility of state court administrator
offices is suggested, in part, by the relative size of their
professional staffs. Among the 42 state court adminis-

trator offices covered by NMS surveys the number of

professional staff members ranged from none in 3

states to 52 in Michigan. The overall average was 12.6
professional staff members per office. ,

The range of staff size was found to be even greater in

the case of the trial court administrators responding to the

NMS. Of the 270 trial court administrators included in

the survey, over one-half (146) reported having no pro-
fessional staff assistants, even though at least one-third
served more than one court. On the other hand, an
additional 124 trial court administrator offices reported a
total of 1,002 professional staff members. Of this total,

one large metropolitan city reported 374 employees,
while no other office reported as many as 50 staff mem-

bers. The average number-of profession.' staff members,
excluding this one city office, was about five per office,

for those offices reporting at least one such employee.
other than the court administrator.

RespAses to the NMS survey indicated considerable
variation between the responsibilities ( f the state and of
the trial court administratorsirand, among the latter
group, between those who had professional assistants
and those who did not (Table IX\-10). Virtually al: state

court administrators included statistical management,
fiscal management and evaluation and planning among
their major functions. About 8 out of 10 also reported
responsibility for personnel management and for space
and equipment management. Relatively small propor-
tions, at the state level, had responsibility for such opera-
tional functions as court calendar management, court
services management (e.g., probation services) or for
jury management. The latter duties are normally per-
formed by the trial courts, whereas the state court system
administrator is primarily concerned with oversight,
coordination, planning and research as well as the provi-
sion of general assistance to the courts. Other statewide
administrative functions may include judicial education
services, legislative drafting or testimony, and responsi-
bility for the state defender system.

The data on functions performed by trial court
administrators iadicate a higher frequency of responsibil-
ities for operational functions such as calendar manage-
ment and jury management, but lower frequencies for
such functions as fiscal management or evaluation and
planning. Trial court administrators without professional
staff are much less likely to have certain management
functions than those with staff assistants. The most fre-
quent responsibilities of those without staff are for calen-

dar management and statistics, whereas more than 80

TABLE IX-10

Responsibilities of Court Administrators, by Level and Type of Court Served and by
Presence of Professional Staff
(Percent performing selected functions)

Function Total

State

Court System

Trial Courts

With
Staff

Without
Staff

Statistical management
89 100 90 81

Fiscal management
76(.. 98 84 54

Evaluation and planning
69 95 72 59

Criminal management
72 80 88 60

Space and equipment management
75 77 83 60

Calendar management
78 34 86 82

Court services management
40 -25 51 36

Jury management -.-
53 70 51

Number of reports
37, 2 44 124 96

Also includes administrator for statewide trial tad appellate courts and for limited or special jurisdiction courts.

Source: NMS Court Adminivratce Survey, /976.
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percent of trial court adm,astrators with sniff also report.
fiscal, personnel and space management, among their
key functions. On a composite basis, 42 percent of all
trial Min administrators .1.1th staff performed all of the
itemized management and administrative functions,
other than management of court services, compared to
only 19 percent of those without professional staff assist-
ants.

The above 'response's thus suggest that the manage-
ment scope of many incumbent trial court administrators
is much more limited than that normally implied in the
role of a professional court administrator. Further insight
on this point was obtained from the following a cessment
based on NMS field visits to 15 trial courts, 13 of
were served by personnel bearing the titles of court
administrator or courts coordinator

of these 13 individuals, six were performing
a wide range of duties related to court adminis-
tration and management, while the remaining
seven performed duties more typically limited
to the functions of a court clerk and may sim-
ply have had their job titles changed during the
past few years." 1 4

suggested by the above description, the title of
court administrator is currently used .o describe positions
which vary. considerablyin respodsibility and scope,
ranging from those requiring broad management and
legal skills, to others with closely circumscribed ad-
ministrative and clerical duties. These differences in job
functions are reflected in the selection standards for court
administrators and in the diverse educational back-
grounds, and work experience, of current incumbents, as
described in the following section.

2. Profile of court administrators.
a. Educational background. The educational at-

tainment of incumbents of court administrators provides

a useful indicator of both the nature of their positions and
of the extent to which these incumbents have the basic
educational background for "assuming the full range of
responsibilities associated with that of the professional
court administrator. As show n in Table IX-11, respon-
dents to the NMS court administrator survey have a very

'--diverse range of educational backgrounds. At one ex-
treme, 12 percent of the respondents reported only a high
school level of educational attainment and an additional
24 percent had some college, but less than a four-year
college degree. At the other extreme, 29 percent were
law school graduates and an additional 12 percent had a
master's degree or higher. The educational background
of the state court system administrators was substantially
higher than those in trial courts. Thus, over 80 percent of
the former held law degrees, as contrasted with only
about 30 percent of the trial court administrators.

b. Experience. In view of the recency of most court
administrator positions, a large proportion of all incum-
bent court administrators had been in their current posi-
tions for only a few years. About one-fourth of all
respondents had less than 2 years of service in their
current positions, and over 70 percent, less- than 5
years of service.

A substantial proportion of court administrators had,
however, held prior positions in the field of court admin-
istration. Thus, whereas the mean length of service of
court administrators in their current positions was less
than 4 years, their total experience in the field of court
administration averaged 8 years, and nearly 30 per-
cent reported 10 or more years of total experience in this
field.

c. Prior positions. Almost one-half (48 percent) of
all incumbent court administrators had held prior court
positions, mainly as administrators or as Clerks or De-
puty Clerks of courts. Included in this category too, were

TABLE IX-11

Educational Attainment of Court Administrators by Level and Type of Court Served
and by Presence of Professional Staff

(Percent distribution by specified level of educational attainment)

Educational

Attainment Total
State Court

System

Trial Courts

With
Staff

Without
Staff

No college 12 5 22

Some college 24 20 30
College degree 23 5 29 18

Master's degree , 12 14 14 14

Law degree 29 81 31 17

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of reports , 331 43 120 99

Also includes administrators for statewide trial and appellate courts. and for limited or special jurisdiction COWLS.

Source: N rvey art Administraton. 1976
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a small number of former judges, mainly serving as
state-level court administrators. An additional 24 percent
of court administrators had held other managerial or
administrative positions in non-court agencies or func-
tions, while 14 percent had previously been employed as
attomeys or law clerks. The remaining 14 percent had
last been employed in a number of other non-court-
related positions.

These variations in prior work excerience are closely
related to the differences in court administration func-
tions in different types r courts. Thus, based on field
visit reports, the trial court administrators whose func-
tions were more clerically-oriented were likely to have
been employees of the judicial system or of the local
government for some time. Prior employment, usually in
the clerk's office, had provided the practical experience
and qualifications for the court administrator position,
rather than specialized education or training. The profes-
sional manageinent-oriented court administrators, on the
other hand, were likely to be younger and better edu-
cated, with diverse backgrounds in law and business
administration, as well as in other professional court
administrators positions. Such individuals were likely to
be more mobile, and with considerable interest in court
management as a career field, as well as in other areas of
public administration.15

3. Professional education and training for court ad-
ministrators

a. Extent of specialized programs. As illustrated by
the diverse educational and work experience back-
grounds of current court administrators, the field of court
administration has not yet established commonly recog-
nized standards for qualification for these positions. This
is due, in part, to the fact that specialized courses or
programs for court administration are of quite recent
origin. Prior to the 1950's, only a few law schools and
political science programs included course components
relating to judicial administration. Most of these earlier
programs were directed at lawyers or judges. The first
rnajor program designed specifically for training of court
administrators was that of the Institute for Court Man-

/ agement, established in 1970 as a six-month certificate
p:ogram on the campus of the University of Denver Law
School. This program, supported by LEAA funds,
graduated nearly 250 certificate holders its first 6
years of operation and has provided a model
administration program for other educational institut,
in this field.

The recent growth of interest in education for court
administration is indicated by the fact that, by 1976, a
teal of 48 educational institutions offered courses or
programs in judicial administration, including under-
graduate law schools, other colleges and universities,

and specialized institutes. Of these only 15 offer degrees
or certificates in the field of court administration,
whereas other institutions offer courses without special-
ized degrees in this field."

LEAA funding provides a limited amount of institu-
tional support for these programs, including an annual
grant of $225,000 to I.C.M. and smaller amounts to
certain other national programs. An analysis of state
block grant allocations in Fiscal Year 1975 indicates that
an additional $180,000 was allo:ated for travel expenses
and related costs, for attendance of court administrator
staff at these national programs.

b. Recommended education and training pro-
grams. Court administrators responding to the NMS sur-
vey were requested to identify both the general academic
fields and the more specialized training subjects con-
sidered most useful for court administration. The
academic fields preferred by the largest number of re-
spondents, among all categories of court administrators,
were management, law and public administration, in that
order. All of these fields were included among the., top
three choices by about one-half or more of all respond-
ents. In contrast, criminal justice specializationor
more technical specialization in computer sciences or
accountin was recommended by much smaller propor-
tions of administrators.

Academic field preferences of court administrators
tended to be correlated with the functional needs of their
own offices or positions, as well as with their own
educational backgrounds. Thus, -mong state court

administratorsof whom about 80 percent were
lawyersan undergraduate law degree ranked first in
preference, by a wide margin, followed by public admin-
istration and management subjects. Among trial court
administrators, whose duties include much greater em-
phasis upon administrative and operational tasks, the
management field was most frequently recommended,
followed by law, public administration and business
administration. Criminal justice specialization was con-
siderably more popular among the trial court adminis-
trators than among the state court administrators, but
nevertheless was recommended by only about one-third
of all trial court fidministraiors.

Similar differences in emphasis, inerms of training
course content, were indicated by them kponses of dif-
ferent categories of court administrators (Table IX-12).
Courses on court information systems rankedN first in
preferences among state court administrators, followed
by courses on methods of program planning and evalua-

tion. Trial court administrators gave first priority tON
courses OE. 'e How management, followed by courses N
on court information systems, but gave less emphasis to
program planning and evaluation coursesreflecting the
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TABLE IX-12

Recommendations of Court Administrators on Training Courses Especially Useful for Court Administrators
(Percent recommending)

Trial Court

Subject Total
-

State Court
System

With

Professional
Staff

Without
Professional

Staff

Caseflow management 85 66 85 98

Court information systems and record keeping 82 91 77 85

Personnel administration 70 70 71 65

Budget and fiscal management 69 66 68 53

Program planning and evaluation 67 75 65 70

Computer applications 62 68 65 56

Source: NMS Court Administrator Survey. 1976.

lesser frequency of broad management responsibilities
among trial court administrators.

C. Specialized training received by court adminis-
trators. Court administrators were also queried on the
extent of their own specialized training in the field of
court administration. Only about one-fourth (26,percent)
had completed a special program of study in judicial
administration before entering their current position. Of
the latter, nearly one-half had attended the Institute for
Court Management, while others had attended a number
of other university programs or those of other national
colleges, such as the National College of the State
Judiciary, In view of the fact that significant numbers of
incumbent court administrators had had prior experience
in court administration in such roles as deputy court
administrator or clerks of court, it is likely that very few
had in fact completed these programs prior to entering
this field. Thus, educational credentials in the form of
completion of specialized programs in judicial adminis-
tration have not yet apparently been required as a condi-
tion of qualification for the large majority of court
administrator positions.

In contrast, a large proportion of court administrators
have participated in specialized training or educational
programs since entering the field of court administration
(Table IX-13). A total of 261 court administrators, or 79
percent of all respondents, reported that they had attended
workshops or other special training sessions subsequent to
entering court administration work. As shown below, the
major sources of this 'joining were the Institute of Court
Management and the training programs sponsored by state
agencies such as the State Court Administrator's or the
State Judicial Conference. Other major providers of such
training were the National Association of Trial Court
Administrators and university-related centers for continu-
ing education.

TABLE IX-13

Percent of Court Adriiinistrators Attending Training
Programs, by Source

Source

Percent of

Total Court
Administrators

Percent of Court
Ad Ministratcas

With Training

Institute for Court Management 43 55

State Court Administrator's
Offio 33 42

State judicial Conference 22 28

National Association of Trial
Court Administrators 28

University-related Centers fpr
Continuing Education 19 25

National College of the State
Judiciary 7 8

Institute for Judicial Adminis-
tration 4 5

Other 16 20

Number of Reports (330) (261)

Percentages do not add to 100 since tespondents may have attended more than one

program.

Source: NMS Court Administrators Survey. 1976.

LEAA funding, including block grants, was the most
important source of financial assistance for attendance at
these programs. Over three-fourths (77 percent) of the
administrators who had received in-service training, re-
ported this had been financed by LEAA funds at least in
part. Nearly one-half also had received financial assist-
ance from their own agency for such training. A rela-
tively small proportion (16 percent) reported that they
had financed their own attendance. It is likely, moreover,
that these responses understate, to some extent, the rela-
tive contribution of LEAA to support of court administra-
tion training since they do not take into account indirect
LEAA financial support through institutional grants or
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through funding assistance to court administration

offices.
4. Findings on court administrator training. The

adequacy of the training and education of court adminis-
trators can only be assessed in the context of their roles
and responsibilities. From our summary of functions
performed by court administrators, it is evident that at
'least twoand probably moredistinct categories of
positions are included within the scope of the "court
administrator" position. The first category, typified by
many state court systems administrators and by some
administrators of large trial courts or groups of courts,
exercises a broad range of managerial responsibilities,
under the general policy supervision of the chief judicial
officer of the court or court system. These can include
such functions as planning, organizing, st::Eng, direct-
ing, controlling and coordinating the court and its ron-
judicial personnel. The second category of administrators
has more restricted responsibiliti_s for such functions as
calendaring, record keeping and statistical reporting, as
well as for staff functions, including supervision of non-
judicial personnel, accounting, space and equipment or
data processing. The key distinction between the two
positions is the degree of control over resources and
personnel, and the ability to initiate or implement major
changes.

The lack of sufficient delegated authority for a broader
managerial role has been identified as one of the impor-
tant limitations of the current court administrator position
in many courts. When court administrators were queried
by NMS as to whether there were any specific areas in
which insufficient authority was delegated to effectively
administer the courts under their supervision, 30 percent
of all respondents reported that this was a problem for
them, and identified a r-,ge of difficulties, generally
associated with lack of :learly defined authority over
certain categories of non - judicial personnel or functions,

The educational qualifications for the cm adminis-
trator position, and the amount and type of la-service
training required, will clearly vary, depending upin the
scope of his authority and responsibilities. Although
these responsibilities will always be brt,ader for the state
court system administrators than those at the trial court
level, there appears to be wide variation among the latter

category, as illustrated by the results of our Surveys and

field visits. Those courts which have assigned a limited
role to their court administrators may have done so for a
variety of reasons, including reluctance of the judiciary
to relinquiSh some of their own authority and control

over court management. In part, however, it may be

assumed that lack of professional qualifications of per
sonnel appointed to court administrator positions has
been a contributing factor. To this extent, a strengthen-

ing of existing training and education programsas well
as of court administrator selection criteriacan contri-
bute to enhancement of the court management function.

Based on the premise that the desirable goal is to
"professionalize" the court administration function, by
providing currcot and future administrators with a broad
range of managerial, as well as technical or administra-

tive skills, the following priorities for training and
academic assistance are suggested.

a. Pre-service court administrator programs. Our
survey findings have indicated that current court adminis-

trators have very diverse educational and work experi-

ence backgrounds and have equally varied preferences

concerning the most desirable academic preparation for
future entrants into this occupation. The major prefer-
ences are, however, for either a law school degree or for

a major in public administration. In either case, existing
undergraduate programs provide little scope for speciali-
zation in the field of judicial administration. Incumbents
in court administration positions have mainly acquired
their specialized knowledge and skills through on-the-job
experience and in-service training programs. On-the-job
training, however, is clearly insufficient if the objective
of training is to promote implementation of new policies
and procedures, rather than to perpetuate existing prac-
tice. Reliance upon in-service training, alone, implies a
substantial loss of time between assumption of responsi-
bilities and acquisition of needed knowledge and skills.
Moreover, workload constraints often limit availability
of key personnel for courses lasting more than a few

days, particularly in small agencies.
These considerations point to the need for support of

graduate level residential judicial administration pro-
grams for personnel planning to enter court administra-

tion careers as well as for those employed in more
_;nior-level court positions. In view of the diversified
,indergraduate background of prospective entrants into
such prop-Fins, course cfferirl:s and curricula shculd be
adapted to individual needs. Thus, lawyers will probably
require greater emphasis upon basic management

courses, whereas public administration majors will re-
quire more intensive study in such subjects as court
jurisdiction or administrative law.

b. /n- service court administrator training. The tra-
ditional objectives of in-service training programs are to
enable practitioners to maintain professional competence
in their field by keeping them informed of new methods
and approaches, as well as to remedy any deficiencies in
their basic skills. The latter objective has understanda-
bly, been given greater emphasis, in view of the limited
academic preparation of most incumbents in the field of
judicial administration.
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One of the critical needs, suggested by our survey
findings, is to upgrade the technical skills of many trial
court administrators for performance of their most urgent
operational responsibilities. These include such tasks as
the development of improved methods of identifying
backlog or delayed cases, improvements in court statis-
tics and records, and improved methods of
calendaringall of which were cited by 40 percent or
more of court administrators as in need of change in their
courts, or court systems. In addition, our review of the
contents of existing residential programs, such as these
offered by the Institute for Court Management, suggests
the need for increased emphasis on certain managerial
skills, notably in the techniq' zs for program review and
evaluation. The process of "change making" requires a
better appreciation of research and evaluation methodol-
ogy than is common today. The latter may not be im-
mediately required by many administrators with limited
current management responsibilities, but can help to
qualify them for a broader management Tole in the fu-
ture.

In addition, the resource limitations of any com-
prehensive residential program indicate the need for
supplementation, through expanded regional training
services, on more adv:Inced management topics than are
offered in file basic residential program. The present
ICM regional programs are largely aimed at those ad-
ministrators who do not, or cannot, attend the residential
program. While these are needed, they should be
supplemented by efforts to provide more advanced train-
ing for 1CM graduates.

c. Judicial training and orientation on court ad-
ministrator roles. The preceding recommendations have
focused on the training needs of the professional court
administrator. There is an equally important requirement
for training of judicial personnel who are responsible for
selection and policy supervision of court administrators.
One of the major barriers to more effective utilization of
professional court administrators in many jurisdictions is
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the lack of familiarity by the judicia.ry with their poten-
tial. We therefore recommend that judicial training pro-
grams include orientations on the court administrator
function, to assist judges in properly seLcting and super-
vising professional court administrators in their courts.
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CHAPTER X. PRIORITIES FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE

MANPOWER PLANNING

A central objective of the assessments of personnel
needs, and of training and education needs, presented in
the preceding chapters, has been to provide an informed
basis for establishment of "needs priorities" for training
and academic assistance programs in the criminal justice
field, as required under existing legislation.

the opening section of this chapter discusses the con-
cept of "needs priorities," in the context of the respec-
tive roles of LEAA and of the state planning agencies. It
differentiates between the desirability for restively
broad statements of such priorities, at the national level,
and the need for more specific determinations of such
priorities for operational use at the state or local levels.

The second section presents the major national-level
priorities for assistance identified by the National Man-
power Survey.

The third section discusses the manpower data needs
for a continuing manpower planning function, at both the
national and the state levels, and suggests approaches to
meeting these needs in a cost-effective manner.

A. Priority Concepts
Although the concept of "priorities" has been widely

used, it has often lacked a clear-cut operational defini-
tion. In certain contexts, priorities refer to an absolute
ranking of various claimants for resources, under which
all of the needs of claimants in the highest categories, in
sequence, must be filled, before any funds or other re-
sources are allocated to those in lower-ranking
categories. The guidelines for student eligibilitj, for
LEEP assistance illustrate this use of the priority con-
cept. Educational institutions are required to give first
priority to all returning LEEP recipients before other
categories of students can beprovided LEEP assistance.

Alternatively, priorities can, be defined in relative,
rather than 'absblute terms to govern the shares of re-
sources among different categories of training or
academic assistance. To illustrate, if graduate level pro-
giams had received 10 percent of all LEEP assistance, an
increased priority for such programs might raise their
allocation to 20 percent with a corresponding reduction

in the share going to undergraduate programs.
Our assessments have identified some quantitative and

qualitative deficiercies is existing training or educational
programs in virtually all sectors of the criminal justice
system, and for all major categories of personnel sur-
veyed. For this reason, establishment of absolute
priorities among sectors or among training program
categories is not generally desirable. At the same time,
considerable evidence has been developed indicating that
the relative extent of training deficiencies varies widely
among the major categories of personnel and agencies.
Such information, as well as our assessments of proj-
ected manpower trends, provide a basis for establishrfient
of relative priorities, which can guide shifts in fund
allocations among various training and education pro-
grams and recipient groups.

A second consideration in establishment of priorities is
the need to clearly define the respeCtive roles of the

federal and state agencies responsible for administration
of training and academic assistance programs for law
enforcement and criminal justice persOnnel. Certain
educational assistance programs, such as LEEP, the
Educational Development Program and the Secti6n 402
Training Programs are directly administered by the na-
tional office and the regional offices of the LEAA. Vari-
ous nation'sl colleges or institutes are also directly funded
by these offices. The LEAA is therefore in a position to
establish more specific policies and guidelines for the
allocation of resources among such programs. In con -
tcast, federal financial assistance to state and local train-

ing activities of all types is mainly administered by ,state
criminal justice planning agencies from block grant
funds, subject to submission and approlial of state plans.
Thus, the degree of control which can be exercised by
LEAA over specific projects of the latter type is con-
siderably more limited.

The decentralization of authority for administration of
a major portion of LEAA funding to the states is, of
course, an integral feature of the current law. It recog-
nizes the great diversity in needs of criminal justice
agencies In the 50 states, including needs for training
and educational assistance. A corollary of this approach

1
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is that only relatively broad or general guidelines for
state-administered training assistance grants 'appear ap-
propriate at the national level.

The priority recommendations in the following section'
therefore differentiate between those applicable to LEEP
and other directly administered edticational or training
assistance programs, and more general recommendations

-applicable to those categories of training assistance
primarily administered by the state agencies.

B. Priority Recommendations

, 1. Educational assistance programs. Our assessment
of the relationship between education and job pPrforrn-
ance requirements in the basic line law enforcemt nt
correctional occupations has failed to provide convincing
evidence for an underlying pren-.:ce of the LEEP pro-
grams as presently constituted, i.e., that higher educa-
tion leading to college degrees is required for all basic
line personnel in law enforcement or correctional ac-
tivities. Although the LEEP program has probably con-
tributed to the recent sharp increases in the proportion of
police and correctional officers with some college educa-
tion, it is likely that this proportion will continue to
grow, even in the absence of the LEEP program, because
of the rising educational attainment of new entrants into
these positions. These findings, in combination with
serious qualitative deficiencies of many of the LEEP-
funded programs, point to the need for a major shift in
orientation of LEAA academic assistance, from em-
phasis, on quantity, to a more selective quality-oriented
program.

At the same time, our surveys have identified serious
deficiencies in the educaIonal preparation, as well as
trai::ing, of large proportions of mid-level and manage-
rial level personnel, in law enforcement and criminal
justice agencies. Concurrently, the key agency personnel
who are or will be in a position to effect needed im-
provements in the criminal justice system in the coming
decade will have growing demands upon them for in-
creased management expertise in such areas as budget
formulation, planning and labor relations, for develop-
ment of new managerial styles and for increased sophis-
tication generally, with respect to the systems- and
community-wide implications of their agencies' ac-

tivities. These deficiencies are most apparent in the case
of law enforcement executives,-reflecting the educational
"generation gap" between senior officers.and more re-
cent entrants. In addition, there appear to be shortages of
academically qualified personnel, with advanced degrees
and specialized competencies in criminal justice plan-
ning, research and evaluation, and as full-time faculty in
criminal justice education programs.

These findings suggest the need for major changes in
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priorities in LEAA educational assistance prograrris, as
outlined below:

Priority in assistance to criminal justice education
programs should be given to those institutions which
fully qualify under existing LEEP qualitative stand-
ards or under such additional standards which may-
be established by appropriate academic accreditation
agencies such as the Academy of Criminal Justice
Science. After a short transition period, institutions
which do not fully meet such standards should be
precluded from eligibility.
Among qualified institutions, priority should he
given to students in advanced undergraduate pro-
grams and to those in graduate programs, in crime-
related studies and in the management sciences, as a
means of improving the qualifications of present
incumbents or prospective entrants into the super-
visory and managerial ranks of these agencies. In
view of the growing proportion of personnel who
have already completed one or two years of college
work, financial support for students in the first two
years of undergraduate study should be progres-
sivel, phased out.

In order to provide equitable opportunities for rele-
vant educational assistance to potentially eligible
personnel in all sectors of the criminal justice sys-
tem, priority should be givenamong otherwise
qualified programsto those which provide broader
and more balanced curriculum offerings, including
corrections and court-related subjects in addition to
those in police science, in communities where a
need for such courses has been established. The
more rapid projected employment growth in the cor-
rections and court sectors reinforces ',this recom-
mendation.
Special programs of direct grants for full-time
graduate study in crime-related and in management
studies should be established, with particular em-
phasis on (a) top level executives and adminis-
trators, (b) mid-level managerial persOimel, and (c)'
students preparing for careers in criminal justice
planning, research or teaching.
Although there is no apparent manpower, need to
pikvide LEEP assistance to undergraduate law
school students, assistance should be provided to
selected undergraduate law schools to develop
model law school cuticula, texts and educational
methods in the field of applied criminal law practice,
to better prepare graduates for careers in the criminal
justice system:

2. Training assistance programs. NMS research find-
ings, presented in Chapters VIIIX of this report have
documented the need for more and better formal entry-
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level and in-service training programs in all of the major
law enforcement and criminal justice occupations. A
number of general indicators of the qualitative adequacy
of this training have been used for this analysis including
data on course lengths, course contents, faculty composi-
tion and training methods used. Additional insights have
been provided by the information provided by agency
executives on their own training and on the adequacy of
their agency's programs. These assessments,
supplemented by the results of our manpower proj-
ections, suggest the following major priority categories
for training assistance programs.

A major deficiency, in all agency categories, is the
absence of any integrated program of management
training for law enforcement and criminal justice
personnel, which provides opportunities for acqUisi-
tion of needed supervisory and management skills as
part of an overall-career development plan. The FBI
Academy programs and certain other national-level
programs only partially meet this need in the law
enforcement sector, and_ management -training re-
sources in-other sectors are even less adequate. The
NMS -has therefore recommended that high priority
be given to development of fully integrated regional
management training centers, or institutes, adapted
to the specialized needs for management training of
criminal justice executives and managerial level
staffs.
In all major sectors of the criminal4ustice system,
the smallermore isolatedagencies have been
found to be the most deficient in their current staff
training programs. They are typically not equipped
to provide in-house training to their personnel, ex-
cept on an informal basis, and cost and workload
constraints often limit their capability to send per-
sonnel to external programs.- Progress has been
made in meeting these needs through state level
programs, often assisted by LEAA grants. How-
ever, the latter programs vary considerably in scope
and quality, and need additional support in many
states.
Among the major categories of criminal justice
agencies, juvenile corrections and court-related
agencies appear to be the most in need of additional
training assistance, as evidenced by the continued
absence of any formal entry-level training for line
staff in many of these agencies and by the greater
degree of dissatisfaction with existing training ex-
pressed by executives of these agencies.
In sectors where -some entry-training is now gener-
ally provided to new line personnel, priority should
be given to qualitative improvements in training
contents "and methodology, of both entry-level and

in-service programs. Training programs for line law
enforcement and correctional personnel should place
increased emphasis on human relations subjects, and
should be adjusted to meet the needs and capabilities
of the better-educated personnel currently being re-
cruited for these positions. 'The recent reductions in
personnel recruitmentand, hence, in- entry-level
training requirementsshould enable many agen-
cies to enrich existing programs without any sub-
stantial increase in total training outlays.

The above generalizations are based on national-level
data and will not be equally applicable to the 50 states, in
view of wide interstate variations in existing personnel
resources, training capabilities and training standards.
One of the most critical needs, therefore, is to improve
the information base and the manpower planning
capabilities of state criminal justice planning agencies to
enable them to establish more specific `needs-oriented"
priorities for their own jurisdictions as discussed below.

C. The Role of
,Criminal Justice Planning

Manpower planning can be defined as a process for
systematically determining the numbers and kinds of
personnel required to achieve program objectives P.nd for
development of programs for personnel recruitment,
training and utilization, to assure that these manpower
needs are met. This process can be applied to an indi-
vidual firm or government agency, to an industry or
functional area (such as the criminal justice system), or
to the nation's economy as a whole. The need for man-
power planning, its scope and frequency, will depend
upon the role and responsibilities of the planning organi-
zation.

The role of the state planning agencies in manpower
planning derives from their responsibilities for adminis-
tration of the LEAA block grants for their states and from
their overall responsibility for development of com-

- prehensi e statewide plans, as prescribed by the LEAA.
In addition, the state planning agencies, to varying de-
grees, are utilized for broader state level program plan-
ning, budgeting and legislative functions, with respect to
their states' criminal justice system.

One of the collateral responsibilities of the National
Manpower Survey project was to "enhance law .3n-
forcement and criminal justice personnel developinent
planning at federal, state and itxkal levels." As a point of
departure, the following.major categories of data needs
were identified:

Employment and personnel turnover data
Agency workload data
Job characteristics data
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Personnel characteris.'cs data
Training and education programs data
Opinions of executives on agency manpower needs,
training and education needs and related personnel
issues
Employee opinions on the usefulness of the training
and education received and on desirable changes in
training or other personnel development programs

Such data were generally needed for each of the major
types of criminal justice agencies and occupations, usu-
ally further classified by agency size and location.
Moreover, for purposes of projecting future manpower
training and education needs, reliable data on past trends

o
in employment, personnel training, workloads and other
key variables were also required.

A systematic review of all available national-level
criminal justice data sources indicated thatdespite con-
siderable progress in development of comprehensive
statistics can overall criminal justice employment since
the 1960'smany categories of needed personnel data
were still incomplete or lacking. These included, for
example. statistics on employment and personnel turn-
over in the major criminal justice occupations. data on

characteristics of personnel in those occupations and on
the various criminal justice training and educational pro-
grams. M-.1y, although not all, of these manpower data
needs were met by special surveys conducted for the
present report, supplemented by the concurrent LEAA-
funded Census survey of employees of state and local
criminal justice agencies. These, however, were very
costly, "one-time" survey efforts, designed primarily to
meet national-level data needs.

Our review of the data resources and capabilities for
systematic manpower planning at the state agency level
indicated that these resources were deficient, in many
states. LEAA guidelines in effect in 1975 had required
inclusion of a considerable amount of relevant data on
agency personnel and training in the state annual plan
submissions. However, an analysis of a sample of state
plans for 1976 indicated that none of these state plans
had complied with all of the pertinent guidelines. There
was even less evidence of any program for systematic
analysis of the available data, for use in arriving at
decisions concerning allocations of funds for criminal
justice manpower development or related purposes.

In addition to the lack of adequate state level man-
power data, these deficiencies appeared to be due to a
lack of staff resources in many of the SPA's for man-
power analysis and planning, the inadequate training for
manpower analysis and planning of many of those as-
signed to this function, andmore fundamentallyto
the limited role of many of the SPA's in decision-making
with respect to the programs, policies, and training
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activities of the criminal justice agencies in then- jurisdic-
tions. At the state level, the latter responsibilities con-
tinue to be vested in the various state operating agencies
or in separate agencies responsible for setting standards

and/or conducting training for law enforcement or other
criminai justice personnel. Hence, in the absence of
authority to coordinate the relevant manpower develop-
n-.ent policies and programs for the criminal justice sys-
tem as a whole, the development of comprehensive
statistics on personnel and workloads has lacked a pro-
grammatic context in many state planning agencies.

Despite these limitations, it was evident that both
LEAA national-office staff and a number of sta crimi-
nal Justice planning agencies were actively interested in
strengthening their manpower analysis and planning
capabilities. To assist in development of a manpower
analysis and planning function at the national level, de-
tailed technical specifications for updating of the NMS
manpower projections model have been included in Vol-
ume VI of this report. In circler to provide current and
reliable data for this purpose, we recommend thatto
the maximum extent practicableemphasis be placed
upon use of existing established federal statistical pro-
grams, with appropriate modifications to meet the needs

of LEAA and the state planning agencies. These include,
for example:

Inclusion of more specific classifications and codes
on criminal justice agency functions and occupa-
tions in the Census of Population, which will be
conducted at 5-year, rather than 10-year, inter-
vals in the future, under recent legislation.
Use of the Census Bureau's Current Population
Survey for annual updating of occupational em-
ployment data, for major criminal justice occupa-
tir-L., at the national level.
Modification of the annual statistical reports of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for
state and local governments, to provide improved
current data on personnel turnover and racial/ethnic
characteristics, by agency and major occupation
group.
Modification of the Bureau of Labor Statistics occu-
pational employment statistics reports to provide for
more detailed occupational employment data, by

state, for ctiminal justice agencies.
There will, in addition, be a need for initiation of new

or expanded data collection programs for certain
categories of essential data, particularly on trainingand
education programs for criminal justice employees and
on the extent of training received by employees. Particu-
larly essential; in our judgment, is a program of evalua-
tion of such training, including program's for systematic
follow-up surveys of recent students. Since such pro-



grams are costly, priority should be given to those sec-
tors where training and education needs appear to be
most critical and where available data is most deficient.

The above recommendationsand the more specific
-technical recommendations for conduct of state-level
criminal justice manpower surveys included in Volume
VIpresume a policy commitment to a manpower plan-
ning rocess as a useful management tool, at both the
national and state levels. This implies, also, provision of
sufficient resources 'for professional staff, for adequate
training of such staff, and for the essential data collection
and processing activities needed to implement this pro-
gram. Specific recommendations for LEAA and for state
agencies, to implement a manpower planning activity
are:

A Manpower Analysis and Planning Office, or unit,
should be established within LEAA, which will be
responsible for maintaining a continuing assessment
of current and projected personnel needs and re-
sources for the criminal justice system, for de-
velopment of national-level priority guidelines for
training and academicassistance and for provision
of technical assistance to state agencies in their,
manpower planning activitiesincluding funding of
prototype cr model state planning projects.
A specialized unit should be established within the-

appropriate LEAA or Department of Justice statisti-
cal office, to plan, coordinate and execute statistical
programs in the field of criminal justice manpower,
and to effect' ely represent the Department of Jus-
tice in assu that its needs are considered in
overall fede statistical planning, sucki as that re-
lated to the Censuses of Population and Govern-
ments. This unit should maintain close liaison with
the proposed Manpower Analysis and Planning
Office.
State planning agencies should be encouraged to
establish parallel functions as ongo)ng activities in
their agencies, to include at least one professionally
qualified full-time staff member.
LEAA annual plan guidelines should be revised to
require inclusion at stated intervalsbut not neces-
sarily annuallyof a comprehensive assessment of
state criminal justice manpower training and educa-
tional assistance needs. (This should replace the
current requirement: for submission of Attine man-
power data in the annual plan.)
A national clearinghouse of planned and ongoing
annual criminal justice manpower surveys should be
established in cooperation Nith state agencies, to
avoid possible duplication of effort and to f5ilitate a
systematic pooling of available data and research.
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APPENDIX A
NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY ORGANIYATION

The National Manpower Survey of the Criminal Jus-
tice Systea3 was conducted by a consortium of three
non-profit research institutions: The National Planning
Association, The American Institutes for Research and
the Bureau of Social Science Research, all based in
Washington, D.C. The National PlannirT. Association,
ar,. prime contractor, was responsible for overall project
direction, for the conduct of manpower assessments and
projections, for the studies of criminal justice training
and education programs, and for the preparation of all
final report volumes, except Volumes VII and VIII. The
American. Institutes for Research conducted the field
analyses of occupational requirements and personnel sys-
tems, and related qualitative assessments, whose rind-
ings are reported in Volume VIII of phis report. "he
Bureau of Social Science Research executed the 'nail

questionnaire surveys of law enforcement and' criminal
justice executives and of courts, and designed the pro-
totype surveys of North. Carolina law enforcement and
criminal justice agencies as described in Volume VII,
and in Appendix C, Volume VI.

Harold Wool of the National Planning Association
served as Project Director. Frank McKernan, also of
NPA, was Deputy Project Director, with special respon-
sibilities for coo-dination of the NPA training and educa-
timid program studies find of the occupational analysis
anal personnel systems studies of the American Institutes
for Research. The full list of professional staff of the
Project, other than shoe -term personnel or ad hoc con-
sultants, appears in Exhibit A-1.

A list of the members of the NMS Advisory Board
appears in Exhibit A-2.
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EXHIBIT A-1

PROFESSIONAL STAFF OF THE NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY,
OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

National Planning Association (NPA)
Office of Project Director

Harold Wool, NMS Project Director
Frank McKernan, NMS Deputy Director
James Stinchcomb, Consultant
Loraine Halsey, Research Administrator
Elizabeth McGovern, Librarian

Manpower Analysis and Projections Group
Mark Kendall, Senior Economist
Harry Greenspan, Senior Economist
Linda Harris, Senior Research Associate
Bernard Gilman, Social Scientist
Albert Gillespie, Research Assistant
Robert Kramer, Research Assistant

Training and Education Program Group
Robert Rafuse, Senior Economist
Neal Miller, Senior Research Associate
Michael Genz, Research Associate
out Radtke, Research Associate

Rigney Hill, Research Assistant

Bureau of Social Science Research (BFSR)
Shirley A. Star, BSSR Project Director, July 1974 -

June 1975
James Kretz,. BSSR Project Director, July 1975 -

September 1976
Gloria Hamilton, Director of Field Operations
Cam! Kalish, Special Assistant to the Project Director

(Temporary)
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Barry Feinberg, 'Research Associate
Celia Pavis, Assistant Dinctor of Research Operations
Mary Dixon, Research Analyst
Carol Sosdian, Research Analyst
Gary Nordlinger, Research Analyst
Neil Bomberg, Reseirch Analyst
Ellen Stem, Research Assistant
Paula Freedmen, Research Assistant
Andrea Golden, Research Assi.tant

American Institutes for Rsearch (A.I.R.)
Albert S. Glickman, Senior A.I.R. Project Director
Robert W. Stephenson, Associate A.I.R. Project

Director
DanielFalkner, Resear.:h Scientist *
Dorothy S. Edward's', Principal Research Scientist
Gary B. Brumback, Senior Research Scientist
Robert Frey, Research Scientist
Parry Goodstadt, Research Scientist

,Lbuis 0. Richardson, Program Specialist
William M. Trencher, Associate Program Specialist
R. Dennis Ostennan, Associate Program Specialist
Marian Fox; Administrative Associate /Project

Librarian
Tania Rornashko, Associate Research Scientist
Clifford P. Hahn, Staff Consultant
Harry I. Hadley, Consultant

* Mr. Felkner served as A.I. R. Project Director ir the final phases of

the study and supervi ed preparation of the final A.I. R. Report (Vol.



EXHIBIT A-2

ADVISORY BOARD TO THE NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY
OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Donald H. Riddle, Chairman
Chancellor, University of Illinois
Chicago Circle

S,herman Day
Director, National Institute for Corrections
U.S. Bureau of Prisons

Edward B. McConnell
Executive Director
National Center for State Courts

Norval Morris
Dean, Law School
University of Chicago

Patrick Murphy
President
Police roandation

Vincent O'Leary
Professor, School of Criminal Justice
State U. of New York at Albany

4.
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,Albert Reiss
Professor, Department of Sociology
Yale University

Gerald Somers
Professor,'Department of Economics
University of Wisconsin

Anthony Travisono
Executive Director
American Correctional Association

Richard Wertz
Executive Director
GOi/emor's Commission on Administration of Justice
Maryland
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